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ABSTRACT

Robin Hyde's novels explore the nature of individual identity

and its relationship to a wider social context. Fictional forms

in which to embody this preoccupation were created with a great

deal of care and ttrought. The novels themselves, some letter

collections and a nuriber of previously unexamined manuscripts,

including several unpr:blished works, are used in order to investi-

gate that creative process. Retationships between the novels are

clarified by the presence of this material. It also makes possible

a more precise formulation of Hyde's aesthetic principles. The

manuscripts are a valuable source, both because of their various

formal experiments and their thematic congruity witir the published

work. Since many of them are as yet unrecorded, an annotated list

of all the ones used or seen in the course of this research is

given in an Appendix.

One of the defining characteristics of Hyde's work is an

interest in biography and autobiography. ft is explored here in a

variety of forms. Far from indicating a "journalistic" shortcoming

-an inability to rise inaginatively above the raw materials of her

art-her use of these genres is innovative and reflects the most

fundamental aspects of her belief in the nature and function of

art.

Having established in general terms the nature of Hyde's moral

vision and the *ylistic basis of its presentation, the central part

of the thesis consists of a reading of The hduits ELy. Its origin
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in an early autobiography is established. lfhe process by which

t5is material was refined and developed into its fictional form

is then examined at length. The novel's central theme of the

growth of individual identity is observed, and along with that

the emergence of a style founded as much on the "poetic" techniques

of imagism and the creation of symbolic structures as on the

devices of naturalism. A close reading of the novel' supported

by evidence from the stages of its composition, establishes that

it is a structurally complete fictional unit rather than the open-

ended report on experience which it appears to be on casual

inspection.

The exploration of the origins and nature of individuaf

identity in The Godui.ts FLy clarifies the themes and techniques

of the later works. These place individual identity within a wider

context. They look outward, beyond introspection, towards a

larger community which is variously defined as the nation and the

internati.onal community in a political sense, or the community of

human feeling in a spiritual sense. The value of Hyde's novels

depends, finally, on the skill of a writer whose work is controlled,

purposeful and rarely shows signs of the effort she put into its

creation.
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(i) Ttre following abbreviations are used to refer to the specified

editions of those of Hyde's published works which are

frequently cited in this thesis:

M|TW: A Home In This Wonld. rntrod- Derek challis. Auckland:

Longman Paul, 1984.

CTIK: Ctteck to lour Ki.ng. New Zealand Classics Series.

Auckland: Golden Press ' 1975.

DR: Dnagon Ranpmt. Introd. Derek ChaIIis, crit. note Linda

Hardy. Auckland: New Women's Press, '1984.

HBTS: Houses By The Sea and ttp Later Poems of Robin HAde.

Ed. and introd. Gloria Rawlinson. Christchurch: The

Caxton Press, 1952.

NIC: Nor The lears Condenm. London: Hurst and Blackett, 1938.

PIH: Passpoz,t to HeLL. London: Hurst and Blackett, 1936.

TGE: The Goduits FLu. Ed. and introd. Gloria Rawlinson.

2nd ed. 1g7O; rpt. Auckland: Auckland University Press

and Oxford University Press, 1974.

WC: Wednesdayts ChiLdren. London: Hurst and Blackett, 1937.

(ii) Ttre following standard library abbreviations are used to refer

to the libraries in which archive material is held:

AP: Auckland Public Library, Auckland.

AU: Auckland University Library, Auckland.

Wltu: Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to discover Robin Hyde as a

writer at work. Her critical statements on the nature and function

of art, her letters, notebooks, drafts of novels and the novels

themselves are examined in order to establish that Hyde was a

careful and deliberate as well as a gifted writer; and to establish

as precisely as possible the nature of her art in terms of both its

themes and its methods.

The first of these objectives is made necessary by the fact

that in the past she has often been regarded less as a creative

writer than a journalist who sirnply recorded experience as it

flowed past her, unable to exert any more control over the form or

style of her work than was dictated by the conventional

expectations of feature writing or popular fiction. Certainly it

is true that Hyde wanted to reach as wide an audience as possible.

It is also true that she was an observant and often trenchant

reporter of the life going on around her, with an instinct for the

significant or telling image. But for the rest, the novels them-

selves refute it. The diversity of their subjects and forms, the

unconventionality of th.eir structures and techniques and the strong

impression they are capable of leaving on readers ail testify to

Hyde's creativity and the control she exerted over its expression,

as this thesis wiII demonstrate.

The second objective, that of defining the themes and methods

of Hyde's art, is much aided by the use of a quantity of previously

&.rFr-. '
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lxtexamined manuscript material related to the novels, as well as

someofHydelslettersandnotebooks.Adescriptiveinventoryof

themanuscriptsisincludedasanAppendixtothethesis,sincea

large proportion of it is stitl in private collections and has not

yet been collated or recorded' The current critical notion of

Hyde's canon is altered by the recovery of this material' Not only

are there several unpr:lclished works to be taken into account, but

the notebooks and drafts of the novels allow Hyde's creative

process to be observed in some detail. These provide ttre empirical

evidence of the writer at work, testing and recasting her language

where necessary, redrafting passages or entire novels' clarifying

andrefiningtheimageryandsymbolicstructuresaswellasthe

narrative methods she employed. The other sources used; the note-

books and letters to other writers as well as critical articles and

reviews, reveal a different aspect of her creative process. In

them can be discerned the elements of a coherent aesthetic system

on which her practice as a writer was based. Her essentially

romantic conception of the nature and function of art was not in

itself original, but its formulation in her work was uniquely her

oern. Individual experience was her primary thematic concern, but

the terms in which it was cast-autobiography and the notion of

artistic inspiration; for example-received distinctive definitions'

She wrote within what is recognizably a Georgian tradition, though

again she chose selectively from its principles. She was able to

purge from her best writing the sentimentality which was

Georgianism's debased form and to cultivate its strength, which was

an imagistic particularity and irnmediacy by means of which to

exprcss passionate feeling.



In order to describe some of the main features of Hyde's

development I cover large areas of her writing. Attention is

however mainly focused on her later novels (though the term "novel"

is used loosely, since much of the work resists classification).

Her poetry has often been ttre sr:bject of commentary, but her prose

has never been examined at length as a consistent body of work.

Sorne rnajor areas of her work are barely touched. Her poetry and

journalism in particular, but also her plays and short stories

(nost of which remain unpublished), are referred to only

incidentally, as they seem to contribute to the discussion of the

novels. Chapter I surveys the range of her work, up Eo The

h&)tits ELy. Although that novel was written mainly in 1936, it

may have had its origin in Hyde's first recorded attempt at novel

writing; a story called "The Windy House" which she wrote in 1929.

Ttrat text no longer exists, but the title alone is suggestive of

the themes of The Go&'tits ELy. Her next piece of extended prose

writing, ttre autobiography she wrote in 1934, plainly contains

within it the seeds of the novel, describing as it does ttre events

of a life on which the character of Eliza Hannay is based. So the

novel reaches back to the very beginning of Hyde's writing career.

Chapters II and III describe the philosophical and stylistic

basis on which Hyde's writing is founded. From these chapters it

is clear that her conception of the function of art was well

developed and consistently maintained. She experienced some

difficulties in transforming those principles into successful

novels, however. There were a number of false starts and failures.

Ttrese prompted her constant and careful appraisal of the stylistic

and, formal elements of her work which as a result became



increasingly refined as her work developed.

The next two chapters, IV and V, examine the development of a

central novel , The Godt'ti.ts FLg, in considerable detail in order to

demonstrate the ways in which these general principles and

processes are evident in a single work. The result of ttris

examination is a new critical assessment of the novel as a cohesive

and carefully structured fiction. The autobiographical basis of

the novel is undisputed. In fact her own definitions of biography

and more particularly autobiography were of central importance to

Hyde's vision as a writer. She believed that the life of an

individual offered a key to understanding the life of the whole

society, even the whole of mankind at a level of psychological

generality. Nevertheless The Go&'tits FLg does not simply record

autobiographicar experience. rt is shaped and arranged with hither-

to unsuspected sophistication. The central "godwit,' image, is

shown to have been too literally interpreted as a geographic

metaphor. It is seen as a complex symbol for the discovery of

identity. other aspects of the nover were mad.e contributory to

that centrar theme. For exampre, Elizars parents and the other

rninor characters are seen less as reliable portraits of Hyders

faudly and friend.s than as fictional embodiments of Eliza's central

psychological conflict. A good deal of attention in these chapters

is also focused. on the novel's ending, since this has been regarded

as unsatisfactory by criticar opinion since the novel was first
published.

The Go&'lits FLy also cast its infruence forward over the

novel-s Hyde wrote in the last three years of her life. She spoke

of it privately in terms which suggest that she intended it to be

'ff'r'
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part of a grouP of related novels exploring the individual's

economic and spiritual relationships to a wider social group. This

suggestion is pursued in the later work: A Home fn Thls lforld and

an rnpr:blished work, "The Book of Nadathr" in Chapter VI and ilo:r

Tlp lears Condenm and Dxagon Ronpant in Chapter Vrr.

What emerges from this study of her themes and methods is a

sense of the cohesive unity of Hyde's work. It forms stylistic

and thematic patterns which are the embodiment of her fundamental

philosophical belief in ttre spiritually cohesive role which writers

must play in their society. What also emerges is that she

approached the task of writing in a much more intellectually and

artistically rigorous vray than has previously been supposed. She

developed and refined her own idea of what she wished her writing

to achieve and set about conveying ttrat vision into art with skill

and care.

In her last-published book,

she wanted her work to be seen as

Dragon Ranpant, Hyde wrote that

"an effort towards r:nderstanding"

the Chinese people whom she had grown to respect. This thesis

describes llyde's work in an attempt to extend to it the same kind

of effort towards understanding.



I. A SI]RVEY OF HYDE'S WORK BEFORE fl/g GOD

This chapter will examine some of the main issues in Robin

Hyde's early writing. This survey will establish that certain

central preoccupations in her late work, the novels written after

1936 especially, first occur at a very early stage in her career.

Further, it will be seen that Hyde was herself aware of stylistic

and thematic problems in her early work which she was later able

to overcome. That she put intense creative energy and thought

into her work is everlnohere apparent in the drafts of her novels,

critical articles and letters to her friends. Far from being the

dreamy, naive "schoolgirl poetess"l into which her literary

reputation has often been deformed, the documentary record shows

her to have grown and developed as a writer, by a process of

rigorous artistic self-examination and the practice of her skills

as a writer.

Special attention is given to those features of her writing

which anticipate the creation of The Goduits FLA.2 since this is

seen as her central novelr Errrd i-s examined at length in Chapters

IV and V of the thesis. Of all her books it took the longest and

was by her own account the most difficult to write. Given the

consistency of her preoccupations, its development may be said

both to have grown out of her earlier work and to have anticipated

the direction and shape of her Iater writing. For that reason it

is appropriate to start with an account of the earliest beginnings

of her writing.

wi"-
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At the age of seventeen Hyde had begun to earn a living as

a Journalist. From an even earl-ier age she had been acclaimed

?.

as a poet.J Ttrroughout the rest of her life she found the demands

of these two kinds of wrlting difficul-t to reconcile' as she

explained in a letter to J.H'E' Schroder:

I exposed rryself to too much worry and perplexityr

& the result was a sort of mental sprain' Short-

story writing, articles, I find easier than ever:

but itts my Poems that I 1ove, and Irve only

written about three presentable ones in the last

six months. lThisl disability is the only

really unhappy thing in my world just now.. ,4

TVrice during her life llydets rrmental sprainil resulting from the

demands of her journalism and other factors became so acute that

she was forced to undertake prolonged periods of psychiatrlc

treatmentr and convalescence. It is ironic that on each occasion

the enforced break from journalism, for which she paid such a high

cost, in suffering, gave rise to a sustained peri-od of creative

url.ting which generated the work on which her enduring literary

repuBation rests.

The first creative period grew out of the six monthsr

convalescence she spent in the Queen Maryfs Hospital at Hanmer

Springs after a nervous breakdown suffered in L927. The next two

years saw the publieation of her first book of Poetry' The

Desolate Staz,i and. established her "as one of the leading young

Poets in the Dominion."6 She continued to have short stories

pub!-ished in several widely circulated newspapers and periodicals.

In 1929 she mentions having begun to $rrite a novel called "The
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Windy House." Although nothing more tJlan the title remains,

that alone suggests a preoccupation with the domestic situation

which looks forward directly to her central novel, The GodUtts

ELA. "Windy" is an epithet commonly associated with the city of

wellington, and the word also suggests the turbulence of the

household described Ln The Co&lsits FLy; whLLe the notion of the

,,house" is developed into a complex metaphor in Hyders later work

as I will show. Though the argument must be speculative, it does

suggest that themes which emerge i-n The c'odt'tits FLy had' preoccupied

Hyde since she first attempted to write in this genre, seven years

before.

A second period of illness and convalescence gave rise to a

sruch more sustained period of creative activity, during whi-fn The

C,odtyLts ELy as well as much other fiction and poetry were written-

In 1933, after a suicide attempt, Hyde was admitted to Auckland

l,lental Hospital . Unable to continue working as lady editor on the

IieU ZeaLand ObserUer, she remained as a voluntary patient at the

hospital, living in a detached ward known as the Lodge (or, as

she called, it, "The Grey Lodge") until early in 1937. Her

experience at the hospital contributed a great deal to the thematic

concerns of her writing, and it also provided a haven of peace and

security which Hyde found necessary to produce creative work:

I have made a more deliberate retirement from a

profession which was at least a competent source

of income, than I need have done for health

reasons alone. . . . This leisure and peace and

Ioneliness, in which I have time to write poems

:ta



and odd stories . and stuff Irm too tired

to cry in the markets, is infinitely more

valuable. 8

By nid-1934 she had written enough new poens for a selection

of seventy to be made. With the help of C.A. Marris, she posted

them to London to be published in 1935 by l.Iaenillan and Co., under

the title of TLte Conqterors. These poens were "last yearts work

Ii.e. f933] and a bit macabrer" as llyde described them in a letter

which also announced tlnat Journa,Lese was being written and she

expected to finish it "in a fortnight.r' She went on to describe

it as "superficial rather & written to se1lr" explaining apolo-

getically to Schroder that she has "got t,o raise money to get to

England & herets the rray."

The apologetic tone Hyde adopts is explained by the fact that

the letter contrasts Jou.rnalese with another prose manuscript she

had just completed and which she describes in very different terms:

I wrote, primarily for a private person, but

now I think for publicatj-on, a 350 page book,

prose - Itrs a history in a way, but more t.he

story of everyone & of most things under Ehe

sun than of any one individual - I will never

again write anything more sincere or better.9

The book she descri-bes here is referred to in this thesis as the

autobiography MS 4L2.L0 Hyde wrote it for, and presented it to,

Dr G.M. ToEhill, under whose care she !,ras treated at Auckland

Mental Hospital. It has never been published. In her letters to

Schroder Hyde did not describe the book as an autobiography, though
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it deals in an impressionistie and anecdotal way with events in

Eydefs own life.

fhe lettex of June 27, 1934 describes the autobiography as

"a history in a \.ray." In a subsequent l.tt..ll sh. describes it

even more obliquely as a "prose book . . . not a novel but a sort

of sliding picture of the days." Her insistence that it is "more

the story of everyone . than of any one individual" is also

stressed in the later letter.12 Her or^m emphasis therefore seems

to fall on the social and "historicalt'context of the "individualts"

experience-the typicaLity of her experience rather than its

uniqueness. The idiosyncratic nature of Hyders notion of auto-

biography and its social and literary funetion is a vital element

in the construction of The Goduits FLg. In the passage from Hyders

journal, quoted by Gloria Rawlinson (Introduction, TGF, p. xiv),

srhich describes the genesis of the first version of The Cadt'tits

T'LU i

Settled: Irm going to \drite a faintly

autobiographical novel called 'The Godwits

Fly' . telling about the Colonial England-

hunger

-the Eerm "autobiography" is again used in close association with a

general social theme, "the Colonial England-hunger." The signifi-

cance of this emphasis in terms of the development of The fudnits

FLy wiLJ- be explored later.

As well as its importance in terms of the relationship between

autobiography and fiction in the novel, a large number of episodes,

descriptions and irnages in the drafts of The C,odnits FLy have

direct anteced.ents in the autobiography MS 4LZ. The autobiography
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also raises thematic and stylistic problems for Hyde which bear

directly on the writing of the novel

One example will serve to illustrate the connection befween

the Ewo texts. In her Introduction to lhe fudutits FLy (IGF,P. xv)

Gloria Rawlinson describes the writing of the novelrs second draft,

beginning in nid-1936. From one of Ilyders notebooks which contains

a plan of chapters for the draft, she quotes th-e following:

Now I think if I could get exactly the special

sort of water that flows under the Dayts Bay

wharf, everything would be quite clear and

complete, and there would be no need to write,

because somehow it is I, and I am it. It was

a \^7ater colourless at the edges' too protected

for foam, except when on very grey days it was

a burnished steel nirror for the skies-

This forms the basis of a similar passage in the published version

(Chapter Nine, "Reflections in the Waterr" P. i14). Gloria

Rawlinson identifies the mid-1935 draft of this chapter as the

"breakthrough" to the second draft of the novel. She sees .the

Passage as evidence of Hyciets discovery of an appropriate style in

uhich t.o cast, it.

A new dimension is added to the significance of this passage

hor.rever if it is realised that the passage does not originate in

t.his second draft of the novel, but is itself based on a passage

in the autobiography MS 412 which reads:

If I eould paint you one still grey day, the

litEle seagulls with their extraordinarily neat
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colour design, the slj-ding of faintly opalescent

\{ater, it would be somethirrg!13

This passage, with its grarmnatical and imagistic similarity to

the one in the published version, is taken from one of several

places in the autobiography where Hyde specifically draws

aEEention to what she feels to be the inadequacy of her style to

convey the intention of the work. The same association of the

inage of water with stylistic difficulty is also apParent in the

notebook passage Gloria Rawlinson describes. The autobiography

must therefore be seen to have a very close connection with the

development of The Go&'tits ELy.

Although it is called "autobiographyr' the MS 4i2 text uses

fictional names (apart from "Iris Wilkinson"). This and other

evidence suggests that her intention was to publish the manuseript.

Indeed the letter which first mentions the autobiography to
1t,

Schroder^- goes on to discuss the possibility of publicatlon. A

few weeks later however she expressed reservations about

publication mainly, it seems, due to Tothillts reaetion:

. Tothill-thinks it dangerous and not brilliantly

written, but he understands it and loves it all the

same. Whether it ever goes to the publishers is a

question swinging in the balance However itrs

for the Future & a few months or a few years or a

lifetime mean nothing Eo it.15

Saying that "itrs for the Future" suggests that Hyde was satisfied

thaE Ehe manuscripE did succeed in conveying some essential part
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of the "truth" about her life as she saw it, whether or not that

,,rruth,, was suitable for publication. Since the Cod?nits ELy deals

with nany of the same evenE and often uses the same images it seems

reasonable to conclude that in part the motivation for writing the

novel tras a desire to reeast this rnaterial into an immediately

publishable form. Such a motivation would seem to underlie what

Gloria Rawlinson describes, on Page xiii of her Introduction to

The C,O&nits FLy, as Ilydefs "sudden decisionril taken on March 2,

1935, to write "a faintly autobiographical novel called rThe Godwits

Fly'." When the novel was completed and sent t.o London for

publication in March L937, Hyde expressed regret that she had not

been able to make the novel closer to autobiographical fact:

. . . I finished the camouflaged autobiographical

novel and posted it - Itrll have to go as fiction'

and itts only tetenty-one years of a life-some

bits flimsy and unsatisfactory' one chapter in

particular where I couldnr t write truth, whole

truth and noEhing but truth without hornets t

nesting a set of people I couldn't be bothered

to hurt at this laEe date. But Itve got a good

deal into i.t that I really hranted to. .15

Here Hyde seems only grudgingly to concede that the novel is

"ficEion" and ind.eed to imply Ehat the fictional elements subvert

che "truth' it conveys, as the deliberate echo of the judicial

oath ("t.ruth, whole truth and nothing but truth") suggests.

When the autobiography MS 4LZ was conpleted early in 1934'

she prrt it. aside to write JourmaLese, the first complete volume

of prose she had published. This too was "autobiography," but of
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very different order of "truth":

itrs pointed coument, funny bits, memories

of the N.Z. journalistie life - It has nothing

personal as regards my muddled affairs in it'

naturally, & itrs really rather fun-Call it

a reminiscent skit on N. Z. joutnalisrn if yo,-r like.17

Hyde was irnmediately struek by the discrepancy between the t\"to

kinds of rrtruth" in these tvlo texts. Her rationalization of the

difference is expressed purely in monetary terms. Of the auto-

biography MS 412 she wrote "Itd never take money for it nor hunL

rQ
sensationr"^" while Jour'naLeae was shaped by her assessment of a

particular market expectati.on and her professional ability to

cater for it. JourmaLese was published in October, L934, within

a few months of being written.

For many years Robi-n llyde had had short stories published

widely in New ZeaLard and in Australia. At about the same time

as Joutmalese was written she was also writing some new stories.

They too had begun to develop in divergent directions. She

mentionedrr. a collection of tales, some Maori, title rA

Ceiling of Arnber"'I9 rnr"h she proposed to send to the Australian

publishing firm of Angus and Robertson. However she concluded

thaE since she knew

. as mucLr of Maoris as of the manufacture of

Cheshire cheese, those stories are all unreal.

But there are others, mosLly unpublished &

the half of them r"rritten in this last month.

They are, some of them, dream-stuff but not
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wueaL because not manufactured, las] one

manufactures and Plasters on Ma:<rnre11 Parrish

b1rr".20

Evidently there is the sare distinction being drar,m between these

rwo kinds of stories as Hyde had drawn between autobiography MS

412 and. JOUwtaLeSe. The collection of "talest' is "unreal" because

it is "manufactured" to suit a publisherts requirements. In

Jouymalese (p. 11) Hyde ltrote scathingly of contemPorary writing

which passed itself off as "New Zealand literature" by adopting

Ehe crude disguise of "local colour laid on as thick as a chorinefs

grease-paintr" and to Schroder she readily acknowledges that these

stories of her own were artificially made up (the "Maori" elernent)

co fit into the same chorus-line.

The second group of stories, which Hyde numbered at about

,1
Ewenty eight,'^ she differentiated in terms of both their subject

mrtter and their approach:

The ones that arenrt purely imaginary have been

\tritten around persons whom I have always loved,

and of whom only incomplete unsatisfactory

glimpses are given in history. Sort of psycho-

logical reconstruction, like building up the moa

from its 
"rr"-tooth.22

Aft.er four of these stories had been sent to Schroder for comment'

Hyde posted t,en of them to her London literary agents, A.P. Watt

and Son, hoping to have them published as "Unicorn Pasturer" the

Eitle of one story Schroder particularly liked.23 They were sent

to Macnillan and Company who liked seven of the ten and encouraged
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gyde to enlarge the collection to 601000 words. This she did'

but despite Protracted negotiations the stories were never finally
?TL

published as a collection.-'

Many of the twenty eight or.so stories from which the "Unicorn

pasture" collection was dram were based on minor figures from

history or literature. I{yders list of some of these "totie"25
included stories about Arabella Stuart; James, Duke of Monmouth;

Hyders or^rn great-grandfather; Anne l4ilton; Lesbia; Enobarbus from

Antony and. CLeopatz,L6 arra Cassius from JuLius CaesaI'. These stories

lrere not amongst the ones sent to London in the ttunicorn Pasturett

collection, which consisted of

Only the myth ones - the historical need

much amending and can wait.27

Nevertheless their historical basis indicates a central pre-

occupat.ion during 1935, and one which was to have a strong influence

on the development of The Goduits FLy.

l^Iriting the historically-based short stories seems to have

encouraged llyders interest in historical subjects. The problem of

"amendingil the verifiable historical fact, which had caused her to

put. aside some of the I'Unicorn Pasture" stories, is perhaps one

reason why she began to turn to New Zealand archives in seach of

subjects from local rather than European history; though, as Gloria

Rawlinson says, her interest in local history sras part of a general

change in her attitude as a writ.er.

In 1934 lRosalie Rawlinson] suggested the

possibilities in Baron de Thierry for a historical

novel. We were passing the Baron's old home in
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Symonds Street . It was "Check to Your King"

which started Robin Hyde on her real journey to

New Zealand. Researches in the Auckland Publie

Library and the Roman Catholic archives resulted

in a number of historical articles and essays'

showing that the ferment of New Zealandts past,

l.laori and pakeha' was working in her *irrd.28

While Hyde was writing the "Unicorn Pasture" stories she was also

researching and writing "Check to Your Kingr" which was first

submiEted as an entry in the A.tlcmtic llonthly 's non-fiction

cornoetiti on.29 When it rras eventually unplaced in the competition

she rewrote it and posted it to England where it r,ras published

3n
in mid-I936.-" Research on deTirierry led her to discover the Sir

C,eorge Grey papers and, as Gloria Rawlinson said, Hyde produced a

number of newspaper feature articles from her reading of this
31

m2 Eertal .

My idea is the -rnts personality as Lhe back-

ground of a dozen really interesting and not too

hackneyed incidents here and elsewhere I

thought Itd call it "Hands of Esau," for he

seemed to me one of the inevitably disposses="d.32

As with her study of de Thierry and the minor historical figures

in the short stories, Hyde's interest in Grey depends primarily

on a sense of identification with his out.cast status ("one of the

inevitably dispossessed"). Her articles on Grey would therefore

try to see beyond the "incidents" to the "personality" of which

they are a produet.
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A third fruitful area of research in the field of New Zealand

history produced another nove1, written probably in the Winter or

Spring of 1935'

Have finished drafE of a novel called "These

Poor Old Hands." Title taken from Te Rauparahars

"What have they to gain by putting manacles on

these poor old hands?" Itrs an attempt to

picturize the fifteen months of Auckland, white

and native, contained in an old file of "The

New Zealander"-1847-L848' almost the last year

of the settlementrs existence as a hotch-potch

.33

The events of 1847-48 as they were described in "The New Zealander"

Hyde says she found "wildly interesting"'adding in the same letter:

"Donr t the lost people, the little ones of the past' speak to you

clearly and carefully souetimes, saying, tSee, this was I?r" In

other r,rords, the novel expressed the same empathetic interest in

the lives of other ordinary people as had motivated her to write

boEh the autobiography MS 412 and the short stories.

As well as the historically-based stories and the "dream-

stuff" (see p. 14 above) which constituted the "Unicorn Pasture"

short stories Hyde wrote in 1934, she mentions having written some

"memory sketches."34 Some of these "sketches" tay be the ones

preserved in Derek Challisr collection of Hyders short stories,

of which 
"..r"r"135 describe childhood events similar in many

respects to those portrayed in the early chapters of The GoduLts

?Ly and reminiscent of the autobiography MS 412. Whether or not

these are the stories mentioned, it is clear that Hyde continued
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to think of events from her own life as a subject of her wriEing.

Early in March, 1935, Hyde was busy with the collection of

Sir George Grey papers from which she intended to write a series

of articles and she had recently met and begun interviewing Stark.

As if this were not enough, on March 2, 1935, she resolved to

begin writing The h&:its FLy. Eight days later she had .finished

four chapters of the novel. She then stopped for six weeks during
16

which she wrote "Bronze Outlaw" (PaSspott to HeLL) r-- the novel about

Srark. Work then resume d, on The Goduits ELy and, the First Ver"iorr3T

38
was completed bY NlaY L2, 1935.

The wriiing of Passpoz,t to HeLL and the First Version of The

GodUits FLy was, then, practically sirnultaneous, and completed in

a very short period of time-only a little over two months-during

which she also did other work. This is a remarkable feat by any

standard; but plainly it would have been irnpossible had Hyde not

been able to build on an artistic framework which she had already

established, as the foregoing discussion has outlj-ned. The

fundamental consistency of the artistic vision informing llyders

work is suggested by the fact that a later pair of texts, the

autobiography A Home fn This World.,3g ^nd 
the novel Not' Ihe Yeat's

/,A
Cortd.envt-u were also almost simultaneous in their creation . A Home

In This Woz.Ld as autobiography corresponds with The Godwits FLy

(especially the First Version) insofar as Hyde herself insisted

on ics auEobiographical nature; Not, The Iears Condentt is a sequel

co Passport to HeLL. The correspondences between the later

pair of texts will be examined in detail in Chapter VI of this

thesis. They help to explain in a large measure how the earlier
pair of texts were also intiurately linked together in Hydets mind.

Gloria Rawlinson describes the First Version of The Godtsits
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FLy as being a failure because in it "Action is becalmed by

long dissertations on New ZeaLand customs, social, sexual, and

political, interesting as journalism but deadly to the pace of

narrative.r' The draft i.S a faiLure as a novel. "Journalism" is,

however, far from being the reason for those "long dissertations."

In fact they were a clumsy and inconsistent attemPt to relate the

life of one individual to a larger social pattern. This is evident

from liyders first description of the novel in her journal as

"autobiographical" but specifically related to a larger social

analysis: t'telling about the Colonial England-hunger, and they

that depart and they that stay home."

In a letter to Lee, I{yde describes Passport to HeLL as a study

of Starkie as a "social defective. " The letter goes on to identify

Starkts social and psychological condition with her or^m, and to

conclude that both are representative of a wider social malaise:

. Ifm continually in touch with the mentally

disrailled, including myself fighting against

the life-wish is a death-wish, a will to lie dovrn

and whine, to go soft, to lie, to cringe, to do

anything on Godrs earth but face the essential

loneliness of being onets unaided se1f.

Writing and a particularly good doctor helped me,

but I teaLi-ze these are special favours which

donrt come the way of 907" of the social failures.

. I tel1 you that not out of self-pity but as

an explanation of Starkie. IIe is fundamentally

incapable of being other than he i".41
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This aEEemPt to relaLe the individualts experience to a

Larger social pattern is consistent with Hyders declared intention

ln the autobiography MS 412, the short stories, and Check to lottp

t,t
King.az It also endures the suecessive drafts of The Goduits FLy.

So the failure of the First Version resulted not from what Hyde

was doing thematically in the novel but hou she was doing it.

The alroost simultaneous composition of Passpot't to HeLL and the

FirsC Version invited comparison between them, and perhaps this

brought to Hydefs notice the need for a stylistic change. When

Passport to HeLL was finished she described it as being stylisti-

cally "Harder, barer and more confident"43 th"r, the senti-

mentally extravagatt Cheek to lottt'King. She went on in the same

letter to say that she was t'weary and depressed over the complica-

tions" of the First Version to which she had returned. Though she

went on to finish the draft within the next three weeks, she was

dissatisfied with it and "put it aside for further reflection"

(quoted by Gloria Rawlinson, Introduction, TGF, p. xiv).

The next novel Hyde wrote was probably "Tttese Poor Old Hands."44

Like Passpont to HeLL thLs novel is significant in the development

of. The Godt'tits ELy beeause Hyde's comments about it show that while

she wrote it she was attempt.ing to improve her style in a particular

way. In "These ioor Old Hands" she took as a model Joseph Rothts

work which, she said,

. is so detailed Ehat at first it looks solid-

then it breaks ir.to pattetn, like little leaves.

Alt the way through "These Poor Old Hands" Irve

tried for that-the rounding out of things,

pieture, person, until their separate existence

is coherent in the pattetn too.45
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Ttre First Version of The Co&'lits FLy errds with a car accident

which presumably disposes of the narrator, ELLza Hannay (the

accideng takes place on the road to Spirits Bay, the place fron

whieh the souls of the dead depart for the spirit world in Maori

nythology). When she finished the draft Robin llyde thought the

ending "rather lovely" (quoted by Gloria Rawlinson, Introduction,

TGF, p. xiv). The ending was changed when the novel was redrafted

a year 1ater, however. The "lovely" ending \ras Part of a spurious

"paEEern" irnposed on the naterial of the novel to produce a more

obvious structure of beginning, middle and end. The revised

ending may also be seen as completing a pattern;46 b.ra it is a

pattern which gro\^rs out of the novelrs fidelity to the experience

it portrays. So a significant change in the structure and style

of the novel is attributable to Hyders experimentation in "These

Poor Old Hands" with a style which insisted on absolute concen-

tration on particular images-the "separate existence" of each

"thingtt or ttpersonrr-gs that any ttpatterntt subsequenEly evident

was intrinsic to the texture of the novel.

Writing the First Version of The Goduits ELy gave Hyde more

difficulty than she had expected. She had already written the

autobiography MS 4L2 arld, the "memory sketches" dealing directly

with autobiographical experience, so "it ought to be sirrple, but

1"rr'a."47 She described the novel in the same letter as a I'sort

of portrait of drearnland as seen by a young fernale with not much

talent for living." This emphasizes the subjeetive point of view

of the novel, suggesting that she was encountering the same

Eendeney towards sentimentality that had become evident in

writing Cheek to Iout King. As she wrote the First Version, Hyde

was torn between her desire to write a didactic social novel
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Rawlinson

regarded

\

LJ

influenced by Lee's Childt'en of the Poor' as Gloria

suggests) and her desire to write "fantasy" which she

as her |tnatural medium in Prosett:

The trouble is (a) keep her lthe narrator] pinned

down to earth and she gets sunken in such bogs of

misery (b) release her, and she becomes incredible

and fantasEic. I think I shall do Ehe latter'

"nyhot.4B

DespiEe the resolution expressed here the First Version does

incline towards option (a). soon after it was "put aside for

furEher reflection,r' however, Ilyde wrote another novel called "The
/,o

Unbelievers."-' By August 8, 1935, the draft was finished, and.

before she began retyping it she wrote Eo Schroder describing it

as the nearest she had come so far to what she wanted to write:

Comedy and fantasy with a magic island and

comnunists & psychiatrists and idealized

portraits of atl my fair and false friends.

I wrote it as a relief for pent-up feelings

and iE did.5o

The autobiographical basis of the book is still evident ("portraits

of all rry friends") but the "fantasy" form has enabled the narrator

of che First Version to be "released" to express a world filtered

and "interpreted" by her own psychological needs ("I wrote ir as a

relief for pent-up feelings and it did").

"Ttte Unbelievers" was sent Eo Ehe Boston publishing firm of

Houghtorr-ltifflin, probably in late August or September 1935. At

about Ehe same tine the "Unicorn Pasture" collection of short
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stories was revised, Check to lour King was rer^rritten after its

return fron the AtLur.tic MonthLy, and together with "These Poor

Old tlands" these hrere posted to her agent in England. The English

firn of Denis Archer agreed soon after to publLsh Passpot't to HeLL,

and in December 1935 her second collection of poetry was published

in England by l4acmillan in their Contemporary Poets series. So

in the latter half of 1935 Hyde had every reason to be satisfied

with her prospects as a writer. She continued therefore to write

in her ttnatural medium in prosertt producing a second ttfantasytt

novel , Wednesdnyts ChiLdz,nn,SL which she described as "a dream

novel with no tot"l". "52

In April 1936 a great deal of publicity and attention was

given to local writers, in the form of a New Zealand Authorst Week

promotion. By this date Hyde was well knor.rn as a poet, both in

periodicals and with her two collections The Desolate Stay and

cj
The Cortqz,terors.-- She was also widely published as a freelance

journalist. Though of her prose books onLy JotrcnaLese had been

published, it was knor"m that she had other work awaiting publica-
54_tion.-' Passpoz.t to HeLL in fact appeared in print during April,

1936 .

As a promising young poet and novelist, she contributed one

of a series of lectures given in Auckland as part of the Authorsr

Week activities. The stimulus that had been given to her writing

by Eaking part was soon evident. Shortly after the Authorsr Week

activities ended, Hyde went to stay with Miss Elsie Srronach in

her t'stone house at castor Bav." rn a letter written to Lee from

that addr"ss" she said that she had begun rewriting "that auto-

biography" (referring ro the First Version of The Godaits FLy) and

expeeted to finish it in "about six months.t' By August 7, 1936,

:-a+!\
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she was ,,200 pages on in the attempted novel-memoir."56 Ihis

periodrfromMaytoAugust1936'wasveryimporEanttothedevelop-

cnt of The Co&nits FLy' Hyde began the second version with

locreased confidence in her ability to control both the sEyle and

thethernaticcontentoft'henovelasaresultoftheworkshehad

completed during 1935 and early 1936'

Theattentionshewasgivingtothestruct'ureofthenovelis

evident in a nogebook errtry5T (dated in one place "July 22nd")

whlch sets out a plan of chapter titles and notes for the new

version. From the same period there exists another notebook5S in

shich two fragments of the new version were written. The first of

these is dated June 22, and consists of a draft of chapter Nine'

"Reflections in the Water," of The Cadtnits ELy' The second fragment'

dared July 23, ,'begins like IIhe Godt'tits FLyl Chapter Ten,

r.rl th, Tirnothy-getting-out-thr ough-a-hole-in-the-b ack-f enee, I and

contains material subsequently spread through three chapters .t'

(Gloria Rawlinson, Introduction, TGF, p' xv) ' Although she had

srltEen "200 pages" by August 7, a letter to Mr Dale (gditor of the

Aucl'-LcnL Stat') refers to it as "a rather sticky MS"'59 She was

evtdently losing impetus in writing. Gloria Rawlinson records that

ac about Ehis time "work on The Go&,lits FLy stopped ' while

'lecinesday, s Childyen arld Persephorle in Wi,ntev' were prepared

for posting overseas" (InEroduction, TGE, p. xv)'

In September or October 1935 the llon' W' Dornmie Stewart

invited Hyde to Dunedin, "partly to browse through Hocken Library

Eanuscripts, and partly to help him with his own literary workt'

(Gloria Rawlinson, Introduction, TGF, p. xv). Neither of these

t,asks was accomplished. The l{ocken Library Conrnittee refused her

perui-ssion to use their collection of manuscript maLerial, notably
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rhe journal of Edward Markham,"" which she had hoped to use as

rhe basis for a historical novel Lj.ke Check to yottv King. One

source of material for a biographically-based novel was thus

closed to her. At this time Downie Stewart was working on his

biography of Sir Francis Setl.6l It seems entirely consistent

I,riEh the foregoing mention of Hyders interest in biography,

that she should have been attracted to Downie Stewartrs project.

Alrhough a surall quantity of notes Hyde rnade relating to Downie

SEewartts work still exist, iL was soon apparent that he ".

did not really want help with his books" (Gloria Rawlinson,

Introduction to The fuduits FLy, Pp. xv-xvi). It seems that he

was rather unsettled by Hyders eagerness to become involved and

instead "preferred to remj-nisce" when in her company (offering,

perhaps, his own biography in place of Bellts).

Time spent either working on Markhamts journal or helping

Downie Stewart with his biography of Be1l would perhaps have turned

ttyde aside again from completing The fuduits FLy. However both

these possibilities were closed to her, and she found herself in

the quiet restful atmosphere of Doqmie Stewart's Dunedin house

wiEh nothing to do. She therefore resumed work on The Goduits FLy,

as she reported to Lee:

An doing some stuff of my orrm-the old auto-

biographical novel-mostly on a balcony in his

[nor,mie Stewartts] house, which is quiet, in

contrast to my lodgings [on George St., Drrrr.ditl .62

When llyde left Dunedin 1 ate in 1936 she travelled by a cir-
cuitous route back to Auckland: "leaving Dunedin for Stewart Island,

thence to Queenstom, Christchurch, Nelson and her home tor"m
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Wellington and back to Aucklandr' (Gloria Rawlinson, Introduction,

HBTS, p. I7). It is uncertain how much of the new draft was

compleEed in Dunedin, but the draft was finished "after her return

to Auckland in Decemberr" and revj-sed during a period of seclusion

in a smal1 cabin on "the upper reaches of Whangaroa Harbour. On

her return to Auckland in the middle of March the book was posted

to London . . .t' (Gloria Rawlinson, Introduction, TGF, p. xvi).

While llyde was completing the final revision of the novel

earLy in 1937 she already saw it as a prelude to further auto-

biographical work. She was pleased with it because iE had at least

partly fulfilled her intention of giving (as she said of Lee's

Childten of the eooo631"a picture without distortion" of the world

iE described:

, . . Mueh of dream woven inro ir [The C,oduits ELyl-but thar

\ras true, of the people in the story-and their funny

hot penniless quarrelsome sham-respectable little lives

.64

The Go&'tits ELy had drawn on all of llyde's resources as a

writer and to a large extent its form was determj-ned not only by

its development through the successive drafts but also by the

other works of history, biography and fantasy written over the same

period. For this reason alone it is an important novel, which

brings together many important elements of Hyders work up to thJ.s

point in her career. Further developments made after The co&rtits

FLy was completed are discussed in Chapters VI and VII.



II. THE USES OF ART

This chapter will explore some of l{yders beliefs about the

nature and function of art and her role as an artist. These

beliefs were founded on the conviction that although mankind is

innately good, that goodness is perverted by repressive conventions

of thought and behaviour. The conventions she particularly

abhorred were those which emphasized the differences between

people rather than those things which they have in common. Releas-

ing the spiritual richness and fertility which lay untapped in all

people wouldo she believed, result in less division and discord: a

greater sense of social cohesion. This was the didactic purpose of

her writing. It was to be achieved primarily by writing in such a

lray as to arouse the readersf sympathy for the subject of the work.

the readers were to understand the motivations of the writerts

subject as being fundamentally the same as their own. The effect

of this sympathetic response on readers was twofold.

WriEing which asserted the value of each individualrs

experience fostered the readerst sense that their ot^rn lives, no

matt.er how apparently insignificant, were not without meaning.

The ernphasis Hyde placed on sympathy in her work makes it clear

that the kind of understanding she sought to foster was not an

objective overview of social and political institutions, but an

encounter with the individual and the particular. So in Dtaqon

PonpantL she deliberatelv avoided ni.rirn an overall account 
", 

an.

sar between Japan and China. She chose instead to write "a story

i)

K
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rrith few politics and no artrr which would focus not on the broad

sweep of the war, but on "the agony of the drops which show human

faces for a single moment before they go over the waterfall.tt2
'{

The second effect Hyde wished her writing to have on her

_Ieg4pqg 
te&.,.an r,:nqreased sense of partaking in a shared conrmunity

-of valuesl. gince she believed this to be necessery to the mental

health of the individual. The nature of New ZeaLand society-or

rather the lack of it-is a recurrent subject of scrutiny in her

work. The problem is raised in JoutnnLesez

If_so-ci.etl consistg of a body of individuals

with some real tie of feeling between them,

we have no society iL.Ne-w Ze-aland as- yet:.

there are ties of prejudice and self-interest'

,.b.u3.-qf genuine feeling, no. However, there

are some lovely gardens' some very nice dogs,

and the sun shines here as elsewh.t".3

The phrase "ties of prejudice and self-interest" emphasizes the

differences that exist between members of society. The implication

ls that ties of "genuine feeling'r-such as the sympathy she sought

to arouse by her writing-could bring them into the organic unity

of a single "body."

ofa

l.leek

His

ttnew

As a "promising" young poet and novelist, Hyde contributed one

series of lectures given in Auckland as part of the Authors'

activities in 1936. She chose to speak on "The Writer and

Audience." Her lecture was a plea for the establishment of a

relaEionstlip" between writer and audience:

#;';:'-

. instead of being your freaks, your occasional
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light entertainment, we mi.gh!_pe-c9gg, as well as

those things, ._1. qi11_g!*qtr_e-"p_e-o311gr- the longing

--and- t!-e_ unspgkg+, dumb things that are ploughed

into the earth . pightnrt w^e be the organ of

the voice, given back to the body, which is the

people? Or is that loo nad.-a--da9"4ln,.r-.-. ?4

The rhetoric usedhere is reminiscent of her description of the

autobiography MS 4L2 as t'more the story of everyone . than of

any one indj-vidual."5 The purpose to be served by telling such

stories was primarily a social one. They drew on and fostered the

relationships of trgenuine feeling" between members of society which

were otherwise neglected, and so helped to hold the society together.

Considered in this way, writing is a vitally necessary and meaning-

ful ritual act which has consequences both for the individual and

for the whole society. Hyde inplies as much when, later in the

lecturer she compares her act of writing with the formal recitation

of genealogy in traditional Maori society. Reciting his genealogy,

she says, riras the Maorits way of recognising his place in a

coumunity which extended through time as well as space:

The Maori had no written history, but he had

something you [contemporary New Zealanders]

have not-a knowledge that continuj.ty is sacred

to the race. There isnrt a Maori who canrt

tell you his "begatsrr-his generation, his

tradition.6

In the lecture Hyde was dealing specifically with the relation-
ship between a writer and his audience. she considered it to be

*:.,.-
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uosatisfactory insofar as it was typical of the false ties which

bound her society together. They were ". . broken pieces,

pandering co one another, deriding one anothsartT-g1gd by prejudice

and self-interest, as she had said in JouwnLese. Ideally they

should be united. The writer should be "the organ of the voice,

given back to the body, which is the people." Translating this

ideal into more pragmatic terms, Ilyde explains that she does not

,'. . . mean that the non-writing population should swarm around the

writers and te1l them what fine fellows they are. That would be

not merely funny, but also an end to honest writing."8 Instead

the writers have to be left as free of influence (t'pandering" and

"deriding") as possible. _!y expresqing their ol^7n experience with

Ehe least distortion possible-and here the importance Hyde attached

to Ehe wri-ting of autobiography will be evident-they will most

directly reveal the characteristics which link them to other people,

just as the Maori recj.ted his genealogy primarily in order to

ldentify and define himseLf, but by this means maintained the

existence of a whole 99mrnull_!y as well.

Hyde makes the link between the individual and the social, the

w-riEer and the audience, particularly strJ-king and memorable by

taking over and redefining in a totally idiosyncratic way the

convenEional notion that a writer has to be "inspi-red" in order to

wrice. Inspiration, she says, means tt. that r"/hich we breathe

tn, that which is in the air."9 It does not mean a sudden flash

of insight, or a moment of heightened awareness on the part of the

artist.. Rather, Hyde uses the term to suggest that the truly great

artist is the one who is most intensely aqrare of his social milieu,

"chat which is in the air," and is distinguished from his

concemporaries only by his ability to articulate his a\rareness on
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their behalf: "to be the organ of the voice, given back to the

body, which is the PeoPle."

"To each generation its own truths, its own thoughtsr" the

lecture goes on to say; so history presents each generation of

writers with the same task in a different form. For Hyde, the

only way to fulfil this task was to describe with as much "honesty"

as possible particular images and impressi.ons. When talking of

"These Poor Old Hands" she had described this process as the

ttrounding outtt of the ttseparate existencett of each person or
ln

thing.'" Only if this apparently linited aim could be successfully

achieved could the true ttpatEernt' or the tthonesttt picture of tteach

generation" emerge. So the way she defined the word inspiration

offers another example of the intimate connection she always sought

to establish between individual experience and the experience of

the whole social group.

Hyde's choice of the word "history" to describe the auto-

biography MS 412 has already been noted as a key to her insistence

on the typicality rather than the individuality of her psychological

condition. The historically-based short stories she began to write

in 1934-35, soon after the autobiography was completed, may be seen

as an attempt to discover (or ereate) this pattern outside the

limits of her o!/n experience. The impetus for writing the stories

Hyde describes as depending on her om sympathetic engagement with

the characters: they are t'written around persons whom r have always
llIoved."" That these "persons" are minor figures in history is

consistent with Hydets championing of "causes, mostly lost ones"

(Gloria Rawlinson, Introduction, HBTS, p. i8) and her concern for

-and identification with-social outcasts and failures rather than

successful and socially acceptable people. So she had described

H
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;.;;";,:.":;" .,"i'::' -:;'.::",i:",
tormented and inarticulate and quelled by

life, that slid Past.l2

If her own predicament-whatever caused the psychological disorder

which "tormented" Lter and m'de her feel "quelled by life"-was

shared by her contemporaries ("a11 the faces . . . that slid past"),

why should it not also extend through time to apply equally to men

and women throughout history? So the stories develop from the

"incomplete unsatisfactory glimpses . given in history" which

are nevertheless tantal-izLng because they are "glimpses" in a

"cloudy mirror" in which, Hyde says, if we look carefully enough

we can recognize o',.""l'rr.".13

The didact,ic purpose for which Hyde undertook the task of

"psychological reconstruction" is a key element in differentiating

these ("Unicorn Pasturer') short stories from the earlier ("A

Ceiling of Amber") ones. One of the t'Unicorn PasEure" stories is

called "The Griffin Objects." It is about a printer who receives

not alr+ays welcome advice from a griffin whom the printer had

inherited . while yeL an apprentice, from

an old and erudite master whose wanderings in

the Scythian deserts had provided him with a

perfect mine of misinformation.

The griffin embodies a kind of perverse knowledge which has over-

tones of both the occult (the printer is just finishing work on

"The Mage Simeon of Astreats somewhat monumental book, tMeasurements

f
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of Inflnity"') and the prophetic ("wanderings in the .

deserts"). The printer is poor and decides that he will print

books which appeal more readily to popular taste and so will make

money. At this point "the griffin objectsr!r ssying'

There is no purpose whatsoever to be served by

further corrupting lreadersJ. If you cannot

improve them . . and I really think that with

intelligent and co-ordinated effort it could be

done . itrs up to you to do nothing that.

will nake them rorse.14

Ihe story offers a parallel to Hyde's own writing in 1934-35.

Like the printer, she is torn between the desire to make money from

her work by the most expedient means possible, and the desire to

"improve" her readers by writing books in which their own "secret I

selves" would be revealed. The distinction Hyde rnakes here is one

she had already made when she described JouwtaLesez

Itts the superficial and slick and clever in

writing, . not the naked things that fools

find shocking, that are true vulgarity.

"Journalese" is to my mind all those three: it

will probably make me some money & I quite love

money or at least love the little prettines".".15

However, the story "The Griffin Objects" clearly endorses the

griffin's idealism. Hydets preference persisted for the part of

her work which she felt served just such an idealistic purpose, in
spite of setbacks like the failure of the "Unicorn pasturet'

collection to reach publication. I{er statement to Lee, after The

:S{'
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fu&,:its FLy was posted to London, that the novel had been

compromised in some respects but she had still succeeded in getting

,,a good deal into it that tshel really wanted to,"l6 suggests that

she had deliberately set es!-rrsigh intelligent and co-ordinated

efforttr-to cast her material in a form which was readily publish-

able yet which contrived to remain "true" to her artistic vision;

and that she felt she had succeeded in achieving this purpose when

she wrote The Goduits FLY.

The Authorst week lecture, "The writer and His Audiencer" was

delivered in April 1936, only a matter of weeks before Hyde began

redrafring the First Version of The codui,ts FLy. It prefigures

the novel's examination of the nature of New ZeaLand "o.i"ty'17
In the novel this preoccupation is carried mainly by the I'godwit"

theme. The "colonial England-hunger" Hyde says divides New

Zealanders into "they that depart, and they that stay home" (quoted

by Gloria Rawlinson, Introduetiot, TGF, p. xiv). It cuts them off

from a sense of belonging wholeheartedly Lo the place in which they

live. It is treated in lhe novel as a synptom of a fundamental

weakness in the sLructure of New Zealand society.

In Hydets view, then, her task as a writer was to foster

q_ualities which would equip her readers to function better as..

il.diVfdqals and members of the larger .social order. The writer was

also part of the social order, not a God-like being superior in his

det,achment like the artisE Stephen Dedalus imagines "invisible,

refined out of existence, indifferent, paring his fingernails."l8

So it is difficult to distinguish those of her comments which apply

to the writer from those which apply to readers. The engagement of

the readerst Sympathy is essentially the same Process as the "effort

towards understanding" (DR, p. 13) which the writer has to make in
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creating the work; and the theraPeutic function of the writing is

jusE as important for the writer as for any other reader once the

work has an existence of it.s or.m as a texL detached from the author.

When Hyde first announced her intention of writing The Cadt'tits

FLy she had in mind a work which would assist in bringing into

existence g- Ne-w ZeaLand society bonded together by understanding

and ties of what Ln Jouz,naLese slne had called "g_enuine feeling."

The novel focuses on the "Colonial England-hunger" which prevents

New Zealanders from developing ties of genuine feeling with their

own country and which divides the population into "they that depart,

and they that stay home" and so works against the development of a

true New Zealand society. The theme is most clearly stated in the

Firsc Version, where Eliza says

Those who live in a land which sacrifices its

own charact.er for alien traiLs which it can never,

and will never fully attain . . . may come to

understand how it is possible to love a country

and to hate it, as I love and hate England. I see

our dark and vivid world drained of life and

character, our people, who might have possessed a

certain amount of individualitv . . . overlaid

with an unreal tradition . . .19

p9 "Colonial England-hunger" is one of the symptoms of New Zealandr-s

lack of a strong sense of identity. The effects of this are twofold.

First it. gives rise to the repressions and conflicts (in the same

vay as the individualrs menEal stability is threatened) which are

explored in both ne God?nits FLy arrd Nor The lears Conderwt. Second,

just as Hyde felt that she had to achieve this integrating sense of
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ldentity in order to functi-on as a member of society, so she

believed that once New Zealand was a unified nation it could fulfi1

an active role in the world-wide community of nations. This

overtly political manifestation of her belief in the connection

between individual and social well-being is discussed further in

Chapter VII.

The kind of unity she promoted was not based simply on

material comfort or equality-although she knew those to be

important-but on sympathy and understanding between all people.

"I sound a little like dear Auntie Belinda speaking from lZB,

lnviting you all to send out waves of right thinking"20 "h. ot""

ironically aduritted; but_her work upholds the firn conviction that

all people are equal at the non-rational level of their minds. If

the rational part of the mind is objective and analytical,

perceiving or creating differences and divisions, then the non-

rational part is the unifying power which, if tapped, can bind

people together. f tter use of autobiography and biography is there-

fore "psychological reconstruction" rather than an historically

objective account. The insight she wishes to share throughout her

etriting is that the growth and exercise of euez'ybodyts subjective

world-in which fantasy, dream and wish-fulfilrnent all play their

part-should be encouraged because it completes the objective

worid. The personal psychological benefits are an improved self-
image and an increase in personal security; while tfr_e benefits

for society as a whole come about as these personal be_nefit_s are

reflected in soci-al behaviour-tolerance, co-opqraticg_-a4d_ uldgr-

standing replacing the I'ties of prejudice and self-interes_!.-l'

In February 1936 Hyde met DrArcy Cresswell for the first time,

as she records in a letter to L...21 This was an important time
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in rhe development of The Godnits ELy, since it preceded by only

a few months the redrafting of the First Version which established

the final form of the novel. Several letters written in urid-1936

testify to Hyders strong interest in Cresswellts work at this
?)

tj.ne.-- Fairburn, in a letter to Glover, draws attention to

Cresswellrs influence over her work in 1936. Fairburn says he is

impressed with Cresswellrs sonnet sequence, Lyttelton Haz,bouz,,

las) poetry that is. His images are fine.

But when Iris Wilkinson exalts him as a philosopher

-& the "only one in NZ poetry"-I blink. Ilis

platotudes as a friend of mj-ne calls them are the

least essential part of his work. . But

apparently Iris W. looks upon him as a teacher, a

dichter. No no. Ilers a poet pure and sirnple.23

Fairburn rather caricatures Hydets role as acolyte here. Cresswell's

elaborately formulated notions on art and the vatic function of the

artist offered Hyde a parallel with her orirn romantic notions, which

-though less systematically expressed-were just as strongly

naintained.

Hyders evident enthusiasm for Cresswellts work in early 1936

is, however, worthy of closer scrutiny. Here I will outline some

of the ideas they held in comnon which might first have attracted

Hyders int.erest in Cresswellrs writing. I will then suggest that

cresswellfs parti.cular statement of the function of poetry provided

Hyde with the means of achieving a thematic change in her work at
Ehis crucial stage in the writing of The Go&rsits FLy. It was a

ehange which enabled her to transform the First Version from an

loErospective rrpudding" into a successful novel. It was also a

3=i:I:-*
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cbange which directly foreshadowed her later work, as the discussion

oE Nor The leats cond.enm in chapter VII will show.

Like the self-knowledge which is the source of the "correct

colour basis" in her own poetry, llyde says that Cresswell has

;.;.": ..:""1"::.,il:"ffi , 
j,,:._:::""

everything h" "".".24

Again describing Cresswell in terms of her own preoccupations, Hyde

says that, his poetry builds on this foundation to be socially

purposeful, promoting not a "firmer and juster materialism" but a

tqt'spiritual renaissance. tt'-

A review by John Harris of Cresswellrs LgtteLton Harbour placed

a l.{arxisE interpretation on the sequence' saying it "magnificently

llluminates the subjective asPect of the disintegration of capital-

lsE society" and Cresswell t'is only expressing in other words

Lenin,s faith in the pro1etari at."26 Attacking this review, Hyde

gave her own interpretation of Cresswellfs meaning:

I do not irnply that he is not as concerned as

. any other poet with the overthrow of the

gigantic modern evils, but he is not a politician'

much less a materialist. . Cresswell sees

the spirit suffering over-long from the dominion

of maEerialism, and the solution as a great

recrudescence of divine forces through Nature, a

reunion of man with the lost part of his b"ing.z7

The claims made for Cresswellts work are essentially the same as

those Hyde nakes for her own writing: it is politically engaged

I
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("the overthrow of gigantic modern evils") but only by concentrat-

ing on its main task of reuniting man with "the lost part of his

being"-healing the division between the physical and spiritual

aspects of man.

In 1936 Cresswell r,ras working on a play called The Eorest.28

Although it was not published until L952, several of Cresswell's

friends, including Hyde, read parts of the play in draft-or heard

Cresswell read them-in 1936 or lg37 .29 In the play "Lucifer"

draws the other charactersr attention tottthe lost part of their

being" which is being stifled by their reason:

But inwardly in men, beyond their reasons,

There is a sea whose undiscovered shore,

Perceived sometimes in sleep, sometimes awake,

And ever guessed at, hides an infinity

Of things unreasonable .

Until the characters acknowledge the "infinity / Of things

unreasonable" which bear on their behaviour they will remain

ignorant, of their true selves: the implication clearly bears a

strong resemblance to Hydets attempt to show "the mind moving

behind queer, unreasonable actions" in her writing.

In October 1936 Hyde wrote an article entitled "The Modern

Trend" in which she surveys the history of poetry and defines some

of its main trends in the twentieth century, in order to examine

lhe "question of the poet's duties and position in society."3l

The expression of llydets views in this article, and elsewhere in
her work of 1936, corresponds in many respects to Cresswellts

analysis of the role of the poet in his essay entitled l,lodem.

?oetry mtd. the td.eal.32 Cresswell's essay begins by quoting

,il*r:it,l t.
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Blakets poem, "Ilear the Voice of the Bardr" describing it as a

,,narvellous appeal to the world to return to the Ideal it had lost."

Bydets article expresses a similar view of the vatic role of the

poet, and indeed it begins by quoting the same Poem' which Hyde

introduces by writing "somebody has sent me William Blake's poem

about the Bard . . ."33 If that "somebody" was not Cresswell, then

at least the poem seems to have brought Cresswellts essay to her

mind when she began writing her or,rn article.

Cresswell's analysis begins by placing modern poetry in a

larger hist.orical context. Both the French Revolution and Romantic

poegry of the same period were, he said, an instinctive reaction

agains! "the rise of the scientific collectivist state" whieh had

caused a radical division in the human urind by promoting the reason

aE the exDense of the mindrs other faculties.

The Ronantics didnt t write about the Revolution,

or take part in the storming of the Bastille or

in the 18th Brumaire; but the Ideal they expressed

in their poetry was the same ideal as the

Revolution expressed.

The two responses to "the rise of the scientific collectivist state"

-poet.ry and revolution-are different, however. Revolutionary

violence is an instinctive reaction to repression, but it is

essentially "negative" because it fails to understand fully the

causes of repression and is therefore incapable of overcoming them:

The Revolutionists expressed the negatiue side

of the Ideal: why are we men debased and miserable?

where is the light whereby we \tere once fully men?
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let us rebel. They rebelled; and as far

as certain political advantages go they rebelled

successfully. But they never rediscovered or

regained the rdeal.34

The pattern perceived by Cresswell-the violent reaction to

repression which is misdirected because its true cause is not

understood-Ilyde took up specifically in Nor The Iears Condernn.

It is also evident in the question Eliza asks in The God:'lits FLy:

"Isntt man like a clenched fist, cramped, that of its own agonized

irritability must hi-t out, probably at the \drong thing?" (TGF,

?<p. 9I).-' The revolutionaries fai-led to effect any real improve-

ment in the human condition, Cresswell says, because they "believed

that the only remedy was to secure social and polj-tical reforms,

such as more food and more say in the government for a11."36 Else-

where Cresswell makes iL elear that he believes that the young

left-wing radicals of the 1930s were the modern-day inheritors of

this fallacy. For example, he wrote to Glover:

Your Counnunism is dreadfully stale. Thinking

persons are after a new Universe, not a new

state-a new view of God & nature, not a rapidly

ageing view of p.op"tty.37

In the article "Poetry in Aucklandr" published in September 1936,

Hyde favourably contrasts Cresswellrs desire to bring about a

"spiritual renaissance" with what he describes as the "propagandist"

Poets leading man on "to firmer and juster materialism" which she

deplores.

The second response to "the rise of the scientific collectivist
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slaEer in Cresswellts analysis was Romantic poetry. If

fevolutionary violence was the I'negative" reaction then this

Ghe ttPositivett one:

.-;r;r:.;.;"rrlttut""tu'ru""t.r".r""r.:.::t;::.'"'
men have divine souls, eaeh man in hirnself; that

Lhe soul or the self, is delivered by nature to

each; that society sha1l not deny personal man

his selfhood and fullness of life.

Hyders involvement in various active political grouPs she saw as

a necessary exPression of her sharing in the predicament of her

cont.emporaries rather than sEanding aloof frorn it. In this resPect

her philosophy probably differs somewhat from cresswellrs. How-

ever, like Cresswell she believed that mankindrs problems would

be solved noE by exchanging one political dogma for another but

by "a reunion of man with the lost part of his being." It has

already been shown that in Hydefs writing she set herself the

difficult task of reconciling her personal search for self-knowledge

with a more general didactic purpose. When Cresswell examines the

work of some modern poets in Moderm Poetry md the ldeaL he

perceives exactly the same division between what he calls "personal

and social man." As Hyde believed that self-knowledge was a

necessary precondition to the poet fulfilling a social role, so

Cresswell identifies the work of tv/o poets, Whitman and D.H.

Lawrence as being "the first curative step towards the Ideal"

because eaeh "took a headlong dive into himself, and came up with

solDe very choice information about human nature."38

€.o
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Cresswell says that although it moves in the right direction,

Lawrencefs work is only the "first steprt towards the Ideal. The

extremity of his reaction to a society which suPpressed individu-

aLLxy led Lawrence only to a state of complete self-absorption:

. . being so qstranged from Society, he doesntt

understand that man has any obligation to society,

as society has towards man, which is the whole

purpose of the ldeal. But he hears only Ehe dark

gods, as he calls them, within him, in whose name

he rediscovers and announces the personal self.

"The future for poetry and manr" Cresswellrs essay concludes,

"lies in the guidance of that mysterious potent force, the personal

Ideal, to its proper outlet in society."39 The tendeney of Hydets

work in 1935 was increasingly towards the kind of self-absorption

which Cresswell identifies in Lawrencets work- The fantasy novels,

part.icularly "The Unbelievers, " go so far as to assert that the

P;ivate rrorld is entirely self-contained. The alienating effect of

this tendency in her work disturbed Hyde even as she wrote it,

however. For example, in the First Version of The Co&'sits fly

Eliza's rejection of the realities of life leaves her only the

alternati.ve of the road to 'tSolitude," on which her death symbol-

izes the fruitlessness of her alienation. Wednesday Gilfillants
sinilarly unhappy fate shows llydets recognition of the fact that

there was no future in i.ntrospection divorced from its social

context.

Ilyders concern with the two elements'of the "self" and the

social function of the writer is evident in her work before she

oet Cresswell. However, it seems that his strikingly stated view

ffi'
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of the nature and functi.on of poetry, with which she broadly

concurred, provided a catalyst whi-ch enabled her to recombine

those elements more satj-sfactorily in subseguent work. rn the

new version of The Godnits FLy written in 1936 the ending with

ELLzars death on the road to "solitude" is abandoned. Although

ErLza is far from happy at the end of the novel, she has been able

to balance her introspective tendency (which finds an outlet in

her book of poems called "stranger Face") with a recognition of

her place in society.

Hyde's revision of rhe c'oduits FLy Ls of centrar importanee

to her vrriting because it. marks the transition from a group of

works which turn away from society to\^rards an exclusive pre-

oecupation with the state of alienation, to those which connect.

the individual in a positive way with the creation of a social

context which gives identity and meaning. The autobiography MS

4r2, for example, was introspective, but when The Goduits FLy

was completed Hyde wrote her second volume of autobiography which

(as its tit1e, A Home fn This World, suggests) emphasises the

social context of individual experience. The preoccupation witir

individual alienation was also apparent j-n passport to HeLL,

wri-tten in 1935, which views stark as alienated by a hostile and

incomprehensible system. The war hero finishes up a criminal

"charged with being starkie, sir; and God knows what else', (prT,

p. 288). on rhe other hand its sequel, Nor The rears cond.enm,

Itritten in 1937, ends with stark sti11 independent but secure in
the midst of the family made complete by the "Fruit Lady.r'

rn the late 1920s and early 1930s Robin Hyde found herself

in a precarious position, both socially and economically. she

\^7as a young woman, trying to establish a career in the competitive

;
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field of journalism which was still predominantly a man's world.

Of nervous disposition, she felt that she was cut off from the

security of her farnily and thrornrn entirely on her own emotional

resources, the more so after the man she expected to share her life

with had left her to go to England. She was a dedicated and hard-

working journalist, and in the period of her editorship of the

weekly )bseruer her capacity for work was tried to the linit. The

strain of meeting deadlines and virtually running the newspaper

single-handed was probably the single greatest factor contributing

to her breakdown. Ihere were other factors as we11. The still-

birth of her first illegitirnate child had exposed her to the public

scorn of a puritanical society and left her with a private burden

of grief which was as crippling as the physical injury which had

left her permanently lane. The rumour of her second pregnancy

had lost her the security of a previous job; and the hard fact of

having to provide for the needs of a baby which she would not

surrender for adoption destroyed her peace of mind. In urid-l933,

she attempted suicide, and was admitted to Auckland Mental Hospital

as a voluntary patient.

The collapse of Hyders personal life coincided with an un-

expected and radical change in Lhe nature of New Zealand society,

brought about by the onset of the Depression. Economic prosperity

in the 1920s turned into hard times in the early 1930s. The

disillusionment resulting from econonic failure soon produced a

scePticism which called into questj.on other certainties: New

Zealand's colonial role in the faurily of the British Empire, the

capitalist system, . the nature of a social order which maintained

Poverty and inequality.
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In 1934 when she began to try to come to terms with the

experiences which had caused her breakdor.m, it seemed to Hyde that

her personal crisis offered a parallel in microcosm to the crisis

suffering.40 Her personal story was also "the

story of everyone," as she had said of the autobiography MS 412.

Her breakdown had exposed the need for a revision of whole areas

of her life; the breakdown of New Zealandts economic and social

otganizalion had exposed weaknesses in the very foundations of New

zeaLand society which were also in urgent need of revision' IIer

personal breakdown and the social breakdown-the Depression-which

it paralleled were in many ways disastrous and painful. The only

value which could be recovered from them, Ilyde believed, was the

recognition that. reform of the root causes was urgently necessary'

To waste that recognition by not acting on it was Eo make a

mockery of the pain and trauma involved in both'4I

The coincidence of Hydets breakdown with the crisis of the

Depression,andherbeliefthatforallitsparticularityof

circumstance her neurosis rtas rooted in a more general social

malaise, offered her a way of comprehending her experience and

asserting the value of her vision as a writer. At a philosophical

level she believed the social malaise expressed a recognition of

the constraints of human existence; the irrefutable facts of

generat.ion and death, the "spar,ming-ground of 1ife" in which the

individual has "never mattered a tinker's damn"'42 The blind

competitive drive for physical survival represses those aspects of

man which his soul insists dO maXtet. The repression brings the

worst. aspecrs of the personality to the surface and the result is

incompleteness and anarchy where there should be order. Tn The
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C,o&'tits FLy ELiza looks-briefly-towards religion to find a

solution to this problem, claiming that it should offer

. philosophy and magj.c. Philosophy for living

magic that rnanrs stave shall blossom (fGF, p. 90).

But it does not. The series of rhetorical questions Eliza then

addresses to Christ i-ndicts the established Church for failing to

offer the guidance and purpose which would act as a meanj-ngful

conLext for daily human activity:

But donrt You see, the way we live, everything,

punishment, reward, system, all dwarf the stature

-contraction, not. expansion? Isnrt man like a

clenched fist, eramped, that of its own agonized

irritability must hit out, probably at the wrong

thing? You were a carpenterts boy, loving the

smooth feel of some crude plane against wood.

Didnr t You feel better when the movement of hand

and chisel fitted in with the soothing movement

of Everything? (IGF, p. 9i).

Hyde never relinquished her romantic belief in the innate goodness

of mankind; the belief that "somewhere in man there is a ferti-lity

and a richness untappedr' (AHUW, p. 11). If religion had failed

in the task of releasing that potential then the task fell to the

poets, "the leaders of *arr."43

Unquestionably there are dangers inherent in making too simple

an identification between a personal crisis and larger social

forces. As Cleanth Brooks has observed of the same Drocess at work

elsewhere in modern literaEure:

ii.:i '
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It is not always healthy for the writer to feel

that he is prinarily responsible for Lhe good

health of his society. Man is one, and the

writerrs problems are in some ultimate sense the

problems of society. But a certain hubris is

involved in the assumption that the solutions of

the problems of mankind, including economic and

political problems, can be obtained through oners

own privileged insights, or that onets ovm

psychic disturbances are somehow continuous with

the disturbances of society at large. A more

modest coneeption of his role might be in the

interests of everybody, ineluding the writer

nimself.44

Unlike his counterpart in earlier centuries, the modern writer no

Ionger feels a sense of "real community" with his whole society.

Brookst advocacy of a "more modest conception" of the writerrs

role assumes that such a sense of community is irretrievably lost.

Instead, he says, modern writers have set. about creating a more

localized community of interest and by this means have identified

or defined themselves. So Eliot, he says, 'rattempted to reclaim

his Christian heritage"; Yeats "made up his own religion" or

"myth"; while Frost recreated the t'spiritual comrnunity" of his

boyhood in New England, and so "provided a means for defining

himself without magnifying his differences from his fellows."

Each writer thus "faced his problem honestly and made a virtue

out of the very necessities that threatened to cripple him."

I

I

{

j
j

In a number of articles on New ZeaLand writing Hyde rnay be
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seen as attempting to create a similar kind of community-of

writers in the first instance-with which she could identify.

Since she believed writers to be "the organ of the voice" speaking

for the social "body" it is clear that her envisaged cornmunity

ultimately includes the whole society. In one of these arti-cles

she says that although "there is no such thing as a school of

modern Auckland poets . [there is] a tiny group of strongly

individualistic poets, differing from one another in almost. every

respect, but driven together to some extent by the economic storm,

and in other cases linked by kindred peculiarities."45 Her

insistence here that each poet is "strongly individualistic" yet

all are simultaneously t'linked" together provides an example of

how she consistently describes the kind of community to which she

wished to belong; one in which unity and harmony of purpose can

co-exist wi-th diversity and individuality. I

Hyde's psychological trauma r"u.lnl"Irr. * ;;;; r;;--'

self-definition. Brooks describes a pattern conrmon to modern

writers of creating a "spiritual coumunity" with which to identify.

Although perhaps on a different scale, I:_1t!_0_".*iction of a

suffering and self-questioning conmunity _in the New Zealand of the

early 1930s ry.I b" seen as a similar plocess .of self-identification

and self-definition. Stignatized because of her own social

behavi.our and her mental depression, Hyde faced the very real

prospect of permanent alienation from her community. Her efforts

as a writer to find a basis on which her "differences from therl

fellows" would be mininized parallels what Brooks described as the

attempt. by a Yeats or an Eliot to "make a virtue out of the very

necessities that threatened to eripple him."



There is undoubtedly a certain hubris involved in upholding

the value of onets own privileged insights as Brooks says. In a

therapeutic sense the value of llyde's art lay in the reassurance

it offered her that her experience was meaningful, that her

suffering was not purposeless. Hubris in this sense might be seen

as a necessary corrective to the insecurity and doubt which had

threatened her self-inrage. In the final analysis, howeverr atrY

writerrs poetry or novels must be considered as works of art rather

than in terms of motivations or intentions. If the hubris leads

not to narcissisEic posturing but to honesty in facing other

aspects of the challenge of art such as refining and controlling

the use of language, as it does in Hydets writi.ng, then the resulE

rnay be the distinctive work of art by which the process is

j us tif ied .

The connection between her personal well-being and the health

of New Zealand society in general is made clear in an essay Hyde

wroEe on the treatment of mental illness in New Zealand, drawing

on her own experience as a patient at Auckland Mental Hospital.

But may it not be true that in some cases

insanity, like tuberculosis, is not so much

a matter of hereditary disease, as of child-

hood environment and upbringing? The child

remembers violent outbreaks of temper on the

part of one parent, or both. The child

remembers the dreadful facts of a marriage in

which the bond was galling and resisted. The

child remembers continual threats of suicide,

never seriously intended, but listened to with
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horror and curiosity. And an adolescence wi.th

problems loeked up . Blaning the parents,

shutting the parenEs away from the child, is not

enough. The parents were sufferers too. A

whole code needs revision and errl"rgiog.46

The Depression had not caused social problems, rather it was a

crisis which had exposed underlying weaknesses in the whole fabric

of New ZeaLand society. So Hydets essay attributes the cause of

individual suffering to a malignant social code, in this case

identified primarily with restrictive sexual inores.

The essay is written for an overtly didactic purpose evident

in its rather hortatory tone ("A child remembers") as well as in

the siurile with which the quoted passage begins. If "insanity,

like tuberculosisrt'is a ttdiseasett arising in some cases from an

unsatisfactory "environment" then it is not incurable. It can be

prevented by an improvenent in the psychol-ogical environment ("a

whole code needs revision and enlarging") just as surely as tuber-

culosis can be prevented by irnproving the physical conditj-ons of

life.

Hydef s argument is that the individual who is sensi.t-ive

enough to perceive disturbing anomalies in social behaviour

("violent outbreaks, " "dreadful facts," "horrors") gg!9_:*ijtt9t"g

from them, a9,,!_sjore sanely than. thg _Ae--rp-o-F-ylio= qqggige,s !o- -u-p_t19.!d

the social pattern which gives rise to suctr_-behayiog.r. Logically

this nakes the use of the term "insanity" paradoxical. To be

"cured" of the disease and returned to "normality" is impossible,

since from the perspective of the mentally "illr" normality is it-

self an unstable state of insani ty47 to which there is no going

ffi._
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back. However the new view afforded by the experience of her

breakdovm might enable her to go fotuatd instead, as llyde had

suggested in a letter to Schroder written shortly after her

breakdown in 1933:

I mean to be not merely well but better than

ever before. Itrs useless to try to get back

to normal vrhen onets norm has gone a-hunting

like Baal: so I'm going to have a shot at the

supernormal. Pikets Peak or bust!48

In order to be "better than ever before" Hyde had to identify

the malignant forces which had iurpinged on her life. Once these

were recognized and her dependence on them ended, her essential

"self" alone would remain and its needs could be served. If she

could free herself of these forces, then other people could also

be freed, and perhaps a basis established on which the whole social

code could be revised and enlarged. The self-mocking irony of her

comnent to Schroder ("Pikers Peak or bust! r') does not disguise the

tenacity with which she held to a belief in the moral necessity

and desirability of self-improvement. Her belief in the perfect-

ibility of human society was undoubtedly idealistic. However it

was never completely divorced from her pragmatic involvement in

the reform of social and political institutions, whose imperfection

she saw as symptomaLic of the general spiritual malaise. ".

[Normal] life in the twentieth centuryr" she wroEe to Schroder, is

". . . a blasphernous and obscence [sic] travesty of what was meanE

,,49Ior humans. "

Journalese, among many other places in Hyde's writing, records

her interest in the profusion of grouPs which formed to attack
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various political and social evils rnade evident by the onset of
s0

the Depression.-" Like urany of her friends and contemporary

writers, Hyde was personally j-nvolved in many of these groups.

In 1933 she becam*almost by accidenE-a committee member of the

Douglas Social Credit League in Auckland, sharing that honour with

A.R.D. Fairburn among others.5l She was offered the editorship of

a Douglas Credit newspaper, although the paper collapsed finan-

cially before she became involved. She seems never to have been

converted to the theory of Social Credit, and her scepticism about

the "yard-wide hole in the A * B theory"52 it indicative of a more

general unwillingness to surrender her independent view in order

to promot.e a "system" or dogma which was just as iurperfect as the

present one.

She also took an interest in the activities of friends and

acquaintances who saw a solution to New ZeaLandrs problems in

communist doctrines; but in this case too her interest was in

Practical reforms and individual cases of hardship rather than the

subtleties of doctrinal theory. There srere two kinds of communists

that she had met, Hyde hrrote in an unpublished MS. The first she

described acidly as "over-intellectualized people existing between

theoret.ical revolutions and practical comfort in the present tense.f'

The second, of whom she approved wholeheartedly, she had met at a

"workingments" communj.st group to which she had been invited:

I liked the way they . made up state-

menLs for the Fighting Fund and sales of the

Workersr l^Ieekly, and even where the amounts were

only in pennies, they put it doram to the last

copper. I liked that, because it looked real.

hqi
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Iluge banking figures, white chimaera cities of

concrete, beauty and propaganda, are apt to look

ethereal when the place from which you watch

them is the mud of 1iving.53

The difference between the two groups is the difference between

"existing" and "livingr" she inplies. Any form of theoretical

geteraLization-whether it be Social Credit or Communism-becomes

false and self-serving when it turns aside from individual

experience. Paradoxically, experience which is most firrnly rooted

in sma1l particulars (the pennies, in this instance) most faith-

fully serves the general theory (the principles of Communisur).

So Hyde served her own belief in the unity of mankind by identify-

ing herself unremittingly with the outcast and the oppressed.

Whenever human suffering came to her attention she was prepared to

offer sympathy and the help of her journalistic skill, as Gloria

Rawlinson suggests when she remembers Hyde as

a champion of causes, mostly lost ones

[she] wrote for the unemployed, the

Abyssinians, the Orakei- Maoris, and the loyalists

in Spain (Introduction, HBTS, p. 18).

Hyde saw that kind of active political involvement as an

essential part of the task of any writer, since it implied a culti-

vation of a feel for the contemporary envirennsng-"that which is

in the 3ilatt-ss she says in an article on poetry in Auckland:

Nobody but a fool would require writers who have

passed through years of depression . to wander

about billing and cooing. New Zealand, God knows,
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has too many doves and too few "".p"rrt".54

The article goes on to say that the modern Poet is heir to a

tradition of Romantic poetry which was intensely concerned with

contemporary political issues. Poems by Coleridge, Shelley and

Blake are cited to establish the orthodoxy of artisEic involvement

in political protest. Elsewhere Hyde wrote "tThe Masque of

Anarchyt gets my money in preference to the Internationale any

. ,,55t].me. "

If Hyde refused to accept contemporary political dogmas-

whether social credit, conrnunism or anything gfss-as the complete

solution to the evident social breakdown, she nevertheless shared

with many of her contemporaries a feeling that New Zealand was

undergoing a period of revoluti.onary social turrnoil.56 In such a

situation she felt that the writerrs task must be to seek out ways

in which that turmoil could be shaped and made productive. A sense

of the urgency of this task informs the draft of another essay

criticizing the kind of poetry which dwells in a "fairy worldr"

deliberately avoiding the real ("grey and difficulr") one.

For the moment, in listening to . lthese

writersl, we forget the day when poets were the

leaders of men, and made iuunortality. But the

elfin army and the Jack o' Lanterns are childish,

after all, and will be doubtful allies in our
t/

time of need.-'

The poetry of "such notables as Kipling, Barrie, James Stephens,

I,l .B. Yeats, and a dozen more . . ." (includlng Mary Webb, Walter

de la Mare, James Elroy Flecker and Humbert Wolfe) is discussed

&1si
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in the essay. Ilydets own Poetry was of course indebted to the work

of these writers and often exhibited the same escapist tendency; so

her condemnation of their attitude of "surrender" of the poetrs

real task is most significant for its irrplicit conment on the

development of her ovm totk.58

The essay implies a romantic conception of the poetts role as

a propbetic visionary and leader of men, in the vanguard of a

revolutionary struggle (the images are of war: "surrenderr" "armyr"

,'allies"). The phrase "our time of need" is not clearly explained

in the essay, but seems to imply the need to find a positive

direction out of the economic and social upheaval of the Depression'

If she was able to see the linitations of poetry which

"Surrendered" to fairyland escapism, then she also perceived that

New Zealandrs "Depression" was caused by forces which were as much

spiritual as economic. writers who simply ". lurgedJ man on'

via political propaganda, to firmer and juster materialism"59 were

leading him just as inexorably away from the issues which had to

be confronted. Identifying this "propagandist trend" in lecent

poetry, Hyde offered as examPles:

R.A.K. Masonts book, "No New Thing"

A.R.D. Fairburn's, J.C. Beaglehole's and Allen

Curnow's contributions to such publications as

"Tomorrow" and "Verse Alive.tt60

As with the poets who wrote about the fairy world, Hyde had

considerable sympathy for these writerst concern with the naterial

aspects of life. She acknowledged that "it is not easy to with-

d,rar,r from a political and social situation which dispenses (or
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withholds) the means of exister,""."61 To disniss this kind of

writing would be to deny that economic and social injustice was a

fit subject for art, or else to make poets into an 6lite divorced

from the conmon concerns of their fellow beings; neither of which

Ilyde was prepared to concede. The writerts direct involvement in

political protest was, however, subservient to a more important

role, as she $/as at pains to make clear:

poetry which devotes its whole strength

to propaganda . . . presents an inaccurate and

parti-al interpretation of the urind behiod it.62

Propaganda-writing is unsatisfactory, she says, because the writer

allows the doctrine he preaches to shape his art instead of his

ovrn instinct, born of first-hand experience. So the readerfs

direct contact with the writer is obscured: onlv an "inaccurate

and partial interpretationf' gets through.

The idea that a writerrs work is important primarily for its

revelation of the "mind,behind it" is of central iuoortance to

Hydets coneeption of the role of the artist and the function of
63art.-- Her enduring interest in biography and more particularly

autobiography is one of the most striking features of her rork.64

It is an interest which recurs in a wide variety of forms in her

w-riting and in her reading at this time. So The Godaits FLy" which

is in one sense a novel about a character called EILza Hannay, is

acknowledged to be in another sense autobiographical. Letters

written to Lee in 1936-1937 while she was writing the novel

invariably refer to it as autobiography rather than fiction ("the

eamouflaged autobiographi-cal-novel," for example). In the same

letters the books Hyde mentions having read are either

;*.= '.-
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autobiographies-as various as the Confessi,ons of Jean-Jacques

Rousseau and Jacob lJasserman's W Life as C,errnut. artd Jew-ot, if

they are fiction, are treated as if they were autobiographical.

So Frederick Rolfe's novel The Desire and. Pzrrsui,t of the Whole is

described as a t'good book about a good wri.ter who couldnf t fit in,

and did not r^rant to. It is, of course, autobiography in disgui""."65

. The artistts task, she wrote in the Ex 14 notebook, is first

of al1 to recognlze "onets inward and secret selffr and to "distill"

this j.nto an rrabstractt' once recognLzed and to some extent con-

trolled, this abstract is used to inform or "colourn whatever

subject the writer turns to:

This rare essenee fluid [sic] ' once released, is

the correct colour-basis of modern landscape,

skyscape, dreamscape.

She went on to identifv the Elizabethans as the writers who came

nearest to correctly applying her notion of "truet' art:

lwhol could . throw into space jusE one of

the thousand splintered stars in Shakespeare?

Not one of them but burned first in his ovm

heart !

Shakespeare, she says here, was a great and "true" writer because

he had recognized in himself the level of common human response.

So any emotion he portrayed in a character on the stage had

(potentially) "burned" in his oqm t'heartrr first.

The same not.ebook passage says that the second, equally

necessary, task of the writer is to become fluent at the craft of
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so that her ttclever subtle fingers will understand how it [the

"Dearl" of wisdoml should be set." Elsewhere she wrote:

For an object to have any signifieance in its

literary presentation it must not be simply

grabbed up by the roots frorn life . Before

it can be externalized it must be drawn dovm and

knornm from within. This is the only process

which will lend to a scene or human experience

the wisdom of musing which makes it memorabte.66

So the creative writer is not sinply a passive recorder of appear-

ance and event, nor is fluency alone (grabbing objects "up by the

roots from life") sufficient criterion for good writing. The

true artist, then, is the person who can recognize in himself all

the emotions of which a human being is capable (which forge the

conmon bond linking all people together) and can articulate this

recognition in such a way that it will arouse a like kind of under-

sEanding and identification in the reader. So Hyde had described

her task in the historically-based short stories as one of

"psychological reconstruction, like building up a moa from its eye-

too th.tt"'

It is perhaps not overstating the case to say that Hyde

believed that it was impossible to write well unless one wrote

autobiographically. That is not to say that she wished to limit

the writer to describing the factual events of his own life. How-

ever he must have developed a sufficiently strong sense of his own

"inward and secret self" to perceive that his own psychological or

emotional needs motivated his desire to write and imposed a

:l: '-ffi,
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SEructure or "Patterntt on whatever he described-it was the

,'colour-basisrr of everything he wrote'

Lee once suggested to Hyde that she night

folk around her. Had she ever seen a sweaty

firemans [sic] face in a gloorny engine room

when he opened an iron door to feed the beast,

a batterY of tYPists in a vast room.

Hyde replied by describing her experience of writing poetry, saying:

I have almost no control over it, and when I

do cont,rol it, it tends to be verse instead of

the real thing. t'The Conquerors" which came

of iLself, is true, if only of me, and some of

what I'',re lo.r.d .68

Her best poetry, she says here, is that which offers the reader

some direct insight into her essential "self" ("is true' if only

of mett) because it, has not been ttconErolled.tt The "propagandatt

wriEerts consciousness that his work must be consisfent with the

particular doctrine he is preaching produces an "inaccurate and

Part,ial interpretation" of his mind. So Hyde sees the intrusion

of her conscious will in "controlling" the substance of her writing

as a d.istorting factor. This was not, however' to exempt herself

from the necessity to develop stylistic competence. She needed,

she wrote elsewhere, "to practice poetic five-finger exercises

hours a dayr" so that her 'rclever subtle fingers [would] under-

stand" how to express her meaning accurately (quoted by Gloria

Rawlinson, Introduction, HBTS, p. 14). She described her own
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early short stories in the proposed "A Ceiling of Amber" collection

as ttunrealtt because they were ttmanufacturedtt from ingredients of

which she had no more than a superfifical understanding. This was

the kind of "control" she now wished to avoid. The letter to Lee

quoted above goes on to assert that each writer must discover his

own themes. Lee, she says, will have more success in writing on

the themes he describes in his note because

. theyrve flowed in your blood and gnawed in

your mind, cost you everything at times in ease.

ease. ThaErs how one comes to possess things.

I've paid, perhaps as much, for another

landscape, which is more than half a dream.

The writer ttpossessestt his own realm of experience because it has

helped to shape the individual quality of his mind. So it is only

by writing about his ovrn "landscape" of experience that a writer

can give to a reader an accurate pieture of the mind behind it.

Her recognition that there were "things needing to be said"

arose out of whaE tlyde saw to be a necessary period of crisis or

suffering. It was only afEer a breakdown that the need for reform

could be perceived. This applied equally to her personal experience

and to the wider social context. She saw the growth of the Social

Credit movement in New ZeaLand, for example, as a manifestation of

Ehe countryrs awakening to internationalism as a direct result of

the Depression: "A sudden access of thought on the worldrs tangled

problerns must necessarily lead to mistakes, fallacies, petty

waterloos . but it should lead further."69 "No New ZeaLand.

writer regrets the depressionr" she r/rote, because that crisis

shook all New Zealanders out of the state of "benumbedtr comDlacency
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in which they were sunk and made them receptive to the influence

ofnewideas.The''stimulatingeffectonthethoughtandculture

of rebellious young minds, in a silent country which at last

learned to be arEiculate' was

involvedr" she conclt'd"d'70

probablY worth all the hardshiP

Just as the writer faced the task of

recognLzhng truthfully his "inward and secret self" and answering

its demandsr- so all people had "secret selves" which were being

stifled by their complacent tolerance of an inadequate social code'

Consequently there was "a fertility and richness untapped" in man

which the writer had a duty to draw outl first, by the example of

hisownstruggleforself-understandingwhichhadtobemade

apparent in his work ("the mind behind itt') for the reader to

emulate-hence Hydef s interest in autobiography-and secondly by

leading and encouraging any awareness of the need for reform which

developed in society. These two strands of Hydets work are almost

inseparable, though it is fair to say that she regarded the former

as essential, and the latter as a corollary of it'

Her first task as a writer, she believed' was to achieve some

understanding of herself: to di-scover what motivated the diverse

series of actions which constituted her life. The journalist who

went out each day in search of copy, the dabbler in spiritualism'

the impassioned orator at political meetings, the schoolgirl poet-

ess, the colonial, the mother, daughter, sister, lover-all these

were "selves" which each "had second selves, split personalities'

double faces" (wc, p. 273) all exerting conflicting demands. Yet

if none was constant or complete enough in itself to constitute

her identity, how could the "true" self be recognized?

At Auckland Mental Hospital after her breakdown in 1933 Ilyde

had the hetp of professional psychologists in trying to come Eo
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terms with her neurosis. In this way current psychologieal

explanations of behaviour probably came to exert an influence on

the hTay she subsequently conceived of her problem. The auto-

biography l"1S 4LZ was written for her doctor, to assist hirn in

understanding her mental condition. Her assumption was always

that his task was to find the paftern which she felt must be

evidenE as the integrating factor in her life. "Incident means

little or nothing, except a possibly neglected chance for new

perception, new developmentr" she rrot..71 The perception may be

urade by the doctor, but once the incidents are written dornm and

so detached from the wrj-ter, self-perception is also possible.

At one place in the autobiography MS 412, she wishes to convey the

impact of the stillbirth of her first baby, but breaks off to

exclaim "I cannot write of it, only such foolish details." The

"truth" is masked here by the linitations of the language used,

but also by a kind of mechanisn of self-defence operating within

the mind. The full impact of this event was so painful to bear

that her nind shielded itself by approaching the subject only in-

directly, through the associated "details." On leaving this

particular event in the autobiography llyde showed her awareness

of this defence mechanism when she wrote

There is no more to say of Sydney [where the birth

took placel, though j-ndeed so much happened there,

more than I have told, that I feel as if I had half

opened a closed doot.72

In this case Hyde is aware of the area of painful experience

which is sublinated yet still evident in an incomprete form in the
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,,detailsrr of her writing. In oEher cases, however, the underlying

pressures which shape her writing night be completely hidden from

her conscious rrind. If this were so, then all her writing night

be said in a sense to contaj.n a picture of the "mind behi-nd it,"

plaeed there by the unconscious Part of the nind but in a disguised

form. Looking back over a notebook relating to much of her work

from 1934, HYde \,IroLe:

Itve looked through this scrapbook: bits of it

artificial, the work of a poseuse, the rest

mostly futile

Still I think there's something constant

behind all the unfinished things . That is

the psychologistts real function-to find the

constant face behind the mutabiliti"".73

The psychologist here stands for the ideal reader. If her expecta-

tion of the capabilities of such a reader is somewhat unrealistic'

Hyders conception of sel-f-revelation as an important aspect of the

wriEer's task is nevertheless strongly maintained. The final words

of the autobiography MS 4L2 bxing together these Lwo key elements

in her writing, the desire to be understood as a complete human

being and the conviction that her best writing j.s motivated by

Pressures beyond conscious understanding. She ends by asking Dr

Tothili the key question: has he been able to "see" the unconscious

Pressures at work shaping and seleeting the "details" she has

written down?

I wonder if you

seems so urgent

see, or if you believe me?

to write this.74

IT
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Once finished, the writing is detached from the wrj.ter. IE

offers a means of self-discovery. The very fact of recognizir.g

Ehe "urgency" which prompted her to write the autobiography

MS 4L2, or the artificiality in her work of L934, offered the

opportunity for a more direct confrontation with the experience

which these qualities hint, at, and resulted in an increased under-

standing of the I'constant face behind the nutabilities." Again,

the autobiography MS 412 offers an example of this process. It

seems that writing this account of the guilt she felt concerning

her sexual activity had enabled Hyde to understand its connection

with her feelings for her dead son Robin:

My real crime, I know norir, was against Robin.

I should have been silent or been lucid, even

until death or through the byr.rays of *adness.75

This conclusion .is somer,rhat elliptically expressed. Nevertheless

it confirms that l{yde herself found value in a process which enabled

her to construct a pattern out of the "foolish details" of her life.

The therapeutic value of the kind of writing Hyde undertook in

the autobiography MS 412 is obviously great. The value of publish-

ing such an intimate record is however much more open to questi on.76

cleanth Brooks I recognition of the rtcertain hubris involved" is but

one of many reservations which attend such a procedure. Neverthe-

less Hyde contemplaEed publishing the aurobiography MS 412 and

having decided not t.o, she carried much of its subject matter into

The Goduits FLy, in which form ir was evenrually published. The

kind of psychological autobiography which she felt it necessary to

wrlte dealt with the most distressing and painful aspects of her

experience because they contained the unresolved conflicts which
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deoanded expression in her work' They were themes that had "flowed

ln[her]bloodandgnawedin[herJmind.''Althoughitwaswritten

as a novel, ilyde described the First Version of The Cadt'tits zLy

asan ,tntrospective sort of book."77 At several points in the

narrative there are comments which suggest that there were areas

of experience which she found surprisingly difficult to confront:

I thought it would be easy to talk of the willow

pattern house, of what was lacking there, of what

was present in the cool shadows' But, in the end'

it remains one of the things that I never quite

.78undersEooG.

The confessional nature of aspects of her writing caused llyde

some embarrassment. llowever, in the First version of The Godnits

FLy she defends the inclusion of unflattering or painful experience

because an undignified disclosure on her Part may have the effect

of closing the emotional gap between the writer and the reader

(who has also presumably experienced indignity and shame j-n some

form):

Strange how difficult it is ' to tell the

truth. . But shame, until we have overcome

it, can never help us to understand one another,

which is the prime duty of life. On the other

hand, the memory of shame overcome should be

enough to make us more gentle with those who

'79
still obev it.''

In rhe First version of The Godttits FLy Hyde several Eimes

raises the problem of "how difficult it is . to tell the truth'

!
1
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6ne difficulty r^ras the potential for such subjective material Lo

be self-pitying-to slip into sentimentality. Related Eo this

difficulty was the problem of translating autobiography into

fiction. The obvious danger with the "introspective sort of book"

is that the quality of the central characterrs experience must

appear to readers to warrant their attention, otherwise their

interest will quickly wane. In order to solve these problems Hyde

was tempted to tamper with therrglsl6tr-to heighten the impact of

events, to embellish the story, to give it a more satisfyj-ng shape.

Add to these problems the tendency for language to impose certain

structures on experience, and Hyde was, like llednesday Gilfillan'

"in bad trouble with the truth.rl

Two brief examples taken from the First Version show the kinds

of adjustment. she was making as she wrote. The first reveals an

atEempt-an unsuccessful one in Hyders own view-to give her fietion

a rather different shape from her autobiographical experience. The

conments Hyde nakes about the necessity of shame' quoted above,

come at the point in the First Version where ELiza's stay in Sydney

is being described. Unlike the published version of the novel, the

First Vei:sion does not mention that Elizats pregnaney was the cause

for her trip to Sydney. Instead there is only the vague suggestion

that she has gone there for a change of scene after her affair with

"Paul" (Jin Braythwaite in the published version), to eontinue to

work as a journalist. Finally, however, Hyde seems to have been

unable Lo continue with the fiction in a form so radically differ-

ent from the autobi-ographical fact. After the break caused by the

quoted passage on shame and the difficulty of telling the truth,

the narrative conEinues with a movins account of the stillbirth of
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Robin, during which Hyde reminds herself "Deny the thing you have

loved, even for an instant' and you are so far unfaithful to your-

- - ,r80sel-r.

From this example it is evident that Hyde considered auto-

biographical writing to be fundamentally necessary to her fiction'

though the achievement of it was by no means easy' In the second

example,anattempttobringapainfulautobiographicalincident

into the novel by treating it indirectlYr as the experience of a

secondary character, is also a failure' In this case' the weight

of repressed authorial emotion is too much for the fictional

structure to bear. The whole passage collapses into sentimental-

iEy.

Iris wilkinson gave birth to a second child in Picton, going

there from l^Ianganui where she was employed as a journalist' in

order to avoid scandal. Rumour of the pregnancy led to the termina-

tion of her job, however. To her financial insecurity at such a

difficult time was added the social stigma attached to her by her

condition. In the First version of The Godwits ELy' EIi-za aLso

goes to Picton. Far from being in difficult circumstances' however,

she i-s a successful journalist on holiday' accompanied by a servant-

companion named Hildred. ELLza strikes up a friendship with a

young boy called Billy McPhee, but when she invites Billy's staid

mother to tea Mrs McPhee is deeply offended by the picture of a

nude hanging on the wall. She imrediaEely leaves, taking Billy'

and saying "Yonts a dreadful picture, Missie, and yetre a dreadful

woman. ItIl be thanking ye to let my laddie be!" This turn of

evenEs is followed by Hildredts confession to ELiza that she has

an illegitimate and mentally retarded son, called Frankie, who is
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grown up and has been repeatedly in trouble with the law. Hildred

unburdens herself of the strain of keeping Frankiefs existence a

secret from what both women agree is a repressive and hostile

social respectability. There follows El-izats long, impassioned

and sentimental account of Hildredts experience as an unmarried

mother and the plight of Frankie (the latLer strongly reminiscent

of Leefs treatment of Albany Porcello in Children of the Poor).

The episode ends with an attack on the "self-satisfied" who are

incapable of feeling any "sympathy" for Hildred or her son. By

this tirne, however, the sentimentally overblown Lone of the whole

passage has become strident. The two incidenEs-the nude painting,

and the predicament of Hildred and Frankie-sublimate various

aspects of Hyde's ornm experience at Picton and her concern for her

own chi1d. The fictionalizaEiot is very poor, however: almost as

if tlyde subconsciously wished it to fail. At one point during the

episode ELiza thinks "though itrs perfectly easy to conceal things

you may have doner you have to be such a cautious, ready, eager

and cringing liar, if you want to conceal the things you ssgrf-g

comment remarkably similar to her earlier one about being "unfaith-

ful to yourself." In the next draft of The Goduits FLy, the Picton

episode is discard.ed. from the novel.8l

The traumatic personal events underlying these two episodes

in the First Version were, Hyde believed, an essential part of her

"self ." She t'possessedrt the experience and had been partly rnoulded

by it. The fictional forms in which these crucial events were cast

in the First Version, however, attempted to separate them from the

central character. So the fictionalization had to be rejected

because it falsified the oicture of that character. Hvde also

gs&;"
@€!:*
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recognLzed that the wish she unconsciously expressed to deny the

experience by transferring it from ELLza to Hildred, or by expung-

ing it from the narrative altogether' was an acknotrledgement of

guilt, the eonventional vlew that her behaviour was shameful, rather

Chan facing and "overcoming" shame. The two episodes therefore show

the close link between the artistic and the therapeutic functions of

Hvders writing, even as it moved from one genre to another. When

Ct. fir"t Version tras finished Hyde is quoted by Gloria Rawlinson

(Introduction, TGF, p. xiv) as saying she had rtput it aside for

further reflection." She was' she said here, "not a bit sure of it.l'

The effort of so much introspection ("a plague on introspectionr"

she wrote) produced a reaction in the next novel she wrote, which

was "The Unbelievers." To Schroder she described it as

Comedy and fantasy with a magic island and

communists & psychiatrists and idealized

portraits of all my fair and false friends.

I wrote it as a relief for pent-up feelings

and it did.82

The autobiographical basis of the novel remained ("portraits of all

nV friends"), but the "fantasy" form enabled Hyde to rearrange

the material of her life into more personally satisfying shapes (the

portraits are "idealized"). The novel stilt reveals "the mind

behind it" of course, though a different filter-that mindrs

fantasies of wish-fulfilnent-is placed j-n front of the reader.

Hyd.e's description of the novel to Schroder concentrates on this

aspect of wish-fulfilment:

,'t

The Unbelievers are the people who believe'
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not the things supposedly true, but quite other

things: and act accordingly. Jarah, a little boy

of 12, is the only sign of a hero, and not. very.

IIe gets killed off but like several others re-

appears at once in spirit and joins in the fun

with zest.83

The novel brings into existence another world, overlapping the

"real" one (it is set partly in Wellington, parrly on two imaginary

islands in the Pacific ocean, just as the later novel Wednesday's

ChiLdyen is set on a magical island off-shore from the city of

Auckland), but run by different laws. The fact that the characters

"believe" something and "act accordingly" is enough to sustain the

"reality" of this world (rather like the placebo effect in medicine

perhaps). So characters are "killed off," but if their deaths are

not accepted as fact then they sirnply "reappear" and "3oin in the

f un.tt

The character of the boy Jarah, the "heror" contains an ele-

nent of Hyders feelings about her own dead child, Robin. She had

refused to accept Robinrs death as cancelling out his existence.

indeed she had taken the pseudonyrn of "Robin llyde" in order to

give the dead child a kind of existence of his own, as she had

already explained to Dr Tothill:

Yourll wonder how I could, in writing .

1et uryself be called "Robin". Donrt you see,

it was because he was so utterly denied and

forgotten, buried so deep-for my safety! I

wanted that lost name to have its significance,

after "lt.84
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Jatah, Like Robin' returns to

accePted as a normal event in

rhe world outside the novel it

trental instability'

life "in spirit." His return is

the world of the novel, whereas in

would be abnormal-a sign of

,,The unbelievers" was written, Hyde said, "as a relief for

pent-up feelings," but Ehe value she derived from writing it went

beyond the self-indulgence of a wish-fulfilnent fantasy. It

enabled her to bring out into the open preoccupations which had

previously been "pent-up." The release thus afforded was in j-tself

beneficial as therapy and it also contributed to her sense of her

own identity by increasing her self-knowledge and by asserting the

value of her individual vision. Both of these effects were necessary

part.s of llyders attempt t.o transform her sense of alienation (evident

borh in the instability of her relationships with other people and

in her fear of madness-alienation from herselfS5) into a sense of

identiEy which was sufficiently strong and self-contained to act

as a basis for making "a home in this selldtr-lelating to other

people and making a contribution to wider social aims'

Af ter "T'he Unbelievers" Hyde wrote Wedrtesdayts Childten wt:.ict:.

is also a "fantasy" novel. Her letters to Schroder show that she

was particularly interested in writing fantasy at Lhis time. She

was preparing the "Unicorn Pasture" short stories for posting

overseas and was trying to get a short story called "The silk Hat

Spectre" published.36 The "Silk Hat Spectre" is the ghost of a

nineEeenth century gentleman (presumably Sir George Grey) who

rec.urns to bring some idealism into the politics of the 1930s.

.l-ew Zealand faced a general election in November 1935 which offered

Ehe chance for a new beginning in politics. In this story the
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ghost leads a t'New Party" to a landslide victory in the election'

heralding a new age of idealisrn.

From these examples it is possible to define Hyders notion of

"fantasy." In almost every case her fantasy world co-exists with a

naturalistically portrayed world of contemporary New Zealand society.

The people who inhabit the fantasy world (frorn the novels, the list

would include Jarah and his faur-ily and friends in "The Unbelievers,"

Wednesday Gilfillan in WednesdaA's ChiLdren, and Macnamara in Nor

The lears Condenn) inhabit the "real" world but with a further

dimension added to it-as if they were sighted people in a land of

the blind. If, as Hyde believed, peoplers true selves were mis-

shapen and disfigured by "a whole code . in need of revisionr"

then they could only be truly themselves once they refused to

acknowledge the power of the code to shape their lives. So "The

Unbelievers . believe, not the things supPosedly true, but quite

other things"; and Wednesdny's Childt'en is "a dream novel with no

xt
morals""'-tts1s14lstt in the sense of social conventions of respect-

ability-while in Not' The lears Condenm Macnamara is the kind of

person Stark would have been if he had not accepted the role society

forced him to play and fulfilled its expectations (as will be shor'm

in Chapter VI). In the First Version of The God:'tits FLy El-iza

becomes intensely interested in spiritualism, believing it to be a

way of discovering the "soul":

self-forgetting is the first necessity. That

means a gradual wearing down of physical resistance:

until the watcher in the dark can actually see

flesh dissolve into the great wavering circles of

mist, and only the eyes burn on, weary and patient,
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while behind them the blackness forms and re-

forms into varying shapes. Something remains

constant through this dissolution. There is a

face at the back of all the changing faces.

This I have seen and know. I believe that un-

changing face is the soul of man.

The absolute necessity of "self-forgettingil as a prerequisite

this discovery is stressed at great length. ELlza concludes:

A11 that is valuable in it [spiritualism] is

there for any mar.' lr)ho eet haue the eounage to

stmtd naked in the stinging st)anns of t'eaLities'

and not merely to ignore them, but neuer to kttou

tTnt they ave thexe.88

The "soul" of man cannot be discovered by merely ignoring the "swarms

of realities r,' but only by totally refusing to believe that they

exist. So the characters in "The Unbelievers" (which Hyde wrote

irnmediately after the First Version) refuse to believe in the swarm

of realities, believing "quite other things" instead, thus denying

"reality" any power to distort or constrain the beneficent free

rein of their souls. However Ln WednesdaA's Chi.Ldz'en, wtLtEen after

"The Unbelieversr" the ttoEher \.Iorldrt of Wednesdayts island is

finally destroyed when it is confronted by Mr Bellister from the

real world. Wedrtesdayts ChiLdten t)]Ierefore presents a less

optimistic view of the ability to sustain the other vrorld. When

she turned back to The Go&'tLts FLy' Hyde portrayed EILza Hannay

even further removed from the ideal freedom, only too painfully

aware of "the stinging swarms of realities." She is not alone in
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her predicament, however, but inherits it from both her parents.

An echo of the First Version passage may be heard in Hydefs

description of John Hannayts dream of freedon; his desire

. to get into the masses who have no consolation

but life and death, no refinement.s or artifices

thrust betr"reen themselves and the blind things

they would face. JoA in faeing, naked, such an

enetnA. Obstinately, always by a wrong means,

John was seeking to rejoin the whole (TGE, p. 82).

The italicised sentence here recalls the one in the First Version.

The difference between the two drafts is significant, however. In

the First Version and the lwo "fantasy" novels, the "other world"

is private or very exclusive and, as Wednesdny's ChiLdye;n shows,

it is in conflict with the real one. The problem of the "un-

believersr" alienation is still not resolved.. In the redrafted

lhe Coduits FLy, however, and in the later novels, Ilyde moves

increasingly towards an examination of the ways in which an alter-

native perception of reality can be reconciled with "this world"

rather than alienated from it.

John llannayts desire to "rejoin the whole" is mocked gently

in The God'tits FLy for its nalvely socialistic expression, but it

is unquestionably intended as a parallel to ELLzats quest for a

sense of belonging. In addition, John Hannayts search recognizes

that his anguish is part of the conmon predicament of aLL men, and

that to try to avoid that community of suffering is to deny onets

hurnanity; or, to put it another way, after the vain struggle to

face "the essential loneliness of being one's unaided self" there
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is left at least the minimal consolation to be dravm from the fact

thatallhumanbeinggareengagedinthesameStruggleandthat

aLL axe equally doomed to fail'

At the end of the Fi-rst Version, ELiza crashes her car on the

lonely road to Spirits Bay, near a station named "Solitude" and

presunably dies, unable to reconcile herself with the world she so

uneasily inhabits.39 rn the published version however, Elizars

experience brings her fi-nally to accePt her place in that world

which bows to the demands of the body as well as the spirit.

This is a flat, stiff little terrace' bristling

with all the sins of ugliness And someho\"/

I tike it. I have a mania for the f1at, stiff

places, the spawning-ground of life and its un-

wantedchildren.IfeverEheStarofBethlehem

shall arise, its unearthly clear jewel will

mellow over such a place (TGF' P' 230) '

By the time she expresses this sense of belonging, which is

essentially the same as her fatherrs, Eliza has been published as

a poet. The title of her first volume, "stranger Face" (TGF'

p.223)'SuggeststhatshehasachievedSomerecognitionofher

"!rue" =.1f.90 Like her mother who always sought the ideal, though

she found it only in her dream of a "white house like a Greek

cross" (rG?, p. 101), ELiza has glimpsed that "stranger face"

behind all the other faces. So in a sense ELiza embodies the

quests of both her parents, and allows the reader to perceive that

they are two asPects of the same quest.

Ilyders beliefs about the uses of art strongly influenced the

development of The Goduits FLy. But before examining that novel's
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development in more detail it is necessary to outline some aspecCs

of the sEylistic development which enabled llyde to turn those

beliefs into successful works of fi-ction.

:"1..\-



III. HYDE'S TECHNIQUES AS A WRITER

The relationship of the writer to her readers, and the nature

of the writerts presence in the work are crueial areas in Hyders

art. As such their treatment features prominently in her styii.stic

experiments and her critical commentary on her or^m and othersl

work. Aspects of her stylistic development will be explored in

some detail in the course of the analysis of The Coduits FLy

offered in Chapters IV and V. This chapter will describe in more

general terms some of the influences on her style, and some of the

ways in which she adapted her practise as a writer to the demands

of her strongly-held beliefs about the function of writing.

In Hydets view the first requirement of any writer \^ras that

she reach as wide an audience as possible. She denounced as

.;purious or urisguided any writing which laid claim to an exclusive

audience or which was surrounded \^rith eliList myst.ique. Modern

poetry, she said, was sterile and irrelevant because the poets

themselves were "snobs . clever to the poi-nt of inspiration in

securing their divorce from the people t by plungingl head-

long into obscurities. "I These writers did not create bonds of

sympathy between their subject and their readers. Their insistenee

on the exclusiveness of their vision simply expressed (and there-

fore entrenched even more firmly) the divisions already existing

between people:

They were like caged animals aE a zoo. There you

get an elegant speci-men of a Sitwell, here is the
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only living.T.S. Eliot . And itrs

captivity of the worst and meanest sort, when

a man becomes imprisoned in his orr, 
"go.2

Ihese writers were imprisoned in the act of merely displaying them-

selves in self-conscious ("elegant") poses which emphasized their

unique individuality. A more desirable relationship between writer

and reader is suggested by Hyders quoting with approval a remark

made by Rosemary Rees, who

during New Zealand Authors I Week, made no bones

about writing to sell: "The highbrows take them-

selves much too seriously. Come along and have

?a cup of tea."-

Linking the critical statement wirh the hourely detail of the cup

of tea, the traditional offer of hospitality, here suggests that

Rees t r^/riting makes a similar invitation to the reader to share

what she has to offer. "Writing to sell" in this context seems

t,o have meant to Hyde a refusal to pursue technieal difficulty or

novelty, which seemed to her to defeat the fundamental task of

writing which is communication:

T Loathe the deliberate, screeching, without

form-and-void experiments of the school in

England, wrongly called modern, and even more

wrongly believed to have the sligtttest human

or poetic .r"1,r..4

The assumption that uncompromisi-ng technical difficulty was mere

perversity or exhibitionism on the part of the writer perhaps

t
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betrayed Hyders critical insensitivity to the more metaphysical

poetry of the writers she 1abe11ed as "modern- " However, it was

an assumption which was derived from her consistently formulated

notion of the function of art as liberation from the imprisoning

e80.

The authorial presence was an inevitable part of any piece

of writing, she believed. But the writing was most effective when

the self-conscious part of the authorts mi-nd was least active.

An example of her own response as a reader establishes the point.

Boswell's Life of Johnson, she wrote, revealed more about Boswell

hirnself than about Johnson:

I loved your I Schroderrs ] description of the pop-

eyed Boswell and the pearl-dropping gentleman-the

former has always seemed to me rather appealing.

And he shows himself, his humanJ-ty and the inner

workings of his rnind, so much better than he

portrays the Doctor. I like his book, what I

remember of it, as an autobiography.5

It was Boswellts t'humanity"-ah"t which he had in common with her-

self , rather than the differences between them-to which Hyde

responded as a reader. Her view of the Life of Joltnson as Boswell's

autobiography depends on the notion that the revelation of the

writerts tttruett self can only be made unconsciously, when the

conscious mind is directed elsewhere.

A good deal of che efforE Hyde put into her writing was

directed towards finding strategies which would release her "true"

voice as an artist from the distortions imposed on it by self-

ffi,
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consciousness. Her "true" voice she had defined, in a journal

entry written in 1934' as a kind of I'abstraction":

It.rs the distillation of onets most inward and

secret self. This rare essenee fluid Isic], once

released is the correct colour-basis of poetic

landscape, sky-scape, dream-scape.

It was, however, an abstraction of thettinward and secret selfr"

whereas the abstractions of the "modern" poets, she believed, were

nade by looking t'outwardly":

Elizabeth Barrett Browning wrote with a stethoscope:

these moderns with a microscope . . . a telescope,

or a gyroscope. The results are startling but not

6
convr_nc1ng.

Hyde here describes Ei;re u"ong kind of abstract,ion in terms of the

paraphernalia of analytical science; ttmicroscope, " tttelescope, "

"gyroscope." Tlne right kind of abstraction, however, she also

described in scientific terms; the "distillationil of a "fluid."

The difference between these two sets of images is subtle buL sig-

ni-ficant. Instead of the mechanical, analytical tools of scientific

research, which investigated the constituent parts rather than the

whoie, the right kind of abstraction is compared to the chemical

process of distillation (the older, mystical art of the alchemist

is also iurplied) which seeks out the "essence" of the whole material

fo which ir is applied.

Tn The Godt'tits FLy, the schoolgirl E1-iza sums up her dissatis-

facEion with the education she receives in terms of the methods of

analytical science.
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Dismembered pieces of buttercup: light, cold voice.

tcirls, this is the ca1yx. . . this is the corona

. here are the stamens . ['] If you hold

a buEtercup under your chin and it makes a shine

like painted rnetal, you steal butter; but they don't

say that. A11 the Kingrs horses and all the King's

rnen will never put. dismembered buttercup together

again (TGF, p. 93).

The analytical nethodology of science is seen as an expression of

the sense of alienation which debilitates this society:

. we never do anything by wholes, it is. all dis-

membered, like the buttercup, and nobody has the

energy to stick it together again (fGF, p. 95).

ELLzats childhood memory of the buttercup game expresses an

instinctive ant'hropocent.rism-a secure sense that a bond exists

between man and his environment. That sense is destroyed by the

analytical and divisive habits of mind which ELiza is taught at

school.

ELizats dissatisfaction with the analytical approach to

learning arises from the belief that its effects are ultimately

enervating ("nobody has the energy to stick it together again").

In Hydets view an undue concern with analysing technique and form

in writing results in a similar incapacity:

. iook at Allen Curnow-quite a promising

boy-and his solemn preposterous little code of

who may do what, when and why. Itrs like learning
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speak by deliberately teaching one's self first
'7

stutter.'

Here Curnowts work is made to represent the tendency to lose sight

of the end which writing serves by an undue concentration on the

means by which it is to be achieved. So some form of abstraction

is felt to be a necessary strategy for the writer to adopt. Her

distrust of technical sophistication "doesntt excuse clumsiness

or shoddiness of metrerr however. She continues:

One takes it for granted that a poet shall be sure

in that respect' but Lord, with the poet worth

mentioning, all Iofl that is received into the

consciousness and stored away during childhood'

and there's no more need to bother about ic.8

Elsewhere however she qualified this statement by saying "I need

Eo practice poetic five-finger exercises hours a day, until the

fingers of my soul ache."9 The constant, disciplined employment

of the writ,errs skills was necessary' she believed, precisely so

that the writer in the act of creation could be utterly unaware

of matters of technique and focus instead on being recepEive to

Ehe inspiration which gives true arListic value to the work:

Therets your pearl, mellow and gleaming, if you

only know it when you see it. Your clever subtle

fingers will understand then how it should be

10
SEE.

to

to

The

the

notion t.hat the writerts true "self" can only be revealed

conscious mind is direcEed elsewhere, and its corollary

d.
adls
iffi

when
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that poetic value resides not in but beyond technical facility,

finds expression in Hyde's use of automatic writing as a teehnique

of composition as she worked on the drafts of The CaCutts fLU.Ll

An early example of her use of automatic writing is to be found

in the Ex. 12 notebook, written while at Auckland Mental Hospital.

The time spent at Auckland MenEal Hospital after her breakdom

in 1933 gave her the opportunity to reassess her career. IE seems

that creative writing featured prominently in her plans; though

she was well aware that rhe desire to write did not necessarilv

ensure success. In the Ex. 12 notebook she wrote:

What is the use of saying "I will write, I will

writer" when I just canft? . I can pick up

facts and memories but therets noEhing creative

in me . I donrt care now for any peace, itts

only the ability to scribble matters-I have

"ho"..r. 
I 2

The decision to be a writer ("I have chosen") was accompanied by

a frustrating inability to discover exactly uVwt to r,rrite; how to

get beyond ttfacts and memoriestt to something "creative." The

implication that the true creative self lies beyond conscious

control is evident here.

The notebook entry then comments on the unsatisfactory nature

of her recent work, and attributes its failure to an intrusive

self-consciousness ('rbits of it artificial, the work of a poseuse").

Yet, Hyde wrote, she continued to believe that she did have a truly

creative self , which \^ras struggling to find expression:

wffi

. sti1l I think there's something constant behind
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aII the unfinished things.I3

perhaps in an effort to release this creative selfr she then

abandonedproseandbeganwritingpoetry(amediumwhiehHyde

always maintai-ned to be more creative than pto""l41. After a few

lines she breaks off, however, and there follows more than half

a page of auEomatic writing which moves from legibility into

incoherence as it moves down the page. The context of this piece

of automatic writing has been given in some detail, because it

establishes the fact that Hyde used it as a creati-ve tool' a way

of bypassing self-consciousness.

The depth of interest Hyde took in the t,echnique of automatic

writing is shor^m by her inclusion of a discussion of its implica-

tions in her work. The First Version of The Goduits FLy was

wriEten a few months after the Ex. 12 notebook entry. In it there

is a description of ELLzats use of automatic writing. As in the

Ex. 12 notebook, the context of the passage is significant. ELiza

is, at this stage of the draft, a professional writer. Late one

night, unable to sleep, she sits and simply allows the pen to move

across the paper, covering it with "sprawling r,rriting, bits and

scraps, disconnected." Some of these scraPs are given in Ehe text.

One of them is a parable about poetic inspiration:

But there is a man who, in a desert and alone,

raised a white shaft' very tall- Nobody shall

ever know how he accomplished this, for in the

morning he looked on it and cried, "How did

this come to Pass?"I5

As in the Ex. 12 notebook entry, the parable suggests that creative

I
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power lies beyond the conscious control of the artist. After the

parable, ELLza describes the writ.ing process slipping further and

further beyond her conscious control:

(. the pencil begins to scrawl a little, and

the great ragged senseless words sprawl over the

white paper. I hate the very look of thern. They

are like wounded birds, brought down with their

wings grotesquely black and widespread against

the silver of a lake).

"Still they will . come . .

come . cone . . (A junble of unintelligible

and heaped-up letters, that night be symbols if

they weren'E so chaotic that they might be the

very form and substance of the meanirrgl"""; .16

The words look grotesque and hateful to ELiza because they express

the mood of depression in which she writes. She feels a strong

arnbivalence towards the activity she describes here. She persists

almost in the hope that abandoning rational control of the pencil

will produce coherent meaning (the letters "might be symbols")

comparable to the miraculous vrhite shaft raised by the man in the

parable. However, she "hates" and fears the loss of rational

control, which mighE lead not to a miracle but to the chaos of

madness ("the very form and substance of the meaningless"). Eriza

takes her automat.ic writing to a mystic called "Shadowr " on whom

she relies heavily for advice. She asks Shadow why her attempEs

aE automatic writing are so unsatisfactory. He replies that her

efforts are not really freed from the control of her will:
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Still, unconsciously, youtre on the same selfish

trai1. You can't expect to behave llke the o1d

women who say "Is that you, Rosie?" and be

rewarded to any extent.

He compares Eliza's self-willed efforts with Tennyson (whose Poetry

they had mentioned earlier in the conversation), who

. used to pace upon the stones thinking how

his footsteps resounded in time with the waves

. Break, break, break . . . But they didnrt,

and he didnrt want them to. There lrasntt much to

it all but his sense of his own austerity and the

appropriate booming of the waves, ELLza.LT

ELLzats automatic writing, like Tennysonts poem, exhibits the

Pathetj-c Fall-acy, nothing more. Shadow continues:

Spiritualism wasnrt meant for that. It was meant

for those who wish to take a hand in the completion

of what you call "unfinished work t' . If yourd

take things more quietly, you might help in just

that way, but not necessarily the particular pair

of hands that you wanted to help. You have some-

thing, though not in a very active form. Why

should you limit your will to be usef,rl?l8

Elizars effort reveals nothing more than her "morbid psychology"

because iE is directed towards some "particular pair of hands that

lshel wanted to help." It fails to reach the state of inspired

unselfconsciousness which she had earlier described in her parable
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of the artist. Shadow restates the meaning contained in ELLza's

parable when he says that ideally automatic writing should put the

conscious mind in abeyance, bringing about a state of receptivity

Eo "enlightenment" or inspiration by a power greater than the

individual consciousness. This power alone can make the writing

"useful" in the most general sense. 0nly it can bring the r^rork of

any individual, which ELLza says is necessarily ineornplete, Eo the

state of rrcompletion" for which the miraculous white shaft in the

parable of the artist stands as an iong".19

ELizat s use of automatic writing in this chapter of the First

Version has iurportant implications for a theory of creativity.

The notion of inspiration as submission to some transcendent

"powerr" which is expressed by Shadow, is raised elsewhere in llyders

work. For example, Ln The Cadtstts FLy, where E1J-za believes Ehat

she can only write good poetry when she is visited by some inspiring

po\^rer, for which she has no name butttit-" t'Sometimes for weeks

fshe says] it would stay away . Then, without forcing or

pleas, it was Ehere, and with it peace" (TGF, p. 72). The idea

derives in part from a romantic conception of the vati-c role of the

poet.. Hyde's precise formulation of it closely parallels the

notion of "instinct" set out in Frederick Rolfe's nove1, The Destre

artd. Ptysuit of the WhoLe, which Hyde greatly admired:

Instinct is organized memory-not one's o$m

memory, but. the total of memories of countless

anterior ancestral existences. For the isolate

exiguous unsteadfast ghost or soul or subjective

mind, which never sleeps, sensible of instinct,

is directed by the reasoning-the serried
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congregation of reasonings-unimaginably

intricate, which is the cumulative compendium

of the genetic cerebration and cognition of

prior existenees without,t"tb"t'20

"InsEinct" as it is defined here is a kind of collective

unconsciolls-rtgfus tot.al of memories of countless anterior ancestral

existencestr-which forms the basis on which rational decisions

should be founded. It provides a context within which the "isolate

. subjective mind" finds a place. In this respect Rolfets

not.ion parallels Hydefs desire to establish, by means of her

writing, a larger human community. The title of Rolfe's novel it-

self suggests the urge towards integration and unj-ty which has

been identified as a major theme in Hydets work'

Hydets notion of inspiration as a Power which overrides the

conscious mind of the artist find a parallel in Rolfers notion

of "instinct.,' In Rolfets formulation, the directing power is not

the influence of some transcendental force, but an anthropocentric

accumulation of wisdom. This harmonizes well with Hyders

expressions of a belief in a common level of human nature which

uniEes all mankind.

In an article on writ,ing poetry Hyde disrnisses writing that

is either purely descriptive of "landscape" or politically cornmit-

E.ed as inadequate. She prefers instead writing which exPresses

Che land.scape of the mind. Though Ehis is called "introspection,"

Hyde is careful to give the term her own definition. It is, she

says, a preoccupation with

. the clourl1' mj-rror ctver I'rhich anything may blow'
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People call it j-ntrospection, but it is the passing

through self to beyond self, and the subrnitting of

onets ideas and abilities to other hands, which

mould them.

The difficult notion of submitting onets ideas to t'other hands,

which mould them" presumes the existence of an instinctual level

of the mind, analogous with that deseribed by Rolfe, on which the

writer must learn to draw for inspiration. This analysis clarifies

the idea of distillation which Hyde expressed in Ex. L2. "The

passing through self to beyond self" is felt to be necessary

because the ttworst present disease of poetry is self-consciousnesstt

a disease because it produces only falsehood and rhetoric-for

example, the desire of "intel1ectual" poets to "bristle with new

Iearning, like a porcrrpi-ne. "21

Iler definition of introspection as "the cloudy mirror" recalls

the phrase "reflections in the waterr" which Hyde used both as the

title of an early short story and as the title of a chapter Ln The

Gcduits FLg. The short story dramatizes the notion of "intro-

spectionil in her special sense. In it a young gir1, called Marny,

siis in an old cemetail.r and, b.r lookrng at the "strange

pictures in the harbour waters't below her, recalls into existence

the life of another girl (also called "Iularna" and therefore in

some sense a prior existence- she died in 1857-of },larny) . The

story concludes: "And all these dreams came out of the mist to

llarny as she saE among new-mown grass in the closed cemetery, and

were reflected like shadows in the painted grey harbour walers. "

hlhat is reflected in the harbour water, or in the "cloudy mirror"

is that part of her mind which is "beyond self, " beyond the
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),
conscious or rational Powers. --

The technique of automatic writing can Ehus be seen as a

means by whieh llyde tried to achieve the process of distillation

of her "most inward and secret self" which lay beyond self-

consciousness. The "other hands" which mould onets ideas and

abilities are the hands of aLL human beings (whether "prior

existencesr" as Rolfe says, or present) insofar as all partake of

a conmon errotional and instinctual heritage.

using methods of writing which played down the element of

technical control-the most extreme form of which was automatic

wriEing-was one strategy which llyde employed to release her "true"

voice as a writer from Ehe distortions imposed by self-conscious-

ness. A second strategy was her attempt to restrict the authorial

presence in the work by concentrating her effort on the presentation

of clearly reaLized images. Like her use of automatic writing, her

precccupation wiEh .i-nrages begins early in her career'

Between Novemb er L927 and March t92B Hyde was employed by the

Publicity Bureau in I'Iellington. The function of the Bureau was to

advertise New Zealandrs tourist attractions, by means of both

wrj-tEen material and silent fi1ms. Hyde was employed in her

capacity as a journalj-st, to write fifty articles describing places

of interest to tourists, or as background to the films being made

by the Bureau. For example, to accompany a "maori tale" being

fitmed in Rotorua, Hyde was to write "about Rotoruars Maori

rcharacterst, bad and otherwise." A few weeks later her new job

Eook an unexpected turn. The Bureauts film-titler became ill, and

Hyde took over his job temporarily. In addition to writing three

to five articles a week she was writing screen titles for one or
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Hyde tirled, but she found this

part of her job:
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is no record of how many films

new task to be the most demanding

I go in and watch a wild jurnble of scenes which

might mean anything. I have to try to make them

into titled sequence [sic]. Then three elders,

Mr McKenzie, Mr Mclean and Mr Fenton-sit in

iudgement.23

The experience left a lasting impression. More than six years

later when she sought an image with which to describe the auto-

biography MS 412, the metaphor of the silent film came most readily

to her mind. The autobiography, she wrote,

is not a novel but a sort of sliding picture of

the days . I know indeed that it !s not clever,

it was not intended to be so: but it is utterlv

sincere and true, not just my halting truth but

the truth of all the faces, tormented and

inarticulate and quelled by life, that slid
,/,

past.

Like the filurs she had been working with, her impression of the

autobiography was of a continuous sequence of scenes or images with

no readily apparent structure. The authorial presence funcEioned

like a camera, recording the images before it without distortion

("it is utterly sincere and true"). Although this was an auto-

biography its intention was not to focus on the uniqueness of the

authorrs life, but rather on its typicality ("not just my halting
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rruEh but the truth of all the faces ' ' ' that slid pasC') '

llyde made no claims for the objectivity of her procedure.

Hords like 'rhal-tingrt' "tormentedr" and "que1led" imply that the

inagesintheautobiographywereselectedtoconveyacertain

i-npression to the reader, just as the inages recorded by the camera

had to be selected by the cameraman or director. The autobiography

}ts 41 2 was written primarily for her doctor, to help him to under-

stand the background to her ease. The aim was to reveal herself

to her doctor, so she tried to avoid imposing any "artisticrt

arrangemenE or strueture on the flow of images ("it is not a novel

. it is not clever, it was not intended to be so"). The result

was her recognition of a style which she felt !t/as nearest to what

she wanted to write, an impressionistic sequence of separate images'

unified by the implied attitude of the authorial Presence.

Her sarisfaction with the style of the autobiography l4S 412

ls shown most clearly by the contrast she drew between it and

iouzvtaLese, which she had recently completed. Like the auto-

biography, Joutnalege consisted of a sequence of loosely related

sections: "pointed comments, funny bits, *ttories"'25 Unlike the

autobiography, however, she felt that it had no coherence except

c,hat artificially superimposed on it by the obtrusive voice of the

"chaE.ty" gossip columnist:

Itts the superficial and slick and clever in

writing . . that are true vulgarity.
26

"Journalese" is to my mind all those three'

The autobiography she went on to describe as "no! cleverr" but

nevertheless trutterlY sincere and truett ; Joutmalese was t'clevertt
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but only vulgar and superficial. It was seen as merely one of

those "silly surface conversations" which failed to establish a

deeper contact between the writer and the reader because it forced

them to adopt the roles of entertainer and entertained respectively.

About a year after these conmenEs were nade, Ilyde described

the draft. of another novel, "These Poor Old Hands," in similar

terms, further clarifying the nature of the style she was trying

to achieve.

Itts an attempt to picturize t.he fifteen months

of Auekland, white and native, contained in an old

file of "The New ZeaLander"-1847-1848, almost

the lasE year of the settlenentrs existence as a

hotch-potch.

The r^rord "picturize" invokes the filrn irnage again; and her descrip-

tion of the settlement as a "hoteh-potch" suggests that her

inEerest in the subjeet is aroused at least in part by the fact

;hat it has no obvious structure except that imposed by its

chronological unity. Hydets strong interest in writing which began

from a factual base is also evident here in her use of the newspaper

archive:

Some of the things thaE happened were (to me)

wildly interesting: and there was Margaret

Reardon, "a lost lady of old years", if ever

there was one.

Hyde found the participants in this piece of history "wildly

interesting." Her immersion in the "hotch-potch" of detail from

these people's lives had enabled her Eo vividly real'ize their
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cbaracters-whatitfeltliketoliveatthatt'ime,inthatplace:

Ifve tried for . . . the rounding out of things'

picture' Person' unEil their separate existence

is coherent in the Pattern too' Don't the losE

people, the little ones of the past' speak to you

clearly and carefully sometimes' saying' "See'

this was T"?27

IrnaginativelyrecreatingEhelivesofAucklandersofacentury

beiorerequiredthesame''efforttowardsunderstanding''thatHyde

described rater Ln Dragon Rarnpant (DR, p. 13). contemporary

ChinesesocietywastobeunderstoodastheStreamwhichconsisted

of ,,the drops which show human faces for a single moment" (DF' p' 13)

AucklandsocietywastobeunderstoodasEheaccumulationofall

che',lost people,,who,'speak to you clearly'' frorn the PaSt. Rather

Ehan speaking for her subjects, Ilyde wanted to allow them to speak

fort'hemselves.Shewantedasenseoftheiruniqueindividuality

Eo ,,speak ;o I the reader ] clearly . saying, 'See, this was I' r"

Bringing the subject vividly to life in this way was a major

difficulty.TheeffortitrequiredisevidentintheEx.L4draf.t

oi lhe Godnits FLy. In a passage which she found it necessary to

recast. several times, there occurs half a page of autonatic writing'

followed by an exclamation of frustraEion at the "bitter effort"

oi trying to "feed back the vital fluid" necessary to bring the

past back to life.28

TL^ j*-^^ of a "vital fluid" or creative life principle is
!rrE llrtd6c

reminiscent of Hyders description in Ex' 12 of the "rare

fluid" resulting from the "distillation of onets most inward and

t..l . ..
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secret selfrr which, once released, is "the correct colour-basist'

of writing. The statement was rnade in the context of her attempt

to define 'tabstraction" in r^rriting. So the ideal sense of the

presence of the subject speaking clearly and directly to the reader

was to be achieved by drawing on the sense of her own shared

instinctive and emotional heritage which Hyde ca11ed abstraction.

Maintaining a satisfactory relationship between the writer

and her subject was a recurring difficulty in Hyde's work preeisely

because of her insistence that each "IthingJ, picture, person" had

a "separate existencet' with its own t'coherencer " yet all partook

of a mystical unity which rnade them indistinguishable from the

writer herself in certain essential respects. She described the

writing of the "Unicorn Pasture" short stories written in 1934 as

a "sort of psychological reconstructionil of her characters based

on self-knowledge. The description is followed by a comment on

Check to Iouz, kLng wtli.ch demonstrates the operation of this process:

Irve just finished putting the script I of Cheek

to lout, King) into order. It goes today I to

Arnerica to the Atlarttic Monthly). Have dreamed

of the Baron, everything from scraps of his awful

verse to personal appearances, every night for

r^reeks. Once such personal appearance was very

clear in this dream, lnis seLf, a quiet

civil and resolute se1f, was visible. I donft

believe now his obstinacy was the obstinacy of

weakness. He believed in his dreams and stood

29DV Enem.

Hyde had done a great deal of research on de Thierry, as Glori-a
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Rawlinson records, beginning with the t'long disconnected record

of his adventures tAn Historical Account of an AttemPt to Colonize

New Zealandt . preserved in the Auckland Public Library"

(Introduction, HBTS, p' 16)' However her final attitude towards

che Baron was formed not by objectively assessing the research

evidencebut,asshedescribedit,byanintenselysubjecLlve

process. Her conclusion that the Baronts character was flawed

(his ,,obstinacy") is coupled with a "psychological reconstruction"

of the reasons why it was flawed ("He believed in his dreams and

sEood by them"). This process of reconstruction was achieved

irnaginatively and at a subeonscious ("dream") level of Hydets mind,

in which de Thierryts "seIf" was "visible" to her. This process

depended on a recognition of a common psychological bond between

author and subject' as a later letter makes clear:

. the Baron was such a queer, disappointed'

absurd and gallant old codger ' He was all

one extravagance himself, of words and hopes-

Like me [My emPha"i"] .30

From this evidence it is plain that Hydets approach to writing

about de Thierry was consistent and based on a coherent artistic

procedure, which was co express a subjective point of view with as

much impact as possible. as she Eook pains to explain to Eric

Ramsden as well:

I felt aE the end of my work lon de ThierryJ

Ehat I understood his ovm point of view pretty

rvell, which was the only thing pretended for

"Check to Your King". I am not a historian, and

vir
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dontr want to be one. It is the individual and

the nind moving behind queer, unreasonable actions

which seem to me to produce a good deal of the

fun of this old world; and I think that any writer

has the right to interpret this as best he can,

always allowing that the public has an equal right

of criticism, or, worse, of failing to buy our

confounded books.3l

In February 1935 the first draft of Cheek to lou.y King was

completed and posted to Anerica to enter tlne AtLantic Monthlyts

competition. At almost the same tirne Hyde was introduced (probably

by the Reverend George Moreton32) to John Douglas Stark. A note-
. .33book-- contains notes from an interview Hyde had with Stark,

probably in February. By April 26, 1935, she had wriLten a novel

about his experiences, under the title of "Bronze Outlaw" (The

title was later changed by the publishers to Passport to HeLL).

1'he possibility of writing the novel arose out of her journalistic

wark and the material was gathered in Ehe same way as her journal-

ism-from interviews with Stark. Hvde therefore seems at first to

have differentiated betr^reen this novel, whieh she described as a

"job" of writing which "may be either a book or a night*ar.r"34

and her imaginative work based on characters from the past. (The

association of the 1934 short stories and Cheek to Iou.y King with

the word "dream" and this novel with "nightmarett makes the

distinction.) However, when the novel was finished she wrote:

It is a nightmare, but I rhink it is a book.

Harder, barer and more confident-Itrs the
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story of a soldier-he exists, and I know him

very well. His queer racial heritage-he is

half Red Indian, half Spaniard-has taken him

intodesperateplaces:prisonsrbattlesraffairs'

With iL all hets something of a visionary and-

in physical courage-unquestionably heroic'

I ritroEe the book because I had to write it when

r heard his storY .35

The description of this novel elosely parallels the description

she gave of. Ch.eck to lour King. After writing the novel Hyde "knew

[starkl very well." She felt that she "had to write itr" as j-f

driven by some compulsion t.o see in this socially outcasE ex-convict

a man both "visionaryt' and "unquestionably heroic." As with de

Thierry, Hyders "knowledge" of Stark came from her empathetic

identificagion with his outcast status as well as his "visionary"

and "heroic" qualities.

In Mareh, Lg36 (before Passport to HeLL was published), Lee

suggested to Hyde that she should try to write poetry about the

socially down-trodden. She replied:

Yes, Itll try: but God knows if lrll ever make

anything of a fist of it-writing of "the

vanquishedt' I mean. In prose I know I can do

it, and have a bit, in the Starkie book, which

was bY no means al1 taking dictation from

?6
Brother Stark.""

Here Hyde states plainly that her success in writ,ing about "the

vanquished" comes not entirely from being a rePorter-"taking
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dictation from Brother Stark" 
-but from the ability to "interpret"

Ehis material on the basis of the knowledge that had "burned first

in [her] own heart." By the time I'Bronze Outlaw" (Passport to HeLL)

was completed, therefore, Hyde had recognized that she was follow-

ing the same procedure of "psychological reconstruction" as she had

applied to de Thierry, this tiure with a subject who was not

"glimpsed" through the telescope of history but very much alive in
37the present.

It was a procedure which embodied many possibiliEies for

failure. There was, for example, the danger of trust.ing to the

biassed account of the subject himself. Both Cheek to lou.t'King'

and Passport to HeLL, written soon after iE, depended heavily on

autobiographical accounts; de Thierry's preserved in his papers

and Starkts obtained principally from interviews. A second danger

arising out of the subjectivity of her approach was sentimentality

-simply indulging her or^m sentiments and thus forci-ng the

"reconstructionrf into a false shape. Both of these possibilities

continued to be apparent as problems in llyders work. BuL rather

than abandon what she felt to be her "natural medlum in proser"

she retained the belief that "with inEelligent and co-ordinated

effort" these aspects of her style could be brought. under control.33

The necessity to avoid the problem of sentimentality was first

brought to her attention while she was revising Check to lottt, King;

putting it through three drafts over the course of " y."r.39

Describing the novel to Schroder, she wrote:

I think your mai-n crit.icism will be "Not enough

pruning. Too many similes." . There is

perhaps the same rank growth in sentiment. It's
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natural enough' but unwise.

Ihis awareness was prompted by Schroderrs earlier criticism of

four of Hydets "Unicorn Pasture" short "totit"'40 
Though the

exacE nature of Schroderts criticism is unknown, her reply to

his commenEs suggest that a major emphasis in his advice had been

on ,,pruning" a superfluity of "similes" which obscured the central

subject. she found his criticism to be constructive:

oddly enough, wtttl I read your criticism

I had not realized the point. I did know, vaguely,

there was something Ird have liked better in

anoEher shaPe.

She went on to describe "Bronze Outlaw" lPasspOtt to HeLLl, which

she had just completed, saying that the difference between "Bronze

Ouflaw" and. Check to Iout, King Ls explicable in terms of the

different. personalities. Stark was not, like de lhierry, a "queer,

disappointed, absurd and gallant old codger . . . who doesn't look

ridiculous or out-of-place in an extravagant setting, " but a

"soldier . unquestionably heroie.tt However, her reference to

Schroder t s eriticism leads j.rnmediately to a conment on the un-

desirability of sentimental over-indulgence. This makes it clear

that. in part the difference t/as the result of a conscious effort

co refine her emotional involvement with the subject of her writing.

The "rank growth" Schroder had criticized in her writing was

of "sirnilesr'r not of images. The word "simi-le" implies the

authorial process of relating images together for the purposes of

illustration and explanation-for didactic purposes. This is the

lnCerpretation Hvde herself seems to have made when she went on

::1":;

ffir,u","
ffi-.-&i.
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to refer Lo the "same rank growth in sentiment.'r The pre-

occupation with giving "pictures" or "images" in her writing can

be seen to derive in part from this distinction between "simile"

and "image. " The distinction is a very fine one, representing the

boundary between the undesirable tendency towards sentimentality

-self-indulgence 
on the writerts parg-and the desirabiliEy of

infusing the "living fluid" which brings the image to life.

Early in 1935, just before she began writing The Goduits FLy,

Hyde reviewed Lee's Childten of the Poor (though at the time she

did not know Lee had writt.en the novel, as it was first published
/, 1

anonymously) ]' The review describes the novel in terms of her own

stylistic preoecupation of the time. She hailed the novel as a

landrnark in New Zeal.ar.d writing because it replaced generalizations

about New Zealand society with a vividly and "honestly" rendered

vision of a parEicular social truth:

Albany Porcellors story does not pretend to be a

birdseye view of the whole of New Zealand society:

but it is a picture without distortion of one

still enduring phase, the city of the poor, the

ungoverned and the lamentable. If "Children of

the Poor" is read as honestly as it has been

written, New Zealanders will be grateful for irt.42

The book, she wrote, offered a t'picture without distortion" of one

aspect of New Zealand society. The very fact that it concentrated

so single-mindedly on producing that picture-a close-up rather

than a "birdseye v'ewtr-gave it a direct impact on readers which,

in terms of its didactic purpose, was much more effective than any
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reasoned argument against economic oPpression could be'

The review admired a method of writing, which produced the

effect Hyde herself was striving to achieve; though elsewhere she

clearly differentiated her ovm artistic vision from Leets more

t.a

narrowly socialistic one.*' ChtLdv'en of the Poor was based on the

evenEs of Leets own 1ife. From the letters Hyde wrote to Lee l^lhen

they first began corresponding it is clear that she was also

srimulated by the fact that Lee had used this picturing technique

to write aurobiographically, just as she wished to do. In one

of the first letters she wrote to Lee' responding to I'what [he

hadl said abouE autobiography in a preceding note"' Hyde revealed

thac she had already written her or^m autobiography, MS 412. She

wenc on to describe it as "crude, amateurish, childish, senti-

'nental," terms which mainly exPress dissatisfaction with its form

racher than its content. She had resolved, as the letEer goes on

to say' to "rervrite it, partly fictionalLze it ' and then

perhaps it will be good."44 This resolut.j-on looks forward to the

writ,ing of The Go&,tits FLy, and its tining suggests that the

impet.us for writing the novel came directly out of an intense

concern with developing a method which could successfully release

che emotional impact of autobiography.

The First Version of The GodUits FLy bad not succeeded in

producing the effect llyde wanted. She put iE aside fot: some

iime, while she considered what had gone l^/rong with it. When she

redrafted it, it changed from a first-person to a third-person

narraLive point of view. It was to this control over the subject-

ivity that Hyde drew parEicular attention when she described the

finished novel to Lee in 1937. Asserting that even the apParent
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"distortion" of the sentimentally subjective point of view can,

paradoxically, be part of the "truth" of the story, she wrote:

yourll laugh at the lady in it for a

hysterical little foo1, busily manufacturing

her own penny tragedies: but if that is so,

why not make it 
"o?45

The key word here is "make." In the First Version, EJ-iza is

busily"manufacturing her own penny tragediesr" but both she and

her author are unaware of that faet-, so the writing fails because

it is sentimentally self-indulgent. In the redrafted version,

the author is aware thaE her subjectivity is an element in the

story. She invites Lee to "laugh" at it because she can now

laugh at j-t. She has made it part of the story rather than

unconsciously revealing it through the story.

Her couments about the ways in which subjective point of view

can be useful to the artist echo Virginia Woolfrs statement, in

the essay A Room of Onets 1t'Jn, that:

. one cannot hope to tell the t.ruth. One can only

show how one came to hold whatever opinion one

does hold. One ean only give one'" 
"rrai.rrce 

the

chance of drawing their or^m conclusions as they

observe the lirnitations, the prejudices, the

idiosyncracies of the speaker. Fiction here is

Iikely to contain more truth than fact.46

Like Woolf, Hyde asserts that the kind of writing she wishes to

achieve does not tell "the" truth, but a particular Eruth which
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ls shaped by "personal prejudices" and t'idiosyncracies" which must

cherefore be made apParent' Hyde made it quite clear when she

sroge about historically real people such as de Thierry or Stark

thac she was not writing purely "fact" but her own interpretation

of that "fact." She was also able to define some of her ovm

"idiosyncracies" and "prejudices" which had contributed to the

shaPe of that interPretation'

In rewrititg Ihe God:'tits FLy' then' Hyde was able to overcome

oneofthestylistieproblemsspecificallyidentifiedwhensheset

outEorewritetheFirstVersion'Havingachievedthisaim'she

r.ras able to srand back and assess her progress' and to look to the

future. She looked forward to beginning another novel

. with all the dreams and delusions of childhood

and youth out of the road' and things dor^m to bare

essencials-it will be a much better book'

perhaps even a great one-I know what I want to

write, do not quite knor^l if I can get the complete

/, '7

detachment necessaty fot lvriting it'-'

hirat she meant by "detachment" is partly explained by the statemenE

earlier in the let.ter that the "flimsy and unsatisfactory" parts of

17"e C,odUits FLy were those in which she was unable to \nTrice "truth'

';hole truth and nothing but truth" because she felt she had to

avoid. "hurting" other people who were involved in certain events in

rer life. The books she wanted to write after The Godrsits FLy ]nad

Eherefore to avoid the hisEorical "facts" of her day-to-day
4B

encounters and yet also retain their "truthtt to her experience'

This distinction is drawn in a further letter to Lee which says
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she intends to write another novel

. not about rnyself principally, but about the

Grey Lodge and its women, and their retrospect

and forescope. I will never do it (or publish

it,) unless I can do it far better than anything

I have ever written, for that show is rny focal

pointentirely.. .49

This projected novel would require detachment from all conscious-

ness of "self" in order to express the essential quality of her

experienee or, as she described it elsewhere, her distilled

"absEract.rr Speaking of this and another novel she was planning

to write she said:

Irll never do them unless

gorgeously well that they

blunders, buL phenomenal

I can do them so

wontt be Iris and her
s0Martian things. -'

The "detachment" she sought \ras not to be found by turning away

from the subjective experience, but by confronting it. She

referred to The Goduits FLy in this letter as t]ne "firsf, complete

novel" (my emphasis) implying that she planned to write further

work drawing on the events of her own life. Evidently she felt

that she could now overcome the difficulties of writing in this

!tay. Her comment, in the same letter, thaE The Go&,lits FLg was

"not in tthel first person" as she had wanted., suggests that she

felt her ability to control the firsr person point of view had

improved greatly since she had abandoned that technique along

'.tith the First Version of the novel . A Home In This World and her
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lasc book, Dragon Rarnpant' were both written in the first person

aodsoinaverydirectsensetheyembodytheadvancellydefelt

shehadmadeinwritingTheGo&'litsFLg.Theywillbediscussed

in Chapters VI and VII; but suffice it to say here that the impact

each of Ehem has on the reader is the calculated product of an

artisticprocedurewhichHydehadtakengreatpainstocreateand

re fine -

TheprimaryeffectHydewishedtoachieveinherwritingwas

Eheawakeningofanemotionalresponseinherreaders.Inoneof

her plays, the heroine proclaims the value of emoEion:

Love is an emotion. Mercy is an emotion'

Desire for peace is an emotion' Feeling sick at

the sight of chapped blue hands is an emotion'

Emotion is a Ploughshat..5l

EnoEion Ehus defined has a catalytic function in the human mind'

It is a "ploughshare" because it lays open new possibilities for

act.ivity and growth. Emotion is the Power which good writing is

capable of generating. But it can only become a "ploughshare" in

rhe readers' minds if it is experienced direetly in the reading

process. writing which offers readers "similes" substitutes

authorial attit.udes for direct contact with "imag€s, " so the

reading is a less active process. on the other hand, writing which

offers images, eaeh one self-contained and capturing the essence of

some particular experience ("saying, tSee, this was Ir"; allows

readers to generate their or^m emotional response'

Leaving so much of the reading process up ro her readers was

not an abnegation of responsibility or an inability to structure

{
1

r{

a{
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and organize the work. Rather it ir:plied a respect for the

readers I abilities which derived from the belief that writer and

reades were equals in terms of their capacity to respond to

experience. In the autobiography MS 4L2, Hyde exclaims:

T rea1-ize too well, I should have painted in

perhaps a quarter inch of this chronicle, with

the care of a Japanese brushwork artist. Isn't

it from Little things that the discerning eye

learns its all? Instead of which, I am

presenting you with an 0.S.S. daub in uringled

Tiratercolours and oil".52

The observation is addressed primarily to Dr Tothill and acknowledges

the "discerning eye" of his professional expertise. However the

phrase applies equally to all readers, since the point Hyde is

naking is that a fragmentary image can, if fully realized, convey

the essence of a subject. with much more impact than a more extensive

b:t therefore more diffuse treatment. In deliberately ehoosing to

pare dor^m to as few images as possible (another chapter in the auto-

biography MS 4I2 begins "Now of rhis very little") she was

challenging herself to write in a more disciplined way; and she was

challenging readers to respond creatively to her sssft-ge "discern"

iEs significance for themselves by responding to the irnages evoked

by Ehe language. The analogy of painting in the quoted passage

(echoed Ln ELizars linking of "poem" and "picture" |TGF, p. lf4l )

establishes the strongly visual sense Hyde sought to convey.

The attempt to write in an imagistic style which would al1ow

che subject to "speak" directly to the reader underlies a number of
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differentstylisticexperimentsandtakesavarietyofformsin

Bydets work: for example' her interest in writing drama' There

ate a number of unpublished one-act plays amongst Hyders Papers'

and the last piece of writing she cornpleted before she died in

1939 was a play based on her novel ' Wednesd'ayts ChiLdtnn'53 The

appeal which drama held for Hyde may be seen Eo rest on the fact

Ehatinthismediumthetextisenacted.It''speaks.'directlyto

rhe audience'

The critic Myron Simon wriLes about Georgian attiEudes to

drama, in a way which casts light on Hydets use of the genre'

EasinghisdiseussiononGordonBottomley'splayl.,.r-.g|av7,3'-4iz

(publishedinthesecondvolumeofGeot,gianPoetPlJinlgl5)'Simon

wriEes that Georgian drama sought to present a "sharply particular-

izedstatementofhumanexperience''andabandonedStructure'or
,,ideological scaffolding" in favour of " [dwellingl intensely upon

momentsofexperienceandstatesofmind.''Fromthisinterpretation

itisclearthatHydeIsattempttopresentself-containedimages

in her writing closely parallels Georgian practice' Further

clarifyingthenatureofthe,'humanexperience''beingdepietedby

writers like Bottomley, Simon writes that the images were noE

necessarily naturalistic representations:

Bot.tomley sought, rather, to show "that the nature

of things can be depicted and attained on Ehe stage

without reconsEructing the appearance of their

actuality.tt ttThe poetic drama"t he argued' "is'

indeed, not so much a representation of a theme as

a meditation upon it or a distillation from it'"54

I
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Ihe word t'distillation" here recalls Hyde's similar usage and her

attempt to discover the essence of an object or experience. llyders

plays may be set in Paradi-se, in the classical Past' or in the

League of Penwomenrs clubrooms in contemporary Auckland; but the

"actuality" of the settings seems hardly to matter. In "De

Thierryrs Progress" Hyde deliberately stresses the artificiality of

Ehe stage setting when she gives direct.ions for the backdrop:

Any amount of imagination can be used in

decoration here-for instance, there would

be no harm in painting on the sea-blue bright

coloured, remarkable tropical fishes, broken

stars like silver flints, submerged reefs of

"or"l-55

The plays tend also to laek dramatic action, being characterized

instead by static tableaux. No doubt this is due in part to Hyde's

-'-nexperience as a playruright. However the tableau is another mani-

festation of the image, with which Ilyde was preoccupied. A further

effect of reducing the element of action is an increased emphasis

on the quality of the language, which in these plays is often poetic

or rhetorical in its effect. Again there is a Georgian antecedent:

lBottomleyJ . believed that the nature of things,

"of poignantly real things happening to absorbingly

real peopler" requires for its deepest portrayal

chiefly the full exploitation of poetic language

-including, 
for example, such rrunnaturaltt deviees

as choral speech. For Bottomley, poetie language

itself constituted the "action" of the pt"y.56
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As in Hydets writing, the crucial element of Bottomleyts statement

here is the definition of what is t'real .t' In both cases, t'realism"

d,oes not equate with the presentation of superfieial naturalism

bur wirh fidelity to human emotions ("poignantly reaL things")-

Che inner ttnature" of things rather than the t'appearance of their

actuality" as Bottomley expresses it. In both cases it is the

careful use of language which connects the audience with the

subjecc (naking it "absorbingLy real") and so brings the "reality"

inEo existence.

"De Thierryrs Progressrr is a drama based on the life of Charles

de lhierry, the subject of llyders novet Cheek to lottv King. Her

recognition of the dramatic possibilities of the subjeet is evident

in the novel itself. More Particularly, her recognition that the

essential nature of a character ean be conveyed directly and vividly

by means of images as fleeting as those created on the stage under-

lies the novel's approach. The beginning of Chapter Two offers an

example. I{er knowledge of de Thierry's early life is practically

non-existent, Ilyde says, yet as a biographer she must provide some

information:

begin the history of a life with the words

dontt know" seems, perhaPs, odd-

On pecond thoughts it is insufferable.

In the absence of factual information, then, she will

. resort to a sErategy. This is best done by the

immediate imagining of a stage, on which the

puppets can do a little explaining for themselves'

Ring up the curtain.

To

ttr

v
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To the fore of Ehe stage a staring notice-

board bears the legend, "LoNDoN, A.D. 1804"

(CTYK, p. 19).

The young Charles de Thierry appears on this stage, aged eight

years. "Look at him quickly, we have only a minuter" Hyde advises.

In this brief glimpse the character of Lhe young de Thierry is

nade knovm to the reader-it is made ttreal .tt The ttstrategytt of

the imaginary stage drama, having served its purpose' is now

abandoned. The narrative point of view shifts, to that of Charles

de Thierryts stream of consciousness as the imagination now begins

to give life to the bare-or non-existent-facts. The subject and

the reader have been connected: the story has begun.

Tlre use of the stage image helps to give Check to Iot'tt" King

its disEinctive tone, but it is difficult to imagine this device

being successfully applied to other novels. Hyde soon began to

recognize the linitations of a purely irnagistic sty1e. The

cultivation of an imagist.ic style had become an established part

cf her writing by mid-1935 when she wrote the First Version of

the C,oduits FLy; however the First Version was soon put aside for

further reflection, and perhaps her dissatisfaction wiLh it helped

to lead to her realization that imagism imposed severe structural

problems on an extended form like Ehe novel. During 1936, while

she continued to work on The @duits FLy, she became increasingly

preoecupied with finding a satisfactory structural framework in

which individual iur,ages could f ind their place.

An early indication of her new preoc.crrpation with structure is

to be seen in her comments on the work of another young New Zealand

poet of the time, Warwick Lawrence. Hyde wrote a Preface
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a Letiuex to J.C. Andersen, she

tJriring PoetrY' In Particular

with verY simPle forms'

1r4

of lyrics and, as she exPlains in

had given him some advice on

she says she advised hin to begin

The little unrhymed form of verse is not precisely

unknovm to fame, or to beauty, though it has never

won a place in the English language, exeept by

translation. Have you read Arthur Waleyts trans-

lations of Chinese Poems?

. Perhaps that Celestial simplicity of a few

words for a single idea is out-of-place in the

western world, but it is, consciously or otherwise,

what was at the back of young Lawrence's efforLs'57

This statement recalls Hydets desire, expressed when she wrote the

auEobiography MS 412, to creale, with the care of a Japanese brush-

work artist, the little things from which the discerning eye learns

iEs all. So the advice she gave Lawrence qTas based on her own

experience aS a writer. However she no\^7 goes on to concede the

limitations of such a procedure.

. [ile] hasn't the craft or the staying-power to

weave it I his poet,ry ] into a long poem' so it slips

into place as the three or four unrhymed lines. I

can see that if he keeps at that forever . . it

would become a slovenly excuse for getting out of

the difficulties of poetry: buL I don't think it is

a bad preliminary exerci"..58

Jt
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Learning to create self-contained i-mages is now seen as a prelim-

inary exercise. Once i-t has been mastered other "difficulties"

become aPParenE, and have in turn to be overcome.

An article on modern poetry r"rritten a few months later

identifies what Hyde believed to be the major fault of lyric poetry

in terms which are very sinilar to those used in the discussion of

Warwick Lawrencets poems, and which also apply to the discussion

of Hydets poetic style. Walt Whitmants "Song of the Pioneers" is

praised as an example of a long poem which manages to capture

within its structure the essential nature of each constituent

element. In it, Whitman

. gloriously achieved what he wanted-a great

poem, with real people, real animals, straining

their sinews across it.

The word "rea1" is used here as elsewhere in Hyders work to refer

r-o the essential nature of things rather than the "appearance of

Eheir actuality.'r However, the arEicle continues, Whitmants

success has not alwavs been matched bv other writers:

There are some noble failures among twentieth-

century English poets who have made the attempt

to picture their generation-Siegfried Sassoon,

for instance. The quick kaleidoscope of his

vision, the horrors he had to depict, left hin

no opportunity of sitting back in an armchair

and reflecting on an appropriate choice of words.

Capturing the images aecurately but failing to make them cohere
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overall design, as Hyde says elsewhere in the article, results

a style which "falls into a kind of poetic journales"."59

phrases like "the attempt to piettue E]neit generation" and

"the quick kaleidoscope of his vision" recall the language in which

Hyde described her attempEs to develop in her own style the ability

to convey a succession of images to the reader. Echoing her

conclusion about her own writing, she now goes on to say of

Sassoonrs poetry that these images are not enough in themselves to

convey the artistts intention. They must be selected; not merely

be a kaleidoscopic random vision. They must also be expressed in

"an appropriate choice of words" which can only be made from a

position of detachment from the experience (t'sitting back in an

armchair and reflecting").

Detachment is necessary because the unifying and structuring

element derives from the writer's own distilled essence which.as

Hyde had earlier written in Ex. L2, lies beyond self-consciousness

and is the "correct colour-basis of poetic land-scape, sky-scape'

dream-scape." The nature of this structuring element is not spelt

ouE in the article being quoted. It is inplied, however, in the

final section of Ehe article, which upholds as the ideal an

"inErospective" kind of poetry. Introspection, as had a1-ready been

shown, meant to Hyde not uniqueness and idiosyncracy but,

paradoxically, typicality and generality-a recognition of the

universal in each particular thing which provides it with a

necessarv context.

\Ilaerr The C,odt'tits FLy was finished and posted to the publisher,

H.vde wroEe to Lee expressing her relief that it was completed; and

then outlining her plan to wriLe another book which would be a

;:.
k*
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seguel to it:

If I can do the second book that I want to-with

all the d.reams and del-usions of childhood and vouth

out of tlre road, and things down to bare essentials

-it will be a much better book, perhaps even a

great one. I know what I want to write, do not

quite know if I can get the complete detachment

necessary for writing it.60

From this statement it is clear that writing The Godt':its FLy had,

enabled her to identify more precisely the direction in which she

wished to d.evelop as a writer. TLre desire to leave behind "dreams

and delusions" and to get "things down to bare essentials" suggests

her ongoing struggle to present accurate and unadorned images which

reveal the "essential" nature of the e4perience being d.escribed.

And that could only be achieved when she could, get the "detachment"

from self-consciousness which would enable the essence of the

experience to be communicated clearly.

Hyde continued to assert that the kind of writing she was

attempting was rearistic though her use of the term needs careful-

definition. Perhaps the most direct attempt to define what she

meant by realism is to be found in a short story carred "rn search
A1of Reality.""' In this story a young man called Krulen falls ill

with tuberculosis. His impending death from the disease makes him

realize that his life as a bank cl-erk has been wasted. Attributincr

that waste to the prevailing social and economic system, Krulen

strikes back by embezzling money from the bank then, when he is

caught, withdrawing into a life of isolation in a sanitorium,

-3=1
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awaiting d..th.62 In tl..e sanitorium he is visited by a fairy-

godmother-like aunt, who begins to bring about his rehabilitation'

This effect is achieved by her simple refusal to accept the

reality of the situation. For example, she treats him as if he

did not suffer from tuberculosis and he miraculously recovers

from the disease-as if the reality of the disease had been main-

tained solely by his own belief in it and acceptance of it. They

plan world tours and other fabulous futures. Krulen assumes that

his aunt is rich and that he really will be transported around the

world, but at the end of the story discovers she is penniless.

The "reality" of the world tours and other possibilities is not of

this world, though their purpose has been served in another realm

-again by Krulen's act of faith in believing them into existence.

Krulen's isolation in the sanitorium is the wrong kind of

detachment from the world because it is a subservient acceptance

of attitudes imposed on his behaviour. Accepting that he is a

criminaf or diseased is in effect a self-rvilled r"rbliteration of

his own identity (Krulen is waiting to die of the tuberculosis) in

order to perpetuate the existence of the system which condemned

him. So it is simply a surrender to a false reality which depends

on his acquiescence for its continuation, just as the tubercul-osis

feeds on his body in order to perpetuate itself:

It is only a bird, inside the cage of my ribs. rt

wants to get out, to fly away free, but the flesh

and bone are too strong for it. It must resolve to

destroy them, otherwise it will never be able to

fly over the fields again, and mate with another

death, and breed more little deaths.

'.,.'-,i.!
,.:.F
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His aunt makes him rearize that he is able to abandon his diseased

self and assert the reality dictated by his own inner necessity:

One day, a doctor tells me that my left lung is

badly gone. Now my regular course is sulcmission,

but I won't take it. I wiII not be used up and

done with, left with the answer of white walls

for the rest of my life. Instead, I begin to

dream ravishingly of islands, where colours ri_pen

like fruits, magnificent and bursting with fullness.

Krulen steps out of Krulen, accomplishes journeys

he never imagined before.

Although

impugned

his

the

act of embezzlement was a crime, it was one which

system, not the criminal:

If a man slips heavily into a pool of mud, and. then

tries to find out why the road wasn't drained, he

isn't necessarily obsessed with his own littl_e sins.

He thought he saw ttrat the whole structure of

life is wrong, where the majority, the poor and. the

almost-poor, are put always in the attitude of askinq

favours, though in fact all but the last pot-scrapings

of their lives are nothing but giving. .

Naturally from this attitude the first movement of

hands grown cunning or powerful was to gr.b.63

ln TVrc Goduits FLy n1iza asks "Isn't man tike a clenched fist,
cramped, that of its own agonized. irritability must hit out,
probably at the wrong thing?" (TGF, p. 91). She is expressing
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the same belief as Krulen ttrat oppression sows the seeds of its

own overthrow. Hitting out, like the cramped fist' or like Krulen

stealingfromttrebankrishoweverafruitlessresponse'The

rightkindofdetachmentfromthisfalsereality,Krulennow

teaLlzes,isthepositiveassertionofanotherrealitywhichsimply

refuses to believe in the old one and so denies it existence'

The way back to life was to learn and teach another

kind of giving ' a rendering out' free from boast

or vanity , YeE full of pride ' ' Krulen held that

permission and freedom to give of one's best was

coming to social staturei he saw this as his grow-

ing ambition; the divorce of himself' with as many

others as he could persuade, from the old system

of unconscious givers and uncaring takers' both

without stature.64

Krulen now sees his task as that of a prophetic leader, teaching

and persuading people that a new age of freedom is attainable' To

accomplish this task, he decides to become a writer. "what kind

of writer?,, asks his aunt, and he replies "A realist-as soon as I

find out what reality is."65 In order to define the direction in

ei'rich he wiII search,

. . Krulen quoted verses he had found in a translation

of one of Rainer Maria Rilke's poems:

"Whoever weeps in the night,

HoPelessly weeps in ttre night

weePs with me

i&
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Whoever laughs in

Recklessly laughs

Laughs with me. "

the night,

in the night,

He added, "I'd like to get something of that i,nto

prose-but with sharp edges. Nothing sloppy or

vague about it, and no sentimental goals. Not to

be wrapped up in anything, except lust being so.

To be more powerful- than appearances, or dissolve

them. "66

This is a very condensed statement of Hyde's own aims as a writer,

as they have been examined in the preceding pages. Again, there

is a close correspondence between Krulen's conclusion based

on his own experience and the conclusion Eliza reaches at the end

of The Go&'lits FLu. Both recoqnize the need to remove themselves

from "the old system of unconscious givers and uncaring takersr"

and to reassert the stature of each individual.

Both the short story and the novel make use of Rainer Maria

Rilke's poetry to embody key aspects of their meaning. Different

poems are used in each case, but the thematic congruity of tlre

two texts is underlined by the presence of Rilkerq n^amc in a:ch

In the final chapter of The God'sits FLy, EILza guotes Rilke's

"Orpheus, Eurydice, Hermesr" in which he describes Eurydice as

having undergone a metamorphosis in ttre r:nderworld so that she

becomes self-possessed (" [Not] yonder man's possession any more").

Yet at the same time, paradoxically, she is a "stock of various

goods" to be "given far and wide', (TGF, p. 231) . How Hyde intended

this quotation to apply to Eliza is made clear by the way its
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paradoxicalblendofself-possessionandself-dispersalchimes

sith what Krulen says in "In Search of Reality"' "The way back

rc life [he thinks] was to learn and teach another kind of giving

. a rendering out, free from boast or vanity' yet full of

pride." The importance Hyde attached to this definition of

identityisapparentfromthefacttltatsheusedthephrase

,,various goods,, from the poem as a title for the last chapter of

the novel.

LikeEliza,Krulenisleftattheendofthestoryonthe

vergeofbecomingawriter.Hisdesiretofindsomestylistic

means by which to accomplish a didactic purpose in his writing is

alsoconveyedbyreferencetooneofRilke'spoems.Hisquotation

from Rilke establishes the primary function of sympathy in Hyde's

conception of her art. lf one human being "laughs" or "criesr"

then so will (and should) all other human beings' This

unity, Krulen adds, must be revealed not by means of sloppy or

!./ague sentimental wrapping, but by means of sharp-edged images

which capture the essential nature of that which they depict ("just

'ceing so"), not simply its aPPearance'

Describing her novel, .'These Poor old Hands,'' Hyde wondere,d

whether it might contain too many images and be overwhelmed by

Cetail. However she reassured herself from her experience of

reading Joseph Roth's work that the effect of an abundance of

cetail is to draw the reader into imaginative involvement with

each separate element:

is so

breaks

do you [Schroder] read Joseph Roth? Hzs stuff

detaile.l that at first it looks soli<l-thert it

Lnto pattervt, Iike tittle leaves' A1l the

vl

;r,
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way through "These Poor Old Hands" I've tried for

ttrat-the rounding out of things, picture, person,

until their separate existence is coherent in the

otpattern too.

The distinction made here between "So1id" and "pattern" is crucial.

Solid implies und.ifferentiated, impenetrable and daunting. Pattern

implies separateness within order, the satisfying simultaneous

recognition of the unique single element and its contribution to

the whole: the leaf and the tree of which it is part. So too a

sense of psychological well-being depends on being able to feel

that one is an individual as well as a part of a larger social

group, in Hyde's view. One example of an often-repeated motif in

iier writing is expressed by Fllza in the First Version of The

fuduits FLyz "r hate crowds. There were too nany, and they all

looked much the sarne . always I have wanted another Individual."6S

The same implication resides in her use of tlte word "mass." For

example in the story "In Search of Rea1ityr " Krulen condemns social

and economic institutions for reducing people to an undifferentiated

"mass almost without pride."69 The imagistic kind of writing which

Hyde was attempting (and which she says Roth succeeded in achieving)

fostered the psychological well-being of the reader by offering

parLicipation in a reading process which stressed the unique quality

of each "thing, picture, person." Extended beyond a reading process

this could become a new vision of reality, a revaluation of the

individual's relationship to the larger social unit. At the end of

the story, "In Search of Realityr" Krulen thinks:

"Realj-ty, what is reality?" The sky beyond the

windows was more spacious than he had ever seen it
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before.

It is all there, completed. You have nothing

to do, except to recognize a minute fragrment of

the pattern. That is your identity ' Others

recognize corresponding things at the same time'

and so you find men working together '

Whoever laugbs in the skY,

Soundlessly laughs in the skY,

Laughs with me.7o

i{e has liberated himself from the belief that he is part of an un-

differentiated mass, powerless to oppose the judgement of the

conventional reality. The Blakean "mind-torg' d manacles" have

been thrown off by the act of asserting his own unique "reality"

(,'That is your id.entity") and the result is a new vision ("the sky

. was more spacious than he had evel. Seen it before") . Krulen's

recognition of the unique individuality of one person implies the

same for all other people. A despairing view of mankind as an

amorphous mass in which the individual is without meaningful

existence is replaced by the subtly different view of each person

as an individually seif-contained "fragment" of a larger social

pattern of relationships created not by economic pressure but by

n'rrnan sympathy and cooperation.

The boundaries between the various genres in which Hyde wrote

-poetry, drama, novel, biography-are transcended by conmon

stylistic preoccupations as well as by common themes. A cross-

iertili-zation of ideas between her approach to writing poetry and

io writing prose means that statements about her technique and

style in one genre apply with almost equal validity to the other'
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Examination of the development of her prose style has shown that

Hyde's early concern to develop an imagistic style had, by 1936'

been modified by an increased awareness of the importance of

formal structure in her work. For example, her conments on Warwick

Lawrencets poetry-insofar as they reflect a current attitude

towards her own work-make it clear that by about the same date

she was modifying her hitherto purely Iyric approach to poetry

into a simifar concern with more complex forms.

Late in 1936 or early in 1937 Hyde began working on the long

sequence of poems later entitled "Houses By The Sea." The attempt

to link a series of short lyric sections into this larger single

structure preoccupied. her until the time of her death more than

two years later. The drama, "De Thierryts Progressr" also written

in 1937, Ilyde subtitled "A Verse Chronicler" thus emphasising its

poetic as weII as its historical qualities. Though apparently not

a success as drama, this work represents a second attempt by Hyde

to move beyond lyric poetry and to write in a longer form. Finally,

in an article on contemporary New Zealand writers written in the

Spring of 1936, Hydets comments on Fairburn's work would seem to

derive at least in part from an assessment of her own work and its

future developmenc:

. [By] crossing his lyric form with his satiric

one he might produce the peculiar sort of steed he

wants for his literary journey. Ivlr, Fairburn would

probably protest that he doesn't Ii-ke mules, but

the mule is a useful beast. At present his long

poems . still seem to me more impressive than

his four-Iiners . His strength in prose is well
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known . it would' never be

surprising if A.R.D' Fairburn

Zealand novel about which New

71
moan.

in the least

wrote the New

Zealanders still

firisimplicationt}ratthecombinationofalyricstrengthwith

Larqer scale forms would give rise to superlative work is directly

analogous to Hyders thoughts on her own writing' It is also worth

noting that she discusses Fairburn's poetry as the essential core

of his writing (as she regarded her own poetry aS central) , yet she

predicts that he will go on to write his best work-no less than

the Great New Zealand Novel itself-in prose' Her assertion that

the talents she has described, which so closery ressemble her own,

.cour<l be brended in such a way as to produce something new and

"useful"innovel-writingsurelyimpliesaperceptionabouther

own work.

The Georgian influence on Hyde's writing has been noted in

relation to her approach to writing drama' The influence of

Georgianism on her poetry has long been recognized' not only

directlyT' br-:'a also indirectly' A contemporary observer' Frank

Sargeson, who had, much to do with Hyde and her current work in

1937-38, wrote to Glover:

By the way, do you know Robert Frost? Some of

his short poems are good, but our Robin lHyde]

has picked on some of his longer & duller pieces

to make that Husband & Wife thing out of in your

*iscerlany. 7 3

-p.obert Frost's association with Georgianism is established by

'1
oj'';

.l
t
I
I

il
I

.lI

'l
.:
'i

I't
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Myron Simon, who notes that "Frost was, in fact, proposed by

Gibson to [Edward] I{arsh as a contributor to Georgian Poetry."74

So, Sargesonts value judgement of Hyde's work aside, his comment

is a useful indicator of the direction in which she was developing

as a writer and the skills she was devel-oping.

A fater commentator, James Bertram, identifies another

Georgian influence on Hyde's poetry. Like Sargeson, he presumes

that this influence reflected Hyde's lack of critical discernment

and the facile, derivative nature of her poetry. It is fascinating,

therefore, to observe that his response to the poems themselves is

precisely the one which her careful revisions of technique had

been designed to elicit. Identifying in Hyde's longer poems written

after 1936 the influence of

the 'catalogue poem' which perhaps had its

original in Rupert Brookets rGreat Lorrur'r75

Bertram is critical of the effect of this influence on Hvd.e's work

because he assumes that she lacked technical control or self-

discipline as a writer: "it is a dangerous genrer" he writes, "which

Ieads too easily to a chaotic assembling of casual impressions. "

His reaction to the poems, however, is an unconscious testimony to

the impact with which Hyd,e was able to invest what seems to be

nothing more than a simple, "casual" catalogue of images:

Formally imperfect as they aII are . these

poems certainly communicate the passionate feeling

with which they are charged. They work on a higher

voltage lthan the earlier poems] . and

have something of the immed.iacy and vitality of the
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later Poems of D-H- Lawrence.

is the same almost animistic

common objects of the visible

. [There]

identification with

rotld.76

gertram's reaction as a reader, as it is expressed here' might be

seen as confirmation of the success with which Hyde carried her

artistic intention into practice' It is noteworthy that he

iientifies in his response to Hyde's work both an appreciation of

herabilitytocreateimagesofexceptional''immediacy''and

-vitality" (recalling Hyde's desire to "feed back the vital fluid"

into her descriptions which would give them life); and an

appreciationofthe''passionatefeeling''whichtheseimagesare

together able to "communicate"' Like many critics before him'

tsertram in ttris article is somewhat predisposed to categorize

Ityde,s work as mere lournalism.77 However his response to the

Iater poems r:nconsciously refutes any such dismissive account' by

its sensitivity to what I have shown to be a coherent if not

systematically delineated theory of creativity'

HydewasindebtedtotheEnglishGeorgianwritersformany

ieatures of her writing. Their influence came to her through their

p,.rblished work, but also through the medium of her friendship with

:ther writers-notably A.R-D. Fairburn, whom she met Ln 1932' and

a. D,Arcy Cresswell, whom she met in 1936-who had both had recent

close contact with the English Iiterary scene' she was also aware

"f the Imagist and Modernist poetry which was more fashionable

:nan the Georgian. However she rejected these on the basis that

:-ieir intellectualism and 6litism, as she saw it, lacked the more

calanced human approach of the Georgian tradition' which took

account of non-rational aspects of the mind. The reason why Hyde's
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work was so often simply dismissed by contemporary writers is that

it was understood to be simply derivative imitation of an unfashion-

able Georgian model which was interpreted as an inability-rather

than an unwillingness-to respond to other influences. The

availability of Hyde's letters, notebooks and other l4SS has made

possible a reassessment of her work in the light of what may be

seen to be a far greater critical self-awareness than has previously

been thought.

In her published work it is possible to recognize Hyde's care-

ful and intense examination of the technical and philosophical

grounds on which her own writing rested. Perhaps the l-ack of

attention which this aspect of her work has received is due to the

fact that a significant amount of it was published in daily or

weekly newspapers rather than in the more prominent and enduring

form of literary magazines and journals and so did not enter the

conventional- arena of critical debate. For exampfe "The Modern

Trendr" published in the Christchurch Press, is a major statement

of both her admiration for the Georgian style of realism and her

recognition of its linitations. The work of Sassoon, Graves and

I{umbert Wolfe is used. to illustrate her understandinq that

realistic imagism-"the quick ka1eidoscope" of Sassoon's vision

for example-is not in itself a sufficient means for these poets

Eo successfully "attempt to picture their generatiorr."T8 Hyde's

assumption is that the overriding task of an artist is to picture

his generation, and that this can only be done by informing

particular images with the universallzLnq wisdom which the artist

can reach through "d.etachment." It is this detachrnent which

provides the necessarv structural- skeleton of the work-the trunk
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andbranchesofthetreeonwhicht}reimagesarepatterned..like

littleleaves..,TlrestructuraldevicesonwhichaworkLlkeThe

@cuitsFLydepends,then,arethepoeticdevicesofrepetition,

jr::<tapositionandthesyurlcolicresonancewhichisinvestedinkey

patterns of inagerY'

L:.1
r'i .



IV. THE GODWITS FLI: SO}E STRUCTURAL ASPECTS

TVte C,oduits FLy is the most widely known of Hyde's novels and

is grenerally regarded as her best, so it seems appropriate to turn

to it in order to see put into practice the aesthetic theory which

has been examined in the preced,ing chapters. In this chapter

attention will- be given mainly to the ways in which Hyde adapted

and refined her presentation of autobiographical material to create

a unified work of fiction. This analysis bears directly on the

undertaking in Chapter V, where the novel's treatment of specific

r-hematic material is examined at greater length. A further reason

for focusing on The Go&'sits FLy is that although it has already

received the most critical attention of any of Hyde's prose, this

has mainly concentrated on what might be described as the novel's

sociological interest rather than its merit as a work of fiction.

The drafts of the novel and other related material examined in this

thesis offer a basis on which to correct the balance, since they

contain evidence of a more complex creative process than has

previously been attrj-buted to Hyde.

It has been something of a critical commonplace to describe

the novel as a failure in terms of its structure, redeemed only by

its sociological significance. Gforia Rawlinson's commentary is

representative:

Finally it is the vitality of Robin Hyde's prose-

style that makes it easier to admit the failure of

these last chapters in terms of structure and
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technique.

failure it

penetrating

experience.

tf ?he Go&'tits FLY rises above this

is chiefly due to the author's

stare into the heart of suburban

1

A predisposition to view Hyde's work as technically unsophisticated

may arise from the perceived pattern of the development of New

zeaLand literature as a whole. Hyde's work is usually regarded as

belonging to a transitiona] period in the development of the

country's culture, when colonialism was just beginning to gi-ve way

to a truly indigenous growth. Joan stevens' survey, The Neu

zeaLand NoueL, LB60-1-965, is typical in placing Hyde's novels

amongst,,The Forerunnersr" who were not yet fully capable of going

about the artistic "business of interpreting something to somebody

without being self-consciously national." Although The GodUits FLy

remains "one of the remarkable novels of its timer" stevens

concludes, "Technically there is nothing new-our novelists till

the 1950s have not been venturescnrpin their craftsmanship." The

perceived failure of the novel in structural terms ("The godwit

theme peters out, afteramenorable opening") is attributed to a

Sense of national artistic immaturity.t ,o use Stevens' words,

this took the form of "recording" rather than "interpreting"

experience, presumably because the writers were uncertain abouL hOU

to "in+,erpret,' a ne\i/ kind of experience and so contented themselves

?/ith simply recording it. The evidence drawn from Hyde's MSS in

this thesis refutes this view, showing instead that Hyde had a

'rery clear understanding of how she wished to interpret her

experience. Nevertheless, the former view of her work is wide-

spreadr appearing for example in the implication that Hyde

ru
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superimposed a structure on the novel which was finally inapprop-

riate to it:

In fact, the scope of Robin Hyde's novel so far

exceeds the original'ColoniaL England-hunger'

theme that one feels a slight regret for her

adherence to the oriqinal title.3

There is ample evidence of Hyde's readiness to change the titles

of her novels: "Bronze outlaw" became Passpott to HeLL, "Wednesday's

child" became l'lednesdnyts ChiLdren, "Accepting Summer" became

Dragon Ranrpant. So the reason why she should stick to the title

"The Godwits Fly" if the theme to which it referred had been made

redundant in the course of the novelts development must be sought

elsewhere. The further question of why she should all-ow the novel

to be published if it were structurally flawed is also not satis-

factorily answered. The readiness with which she put aside the

First Version "for further reflection" when she felt that it had

failed, and the patience with which she subsequently redrafted it

suggest that Hyde took some care over the novelrs structure and

that when she was finished with the novel she considered it to be

complete. If later readers have fel-t that the structure of the

novel is unsatisfactory it seems feasible that it has simply been

ni-sund.erstood. The assumption in this thesis is that by examining

the process by which the novel developed and by attempting to

understand as precisely as possible Hyde's usage of key terminology,

such as autobiography, a basis might be established on which to

provide more satisfactorv account of the novelts structure.

Autobiographical experience undoubted,ly forms the basis for

sruch of The Godsits ELy. The rel-ationship between Iris Wilkinson's
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lifeandthatofElj-zaHannayismadeexplicitbyGloriaRawlinson

(Introduct Lon, TGF, p' x) and it has long been a commonplace' stated

ia general terms, in critical discussions' A recent example is

pelicity Riddy's statement that the novel

. is based directly on her [Hyde's] own early life:

the experiences of the Hannay family follow very

closely those of the Wilkinsons and the second

daughter Eliza is based on Robin Hyde herself'4

The autobiographical element is most commonly invoked in order

toexplainthefailureofthenovellsstructure.Thegodwittheme

is unsuccessfur in the novel, runs this line of argument, because

Hydeusedittobringintothenovelpersonallytrarmaticmaterial

vhj,ch she was unable to resolve' Cherry Hankin's parenthesis makes

this point:

As the ending of the book indicates ' ' ' neither

Eliza(norRobinHyde)couldmediatesuccessfully

between the conflicting demands for freedom from

conventional marriage on the one hand and emotional

securitv on the other''

llankrn,s purpose is to use the novel as evidence of an embryonic

s:Jge in rhe development of feminist themes in New Zealand fiction'

llL:s purpose is served by simply adapting the view represented by

S:evens that Hyde was a sensitive reporter of her social condition

'-:ough she was unable to transform it into art. Hankin's view of

's.e ::ovel is therefore a variation on the more long-standing critical

r$Iication that although Hyde was unable to structure the novel as

il;.
*,ii.
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a unified work, her writing has at least the limited value of

being an accurate transposition of the suburban life she had

experienced in Wellingtot: of the 1910s and 1920s, and by this means,

as Gloria Rawlinson put it, " [helps] us to understand the kinds

of experience in which New Zeal-and life is rooted. "6

As with the literary-historical approach, this use of the

autobiographical element in the novel is effectively a way of

excusing Hyde for being an inadequate novelist. Once again the

evidence from Hyders MSS raises doubts about the validity of this

criticism. The autobiography MS 412 Ls the text which draws most

directly on Hyde's own experience. It was written for specifically

therapeutic purposes, and makes little claim to be structurally

well organized. (Hyde excused it, saying "f could have written it

more prettily indeed but I was ill and wrote in a hurry.'7) Though

a number of the thematic preoccupations of The Goduits FLy are

present, they occur incidentally as they arise out of the loosely

chronological account of Iris Wilkinson's life which is the main

focus of attention. Of this text it miqht with some truth be said

that it shows the author unahle to "med.iate successfullv betrnreen

l-ha nn-€1 i^r'i-- demandst' of conventions and emotinnal qp6'117j1-1r-vulrlY ugl(rqllu- v! gvllvgllLIUll- qllu EILlvL4vllqr J9vu!fuj

that, after a1l, is precisely the reason for writing it. Having

written it, however, there is no reason why Hyde should simply have

repeated it a year later tn The Goduits FLg. The time lapse, which

alLowed some detachment with which to review the autobiography

ltS 412, and the change of genre (she clearly states that it is to

oe an autobiographical noDel) suggest that a significantly different

emphasis is placed. on the material-that it is arranged in a

different way. She is quoted by Gloria Rawlinson as saying that

its structuring principle ts not a chronological account of Eliza
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Hannay's life, but a more general theme: "the coloniaf England-

hunger, and they that depart, and they that stay home" (Intro-

duction, TGF, p. xiv). So the (hitherto unrecognized) existence

of the autobiography MS 412 suggests that the relationship between

Hyde's life and the novel The Goduits FLy is complex and must be

carefullY defined.

A major reason why the autobiographical element of the novel

has to be treated with care is that Hyde's definj-tion of the term

has a unique emphasis. By "autobiography" she meant placing those

elements of a Iife which make it distinctively individual within

the context of other elements which make it also a part of a wider

social group. The autobiography l4S 412 she described as

a history in a way, but more the story of everyone

and of most things under the sun that of any one

X
rnctrvrouar.

The belief that her own experience was typical of a common human

predicament was obviously important to her; it often finds express-

ion in her work as Chapter II has shown. The point is stressed in

a later letter, also describing the autobiography l'1S 412:

. it is utterlv sincere and true, not just my halting

truth but the truth of all the faces, tormented and

o
inarticulate and quelled by life, that slid past.-

The notion clearly has a long standing in Hyde's beliefs about her

writing. However, particularly during mid-1935, her conments on

her own work are more than usually dominated by an insistence on

this interrelationship of personal biography and wider social
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implication. When "Bronze Outlaw" (PasSport to HeLLI was completed

she described it as stark's own unique story but also as typical of

a common human situation:

I wrote the book because I had to write it when I

heardhisstoryrandbecauseit'sanillustration

of Walt Whitman's line-"There is to me something

profoundlyaffectinginlargemassesofmenfollow-

ing the lead of those who do not believe in *t""'10

The unpublished novel "These Poor old Hands" was also intended

to make clear the connection Hyde believed existed between the

individual's story and the story of his generation. By her own

account the novel interested her most for the way it attempted to

make the "separate existence" of each character "coherent in the

11
pattern',' ' of life in colonial Auckland. These comments apply to

her work on biography rather than autobiograPhy; though the

distinction between the two is scarcely maintained by Hyde's belief

that writing biography involves a process of "psychological

reconstruction" which is dependent for its success on the writer's

empathetic identification with the subject. The close relation-

ship of biography and autobiography in her mind is illustrated by

the comment immediately followinq the one just quoted on "These

Poor Old Hands. " She concludes her remarks on that manuscript by

implying that it is in a sense autobiographical:

One day I shall write an autobiography and calf

it "The People that sat in Darkness". B:ui- uhe"e

any great ligtrtz12
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Once again there is the assumption that autobiography deals not

exclusively with a single person but with the "people"; that the

individual expresses a typical spiritual condition.

Her statement to Schroder that she might "one day" write an

autobiography which would successfully combine her story and a

picture of her generation is in part an ironic conment on the

failure of the First Version of The Godt'tits FLu wln:.c]n she had

recently completed and which is certainly an attempt to write just

such a work. She had explained to Schroder that the draft had

proved difficult to write. Its complications left her "weary and

depressed." "It ought to be simple, but isn't" she protested;

implying that since the substance of the material was familiar to

her (because it was autobiographical) the writing should be easy.

The fact that it "\,rrasn't" implies her recognition of the diffisplt-rr

of translating autobiography into fiction.l3

The particul-ar form of difficulty she was experiencing she

attributed to her inability to connect two d.ivergent el-ements

satisfactorily. Having d.escribed the novel as a "Sort of port-

rait of dreamland as seen by a young female with not much talent

for livin9," she says:

The trouble is (a) keep her pinned down to earth

and she gets sunken in such bogs of misery (b)

release her, and she becomes incredible and

fantastic. I think I shall do the latter .r,rrhor. 14

The problem is that of Hyde's control of the narrative voice, but

its result is a flaw in the structure of the draft. From the verv

outset the novel- had. formed in Hvde's mi-nd around the theme of
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,,g69 Colonial England-hunger, and they that depart and they that

stay at home." Ttle novelr that isr had to be grounded firmly in

the economic, political and social realities of New Zealand life

and of Iris Wilkinson's life. The attempt to achieve this in the

First Version, as she complains in (a) , resulted in ,.mis€ryl|_

depression (both economic and emotional) and self-pity-which made

for a poor novel- However, the urge to improve the fictional

quatity of the novel by "releasing" it from these realities went

against Hyde's whole conception of the novel as autobiography. It

became simply "incredible and fantastic." She could not believe

it to be a true "picture of her generationr" so neither could any

other reader.

Hyde's decision to "do the latter anyhow"-that is' to

"release,, her narrative voice to become "incredible and fantastic"

-Iooks forward to the writing of "The Unbelievers" and WedneSdny'S

ChiLdyen. Both of these works were written immediately after Hyde

hart nur t-he First Version of The Godnits FLy asLde in mid-1935.

r.iriting them provided her with the "relief for pent-up feelings"1t

whj-ch enabled her to return afresh to the writing of The Goduits

lly in 1936.

It was her conviction however lu}rat The God:Sits FZy would only

s,rcceed by deating with the autobiographical facts in a more direct

way than either "The Unbelievers" or WednesdqA'" ChiLdren. Tttis

view can only have been strengthened by her friend Gwen Mitcalfe's

reaction to reading part of the novel in d'raft form' A marginal

note written by Gwen Mitcalfe on a draft of Chapter Eight, at the

.coint at which ELiza and Simone have just been rescued from the

bush, reads:

v-
F-.
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In ttris book I would LLke mov'e ELiza & more real

Eliza. In satisfying your secret desires by

making her more heroic you make the story less

real & herself less a person & less appealing.

"Tout comprendre ctest tout pardonner ["] & her

faults reveafed in truthful narrative draw only

"y*pathy. 
1 6

The note urges Hyde to focus more directly on Eliza's personal

story ("I would LIke more Eliza") and to make Eliza more accurately

resemble lris Witkinson ("more real Eliza"). Gwen Mitcalfe was in

a position to see the extent of Hyde's fictionalization of one

aspect of the material which went into Ihe Godt'sits FLg. Her note

does not sirnply demand factual accuracy for its own sake however,

but stesses its role in establishing the bond of sympathy between

writer and reader which was central to Hyders conception of her

a r'l-

Grr,ren Mitcalfe's response to the way Hyde was satisfying her

"secret desires" by rnaking Eliza more heroic bears out Hyde's own

dissatisfaction with the First Version's tendencv to become

"incredible and fantastict' once it was "released" from its factual

ground,ing. The letter Hyde wrote to Schroder in April, 1935 shows

that she was dissatisfied even as she was workinq on the First

v".siorr.17 The First version itself contains several episodes

which show her unease at departing from autobiographical fact.

For example, when Eliza goes to Sydney it is not to have an

illegitimate child but to escape the unhappy affair with PauL (Jim

Braythwaite in the published version) and to get a job as a

reporter. Even as she writes though, Hyde is unable to continue
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the fictionalization in a form so radically

biographical fact. In a kind of aside, she

removed from auto-

says:

to tell the

the cause of

Strange how difficult it is

truth. I don't think, now, that

that is anv sort of shame

Not shame. But an old, deep pain, that says,

"Let me lie in peace." Why trouble with truths,

then? Only to prove something . . - That life

is a long strange highway, and that its last

resting-pl-ace is not what we have been taught-18

The narrative then continues with a moving account of the stillbirth

of E1iza's baby. The way was cleared for subsequent drafts of the

novel to present this event which is crucial to the establishment

of Eliza's character in the novel. As it devel-oped, The Goduits FLy

focused increasingly on Eliza Hannay's life. In the process a great

deal of material was abandoned, but the result was a much more

vividly realized psychological reconstruction. Like her belief that

it is from the small fragment that the discerning eye learns its

aII, the novel is turned finally to focus on the single life through

which readers experience the pattern of the whole society.

rn its original conception The Goduits FLy was a much more

wide-ranging survey than in its final form. Some idea of the

contents of the First Version may provide a useful means of contrast-

ing it with the published version of the novel.

The First Version is divided into two parts. The first part

begins with two chapters ostensibly dealing with Eliza's childhood

but in fact focusing on her parents-one parent in each chapter-

:lil

s.
f,+i
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Eer father is going to war in Chapter One, and in Chapter t\nro we

learn almost incidentally ttrat he has been killed in action. Her

mother is described as "the first of the godwitsr" her dream of

reaching an ideal England taking her from her home in Australia

to South Africa before being frustrated by marriage and children

and finally a journey to New Zealand where she is trapped.

Chapter Three covers F,L:-za's schooldays: first primary then

secondary school. Simone Purcell is introduced. The poem quoted

in Chapter Eight of The Go&'tits FLy occurs here to introduce the

theme of Eliza's godwit-quest. There are wide-ranging discussions

on the purposes of education and, the failure of the present

education system; on swimmi-ng; on sex and marriage and other

subjects. These topics seem rather to be imposed on the narratj-ve

than to arise naturallv from it.

In Chapter Four F,I:-za (aged fifteen), Simone and a girl called

Gillian Peters have a holiday together in a house by the sea. The

chapter focuses on Gillian Peters as Eliza discovers that she had

been seduced by an older man and as a result became psychologically

disturbed. Gillian later marries, but the trauma causes her to

become insane.

Timothy Cardew is introduced in Chapter Five. Eliza falls in

Iove with him, recognizing in him the same yearning quest for an

ideal world and an ideal love that she feels herself. Timothy has

a nrunber of other casual affairs, but Eliza is embittered by his

having an affair with Simone.

Chapter Six begins with Eliza leaving home to live in a board-

ing house. The subject of leaving home leads to a discussion of

aspects of the grodwit-quest; notably a comparison of New Zealand
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and England, and ELiza's ambivalence towards both' E,l-i-za now works

asarePorter.ShegoesonholidayfromWellingtontoAuckland

where she meets TimothY again'

In chapter seven Eliza is in hospital after a car accident

which has seriously injured her leg. There are descriptions of her

fellow patients, which are substantially the same as those in

ChapLer Fifteen of the published version. While convalescing at

the seaside, Eliza learns that Timothy has left for England, and

resolves to have nothing further to do with him'

WorkinghardasajournalistinChapterEight,Elizaalso

finds time to make electioneering speeches during a general

election. Exhausted by her activities she takes a holiday at

Rotorua, where she has an affair with PauI (Jim Braythwaite in the

pr:blished version). The chapter ends with her decision to end the

affair and to go away.

In Chapter Nine she Ieaves for Sydney to find a job' but is

r:nsuccessful. she boards with a family in the suburb of Redfern,

but grows increasingly lonely and depressed. There is an improve-

::rent in her fortunes when she leaves the house in Redfern and

cer-riends a girl called Kay. we now learn that she is about to

3ive birth to a baby. The child is stillborn. After a brief time

spent with Kay, Eliza leaves Sydney to return to New Zealand'

At this point Part Two of the draft begins. In chapter Ten

Sliza is back in Wellington, dreaming of Timothy's return from

Sngland. She goes to see PauI, finding that he is married. She

"akes 
d.rugs in an unsuccessful attempt at suicide. Returned to

'r,lellington in the care of her mother, EL:-za recovers physically,

but feels isolated from her family and is subject to severe

t'
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depression. A telegram to Timothyrs fanily home yields the

information that he died in Manchester while she was in Sydney.

In Chapter Eleven EILza is a successful and, prosperous

journalist though she is writing travelogues for an American news-

paper syndicate and considers her work to be a betrayal of her

talent. Simone makes a safe and. prosperous marriage to a man whom

Eliza despises as material-istic, after having rejected an ideal-

istic suitor whom she really loved. Eliza employs a companion-

housekeeper call-ed Hildred. They travel to Christchurch, where

ELtza feels imprisoned by the demands of her successful- career.

In Chapter T\relve Eliza goes to a party given by a painter

calLed Sandy Connell, with whom she begins a casual affair. She

is depressed and unhappy. Her writing is not going well and she

begins doing automatic writing, taking it to a spiritualist called

"shadorar" or John Callydyne for his interpretation. Her conversa-

tion with him affirms the power of spiritualism but he advises her

t-o give it up for a while, and his own state of exhaustion suggests

the dangerous mental demands made by a commitment to spiritualism.

Eliza takes a holiday in tJle Marlborough Sounds in Chapter

Thirteen, accompanied by her companion-housekeeper Hildred. Find-

ing D'Urville Island gloomy and isolated, they move to Picton. A

considerable amor:nt of historical information about the Sounds is

incorporated in the chapter. Eliza befriends a boy call-ed BilIy

l':.c Phee, but the friendship is terminated when the boy's mother

sees a picture of a nude in Eliza's house and denounces her as

immoral - ELiza then learns that Hildred has an illeqitimate son

called Frankie, who has spent most of his time in prison and is

now ill- in the prison hospital. Eliza comforts Hildred, and the
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t1,ro return to Wellington '

Chapter Fourteen consists mainly of a survey of New Zealand's

political and economic state of depression and an examination of

thehistoricaleventsandprocesseswhichbroughtitabout.fhe

need for some kind, of national spiritual sustenance preoccupies

ELyza, in the midst of her concern for the physical hardship and

suffering induced by the Depression'

InchapterFifteenElizarevisitsherchildhoodhomebefore

travellingaboutthecountry,witnessingthesignsofDepression:

theAucklandriots,thefailedagriculturalsystem,thedis-

integrating political system' She becomes politically active'

attending and addressing various political groups' She observes

tJle generation after her own, seeing in it a regenerative "new

comradeshipri-despite the Depression' or perhaps growing out of it

-which is lacking in her o"{n generation' Meanwhile Shadow has

been arrested for fraud in Christchurch' She attends his trial'

after which he is imprisoned' She characterizes Shadow as the

bearer of a true gift of spiritualism which he nevertheless betrays

for base gain, just as Simone's artistic gift was betrayed for the

security of her marriage, Timothy's for his adventure to England

and'herownforcomfortandsecuritywhichshenowrecognizesto

be illusory.

Tlhefinalchapter,Sixteen,findsElizaexhaustedandd.epressed.

She travels up the Wanganui River to Jerusalem in search of

spiritual value and sanctuary' Not finding it there' she drives

towards spirits Bay in the far north of New Zealand, the legendary

Ieaping-off place to the spirit world' in lr4aori mythology and the

departure-point of tJle migrating godwits' on the last section of

road, at twilight, she suddenly encounters a mob of sheep and

Fi,
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tarher than hit them swerves off the road. fhe draft ends:

It happened so quickly, and I had been so intensely

occupied in not hitting the sheep, that I had. no

opportunity to screerm. But as the car gave over

her habit of obedience, something came into my mind.

I had known all along that this was going to

happen. I had wanted it to h.pp"n.19

Though brief and necessarily generalized, this outline of the

plot of the First Version shows that from its first conception the

novel attempted to depict both Eliza's personal story and the story

of her generation. Although both remain key elements in later

drafts of the novel- they are as yet poorly integrated and the

fictionalization of each is imperfectly achieved.

Eliza's personal story is obscured by the attention given to

the series of minor characters. Important thematic issues are

embodied in the characters who surround Eliza rather than made part

of her own experience. The impact of her symbolic, self-willed

oeath on the road to Te Reinga is greatly reduced, for example, by

the fact that much of the psychological and physical distress in

the novel has been suffered only vicariously by Eliza, so the

extremity of her response seems inexplicable. The First version

begins not with Eriza herself but with her parents, though neither

of them has a significant part to pray in the rest of the draft.

The yearning godwit quest for an ideal England belongs primarily

co Eliza's mother in this version of the novel, and seems to be

imitated from her rather than deeply felt in Eliza's case.

The thematically important connection between sexual experience
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nd psychological trauma is also separated-albeit uneasily-from

liza and so its impact is diminished. The story of Gitlian Peters

nEroduces the theme in the novel, but since the character of

fllian Peters is otherwise unrealized and obliquely related to

lliza herself, the episode seems only to be a gratuitous digression

,ather than a thematically central event. Similarly the companion-

ousekeeper, Hildred, functions mainly as a means of including a

rainfuf autobiographical episode in the novel wh|le distancing it

;rom the portrait of Eliza. Iris Wilkinson had gone to Picton in

rrder to give birth to an illegitimate child but in the First

'ersion it is the existence of ilildred's illegitimate son Frankie,

rhich is revealed at Pj-cton. Ihis episode coincides with Eliza

reing accused of immorality (because she has a nude painting in

rer room) and so hints at the autobiographical basis of the fiction-

rlization, but clearly, as Hyde herself recognized, this treatment

.s unsatisfactory because it fails to contribute to the character-

.zation of Eliza herself .

Etiza's involvement with spiritualism plays an important part

.n the First Version. She attends seances and attempts automatic

rriting. These activities enact her belief that a transcendent

;piritual realm exists and that it is accessible to the materiaf

rorld. This is important because Eliza believes (as she expounds

tt length in Chapter Fourteen) that the sense of dislocation

;uffered by her generation can only be redeemed by a sense of the

:ommon heritage and purpose of humanity which transcends the

>oundaries of birth or circumstance and gives meaning to individual

lxistence. fhe significance of the spiritualistic element in the

lirst Version does not emerge clearly however. Again a minor
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character, Shadow, is introduced to bear the undesirable elements

of the spiritualistic theme away from Eliza. The setting for her

meeting with Shadow is reminiscent of the conventions of gothic

horror. He lives in a mysterious cottage at the edge of a grave-

yard; on the way to visit him late at night Eliza recalls meeting

the ghastly figure of a man masked to hide the ravages of some

terrible disear".20 These melodramatic touches are associated with

Shadow in order to dissociate Eliza from the necromantic aspect of

spiritualism, though the attempt is not notably successful. The

reader's sense of Eliza's morbid fascination with the subject is

aroused but left unsatisfied and the positive value of spiritualism

is left poorly defined and only weakly asserted.

The First Version's treatment of the theme of spiritual unity

contrasts sharply with the treatment in the final form of the novel.

The character of Shadow is removed, and along with him, the occult

spiritualistic elements. Instead there is a more direct focus on

tJle sociat function of spiritualism. This is apparent for example,

in Eliza's impassioned address to Christ (Iocating spiritual value

wittrin a more orthodox religi-ous tradition) which states the need

for a spiritual sense which would provide "expansion" not

"contraction" of the human "stature":

Isn't man like a clenched fist, cramped, that of

its own agonized irritability must hit out,

probably at the wrong thing? You were a carpenter's

boy, loving the smooth feel of some crude plane

against vrood. Didn't You feel better when the move-

ment of hand and chisel fitted in with the soothing

movement of Everything? Arenrt the grained atoms
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the real morning stars, singing together? (IGF'

p' 91) '

Ttre story of Shadow's fraudulent betrayal of his spiritual gift

in Chapter Fifteen of tile First Version fails to move the reader

because it is simply a case history, secondary in importance to

the moral proposition Eliza uses it to illustrate. It is replaced

in the published version by images of a damaging spiritual

"contraction" drawn more directly from E1izatS own experience.

Her father who used to take pride in mending the children's shoes

now plasters on slabs of greenhide "so clumsy and thick that we

cry if we have to wear them. It's because his heart is contracted,

not his hands" (TGF' p. 91). Her mother is betrayed by a set of

conventions which have turned her love for her children into a

repressive regime. The church service becomes the ironic setting

for the image of her spiritual aridity:

'Eliza, don't drop that collection bag.'

fhirty or more pieces of silver. Augusta's

face is tired out. She has listened to every

word of the service. Softly she shakes Kitch

by the shoulders. His boy head is down on his

coat. She frowns at Eliza, on principle (TGF'

p- 91).

The second element of the draft, Hyde's desire that the novel

should "picture [her] generationr " is also imperfectly achieved.

There are many more characters included in the First Version than

in the pr:blished version and the period of time it covers is longer

(the First Version ends in the middle of the Depression in 1933;

:'
,:,;
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the published version ends Ln 1927 or lgz821). The result is a

wider survey of New Zealand 1ife, but the divergent claims of so

nany elements on the readerrs attention and the generalizing effect

of the survey work against Hyde's intention of involving the reader

emotionally in the novel. In the published version attention is

focused unremittingly on ELiza herself and if the view of the

economic and political background is narrower it is also more

directly experienced by the reader since it is integrated with

Eliza's personal story, not separated from it.

The high degree of separation between the two major elements

of the First Version is echoed in its two-part structure. Part One

of the draft d,eals mainly with Eliza's own life, bringing it to the

point at which she reaches maturity with the crucial event of the

stillbirth of her child, while Part T\vo turns outward to examine

the economic and political environment in which she finds herself.

lhe fact that the revised draft of the novel written in mid-1936

has no such structural division suggests that Hyde later found a

means of integrating the two elements into a single imaginative

structure.

The titles Hyde gave to the structural divisions of the First

Version provide further-though fragrmentary-evidence of the novel's

development. The survj-ving text of the draft lacks a title page,22

and a subtitle to Part One. The title page of Part T\^to does stil-l
)?exist however.-- In typescript, like the rest of the First Version,

this page bears the words "Payt Tltlo. Suecess. " The word "Success"

has then been cross out in ink by Hyde (so presumably at some time

after the completion of the draft) and replaced by "The. Mid.d1e

Distance. " The significance of this change remains elusive in the
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absence of a comparable subtitle to Part One. It is howeve= worthy

of some attention.

In trying to account for the change from "Success" to "lhe

Middte Distance" it must first be noted that the word "Succ3ssrr is

itsetf an ambiguous choice for a subtitle to Part T\n1o and t:-e

arnbiguity seems to echo a fundamental uncertainty in Hyce's approach.

part I\^to describes Elizats career as a freelance journalis; and

aspiring creative writer. In the early chapters this caree: is

certainly a "success" in material terms. Eliza is weai:hy a::d

successful enough to employ Hitdred and to travel the ccun--:7; close

enough to the outer edge of conventional behaviour in her society

to provide a detached perspective for conunentary withouc piacing

herself beyond that boundary. However the later chapters :::creas-

ingly dwell on the holLowness of Eliza'.s material success --C by

the time the draft ends on the road to Te Reinga the word "Success"

has become heavily ironic.

Several passages from the draft in which Eliza's exper'ence

deviates significantly from the events of lris Wilkinscn's :'"n life

suggest that Hyde originally intended to make her ficticna- creation

the unqualified "success" in conventional terms that Iris l,i:i-kinson

had not become. However Hyde was having second thoughrs a:--ut

persevering with this intention even as she wrote, since i-- sub-

verted the autobiographical principles on which the no'rel ::sted.

The whole validity of its claim to depict implacable forces at work

shaping New Zealand society is undermined if Eliza is sorne:-:x abl-e

to remain unaffected bv them. Insofar as the novel's autcb'o-

graphical truth has a more personal significance for H7i.e i-a=self,

the fictionalization is also unsatisfactory. Reviewing he: xork
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in Lhe Ex. 12 notebook she had noted with impatience:

A lot of claptrap about insanity & illegitimacy,

of course what I really want is to turn out the

glorified exception to all the littl,e rules

about both: which is funny . . .24

If the portrait of Eliza in the First Version still to some extent

expresses this desire to turn out a "glorified exceptionr" Hyde is

now able to recognize tJ:e tendency at an earl-ier stage and begin

to combat it. The dubious therapeutic val-ue of reshaping the past

into a more flattering fictional form begins to be replaced by the

more difficult task of facing the-less than flattering-auto-

biographical facts, in order to find in them a deeper self-knowledge:

Deny the thing you have Ioved,

and you are so far unfaithful

even for an instant,

"-25EO yOUrSerr.

Quite apart from the psychological obstacles to such a task,

however, there is the diffj-cuLty of formulating that "self" in

words. rn Wednesdnyts ChiLdnen, Wednesday is frustrated by the

admonition "To thine own self be true" and asks "tWhich self? Which

self? True to which self? "' (WC, p. 273) . fhe structures which are

inherent in language and the conventional expectations of genre

contribute actively to the creation of a particular self, but by the

same token they preclude the presentation of an essential or

definitive "self. " Hyde shovrs her awareness of this difficulty in

the autobiography NIS 412, for example, when she recognizes the

impossibility of conveying anything more than an artificially

arranged impression of her personality to her doctor because the
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exPeriencginwhichpersonalitymayberevealedhavefirsttobe

selected.-"I've left out hundreds of millions of thingsr" she writes '

-and 
then have to be shaped into "incidents"'26 Both of these 

j

processes are unavoidably part of literary activity and both work i

eosuggestthatliterary',truth,,ispartialratherthanabsolute.

Hyde's awareness that the structures inherent in language

itself are actj-ve in the creation of meaning relates closely to her

awareness of authorial subjectivity. She takes up and makes an

essentiafpartofheraestheticVirginiaWoolflsstatementthat

authorialsubjectivitycanbeavaluablepartofaliterarytextif

itiSconsciouslyemployed:''onecanonlygiveone'Saudiencethe

chance of drawing their own conclusions as they observe the

Iimitations, the prejudices, the idiosyncracies of the speaker.''zl

.on more than one occasion Hyde was attacked by reviewers who were

unsympathetictoherauthorialsubjectivity,believingthatit

indicated a failure to carry out research thoroughly and accurately'

One such incident occurs after the publication of PasspOv't to HeLL'

l1r John Tait, writing in the SouthLa'nd Times, censured Hyde's

failure to cLreck the factual basis of the novel, claiming that this

"has rendered her work worthl-ess as a record of truth." Hyde

replied to this charge in part by stating:

My object in writing the book was not to portray

the outside world looking at starkie, but to portray

Starkie looking at the outside world' If I

have any ambition as a prose writer, it is to wrote

[sic] from the inner centre of what people think'

hope and feel, and of that Interpreter's House'

those set in authority over us know curiously

Iittle, because they have no humility'to

"s5qH
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What interests Hyde more than Tait's kind of factual truth is what

she calls elsewhere "psychological reconstruction" of an individual.

This kind of truth, she says can only be achieved by a totally

sympathetic "interpreter" whose act of "humility" leaves as much

scope as possible for the spirit of the original to appear. The

extent to which Hyde was prepared to carry this into practice may

be demonstrated from one minor detail of Passport to HeLL. one of

the examples of factuaL error John Tait found in the novel was

/v

Stark's age--- This error was apparently the result of Hyde's

simply following Stark's account of his life; though she may have

preferred to treat him as younger than in fact he was because that

strengthened the novel's suggestion that the war was an early and

therefore a powerful formative influence on Stark's character.

It is not necessary to be factual in order to be "true r "

according to Hyde. Having pragmatically resolved that difficulty

however, the issue of what does constitute "truth" remains

unresolved. The problem is that any fictional structure necessarily

imposes a certain shape or direction on experience or tends to obey

lts own conventions. Whatever structure the writer chooses will

have certain consequences in terms of creating the particular truth

i-t constitutes. In order to retain controf over that truth-to

nake it strike the reader as particular and new-the writer must

ce conscious of the conventional nature of language and know how to

exploit the structures she chooses to use. Hvde never formulated

this awareness in a theoretical way, but it is nevertheless evident

in her work.

At the heart of The GoduLts FLu ts an exanination of a dis-
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alienation. Hyde's firmly held belief that

by ttre cultivation of sympathy and understand-

In the First Version the first person

Iapses into an intrusive authorial- voice as

her didactic purpose evident-describing the

example:

Our education now seems to me a sort of overgrown

Boy Scout movement, carried on without sex differ-

entiations- Its prime purpose was to collect and

register us. Then we were taught certain elementary

physical and mental gymnastics' the expected result

of which should have been to produce a saneness

among us all. Those acceptable to the State built

on this sort of foundation learned docility' a

smattering of knowledge, a hatred of by-paths' a

little collection of catchtotd='30

the point is central: the education system produces only the fake unity

of conformi-ty. It is made, however, in a crudely didactic way: the

point of view changes arbitrarily ("nou) seems to me") ' the

vocabulary is emotively loaded ("docilitYr" "smattering") and the

repetition in the final sentence drives home the moral to the

passive reader. The unintended result of this intrusion is that it

undermines the reader's sympathetic involvement in the narrative'

fn the pr:Jclished version of the novel the procedure is very

different. The inaqistic presentation is purged of generalization

and moralizing. Episodes are selected and arranged so that readers

\can piece together the general significance for themselves with as
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Iittl-e prompting from an intrusive narrator as possible. So

readers are obliged to use their own skills of sympathy and under-

standing in the process of discovering unity in an apparently

disintegrated fictional structure. By this means the didactic

purpose of the novel is not simply asserted but is enacted at least

to some degree in the reading process. Abandoning the first person

narration as it is used in the First Version was a fundamental

change to the novel but one which was necessary because the novel I s

particular "truth" was contradicted as a direct consequence of its

use. On the other hand the unobtrusive third person narration of

the published version contributes in a subtle but nonetheless

active way to the central meaning of the novel.

The wide variety of genres in which Hyde chose to work has

often been noted.31 on the evidence of this variety, a reviewer

formulated the critical view of Hyde as a writer of "infinite

promise-and of uncertain direction"'32 of powerful insight rendered

ineffectual by lack of control over its expression. The nice

antithetical structure in which this negative judgement is expressed

gives it an air of impartial finality. Though she was unable to

resolve the problems associated with literary structure and form,

it implies, her very uncertainty shows that she was at least aware

of them.

It is certainly true that critical opinion has been somewhat

confounded by the variety of genres in which Hyde wrote but it

by no means follows that Hyde herself was confused. A list of

genres in which she wrote would include lyric poetry, verse

sequences, "verse chronicler" drama, journalism, short story and

philosophical prose-poem. Equally confounding is the way in which
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her ',novels" defy categorization z Ls JOUtmALeSe journalism or

autobiography? ts WednesdnA'" Children fantasy, allegory or

psychological autobiography? Is The Go&'tits FLy autobiography or

naturalistic fiction? ts Cheek to Iottr Ki,ng bLography, fiction or

,,faction"? Much critical attention has been devoted to this

proliferation. Far from being "uncertain" about which genre to

write in, however, it seems equally valid to conclude from this

evidence that Hyde herself was deliberately subverting her readersl

expectations of form and genre. The unquestioning acceptance of

orthodoxy in any form was abhorrent to her. This is shown, for

example, by her statement that "Incident means little or nothing,

except a possibly neglected chance for new perception, ne\^/ develop-

??
ment."-" what better way to prepare for new perception, new

'development than by revealing ttre limitations of established

conventions?

Hyde's attitude to genre may be seen as an indication of her

awareness of the contribution form and structure make to meaning.

At a more specific level, this awareness is expressed in a recog-

nition of the difficulty of carrying it successfully into practice.

In the case of The Go&'Sits FLy some sense of the difficulty can be

gained from the frustration she records as she writes the First

Version. That frustration arises directly out of her recognition

chat any fictional structure imposes a certain shape on the

experience it describes. So, for example, the consequence of

keeping Eliza "pinned down to earth" is that ttre whole novel would

take on a new direction: "she gets sunken in such bogs of misery."

On the other hand the consequence of " [releasing] her" from the

demands of realism would be that the novel would turn into a
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farftasyr " [become] incredible and fantastic."34

It has already been suggested that the subtitl-es to the First

Version offer evidence of the kinds of structure Hyde intended the

draft to embody. The changes she made to them document her aware-

ness of the disparity which may evolve between her intention and

the finished work as a result of the writing process itself. (The

same kind of awareness is apparent in her later remark to Lee that

,'oddly enough, the book tThe C'o&'lits ELyJ developed on socialistic
?(

lines: I didn't realize it was going to ."--) The First

Version is divided into two parts; Part One dealing with Eliza's

development as an individual, Part T\po dealing with the environment

in which she moves. Hyde's alteration of Part Tbors subtitle from

"Success" to "The Middle Distance" suggests that in the course of

being written the text had changed her original intention in some

fundamental way to which the subtitle "Success" was inappropriate.

It seems probable that the change was from an unironic to an ironic

use of the word "successr" as the impossibility of turning Eliza

into a "glorified exception" became apparent to Hyde. The revised

subtitle "The Middle Distance" seems to build on this awareness of

anbiguity since it inplies some kind of incompleteness, some half-

way stage. In this respect it looks forward. to a three-part rather

than a two-part structure.

The plan of The Goduits FLy wln:.ch is outlined in Ex. 15 places

just such a three-part structure on the novel. The plan begins

"1. Introduction." fhese words precede three pages of notes for

Chapters One to Four which deal with Eliza's childhood. The second

section begins at the top of a new page with the words "Scamander

Sider" followed by a title and notes for Chapter Five and then
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nufiberedtitlesforChaptersSixtoTvlelve.Tttesechaptersdeal

sith the material from Eliza's college days to her return from

Sydney after the stillbirth of her baby' The third and final

section of ttre Plan is headed:

Three rn ttre Land of EgYPt

fhe Knight and the dwarf'

There folrows a titre and notes for chapter Thirteen and nr:mbered

titles for Chapters Fourteen to Seventeen' Chapter Seventeen is

entitled "The Farewellr" and it concludes the pI""'36

This plan (and its accompanying notes in Ex' 15) was written

aftertheFirstVersionandforeshadowsanumberofchangesmade

inthesubsequentdraft.Inthisrespectithelpstoidentify

aspects of the First version which Hyde had decided to change before

she rewrote t1re novel. rhe greatest change undoubtedly occurs at

the beginnj-ng of the plan' Notes for a general thematic statement

occur in the ',Introd,uction."37 These notes quote key phrases used

by Eliza's mother, but they allude to Augusta only indirectly ("the

two things said") and so establish from the very outset the focus

onElizaherself.fnsteadoftwochaptersdealingprincipallywith

Eliza's parents, as in the First Version, the Ex. 15 plan begins by

presenting F.Lirza's own childhood by means of an abundance of

impressionistic detail and from the child's point of view. There

arethreepagesofnotesfortbefirstfourchaptersintheEx.15

plan,whilelaterchaptersareinmostcasesrepresentedonlybya

title. The relative quantity of notes offers further evidence

that it was the first section of the novel which Hyde intended to

revise most extensivelY.

1.
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Unlike the first section, the second and third sections of

the Ex. 15 plan follow tJ:e Fi-rst Version reasonably closely. In

most cases only chapter titles are given in the Ex. 15 plan, with-

out any accompanying notes. However the titles are either identi-

cal with the First Version chapter titl-es or else refer quite

plainly to the same material as is covered in the First Version.

The notable exceptions to the simple listing of chapter number and

title are Chapters Five and Thirteen, which are accompanied by

brief notes. It is significant that these two chapters begin Parts

TVo and Three of the plan respectively. As in the first section,

Hyde's inclusion of notes suggests that these were areas in which

some revision was intended-presumahly to emphasize the distinctive

character of each of the new sections.

To deal with Part Three first, and most briefly: The subtitle

to Part Three of the plan, "In the Land of Egypt / The Knight and

the dwarf, " includes among its connotative possibilities a sense

of the righteous idealist, or believer in the true God (Israelite /

I':night) sojourning i-n an alien land. It emphasizes the environment

in which Eliza finds herself in the latter part of the novel and

aCds an implied authorial judgement of the moral- value of that

environment. One of the brief notes for The Coduits FLu wh:'dn

occur later in Ex. 15 is the phrase "Followed by the dwarf shadow

of humilitation."38 Its implication that lack of self-respect-

humiliation-is a d.iminution or dwarfing of human stature perhaps

helps to explain the use of the word dwarf in the subtitle. In

the published version of the novel ELLza says "the way we

live, everything, punishment, reward, system, all dwarf the stature"
(?G4 p. 91). Chapter Thirteen which begins part Three has no
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citle as such, but the notes to it begin ''More history of the

country" and so reinforce the subtitle's indication that Hyde

sished to make more explicit the tendency noted in the First

version to turn from Eliza's personal story to a more general

consideration of New Zealand society'

part T\^ro of the plan takes its sr:btitle, "scamander Sider"

from the poem "Menelaus and Helen" by Rupert Brooke. In the poem

rrro sonnets juxtapose the timeless heroic moment of Menelaus'

reunion with Helen at the end of the Trojan war, and the "longl

connubial years" which follow it and ironically qualify it:

. Menelaus bold

Waxed garrulous, and sacked a hundred Troys

'TVixt noon and supper. And her golden voice

Got shrill as he grew deafer- And both were old'

Ttreir brief moment of epic splendour is reduced to meaninglessness

by the inexorable effect of time:

Often he wonders why on earth he went

Trolnrrard, or why poor Paris ever came'

Oft she weeps, guruny-eyed and impotent;

Her dry shanks twitch at Paris' murnbled name'

the final couplet contrasts the inevitabte decay of meaning in

--heir lives wit5 Paris' death which preserved his heroic moment

forever undiminished:

-J.i.-E

So Menelaus nagged;

And Paris slept on

and Helen criedl

by scamander side.39
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The relationships in the poem between Menefaus, Helen and

paris offer a parallel with Paul, ELr-za and Timothy respectively

in the First Version. The parallel is not exact, but Timothy and

E;tza's passionate but fragile relationship corresponds to that

between Paris and Helen; like Paris, Timothy meets an untimely

death. Eliza's relationship with Paul, like Helen's subsequent

life with Menelaus, is of a totally opposite character, and seems

to cancel- out the former relationship. Menelaus wonders "Why poor

paris ever came": Eliza allows her relationship with Paul to

develop in order to help her "forget" Timothy. After their first

sexual encounter she says "At least I had done what I set out to

do. Timothy would never come back to Eliza Hannay. There was no

El-iza Hannay to come back to."40 Eliza's affair with Paul is

short-lived, unlike the "long connubial years" of Menelaus and

He1en, but the d.epressed and depressing country which Eliza

inhabits after the affair (the "Land of Egypt" of the Ex. 15 plan)

is the same unheroic state in which l'lenelaus and Helen dwell at

the end of Brookets poem.

One further difference between the First Version and the Ex.

15 plan is worth noting at this point since it produces a change

in the structure of the novel which brings it closer to the pattern

observed in Brooke's poem. In the First Version , ELlza's affair

'*ith Paul- and her trip to Sydney are treated in Part One. The

chapter called "A Ship Returnsr" in which the most significant

development is that Eliza learns of Timothy's death in England, is

placed in Part Two. In the Ex. 15 plan, the chapter entitled "A

Ship Returns" follows directly on from the ones describing the

affair and Sydney trip. The break between Parts l],so and Three of
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theplanoccursafter,notbefore,thischapter.Thesignificance

of thj-s change in the position of the "A Ship Returns" chapter is

thatthefullforceofthecontrastbetweenthetworelationships

is integrated into a single section of the proposed new draft' The

newsofTimothy'sdeathisgivengreatersignificancebybeing

placed at the end of the section' just as Brooke uses the death of

paris in the rast line of his poem to bring home the contrast with

Menelaus and Helen's relationship'

Thesubtitle,,scamanderSide',thusprovidesanimportantclue

to the direction in which The c,oduits FLy was developing' As a

result of tJlis change in the Ex' 15 plan the origins of the sense

of despair which envelops Eliza in the latter half of the First

Version (and which had hitherto seemed rather inexplicable) are

made evident by the crucial conjunction of her experience in two

apparentlyunconnectedepisodes.Thepoem''MenelausandHelen''

concerns itself very directly \"ith the question of "which" truth

the artist presents through the selection and arrangement language'

It seems that Brooke's poem-either consciously or unconsciously

-prompted her to recognize more clearly which truth had been

presented in the First Version and offered her a parallel structure

in which to express it.

TheFi-rstVersionendswithElizaleavingtheworldofthe

novel to enter some form of death state ' The anbiguity of the

ending-whether or not she actually dies' whether or not her

accident is a form of suicidg-deq5 not however diminish the sense

ofherrejectionoftheworlddescribedinthelasthalfofthe

draft. Wednesday's ChiLdren, written immed'iately afterwards'

echoes the First Version's ultimate rejection of the destructive

rt'
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demands of ordinary mundane existence. Like Eliza's withdrawal

down the road to Te Reinga, Wednesd.ay Gilfillan's death-her final

retreat along the moon-bridge which once connected her island to

the mainland, (WC' p. 279)-Ls her only means of preserving intact

that magic island which is herself.

In the Ex. 15 plan there are no notes to indicate that Hyde

intended to alter the First Version ending of the novel_ in any

radical way. The last chapter title is changed from ',Hierusal-em -

Te Reinga" in the First Version to "The Farewell,'i_n Ex. 15, but

it still suggests that the novel is to end with Eliza's departure

from the worl-d it describes. If anything the implications of

Brooke's poem referred to in the "scamander side" subtitre serve

to cfarify Eliza's justification for withdrawi-nq in this way and

therefore to confirm the appropriateness of the First version end-

ing. Like Paris, Timothy "sleeps" peacefully on the site of his

heroic adventure, freed forever from the corruption of time. Eliza

however has lived on to see the heroic moment of her love for

Timothy pass irretrievably and to see her continued. existence as a

journey further and further away from it. Her death on the road

to Te Reinga is therefore a means of halting that journey.

The preceding analysis offers an exampre of the way in which

some central preoccupation of Hyde's might be identified with

certain passages of poetry and find expression by reference to

them. rn the Ex. 15 plan of The Go&,sits FLg her preoccupati_orr.

with the attrition of personar identity found a satisfactory
correrative in Brooke's poem. rn other contexts the same pre-

occupation crystarlizes around another poem, this time by Fairburn,

which offers an image analogous to that in the final line of
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nMenelaus and Helen" of death as a transcendent escape from time'

The poem is "Diogenes" from Fairburn's early volume He ShaLL Not

A1

Rise.41 The lines Hyde particularly admired are quoted in the

courseofanarticlewritteninlg36called''PoetryInAuckland.''

IdentifyingFairburnasan''inspirationalpoet.,sheimpliesthat

his satirical vers ented in the article by a quotation from

t)te verse ALiue anthology-is a betrayal of his natural poetic

voice. She attributes the blame for this betrayal to the malign

influenceofexternalforces;sayingFairburn''iSaninspirational

poet, who in the past few years has neither had the teisure nor the

freedomfromeconomicconsiderationstoencouragethecomingof

inspiration..,ASanexampleoftheexpressionofhistruepoetic

voice she then quotes the lines from "Diogenes":

Like a flower in ice, or a Pharoah in his tomb'

LuIIed in a sleep that should outlast the world'

ThecontextinwhichHydequotestheselineshasbeengiveninsome

detail in order to suggest that she found them true to Fairburn's

,,inspirational,, poetic gift at least as much for their expression

of his own human predicament (the desire to be preserved from the

destructive influence of time and "the world") as for any intrinsic
42

technical merit they might possess as poetry'

The source for the conjunction of this particular view of

Fairburn,s work with this particular quotation may be found in a

.rery different context; one which also casts light on the devel0p-

ment of The Goduits FLy. several letters Hyde wrote to schroder

in early 1933 docurnent her increasing involvement in the activities

of the Douqlas social credit movement. This was one anong the many

i,
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commitments which she felt compelled to undertake but for which she

paid a high price in the creative energy which was of primary

importance to her. "I am always terrified-foolishly-of losing an

ability which isn't mine really, in the sense that I canrt control

itr" she wrote later, describing her poetry writing;43 u.rrd irt

another letter:

:lobody coul-d understand what a deadness it is not

to be able to write my poems . Of course, I

know why: I exposed myself to too much worry and
jj'

perplexity. . - -

It is this sense of the high persona] cost of her involvement in

the Douglas Social Credit movement which underlies a passage in one

of the l-etters to Schroder in which she first cruotes the lines from

the Fairburn poem "Diogenes" which later appear in "Poetry In

Auckland":

. Colonel Closey gave rem A & B & Rex Fairburn

the artistic outlook, & Robinson (Farmer's Union)

the country, the dogs, & Bible prophesies, and me

what one of them Iater referred to with heavy

humour as t'some very moving instances".

AII very well-: but I stil-l want to go to China

or somewhere

"Like a flower in ice, or a Pharoah in his tomb,

Lulled in a sleep that should outlast the world. "

Don't you? Or have you achieved that Yogi rope-

climbing trick already? withdrawn along the long

shivering note of a 'cello, or the dusty beam of

_; igJi.-
"E+ffi,
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light in a

that queer

4t
quiet? --

wine-brown Flemish Painting, to

dreamlike corridor where things fall

The tension between the necessity of poriticar invorvement and the

desire for detachment or release simply to be oneself finds

expression here. Like Paris sleeping on by Scamander side' Hyde

says she would }ike to be aroof from the daily struggre which

produces no cangible gain for mankind and only a diminution of her

personal resources. Quoting Fairburn's poem in this context implies

that he feels the Same tension: the questions which Hyde then

addresses to Schroder imply that he too must feel it-that it is a

corunon human predicament in which they all stand united' So when

she altered the plan of The Goduits FLy in Ex. '15 to clarify the

motivation behind Eliza,s decision to bid farewell to ''The Land of

Egypt" Hyde was attempting to make the novel more accurately fulfil

her criteria for autobiograPhY, that it tell a personal story which

is also somehow the story of all other people who are "tormented

and inarticulate and quelled by life 
"'46

The comments Hyde made to Schroder at this time about the

destructive influence of her everyday work cannot be taken lightly

rn view of the fact t].at they directly foreshadow her breakdown and

attempted suicide in mid-1933. It was not "along the long shivering

note of a ,,cello" that she "withdrew, " but of f the end of the

Auckland wharf. She was later able to make something of a joke of

this to Lee in the course of describing her intention (never ful-

filled) of writing a series of "highly libellous" stories about

contemporary political figures. She concludes:
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Lf I should ever begin on that, I have a

feeling my country would quietly replace me in

the harbour: from which, however, I never asked

to be fished, so be the conseguences what they

may I don't hold myself to bl.*..47

Recalling this l-etter many years later, Lee changed Hyde's emphasis

slightly but significantly when he wrote "She told me she was fished
4R

out against her will."'" Clearly the joke was at best a grim one:

the withdrawal was intended to be complete.

Hyde's suicide attempt no doubt underlies the ending of the

Fi.rst Version and the Ex. 15 plan. The ambiguity surrounding Eliza's

death in the First Version suggests however that Hyde had not yet

fully resolved how to end the novel and that she was unhappy about

allowing Eliza to succumb to the urge to withdraw from reality in

such a melodramatic way-one which in any case was not the "whole

truth" in an autobiographical sense (since Hyde herself was "fished

out" and continued to live). She did consider the ending to be

"rather lovelyr "49 bl.t it raised considerable problems for her. Not

the least of these was the difficulty that the convention of the

first person narrative is destroyed by the apparent death of the

narrator before she is able to recount the story which is enacted

in the novel. The treatment of the novel's ending in subsequent

cirafts will be discussed later. At this point it is enough to say

that the Ex. 15 ptan does not address this problem directly, but

simply follows the First Version. The contribution made to the

Cevelopment of The Godt'tits FLy by the Ex. 15 plan is its clarifi-

cation of some of the issues raised in the First Version and i-ts

suggestion that the new draft will focus more clearly on Eliza's
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d2tsona. exPerience presented by means of concrete images rather

t1ran authorial generalization' Apart from these changes however

it remains very close to the First Version'
qn

The next full draft of the novel is the MS version'"- It

differsagreaEdealfromtheFirstVersionandfromtheEx.15

Plan.Thedifference-arisingoutoftheworkHydeputintothe

novelintheAutumnandearlyWinteroflg36-rnaybeseeninthe

}{5Version,stotalabandonmentofthetwoandthree-partstructures

of the earlier drafts' The MS version consists of a single

narrative unit, essentiafly the sarne as the pubrished version'

I have suggested that the First Version's d'ivision into parrs

was symptomatic of Hyde's inability to resolve divergent elements

into a satisfactory unity. rf form and meaning can be equated in

thiswaythentheunifiedstructureoftheMsversionwouldSuggest

thattheproblemhadbeenresolved.Itnrightbefurthersuggested

that Hyde's awareness of the active contribution form makes to

ureaning is also a factor in the change' To alter a novel whose

central theme is disunity from a two-part structure into a single

unifiedStructureistoshiftthemajoremphasisawayfromdivision

on to a sense of the ultimate triumph of unity' In other words

.rhire the two-part structure imposes a pessimistic concrusion on

the First version the single structure of the pubrished version

allowsfortheoptirnisticpossibilitythatresolutionmaycomeout

of division.

ChapterT\,.looftheFirstVersioniscentredonAugustaHannay.

ls a young woman she is described as "The first of the godwits"

establishing the pattern of the Colonial's nostalgic yearning for

an Engl-and she has never seen, which Eliza will later imitate' In
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this chapter, before she has made the marriage which will forever

frustrate her attempt to fulfil that yearning, she is a nurse caring

for soldiers wounded in South Africa's second Boer War. In a quiet

noment she meditates on her visionary England:

And Caesar's galleys, that had known Africa, had

known Britain too. She remembered the red sunsets

in Tacitus, and his speech of British waters

'And the pearls there are darker than the pearls
ql

of other seas' ." '

The quotation she calls to mind is from Chapter T\nielve of Tacitus'

Vita AgticoLa. A para11el to Augusta's colonial situation is

nicely suggested by this reminder ttrat the seat of imperial power

was itself a colony once. The sense of primal richness and mystery

with which Tacitus invests the far-flung Roman colony of Britain is

retained in the visionary Engtand which Augusta dreams of conquer-

ing, like caesar, to bring the furthest ends of the known world

into unity. when Hyde redrafted the First Version, the separate

chapter which depicted Augusta's godwit-quest was dropped. However

the reference to ilte Vita AgricoLa was used again in two different

contexts where its associations may be seen to bear on the novel's

thernatic concerns.

The first occurs in the MS version of what was to become the

"Barbarian For Caesar" chapter in the published novel. In it the

reference is transferred from Augusta Hannayts envisioned journey

to England to Timothy Cardew's actual journey. Timothy's journey

was first described in Chapter Ten of the First Version but the

description contained no reference to Tacitus, even though the
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his actual and Augustars

L7L

drawing an implicit connection between

envisioned journeY:

There was one who'd come clear across the world'

and only to see you' ' [The] strangers who came

to you, the laughing, singing strangers' had been

bedded three generations deep in another soil' and

not the soil of a poor country' or a mean one'

But even they had a flashing moment from you before

they died, a trlxnpet song' long and cold and silver'
52

from under your arches, calling to none but them'

Timothy,sjourneywas.'clearacrosstheworld.'(liketheprogress

of Caesar's galleys). Before his death ELi'za says he might have

been granted-in a "flashing moment'r-the recognition that he was

impelled by a subconscious awareness of some mystical link trans-

cending generations to unite the two ends of his journey' The

themeisobviouslycentraltothenovelbutthistreatmentofit

!s rather unsatisfactory. The immediacy of rimothy's experience

islostintheabstractgeneralizationandthepseudo-chivalric

imagery of the trumPet call -

WhenHyderedraftedtheaccountofTimothy'sjourneytoEngland

in the MS draft of the novel, she removed Eliza's long meditation

on the significance of Timothy's journey and death' Instead there

rs the much more dramatically effective focus on the begi,nning of

the journey. As Timothy boards the ship for England he imagines

aimself a barbarian travelling from a far colony to the throne of

imperial power:

AbarbarianlcometoyouroCaesar,smellingof
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gorse and the rank fleece of sheep, able to tell

you of a red-ftowering tree in my own land, of

winds statkinq in the flax l-ike the great lost

bird, the moa, and of a green weapon-stone whose

col-d touch is more beautiful than the kiss of

a woman .53

The reference to Caesar indicates that the passage was conceived by

Hyde as a dramatic recreation in her novel of the journey of dis-

covery made by Caesar's galleys in Tacitus' account. The passage

ends with the barbarian's offering of two gifts to caesar. The

first is a gift of Pearls:

If f come before you now, o Caesar, and roll

these discoloured pearls out of the piece of

raw silk in which they are wrapped will you

q4
not look up, satiate though you are?- -

"Discoloured pearls" echoes Tacitus "And the pearls there are darker

than the pearls of other seas." The second gift Timothy offers to

"Caesar" is himself-or his service ("I have been told, Caesar, that

you have a shortage of youngbarbarians late1y"). Neither gift

is made from servil-itv or a sense of colonial inferiority but as

something freely given from one man to another. Timothy comes to

irnperial Britain as the barbarian from ancient Britain might have

come to Caesar: not aS a cOlOnial vaSSal but as a free man from "not

. a poor country, or a mean one."

By imaginatively fusing Timothy's

now of the novel- with the reference to

experience, Hyde invokes an historical

experience in the here-and-

Tacitus' view of the colonial

pattern in the novef which
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d,ramatically furttrers its central theme. Britain, now the imperial

powet, was once the colony of imperial Rome' Colony and imperial

Powerhavebeenmadeequalbythedialecticalprocessofhistory.

Hbat remains the same is the human situation: the young man giving

himself wholeheartedly to the service of a greater cause' Timothy's

life,lostinEngland,isnotatributeexactedbyarapacious

imperial power, but a gift freely given' No doubt the gift was

wasted; but that does not alter the principle that service motivated

by idealism and love is a time-honoured and worthy course of action'

InterpretingTimothy'sjourneytoEnglandinthiswayaddsanew

dimension to the colonial England-hunger theme of the novel' It

suggests that it is not simply Eurocentrism or an inability to come

co terms with ttre New Zealand environment which makes New zealanders

go to England, but some fundamental human need to partake in an

enterprise greater than the individual self'

oncethenatureofTimothy'sgodwit-questhasbeenunderstood

in this way, it is possible to See it as echoing Eliza's experience.

In her first recorded remark on The GOdr'Si.ts FLy Hyde wrote that she

intend.ed the Colonial England-hunger theme to encompass both "they

that depart, and they that stay home" (lntroduction, TGF, p. xiv) '

Eliza,s quest is for a sense of identity strong enough not to be

self-contained or independent but to be "freely given" to others'

This is made evident in the novel for the first time when Eliza and

Simone discuss marriage:

'What's the good of love without marriage?'

lasks Simone. l

tWhat's the good of marriage without love?'

lEliza replies. l

l;
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'Youtre a fool. Youtll only get cheap.'

'A thing given can't be cheap . . .' (IGF'

p. 138) .

When Eliza and Tinothy plan to go to England together, Eliza

describes their relationship in terms of master and servant rather

than man and woman:

tI can come too.l

tYou cantt, d woman couldntt. t

'I'm not a woman; not for ordinary purposes.'

Timothy laughed; 'Can you turn your hair up

rrnAor e nrn? I

'I can do anything.'

'fhen I'Ll take you. You can be my cabin-boy,

and steal turnips for me .' (TGF' p. 162)

There is an allusion in this passage to a novel by Maurice Hewlett,

called. The Forest Louens.55 Mentioned (?GI, p. 122) as being one

of Timothy's favourite books, this is a novel of chivalric romance,

in which the heroine, a young girl called Isoult, adopts the

disguise of a boy-servant in order to travel with the hero, Prosper

Ie Gai. The most obvious interpretation of why Hyde should allude

to a master-servant relationship is that it ironically suggests

i:he way Etiza is treated by Timothy when he goes to England without

her. However, another interpretation is suggested by a study of

the drafts of the novel. In the Ex. 14 draft Hyde wrote:

In Timothy's beloved "Forest Lovers" Isoult was

a boy, with her hair tucked up miraculously under
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her cap- And while Prosper Ie Gai rtas taking time

toconsiderrsheranawaywiththecharcoalburners'

thenwiththetwowildgirlswhosleptwiththe

herds and drank from the hinds' udders'56

Itris passage is slightly altered in the next draft to read:

In Timothy's beloved "Forest Lovers"' rsoult was

a boy, her hair rather uncannily tucked up under

d cdpr sleeping with charcoal burners and the wild

girls of the great deer herd while Prosper Ie Gai

took his time about making up his *i"d'57

The revision shifts the emphasis from rsoult's waywardness to the

freedomandeaseofherservitude.Althoughthispassagewassub-

sequently dropped from The Goduits FLy )"t clearly indicates that

Hyde did not intend Eliza's adopting the role of a servant to

indicate a sense of inferiority' Instead it suggests a sense of

"uncanny"or"miraculous"freedom-justastuckingherhairup

inside her cap frees Isoult from the conventional restraints placed

on a J-ady and allows her to experience life and to share it fully

with Prosper re cai.58

Ttreideathatpersonalidentityfindsitsfullestexpression

in an act of generosity is central to The Godnlts FLy' It is one

of the thematic threads drawn together in the final chapter; where

Eliza finally realizes its full significance as she recalls the

Iines of Rilke,s poem "Orpheus, Eurydice, Hermes." The poem ends

with Eurydice no longer

. yonder mants possession any nore'
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She was already loosened like long hair,

And given far and wide Iike falling rain,

And dealt out, like a stock of various goods.

She was already rooted.

That's it, she [Eliza] thought, various goods. I am

a stock now of various goods, . . . more or less for

everybody QGF, p. 231).

Like Eurydice in Rilke's poem, E1iza is no longer any man's

possession. She is still a "Stock . . . of various goods" which of

its very nature must go on being given into the possession of others.

But now she herself is the giver, and the act of giving constitutes

her identity. The source of this idea is to be found in the auto-

biography MS 412 where HYde wrote:

I desire to be my own possession-to be given

to a beggar if I like, but never from weakness.

Love, physical contact, should, aluays be from

strength, never from weakness. So also the

given dreams of the heatt.59

The fact that this idea does not figure in the First Version suggests

that Rilke's poem provided an important catalyst, which enabled Hyde

to establish a thematic Link between previously divergent elements

of the novel. Links are also established by this means between

Hyde's different works. It is perhaps not too much to suggest that

Hyde's later work is the natural growth which sprang from the

imaginative resolution of the themes of The Goduits FLy. Dragon

?atraant, Nov, The leaz,s Condennt, "Nadath" and 4 Home In Thi.s WorLri al-L
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d,raw directly on it' Explaining why she chose the title "A Home

In fhis World"' for example' Hyde says she intended it to mean

ra centre of equipoise" (AIIITW' p' 10) ' a state of mind freed from

anyPartisanfeelingordivisivesense'andthereforeintouchwith

the most fundamental level of human nature which all people have in

conmon-"Itdoesn'tmattermuch"whetherElizatnTheGo&'sitsFLy

gives herself "into dreams' travel' fag-ends of love thrown down

in gutters ' ' ' Or lgoes] down the road to the fishmonger's to buy

Hrs Sidebottom's little fresh soles" (TGE' p' 231) ' Whatever action

she takes now will exPress her sympathy and respect for other people

basedonherunderstandingthattheyarejustlikeher.Thisunder_

standing constitutes the "strength" which wiII enable her to 9o on

undaunted: even though rimothy, giving himself in service to his

, ideal as a',barbarian for Caesarr" found only death; and even though

she may only find herself "hurt desperately ' and cut down"

(TGF, p.231) as a result of her own giving of herself' Undaunted

because that und'erstanding has as its corollary the belief that

human nature is fundamentally good and tends towards the ideal: over

the ,,spawning-ground of life . the star of Bethlehem may arise"

(lci' p. 230) as Eliza expresses it' The final sentence in the

novel Ieaves ELLza not hurt and cut down' but uplifted' in an

epiphanicmomentofrecognitionofher''centreofequipoise..'A1I

lpvement, aII partiality is resolved in the eternal monent'

suggested, by the present participles' in which her inner sense of

loy (,,smiling,,) and her receptivity to life ("listening") are united

in that last sentence: "The old man's footsteps ' would go on

ior ever, and she stand on the pavementr smiling and ristening"

(icF, p. 232) .

1

.i
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The second context in which the reference to Tacitus' Vita

dgrLcoLa occurs in the redrafted form of the novel is in the

chapter ca11ed "Little Ease" which deals with Elizars schooldays

and ttre beginning of her friendship with Simone. In the AU B-12b,

fragment 2 draft of this chapter the basketball game in which

Simone was slightly injured has just taken place:

After the game, which filled in half our lunch-

hour we reverted to Latin. Miss Carew, a little,

dark, dead-tired woman, who probalrly had her own

opinions of Caesar and Tacitus, and was sick of

the books, asked her [Simone] a reasonable

question. Simone rose behind her desk; hesitated,

made the wrong answer, then burst into tears.

Miss Carew said wearily, "Don't be such a baby,

Simone. sit down." In a moment I was on my feet,
60

arguing like my father at his best.--

The mention of both Caesar and Tacitus relates this passage to the

one in Chapter T\lro of the First Version. However the context is

different both in the shift from Augusta's to Eliza's experience

and into the classroom situation. In fact the fast sentence suoted

here clearly associates Eliza with John Hannay rather than Augusta.

Eliza's defence of Simone is like John's "argiuing" for a unity of

aIl men in a socialist brotherhood. (The incident brings Eliza

and Simone together for the first time into a kind of sisterhood.)

Although the reference to Tacitus seems to be merely incidental-

one lesson chosen at random as a backqround to this scene-it is

even more closely linked to the theme of unity in the novel by
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beLr]gmade 
part' of the enactnent of the imputse of sympathy which

brings ELj'za and Simone together'

T1he First Version chapter which deals with Eliza's schooldays

and her friendship l^'ith Simone contains no reference to Tacitus'

In that chapter, as elsewhere in the First Version' Eliza vacillates

beB.reen a participantrs point of view and the perspective of an

olderpersondrawinggeneralconclusionsaboutherpastexperience.

Of her education the latter narrative voice concludes:

There was no direction in all our days except

that which the women in charge of us did their

Ievel best to contradict and suppress

Howevertheinstanceschosentovalidatethisgeneralizationtend

to digress into areas beyond the schoolgirl Eliza's experience'

The mathematics teacher becomes an ironic personification of a

platonic concePt:

I read with horror only the other day' a pronounce-

ment of platots, in which the sage declared that

mathematics drew the soul above the Heavens by

invisible lines of delight' How' why' where? She

was, I do assure you' safely deceased immortal' the

very meekest of elderly ladies' with a white face

like a sheeprs: irritable if we failed to ansv'7er

certain petty and inconslderable guestions' but

with no mind at all for telling us why ttrey should

be answered' where tJ:ey night lead'

From Platonic philosophy the reader is taken' in the next paragraph'

'{.
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to another time and place altogether-rrYears afterwards, in the

ti.vet town of Wanganui"-where the narrator is still in quest of

ultimate ends: this time in an astronomical observatory:

But when I came to handle the papers on which the

sum of starry knowledge was totted up, what was

there to see but the oddest of ciphers, columns

and columns of small- stiff figures? I repeat,

Arcturus, how was I to know? When she said, "T\n/o

and two make fourr" were we to become excited?

But if somebody had told us, "so much makes

Infinity . t'

',Our educatiOn now Seems tO me a Sort Of overgrown Boy Scout move-

nent. . ." begins the next paragraph, launching into yet another

metaphor which is made to bear the same refrain as the previous two

images. The whole passage soon struck Hyde as unsatisfactory-62

In the brief outline plan for the new version of the novel

cr)ntained in Ex. 15, "Chapter Five, Simone" is one of the few

chapter headings which is accompanied by notes, suggesting that it

was intended for major revision. In redrafting this substantial

and thematically important passage from the First Version Hyde had

to find a more satisfactory way to embody the generaL conclusion

she wished to present: that the analytical skills taught by the

education system grow out of-and foster-a pernicious sense of

alienation.

In the MS draft of the novel Hyde abandons the First Version

irnages taken from outside the schoolgirl Eliza's experience and

chooses instead imaqes from the classroom. From the botany class
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the image of the "dismembered buttercuP":

we never do anything by wholes, it is all

dismembered like ttre buttercups, and nobody

cares to Put the bits together'

tbe platonism is removed from the mathematics class to be replaced

by the simple emotional reaction of the schoolgirl: "And I hate

Eathematics-I can't listen, it qives me a sort of sick feelinq in

cy spine if I try to." Finally, from the Latin class, the reference

ro Tacitus is reintroduced. In the AU B-12b, fragment 2 draft Tacitus

uas only mentioned by name, but now in the lt'ts draft the quotation

from the Vita AgnicoLa, previously used in the First Version by

Augusta, is brought back into the novel:

. and I read Tacitus from a crib because it's

bettertogetthewho]eSenseofitthangoblunder-

ing on phrase by phrase and Miss Farquhar was not

right in the bit she translated about getting

diseases and vermin from pigs' But I love "and

the pearls there are darker than the pearls of

other seas"-that's Tacitus-

The First Version context of Augusta's godwit-quest for a visionary

Britain is abandoned altogether. The reference to Tacitus here is

used to reinforce the example of the dismembered buttercup: "it's

better to get the whole sense of it than to go blundering on phrase

. h<by phrase. "--

In the published version of the novel there is some further

:todification of this passage. Apart from some insignificant
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rearrangement of words there are several additions. The first is

that the "crib" is taken from "one of Elizats father's books"

AA
gGF, p. 96).-- This detail- reintroduces the allegiance between

Eliza and her father which was suggested (in the AUB-12b, fragment

2) by her "arguing like her father at his best." Hyde's reintro-

duction of a reminder of John Hannay's influence on Eliza seems to

be more than merely accidental. John Hannayts argument is always

for the ideal- of political unity in the face of the same sense of

alienation which El-iza sees fostered by the education system.

The quotation from Tacitus is taken from Chapter Twelve of

tlte Vita AgricoLa. In that chapter Tacitus conments on the way in

which the disunity between the various British tribes has been a

major factor in the Romans' favour in their wars of conquest.

Once they owed obedience to kings; now they are

distracted between the warring factions of rival

chiefs. Indeed nothinq has helped us more in

fighting against their very powerful nations

than their inability to co-operate. It is but

seldom that two or three states r:nite to repel

a common danger; thus, fighting in separate

groups, arl are conqu.t"d.65

Invoking Tacitus' conclusion about the disastrous consequences of

disunity lends authority to Eliza's condemnation of a society whose

fundamental habits of thought are analytical and therefore

destructive of unity. It seems irnpossible to conclude otherwise

than that Hyde had the rest of Tacitus' chapter in mind when she

quoted from it tn The Godt'tits FLy. Confirmation is provided a few
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Pageslaterinthechapter.AfterhavingreadEliza.Spoem,.'It'S

a far way to Englandr" Simone asks "Don't you like it here lin New

?;1alarrdT?" F,J-r'za rePlies :

'I Iove it. But don't you think we live half

our lives in Eng1and, anyhow? I was thinking-

ttrere can't have been anything quite like this

shncetheRomancoLon,LstssettledinBr'ltainz

not the hanging on with one hand' and ttre other

hand full of seas' Wouldn't we be different

there, more ourselves?' (fGE' p' 101' my

emphasis) -

HerethecomparisonbetweenNewZealand'scolonialsituationand

that of Roman nritain as Tacitus described it is made explicit'

Eliza's final question again associates the reference to Tacitus

with the theme of discovering an integrated sense of identity; a

way of becoming "more ourselves"'

Likethe'.Scamanderside',quotationfromRupertBrooke's

"Menelaus and Helenr" the sentence from Tacitus seems to have

worked in Hyde,s mind as a correlative-a sort of mental shorthand

referenceur_fo, a centrar preoccupation: in this case the

destructive effect of disunity- The shorthand reference' as it

were, shifted around uneasily in the drafts of the novel until it

was finally placed in an appropriate context'

It is true that a reader would not normally be aware of the

subtle relationship between such an insignificant detail and the

Iarger ttreme in the novel. Nevertheless the relationship does

exist; and demonstrating its existence serves two purposes' First'-la
;H,
6af
F
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it illustrates what Hyde meant when she spoke in general terms of

the necessity for the artist to recognLze her "inward and secret

self" and to "distill" this "abstract" until it could become the

gnifying PrinciPle in her work:

For an object to have any significance in its

literary presentation it must not be simply

grabbed up by the roots from life - Before it

can be externalized it must be drawn down and

known from within. This is the only process

which will lend to a scene or human experience

the wisdom or musinq which makes it memorabL".67

The second pr:rpose served by exarnining the relationship of

the Tacitus quotation to the themes of the novel is that it shows

the care with which Hvde constructed the novel. In each of the

drafts where it is used, the reference to Tacitus can be shown to

bear directly on the themes or preoccuPations of the particular

context. That the reference is modified where necessary to achieve

this aim demonstrates the control Hyde exerted over her chosen

rnedium of language. Not long after her death Schroder, who had

been the mentor of her early poetry, paid her this tribute:

one of the things I have learned from reading and

rereading these poems, 1ate1y, is that Robin Hyde

was a much more deliberate writer than I had

thought. I had not known how carefully she would

revise and recast, test and .h-.rg".68

It is a recognition which has not often been made about Hyde's work;
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butonewhichisborneoutfullybyanexaminationofherprose

t,echnique.ThereferencetoTacitusinThefudnitsFLgoffers

onlyoneexampleofthatcreativeskillatwork,makingevenan

apparentlyinsignificantdetailfunctionactivelyinthenovel.

Thischapterbeganbycal}ingintoquestionthecriticalview

of. The bdttits FLy whJ:ch sees it as being flawed by Hyde's in-

ability to control its form and themes or to do more than simply

record in it her suburban or feminine experience. An examination

of the surviving evidence of her creative process has now begun

to establish ttre depth and subtlety of control she did in fact

exertovertheStructuralaspectsoft}risnovel.Fromconsidera-

tionsofgenrerightdowntothedetailsofimageryshesrrbjected

Ehe conventions and technigues she employed to careful scrutiny

and made them serve a unified imaginative conception' This unity

of design and purpose is so integrally related to the apparently

artless surface texture of the novel that it has been transparent

tocriticism.Yetthenovel'spowerderivesnotfromtheinherent

interest of the material it employs but from the way that material

is made to strike the reader as meaningful: not, that is to say'

irom Hvde's life but from her skill as a novelist'
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This chapter offers a reading of the central theme of The

God:Sits FLy, drawing on the analysis undertaken in Chapter IV.

In the latter part of that chapter, one detail, a reference to

Tacitus, VitA AgrLcOLa, was traced in its various forms through

the drafts of the novel. The insights this provided into the

novel's creative process are widened here by an analysis of more

central aspects such as characterization. It wiIl be suggested

that the godwits' ftight, which has almost invariably been taken

to refer to a geographical journey from colonial New Zealand to

England, the seat of Empire, is in fact a complex symbol for the

creation of Eliza Hannay's identity. I4ore important than this

perhaps, j-n the sense that it implies a reassessment of Hyde's

reputation as a writer, is the evidence of a high level of crafts-

Iranship in the embodiment of that symbolic meaning in fiction.

The surviving manuscript material relating to the novel is

used here in order to observe what Schroder called the "deliberate

writer" at work, revising and recasti-ng, testing and changing; the

revisions always purposeful and serving a unified imaginative

conception. The novel has always received due critical acknowledge-

nent for its realism, but often this has been tempered (as I have

shown at the beginning of Chapter IV) by a feeling thrat its

thematic issues are not resolved. In fact the assumption that Hyde

'.ras a writer of a rather nalve kind of reafism has simply blinded

criticism to the deqree of control or artifice with which the novel
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bas been constructed. Nowhere is this more demonstrably evident

than in the treatment of John and Augusta Hannay'

IntheFirstVersionJohnHannayiskilledoffearlyinthe

draftandplaysnofurtherpartinthestoryatall.Augustais

trtie first of the godwits" and as such provides the model for

Eir::za,sbehaviour.Asthenoveldevelopsthroughthesuccessive

draftstherolesplayedbyJohnandAugustaareredefined.Instead

ofbeingkilledoff,JohnlivesoninthedividedHannayhousehold.

Be and AugusEa increasingly come to represent two contrary

resPonsestoexperiencewhichhavetobereconciledorbalanced

somehow in Eliza's own life'

TheFirstVersionintroducesJohnasheisabouttoleavefor

the War and he never reappears in the draft' The only reference

to his death at the Front occurs almost incidentally in chapter

T\.to. It is a rather sunmary consignment to oblivion:

;j

It was not mY

which made the

mants death .

individualitY

Father's death but Lord Kitchener's

most imPression in our home' one

tJ:e Iists were so long,

was so lost in mass excitement,

nass sorrow.

The John Hannay of the published version would have embraced such

afate,.,togetintothemasseswhohavenoconsolationbutlife

and death" (TGF, p. 82'). But in the First Version he is not a

"godwit,, whose striving after an unattainable other world which

,rould ennoble such a death. He is nothing more than an abstraction

of fatherhood, an idealizationl from the children's point of view'

onry "a Iarge brown hand waiting to steady l's'"2 The child's
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acuteness of observation which so often illuminates and particular-

izes the characterization in the published version is almost

entirely absent from the portrait offered in the First Version. In

death he is merely eclipsed by that larger abstraction, the War, of

which Kitchener is the most vivid symbol in the Hannay household.

The treatment of Augusta Hannay in the First Version is some-

what different. El-iza imaginatively reconstructs her mother's

thwarted godwit-ambition of a journey to England which takes her

only from her Australian birth-place to a war-torn South Africa and

on to New Zealand after her marriage to John Hannay. Hyde uses the

structural device of treating each parent in a separate chapter to

suggest with economy the depth of the division between them; though

this division is treated much more extensively in the published

version. Indeed the abrupt dismissal of John, compared with

Eliza's identification with her mother suggests that only one

parent really matters in the First Version.

The development of a complex tension between two more or less

evenly matched parents is one of the major adjustments made in the

rewriting of the novel. Not only does John survive the War in the

later drafts, but he is given his own particular quest-a socialist

dream of the brotherhood of man-to set against Augusta's dream of

Empire. On the other hand, the idea of beginning the First Version

with Augusta's quest-making her the focus of the godwit theme in

the novel-is abandoned. The Augusta of the revised novel is

diminished in spiritual stature by her desire for respectability

and her conformity to social mores. Instead of Eliza's hero-

worship, she has Carly's. This leaves Eliza poised between her

two parents; able to see the limitations of both yet owing allegiance
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to both even in her final independence at ttre end of the novel'

The effect of revising ttre novel towards this aim is to strengthen

the focus on Eliza herself and to make the characters of John and

Augusta contributory to the development of her character'

ThewaysinwhichHyderefinedt}representationofJohnand

Augustainthenovelaremostclearlyshowninthedevelopmentof

Chapter Four, "o Rome My Country"' The chapter has no equivalent

inthel'irstVersion.ItoccursforthefirsttimeintheMsdraft.

ItisthenrevisedinoneoftheDPVfragmentsandagaininthe
A

final copy which Hyde posted to England' - These two revlsl-ons

changethepassageverylittle,butitispossibletoidentifythose

aspects Hyde wished to emphasize even from minor alterations'

Theopeningpagesofthechapterinthel"lsdraftexaminethe

relationship between Eliza and her parents. Eliza's sympathetic

understanding of both John and Augusta is contrasted with carly's

partisan suPport of Augusta:

Carly was quite sure which one of her parents

she loved best. Even when she was little' she

knew she hardly loved John at all, and he didn't

love her. But for Efiza it was different' and

it shouldn't be, because you had to choose

whose side You were on'

It is necessary for the children to "choose sides" because the

nrarriage is breaking down. This short chapter ends with John and

Augusta separating; Augusta leaving for Australia with the children'

She only returns when she learns that John has enlisted (and so

will be leaving the country) and even that reconciliation, if it
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can be called such, is blighted by John's having gone into debt

in their absence, thereby causing even greater acrimony.6

The centre of the chapter is the paragraph in which Eliza

vividly portrays her parentsr marriage as a dog-chain of convention,

shackling them together, preventing either from reali-zing their

dream of personal fulfilment. Ttrey fight "for their escape" but,

ironically, succeed only in hurting each other and in wasting

their lives:

T\ro people, solitaries, winning out of their

first environment, find a dog-chain twisting

their ankles together. They still fight for

their escape-one lonely, Shy, suffering under

a sense of injustice, for escape into the

steaming companionship, the labouring but

powerful ranks of mankind; the other fights

for the things her blood and trad.ition have

taught her, fields of English bluebells ringing

all on the one lengthened note, courage and

craftsmanship, the order which has existed only

in her dream, so that she cannot know if its

grey stone be crumbling today. They are young

when the fight begins, their words, like their

veins, are hot and full of passion. They share

a double bed and have children. One day they

look round, and an ageing rnan finds hinself

wrestling with an ageing woman, her face lined

with tears. T

Eliza's recognition is that her parents both express the sense of
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isolation which is a fundamental human predicanent. The paragraph

deliberately universalizes this predicament; they are any two

peopler anY ageing man and ageing woman' Their marriage is a trap

because each of them comes to it already isolated from a sense of

community-eittrer "companionship" or "tradifien't-1v5ich completes

rhe individual life. The irony is that because they lack that

sense of a wider community t].ey are unable to give themselves

fully (since they are not fulty ttremselves) to the creation of a

,,marriage" and so must wrestle to be free of what they can only

see as a dog-chain tying them to each other'

The later modifications made to the MS draft of this chapter

highlight the different reactions of carly and Eliza to the break-

down of their parents'marriage. In the DPV version of the chapter

the additions begin to align Carly more directly on the side of

Augusta. The sentence

If you were Carly, when John put more lumps

coal on the fire after hours, and you heard

first, you had to call out, "Mummy, Daddy's

doing it again. "

-is added in the DPV version. Carly's defence of her

somewhat undercut by her mean-spirited tale-telling'

detail Carly defends Augusta more directly, but also

from the quarrelling John:

of

lc

mother here is

In another

impotently,

Everybody joined in, blinded and frightened, and

Carly wept, "Dontt you dare to touch my mother,"

and Augusta, standing at bay, saj-d, "Don't look

like a devil at your own children'"
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EILza also faiLs to side with John. He angrily displays a picture

showing a "capitalist" Emperor flaying his slaves. Eliza thinks-

in another sentence first added to the DPV draft-rrthe Emperor

stands over them with his whip, looking rather like Daddy in a

temper.rr But in contrast to Carly's impotence and mean-spirited-

nessr Eliza's satirical view of John is disarmingly witty-8

The effect of John and Augusta's quarrelling on Carly is to

shatter her independence totally and reduce her to a state of

terror. In the final revision of the chapter, two added passages

specifically emphasize this. To the passage in which Carly shows

her fear of fail-ing her exams is added the first:

She looked like an owl-not the big owls that

hoot and chase mice; the very little ones, with

fluffy feathers and wide, scared eyes. In her

owl eyes was caught the shine of the gas-lights

(TGE, p. 43) .

Ihe second is added to the passage describing her fear of her

mother's death. The fear could be allayed at home by touching her

mother.

But if it happened while Carly was at school,

she couldn't concentrate. She could only sit

crouching, waiting for the bell to ring and

let her go. And sometimes then they kept her

in (TGF, p. 43) .

The comparison with small, helpless animals ("crouching"I "very

little . owls") strengthens the suggestion that Carly is a
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victim,powerlesstoopposetheforceswhichwiltdestroyher.In

this respect it prepares the reader to accept with greater

compassion the picture of Carly in the later chapter in the novel

(Chapterl\'entyrwo,''Carly'')unabletocopewithadultlifeand

responsibilities.Indirectlytoo,CarlyIssufferingandfailure

servetoaffirmELLza'scourageanddeterminationattheendof

the novel.

IfJohnandAugusta'sunhappinessruined'Carly,slife,Hyde

wished to emphasize the fact that it affected Eliza's life in a

differentway.ThelastoftherevisionsinchapterFourtobe

discussed here also occurs in the final draft of the novel. It is

the passage in which Eliza contrasts carly's one-sided support

Augustawithherowninabilitytotakesides,oncesheisable

recall the positive memories she has of both parents:

How can you hate? Ho\^t can you properly take sides?

It was Eliza's father who took them over the hills

to fly kites in the evenings ' ' ' But when the two

working-men cane to mend the kitchen door, and Eliza

was reciting, and Augn:sta - let them stand

listening . one of the men said admiringly'

'She's a fair little wonder, Missusr' and Augusta

agreed . . . (TGF' P- 4, .9

for

to

In the next paragraph,

godwit-quest very much

were added only in the

two sentences (which summarize Augusta's

as it was described in the First Version)

final revision:

Augusta said, 'Dear old Englandr' and had been

longing and longing to 90 there ever since she was
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a little girl, and sat in the crotch of the

great fig tree in the west Australian orchard-

And she had worked her way half across the

\^/orld, to Africa; but then she got married,

and had Carly, Eliza and Sandra instead of

finishing up in London (TGF' p. 45).

These sentences were added because they give an image of Augusta's

past life to match the image of John's given in this paragraph:

"though he had been in England at school, and would show them

pictures of forests and cottages if he feft in the mood, [he] said,

'Curse your bloody British Empirer' when he was angry" (TGF' p- 45) -

Once again John and Augusta are equated in a way which demands our

assent to Eliza's belief that it is right not to choose between

them. Instead we are invited. to look deeper into their conflict

and to see it as symptomatic of a general spiritual malaise which

Eliza must understand in order to overcome, as she does at the

rovel's conclusion.

The portrayal of carly plays an important part in the revisions

in Chapter Four which have just been examined. Hyde develops the

character as a foil- for Eliza. The thematic issues of the novel

emerge more clearly by being highlighted in the contrast between

Carly's and Elizats response to experiences common to them both.

Revisions are made elsewhere in the novel to strengthen this effect.

One which bears directly on the foregoing analysis of Chapter Four

occurs in the first chapter of the novel, where a number of

references to Carly's dislike of Ientils are included in the text.

The lateness with which these references enter the novel might

suggest that they can simply be dismissed as a domestic detail-
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added at the last minute to strengthen the storyrt realis*-10

However a closer inspection of the references shows that they

serveatanotherleveltobindthenovel'sthematicstructure

tightlY together'

Thecontextinwhichthereferencesoccuristhechildhood

rivalrybetweenElizaandCarly.ThecharacterizationofCarlyas

tbeunimaginati.veconformistchildestablishesherasthefoilto

EILza. The opposition between them is heightened in successive

drafts of the nover. For exampre, when they are playing their

favouritegameofrememberingthingsafterdarkintheirbedroom'

the AU B-12b, fragrment 1, draft reads:

Carly could tell most of this wisely and

graphically as if she were scoring a point

against Eliza-as indeed she was' '

But if Carly's memory stretched back into

dimmer recesses, it was Eliza who could
11

tell things better, and she knew it'

In the published version an extra sixty-eight words are added to

this paragraph, describing how Eliza sets out deliberately "gather-

ingcrumbsofinformation',withwhichtoreduceCarly'sadvantage

of longer memory; and at the critical moment she could "nearly

always squash Carly" (IGF' P- 2).

When Eliza claims to have seen a fairy in the garden Carly

refuses to share in Eliza's imaginary world and goes off instead

to teII their mother ttrat Eliza is telling "stories" again' Later

Eliza decides that she wiII "make Carly pay" (TGE' p' 9) for all

the d.eception and falsity of the adult response to her imaginative

also

more
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needs (which have been brought to a head by the "Glory Hole"

episode). She recites the blood-thirsty verses of "The Spanish

llother" in the dark to terrify Carly (TGF' p- 9) and this has

the desired effect.

In the published version the most significant alteration to

this episode is the inclusion of three separate references to

Carly's intense dislike of lentils. (In the AU B-'12c, fragment 1

draft there is no reference to lentils at aII.) The first

reference occurs when ELiza comes into the kitchen to tell Carly

that she has seen a fairy in the garden. Carly is shelling beans.

Sometimes she ate one raw; she thought they

tasted like kidney. She couldn't bear lentils,

because they looked so pulpy yeLlow (TGF, p. 8)

After Carly has told on Eliza, these words are added:

She heard her mother's voice saying, 'Carly,

you'd better soak some lentils for tomorrowr'

and knew how Carly would hate that (TGF, p. 9)

Fina1ly, when Eliza's recitation of "The Spanish Mother" has reduced

Carly to tears and brought their mother into the bedroom, Eliza

claims all of Augusta's attention. The narrative viewpoint then

shifts to present Carly's thoughts. She resents Eliza's ability to

monopolize their mother's attention and pretends to be asleep. She

resolves to get up early in the morning and do all the chores for

her motherr in order to win back her affection. Here the third

reference to lentil-s is added:

And she would eat the lentils, great soapy yellow
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chunks of lentils, without a word (TGF' p- 10).

Trhe homely domestic associations of lentils are a reminder of

the ninor scale of the episode which is, after all, only a squabble

between two children. However this particular vegetable rather

than any other was evidently chosen because of its association with

the story of Jacob and Esau, the archetype of sibling rivalry.

Esau sold. his birthright to his younger brother Jacob for a pottage

of lentils: "Then Jacob gfave Esau bread and pottage of lentils; and

he did eat and drink, and rose up, and went his way: thus Esau

despised his birthright" (Genesis 25:34). And thus was fulfilled

the Lordts prophesy to Rebecca concerning her two sons that "the

elder shall serve the younger" (Genesis 25223) -

Although they are not twins (and if the transposition of sex

may be allowed) carly and Eliza fit the roles of Esau and Jacob

respectively. Carly's dislike of lentils parallels that of Esau,

the hr:nter rather ttran the farmer. The rivalry between the two

brothers was for the birthright and the blessing of their father,

the rivalry between Carly and Eliza becomes a competition (again

with a transposition of sex) for the affection of their mother.

Carly'S terror at Eliza's recitation of "The Spanish Mother" brings

Augusta into the girls' bedroom. E]iza sei-zes the opportunity to

say"'I love you, Mummy. I do love you, better than anything. ' ''

lwhile Carlyl lying ftat and still in the other bed, felt

tears round and slip down her cheeks, but she made no sound. It

was just like Eliza. But she herself loved their mother best -"

(TGF, p. 10). Out-manoevered by Eliza, she can only pretend to be

asleep and not even seem to be in competition with her sister: "She

couldn't bear to be listed second" (TGF' p. 10). Carlyrs
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determination to recover her mother's favour by doing the chores

and even eating the lentils the next day is ironic. Itre second

reference to lentils makes it clear that her mother is unaware

thaL she dislikes the lentifs so much, which renders her sacrifice

ineffectual.

Introducing an a]lusion to the story of Jacob and Esau into

this passage serves to suggest the archetypal- nature of Eliza and

Carly's rivalry. Its second and more important function is to

suggest that Eliza, not carly, is in the true Iine of succession

from her parents. The conventional exegesis of the Jacob and Esau

story is that Jacob was intended to have the birthright in any

case (the Lord has prophesied before their bj-rth that "the elder

shall serve the younger") and that Esau was not worthy to have it

since he was incapable of recognizlng its spiritual va1ue.12 rt

had alread.y been shown that in Chapter Four Car1y's understanding

of her parents' predicament is severely fimited in comparison to

Eliza's. It is Eliza alone who perceives the significance in

spiritual terms of their.situation. The allusion to the story of

Jacob and Esau, by means of the references to lentil-s in Chapter

one, was added to the novef at the same time as the revisions

affecting the characterization of Carly were made to Chapter Four.

It is clear therefore that as she revised Hvde had in mind the

parallel between Esau and Carly's limited spiritual perception and

their roles as outwitted victims on the one hand, and Jacob and

Eliza's instinctive recognition of spiritual value (even though it

issues in somewhat unscrupulous behaviour) on the other.

The objection might be raised to this interpretation that

since all the revisions on which it is based were made very late

r..
''9r
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in the novel's development it cannot possibly be central to the

novel'speaning-Itmaybeonlyincidental;aninteresting

parallel to Eliza and Carly's sibling rivalry' If there is

apparently a deeper connection between the story of Jacob and Esau

and the central theme of the novel (Eliza's identity as the

spiritual successor to her parents' quests) ttren this could be

merely coincidental.

Theobjectionisovercomerhoweverrbyshowingthatthestory

of Jacob and Esau was in fact clearly associated in Hyde's mind

with the central theme of the novel even as she wrote the First

Version. writing about the way ttrat the colonial England-hunger

blinds New Zealanders to the beauty of ttreir natural environment

ELtza saYS:

Those who have lived in a land which sacrifices

its own character for alien traits which it can

never, and will never fully attain: those who have

realized that their long and useless hunger after

far-away things has blinded them to the dying

beauty which appeals to them for love and

assistance: these foolish little Esaus, with their

pottage-mess of dreamsr rdY come to understand how

it is possible to love a country and to hate it'

as I love and hate England. I see our dark and

vivid world drained of life and character, our

people, who might have possessed a certain amount

of individuality if they weren't overlaid with an

unreal tradition, forming into battalions for such

a useless qt."t.13

.: . .l
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,'These foolish little Esaus" are all colonial people who seII their

birthright (the "land which sacrifices its own character") for a

ilpettage-mess of dreams." unlike them, Eliza recognizes the

complexity of response demanded by her dual inheritance. Instead

of renouncing one or the other altogether (as the colonial people

she describes here renounce New Zealand and as Carly renounces

John in t-]le published version) she recognizes that both are

essential to complete her own "character"; even though they are

irreconcitable. She "loves" and "hates" England: just as ELlza

in the published version loves and hates both lner parents but

renounces neither.

This passage from the First Version is not altogether satis-

factory despite its thematic relevance. There is a stridency in

the repetitious accumulation of instances in the first sentence

which reduces insight to didacticism. No real sense of the

complexity of the colonials' dilemma emerges here. In fact the

value-laden language ("alien" versus "dying beauty"; "unreal"

't/ersus "dark and vivid") presents it as almost no choice at all.

The passage was dropped from subsequenL drafts of the novel. How-

ever, the story of Jacob and Esau lodged in Hyde's mind as a

correlative of the Colonial England-hunger theme so when she

treated the theme in later drafts the story of Jacob and Esau afso

resurfaced., not in an abstract didactic pronouncement but subtl-v

implied in the naturalistic account of the little girls' behaviour.

In the First Version the colonial England-hunger theme is

treated in a very generalized way. It is the coll-ective group-

"our people" as ELiza calls them in the passage just quoted-

which is overlaid with an r:nreal tradition which obscures their
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individuality' The trouble with this is that the reader does not

gegl the loss of that individuality since it has not been imagin-

ativelyrealized.InredraftingthenovelHydepresentsthetlteme

drarnaticalty in the characters of John and Augusta' We are not

sirnply toLd" r)tat tkreir lives have been bent out of shape by their

,'dreams": we see it happening in the novel'

Augusta's Colonial England-hr:nger expresses her dream of

order and beauty. rt is a dream which is outraged by her first

experienceofNewZealandlife.ArrivinginWellingtonfromsouth

Africawithayoungfamilyshefindsnoteventherelativeorder

ofasettleddomestichousehold.Thenovelbegins''Untiltheyear

after the war, rife for the Hannays arways meant other people's

houses,, QGF, p. 1). The unsettling effect of impermanence

'(reinforced by the structure of the first sentence' which begins

with a subordinate clause' itself a postponement of the main

statement) is the first impression made on the reader' That

Augusta sees her life reduced to mere physical existence is

suggested by the animal references on these first pages' First

allthosecatswhobecamea.,cat-Steam''passingthroughtheHannay

household. Then Mrs Simpson"'her hair all down in rat's tails"

(TGF, p.2), who might tempt John to stray as weII' In the midst of

this transi-ence, every domestic ritual is reduced to barbarous

vulgarity:

In their first New Zealand years' many things

shockedAugusta,especiallythewaypeople'

instead of bleaching their linen snow-white in

properly secluded drying-grounds' pegged out

meaty-coloured combinations and underpants to flap
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balloon legs and arms right under anybody's

nose (TGF, p. 2) .

The loss of spiritual value is economically suggested in this image

of the washing. Purity and seemlj.ness are replaced by carnality

("meaty") and clownish vulgarity in the dance of the personified

underwear.

In trying to hold out against the forces of disorder and

vulgarity Augusta clings to attitudes and beliefs which become

increasinqly entrenched. At the Zoo her children are not to look

at the monkeys "because monkeys are dirty"i they must look the

other way if they see men coming out of the Gentlemen's Only and

they must not look at the Fire-Bellied Newt because "Mother says

belly's a rude word" (IGF, p. 24). She befriends "old Mr Bondr"

but hastily drops him when she learns that he has been divorced

for adultery (TGF, p. 25). She turns increasingly to the Church,

her quest for spiritual order betrayed into merely upholding its

conventional rituals:

Thirty or more pieces of silver. Augusta's face

is tired out. She has listened to every word of

the service. Softly she shakes Kitch by the

shoulders. His boy head is down on his coat. She

frowns at Eliza, on principle (TGE, p. 91).

Finally she is only an ttageing woman, her face seamed with tears"

QGF, p. 47), chained to a husband and a life she despises, her

individuality gone.

Augusta's struggle is movingly described and woven into the

very texture of the novel. So when Hyde comes to make us realize
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dlatitexemplifiestheerrorofanycolonial'srefusaltoaccept

the here-and-now of experience we are convinced' Instead of the

FirstVersion'srhetoricalcondemnationof''those.whoselong

and useless hunger after far-away things has blinded them to the

dying beauty which appeals to ttrem for love and assistance"' ttle

published version has Augusta's vivid apprehension of that dying

beauty and of her own blindness to it' She looks back on her life

and sees onlY its waste:

Drudging in little houses, bringing up children'

heckling John to make him what he wasn't' and

didn't want to be-that wasnrt life'

rDays should speakr' said the Book of Job ' '

(TGF' P. 175) .

As she sits thinking about her life she becomes

the landscape, seeing it for the first time not

held at bay but as the proper context in which

individual self:

graduallY aware of

as an enemy to be

to discover her

a''

T

::

!.

Through the windows of her drawing-room the soft

fuII light burst down on the hills' gilding the

cleft between the pine trees' and the farther'

barren peaks which lifted grey as rosemary above

the last of the bush.

Still the hills drew back her glance ' She

thought, 'r wish r'd gone all round them when r

came here first. Now it's too late''

no part nor

didn't hate

lot in the

them. Her

grey hills .

eyes felt dim,

She had

But she
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her mind heavy, unable to take in with youthts

elasticity the span of skies and the ragged grey

saplings of clouds. She wished it were not so;

she wished she had tramped round their edges years

&9o, instead of huddling into auction sales. It

was all she could do now for the hil-ls (TGF, pp.

175-6) .

In her imagination Augusta journeys from her drawing-room to the

spiritual height of the farther peaks. The waste of her life

cannot be retrieved, but it is redeemed in this visionary moment

in which Augusta comes at last to inhabit a New Zealand home

instead of the Enqlish "white house like a Greek cross" in her

qodwit-dream.

In England the white house stood empty somewhere,

the little clenched fists of bracken thrusti-ng up

beside its paths, its windows like golden blinded

eyes (TGF, p. 1'75) .

The house lies empty and abandoned as Augusta's vision focuses on

the New Zealand landscape.

John Hannay's dream is of the love which can bring people

together through sympathy and understanding. As such it complements

Augusta's dream of self-fulfilment by placing indivi-duality in the

context of a whole human familv: a home in this world. In the

early chapters of the novel it is John who understands the children

and imaginatively joins in their world, if only briefly:

And just sometimes-once in a blue moon-the
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Back Yard was lovely. On moon-lit nights, when

they played that the clothes-prop was a maypole,

and dressed up . . . John could join in beauti-

fully. . They danced, and were witches and

fairies and grown-uPSr and the street floated

calm embony and silver, until Ngaio and Jock

slipped away from Mrs Vaughan and said, 'Please,

Mr Hannay, can we play too?' and the Collie boys

from the bottom of ttre street joined in (TGF'

p. 39) .

These moments become rarer as the children grow. But even as his

dream sours into doctrinaire socialism he is capable of acts of

generosity and understanding. He buys books only to sell them as

soon as they are read; but when he recognizes Eliza's love for

Byron's poetry he promises not to sell that book, saying "keep it'

It's all we've got" (TGF, P. 45) .

In the published version of the novel Hyde stresses the

financial difficulties which beset John and Augusta's marriage.

Augusta looks back on the struggle she had to raise the family on

"never more than f.4 a week, at firsE L1 /19/-" gGF' p. 175). When

she and the children return from Australia at the beginning of the

war they find John in debt, having lived in luxury on "tinned

asparagus and strawberry preserves" (TGF, p. 64).

From her earliest thoughts on the novel, however, it is sexual

rather than financial difficulties that Hyde associates with the

breakdown of the marriase:

I couldn't stand, the voices in the night.
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Father was sti1l, not in love with, but in need

of ny Mother: she had begun to hate him. Half-

heard arguments over a half-understood thing!

. just ugliness, so close, whispering so

^€!^-v! Lgrl . -

f have known, since, so many returned soldiers

whose sel-f-control seemed to have been smashed

to pieces. Pity the dead, because they are very

peaceful and we have written hymns about them!

But these d.espoiled., what about them?14

Nowhere does Hyde describe how Johnts "self-control" had been

destroyed by his active service in the Boer War. Blaming "the

war" may be a way of avoiding a more searching analysis of the

relationship. Possibly however she meant to suggest that John

suffered the same sense of psychological disintegration caused

by fighting a war without a cause which she describes in the two

novels about Starki-e. Some evidence that this was in fact her

:ntention is to be found in the published version where John,

looking back on his life, sees only a confusing gap between his

war service and his present state of despair:

. the Boer War . . . there were thirteen of

us who held a bridge that had to be he1d, nine

were potted, and that's where I got this little

bit of tinware on my chest . . . at least he

wasn't bad-looking, not a complete fool.

Confusedly, he stared at the gap between, and

couldn't quite understand LE (TGF' p. 174).
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How, JOhn asks, can a man be a herO at one m6ment and an outcast

at tJre next? whatever had happened in trrat "gapr" control of his

own life had passed out of his hands forever.

Alttrough in the published version we learn that John and

Augusta finally take separate bedrooms (TGF' p. 77) ' the treatnent

of their sex life is much less specific t$an on the passage just

quoted from the autobiography Ms 412. It is less specific too

than ttre MS verSion in which AuguSta condemns Simone as a "Harlot"

and ""'anton' but t ELLza saYS,

. could no more have sat down and given a descrip-

tion of the sexual act she feared than she could

have walked naked through the market place. She

was the rarest thing, a strong spirit, capable of

passionate devotion and love, who had remained a

virgin by temperament. In her children she saw

and distrusted always the shadow of her husband'

Not a bad man: but easily led, with no faith in

any God, without the old, tight code of honour.

A dreamer whose dreams, too brittle-winged, had

left him on the b"ach.15

The effect of being married to someone who "had remained a

virgin by temperament" (though t].e phrase itself is dropped after

the MS draft) is not to be easily overcome by "self-control-"

ilyde became aware of t]1is oversimplification as she imaginatively

inhabited John Hannay's mind in order to create his character in

the drafts which followed the First Version. The angry vulgarity

with which John gradually drives the friends of his adolescent
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daughters from Lafoma ('You're staying bloody late tonight aren't

you?' QGF, p. 80)) is attributed directly to his own sexual

frustration:

John was jealous of youth . young girls with

provocative breasts and sweet lirnbs beneath their

linp voile frocks, Iay back in l-imbo . . . Some-

times, not offensively, only just consciously, he

tried to touch the girls' smooth arms, or to

engage them in talk

In the MS draft the Point

explicit by the inclusion

. (TGF' p. 80) .

this passage was made even more

this short paragraPh:

of

of

His wife didn't sleep with him- On the one or

two occasions when he had gone to her room, she

shut her eyes, or whispered harshly "You'11

wake Kitch. "16

Just as Augusta clings more and more firmly to conventional

attitudes as her dream of the "old, tight code of honour" slips

further and further out of her reach, so John becomes more and

more defiantly socialist as his dream of a loving companionship

with his wife fades. The practical side of his socialism-his

befriending of a series of dubious working-class down-and-outs

beginning with Olaf (IGF, p. 84) -offends Augusta's every sensi-

bility and is therefore in a sense his revenge on her. The

theoretical side of his socialism attacks with increasing hatred

the Imperialism which she has substituted for the domestic order

they have failed to achieve.
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Johnrs theoretical socialism becomes a weapon turned against

hirn. His articles contributed to the Ieftist magazine Stingatee

are used as evidence that he is unfit for promotion:

. in the little inner office where things

were decided, copies of Stingatee were spread

out on a desk.

'You lost your Promotion. You had to skite

about your politics, and lose your promotionr

(fGF, p. 174) .

The loss of promotion is here made even more bitter by Augustars

scorn which exults in the knowledge that the system in which she

believes has triumPhed.

The practical side of his socialism is also a failure. John

becomes increasingly isolated, finding his only emotional satis-

faction in the sentimental and self-pitying effusions of his "rich

inward life" (TGE, p. 152). He imagines himself doing heroic deeds

with courage and compassion. Ihe genuine love he might have borne

for Augusta is debased into the sentimentatity of his imagined

mateship with Tom McGrath, his Union Secretary:

He saw Tom involved in a street accident, down

under the wheels of a car driven by one of the

bosses. He heard the hard shout wrenched out of

the belly of the crovld-rlook out!r-and spranq

forward to save Tom. Sometimes he was

died forjust there in time . .

Tom, and was buried . .

he failed to save Tom,

he. Sometimes

. Sometimes, however,

ano made one of the
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pall-bearers (TGF, p. 152).

fhe socialist jargon in which the episodes from Johnrs "rich inward

1ife" are related serves to reveal its falsity: just as the "thirty

pieces of silver" in the Church's collection bag serve to suggest

that Augusta is being betrayed by its conventional rituals as

surely as Christ was betrayed by Judas -

The characterization of Eliza's two closest friends, simone

and Timothy, is established in such a way as to mirror the roles

John and Augusta play in developing the theme of The Codt':its fly.

Timothy's desire to find comradeship parallels John's quest for

brotherhood: i-n fact he first enters the novel aS I'John's domestic

pet" (IGF, p. 125). Sitting down with an old tramp in a waiting-

shed, Timothy tries to strike up a friendship, "but he was dis-

appointed. when the tramp called him 'Sirr' instead of 'Digger' or

'l"late."' He takes consolation in a dream of "boarding ships for

London, working his passage among the roaring black-and-gold

qizzards of furnaces." Like John's dream of an ideal comradeship

with Tom McGrath, Timothy's dream is sentimentally self-indulgent:

a "warm throb of affection went through him, as he remembered

ELiza said she liked best men who worked on the roads" (TGF' pp.

123-4) .

Later when he is working as a Iinesman he comes closer to

realizing his ideal. Getting into a fight with Birkett makes him

happy (?GZ, p. 129) because it means that he is being treated as

an equal. However when Birkett offers him a homosexual relation-

ship (TGF, p. 134) he refuses. Despite his many affairs with

'itomen in the novel- he never really forms a close relationship with

any of them either. Like John he dreams of an ideal companionship
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which in practice he is unable to find or sustain' The result is

that his life is sterile and futureless. several times in the

novel (TGF, pp. 133; 143) he voices a premonition that he doesn't

tlrink he wiII ever have a son. His artistic career is similarly

doomed to sterility. The clay figurine he attempts to make fails

at the point at which it is sufficiently well-formed to take on an

,,attitude . of beseeching" which reminds him of "all the

women,s faces that had looked up at him." He drops "his clay

broman into the muddied pool beneath the gorse-bushes" QGF' p. 145) '

Hisinabilitytorespond'adequatelytothoseoffered

relationships suggests the reason for his failure as an artist.

His constant preoccupation with the Ideal makes him dissatisfied

with the actual. He unwittingly cuts himself off from the sense

of conununity in the world of man, woman and child which Eliza

discovers to be so essential at the end of the novel. He is so

oppressed by the demands made on him by other people, symbolized

by the "thousand faces" in the cave at Anakawa (TGF' p. 146), that

he swims out to sea to drown. Saved by his brother Laurie, he

goes to wellington to see Eliza. on the train journey a commercial

traveller gives him a dead pheasant which he is then unable to get

rid of, saying "I feel like the Ancient Mariner" QGF' p' 149) '

The allusion to coleridge's poem is important. Like the Mariner,

Timothy is driven by an overwhelming sense of guilt associated with

his inability to find enduring value in the world in which he

i0oves. Although he gets rid of the pheasant/albatross when he

neets Eliza, like the Mariner he is never freed of the sense of

guilt. Like all the other women, Eliza offers herself to Timothy

QGF, pp. 149-50; 158) but he refuses, saying he wants to "keep

i:'; r; y

';::
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her white, for an id.eal" (TGE, p. 123) . With Eliza he finds the

possibility of an ideal relationship. They plan to travel and. to

share their lives together. But these plans are doomed to failure

when he leaves for England alone. Even before he leaves E1iza

describes him as already dead:

The moon made two litt1e silver pennies and

placed them on his eyelids, so that his face

had a deathly look, its mouth and nostrils

soft slants of darkness (TGF, p. 164).

the metaphor embodies her feeling that his idealism has no future

on earth. Like John's socialism it l-acks the strenqth to face

squarely the complexity of individual existence.

Simone Purcell's concern with her own feelings parallels

Augusta's struggle to maintain her own identity in the face of the

distractions of daily rife. The two women share a preoccupat.ion

with marriage. " lcetting] a man was almost equalJ_y important to

l.ugusta and Simoner" Eliza says (TGF, p. 135). But she goes on to

say that marriage is not what either of them actually wants:

. at bottom neither of them cared a rap for

men as such. In practice, Augusta hated matrimony,

and Simone would much sooner have been an artisL,

if her fingers had been differently shapen, her

ambition just a little more straitly winged (TGF,

p. 13s).

It is in the context of this

Eliza makes the remark ,'it,s

comparison of Simone and Augusta that

ourselves we reach out for . . . our
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owln undiscovered selves'r (TGE' p. 136). The two women are

obviously intended to exemplify that reaching for the undiscovered

self which Eliza also attempts later in the novel'

simone's dissatisfaction with herself is expressed in her

drawings of nymphs. Their unearthly beauty is always slightly

flawed, just as Simone herself is flawed:

OnIy a little more beauty, a little fining of

blunted hands and prettying up of full, scornful

mouth, and, Simone would have been the picture of

a French Marquise. But somehow it was right that

her beauty should be broken, flawed opal like the

rest of her (TGF, P. 135) -

For both Simone and Augusta marriage offers a cover for that dis-

satisfactionl a way to disguise the sense that their lives are

incomplete. So "when a man, almost any man, said 'WiIL you marry

me?' . it meant you had not lived in vain" (TGF' p' 136)' Like

Augusta, simone feels that life should offer order, beauty and

happiness, but it does not. When Eliza speaks of going to England

in order to be more "herselfr" Simonets reply suggests t:nat She

would be more herself if she could make a marriage which would

offer her the qualities she lacks:

'. I'm going to marry a pacifist- Not for

sentimental reasons, but because I dontt see the

point of being smashed up. I like my happiness

smooth, smooth as ice-cream' (?GF, p- 101).

Augusta is denied happiness in her marriage. whenever she
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begins to find it-'rwhenever she won some Iittle advantage, a

neighbour who could be called 'nicer' a patch of lawn, a few yards

of garden ." (TGF' p. 18)-it is destroyed. rn the end she

gives up the struggle and falls back on her "fortitude and pride"

UGF, p. 18) to sustai-n her. Simone will find happiness in her

narriage at the end of the novel because she has chosen a "solid"

(TGE, p. 230) husband who will guarantee her stability and material

comfort. Neither Augusta nor Simone however can find any positive

value in giving of themselves to others. Both withdraw from any

sense of community. In each case they take with them Eliza's

compassionate understanding of their motives, but in both cases

we feef that their response is less satisfactory than Eliza's

paradoxical discovery at the end of the novel that it is only the

very act of giving herself freely to others like a "stock . of

various goods" (IGF, p. 231) that she can find that sense of

order, beauty and happiness which is attainable in this world.

The characterization of John and Augusta Hannay and its echoes

in the portraits of Timothy and Simone have been examined at some

Iength in order to show how Hyde builds up the parallel between

them. The parallel is used to explore two opposed but complementary

aspects of identity which E11za must reconcile. Like her mother

she must find her individuality: the "genuine toughness of spiritual

fibre" (TGF, p. 82) which will enable her to endure any demand made

on her. Like her father she must learn to give hersel-f freely when

that demand is made; to accept that she also belongs to "the masses

who have no consolation but life and death" (TGF, p. 82). Both

parents fail to achieve their goals but both point the way for Eliza

to carry on the quest. The final three chapters in the novel are
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structuredinsuchawayastosuggestthatElizaencompassesthe

experience of her parents and can move beyond it'

ChapterT!,'entyTVopresentsCarly.sexperienceasshemoves

intoadulthood.CarlyistherepresentativeofAugustalssystem

ofvaluesandthepurposeofthechapteristoshowthelimitations

of those values. Carly leaves her job as a secretary in order to

becomeamaternitynurse.Herchanceofmarriagehavinggonepast,

,,she wanted the nearest thing to the baby Trevor sinjohn hadn't

condescended to give her" (rGF, p. 21g1. However the harsh reality

ofchildbirthwitnessedinthematernityhospitalprovestoomuch

for her to cope with: "It seemed mad to her' horrible' that every

single person in the world had been born" (TGF' p. 221\. She gives

up nursing to return to the security of childhood' sure of nothinq

except that "she'd be perfectly happy so Iong as she had her

mothertt (TGF' P- 222) .

Carly's experience as it is described in this chapter is a

condensed version (or in a sense a parody) of Elizats as we have

witnessed it in the rest of the novel' Just as Eliza has lost

Timothy, Carly has missed her chance of marriage to Trevor Sinjohn'

As Eliza suffered the death of Timothy, her true companion of the

heart, so carly mourns the death of hev' friend Kirsty Blake with

wi.lom she had contemplated entering an Anglican sisterhood (TGF,

P.215).Thecrisispointi-nEliza'slifeisundoubtedlythestill_

birth of her illegitimate chiLd: so in this chapter Carly's crisis

is provoked by her vicarious experience of childbirth which she

sees as a process in which a woman is "hideously tortured" (TGFt

p. 221) and produces an illegitimate and deformed baby. The ways

in which the two sisters respond to this crisis are totally
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different. Carly simply wishes to blot out the experience and

escape back into the uncompticated state of childhood. Eliza

recognizes-not without difficulty-that the experience has made

her finally a member of the world of "man, woman and child" (TGF,

p.119) and has enabfed her to see birth and death not only as

the lirnits of individuat life, but as the common conditions of

existence by which all people are united.

Carly fail-s to accept the harsh necessities of birth and death,

but first she is made to realize that the human suffering associated

with them demands sympathy, not the conventional responses of

j.ndifference or cold condemnation. By this means Carly is made to

endorse EJ'iza's experience. When Carly thinks of Eliza at the

beginning of the chapter

. che little curtain dropped down over her

mind, as it had at school when any of the other

children mentioned something that Augusta would

think dreadful. . You can't touch pitch and

not be defiled (TGF, pp. 215-6).

By the end of the chapter, however, Carly is able to feel pity for

the suffering of ELLza and all others like her. If her pity is

passive and impotent, it is neverthel-ess a step towards sympathetic

understandinq.

Not right, of course, for your baby to be like

that one. or dead, and r:nmentionable, into the

bargain. Carly began to cry a little, slow,

quiet tears for all the wrong babies in the

world. And she hadn't the courage or the
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strengti to help them, she could only stand

there crying QGF" P- 221) -17

Like August!'s epiphanic moment at the end of Chapter Fifteen, Ln

which stre imaginatively inhabits the grey hills of New Zealand

rather than ttre white house like a Greek cross in her dream of

England, Carly's impulse of pity momentarily widens her vision'

she sees the bond of 10ve as the greatest human imperative before

which conventional expectations and dogmas should be reduced to

insignificance:

. we fight, instead of trying to save one

another. It didn't matter, it didnrt matter'

about Dad's losing his promotion' It didn't

' matter even about Eliza (TGF' p' 221) '

Love based on understanding is tl:e redeeming quality by which

human beings can rrsave" one another and without which life is mere

mechanical existence. Carly's realization echoes Augusta's earlier

recognition that

A1I her life frorn girlhood . . ' had never

been Iived at all, unless a woman is nothing

but the machinery for producing and manipulating

her children (TGE' P. 175) -

Neither Augusta nor Carly can fully comprehend the significance of

their momentary insight however. Augusta "both understood and

failed to understand" (TGF' p' 218), being now too deeply habit-

uated to conventional morality to chanqe. Carly momentarily

contemplates ttre idea that suffering-nhideous torturerr-i5 4n
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inescapable part of human existence, not just a punishment for

rroral transgression. As she watches her mother asleep

Carly knew her mother had been through the

change of life. Ihe manY queer'

potentially d'angerous things that happened to

the body and mind of a woman, even if she

stayed always respectable! (TGF' p' 217) '

But the idea is so unthinkable that she can only turn from it in

fear and try to re-enter the security of childhood. The unthink-

able is left to Eliza to confront in the final chapter of the novel'

chapter Twenty Three of the novel focuses on John Hannay.

The MS draft does not include this chapter. The effect of adding

it to the novel inunediately after the chapter devoted to Augustars

poi_nt of view is to bafance more equally the influences of Augusta

and John on Eliza. From her mother Eliza inherits a recognition

of the physical constraints on life, the inevitability of compromise,

disappointment and frustration. From her father she inherits an

indomitable sense of the necessity of idealism if those constraints

are to be transcended.

Because this chapter is a relatively late addition to the novel

it may be seen as only of minor importance to the basic thematic

structure. Like the Jacob and Esau story discussed earlier, how-

ever, central elements of the chapter existed in Hyde's earliest

conception of the novel. They were first expressed in an unsatl-s-

factory form which had to be corrected before they could re-enter

the story. In this case there are clear indications that John

Hannay in Chapter Twenty Three of the published version fulfils the
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in the First

some detail

bear on the

whole.

NeartheendoftheFirstVersionShadowisarrestedandtried

forfraud.Elizaattendshistriat,certainthatheisguilty_''I

hadn't the faintest doubt he Vnd defrauded ' ' ' the plaintiff"'

18
shesaysequallycertainthathispowersaregenuineinspite

ofhismercenaryexploitationofthem.EarlierinthedraftEliza

had seen the exhausting effect the use of his powers had on Shadow'

Nowsheseestlatwhenhecannotmakethenecessaryeffortof

concentration he fakes it. But onry his deception is culpable,

EIiza says, not his profession of spiritualistic power'

El-iza believes that spiritualism is not the preserve of

especiallyattunedmystics.Itisapowerpotentiallyavailableto

all people, though tapping it requires a supreme effort of concen-

tration which cannot be sustained for long:

AIl that is valuabl-e in it [spiritualism] is

there for any man, uho can ha'ue the eourage to

stand naked. in the stinging suanns of t'eaLLties'

and. not mereLy to ignore them, but'rpuer to knou

tVnt theg an'e theYe-19

Trhe purpose of spiritualism is to discover the true self-r'the soul

of mar,,20 as Eliza describes it here-which is the most fundamental

Ievel of the human mind. In the published version of the novel it

is John Hannay, not Shadow, who is trying to reach a fundamental

219

spiritual mentor to Eliza that was assigned to "Shadow"

Version.Itisworthexaminingthisdevelopmentin

in order to bring a greater depth of understanding to

chapter and its place in the structure of the novel as a
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level of human experience, though his

political rather than a spiritualistic

quest is described in a

zl
l_ol_om:

there was his trend, understood by none of

them; to get into the masses who have no consolation

but tife and death, no refinements or artifices

thrust between themselves and ttre blind things they

would face. Joy in facing, na.ked, such an enernA.

Obstinately, always by a wrong means, John was

seeking to rejoin the whole (TGF' p. 82) .

Like Shadow, John chooses the "wrong means" to satisfy his urge to

"rejoin the whole. " He espouses the dogma of Marxism, defrauding

himself by settling for the r:nity of the working c1ass, not all

nen, and diverting his passionate energy into the sentimentality

of his imagined mate-ship with Tom McGrath. Neverthel-ess his

quest for unity is genuine. It is brought to fruition in the last

chapter of the novel where his spiritual heir, ELiza, is able to

recognize her connection with the tramps at Oriental Bay wtd Mrs

Sidebotton; Timothy artd every "little brawling workman" (TGF'

p. 231). That Hyde intended John's quest to replace Shadow's is

shown by the italicized sentence on page 82 which echoes the

simiJ-arly emphasized passage in the First Version. The most

Lmportant difference between the treatment of Shadow in the First

Version and John in the published version is that the difficulty of

discovering spiritual value is asserted didactically in the former:

in the latter it is dramatically realized. iohn's struggle wins

our sympathy and helps us to understand both his and El-iza's

experience.
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The same process of increasing particularization and dramatiz-

ation of a general thematic point is to be seen in the treatment of

ELiza's first book of poetry' "stranger Face"' In her poetry Eliza

exPressesthewisdomwhichshehaslearntfromherharshexperience

of life. That wisdom consists of a recognition of the same

fundamentallevelofhumanexperiencewhichJohnhasstruggledto

recognLze and express' The link between Eliza and John is there-

fore clearly established in this chapter' in which John quixotically

defendsEliza'slittlebookofpoemsfromthecommercialphilis-

tinism of the bookseller'

InchapterTWentyTvro,Carly(asAugusta,s'.spiritualheir'.)

is mad.e to understand the depth of suffering Eliza has been through

andtoaffirmELi.za,srecognitionofthenecessityofcompassionate

understanding ("we fight, instead of trying to save one another") '

Carly's vicarious participation in the same kind of birth-death

experience as Eliza has undergone also gives her a momentary insight

intotheineluctableprocesseswhichElizahasseentobetf,recommon

experience of mankind' Carly can only grieve for the tragic aspect

ofthisexperience-shestands"belowthegatesofLaloma'sunlight

heaping on her hair like white ashes" QGF' pp' 221 -2) -and 
try

futilely to escape from it' In Chapter T\renty Three ' John

recognizesElizaashisspiritualheir-his.'Absalom.'_becauseshe

!s not overwhelmed by the harsh facts of life and death but can see

and express in her poetry their positive aspect' His thoughts move

22

fron Eliza,s own poems to an image of her reciting Byron's poetry'

He thinks:

An ultra-sophisticated poet could write that' a

child could understand it, or an ageing man
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There was a language, then, which all could

speak (TGE, p. 226).

fhe poet's function, he says, is to remind all people of their

shared experience: to remind the ageing man of his youth and to

remind the child that he must grow old. The effect of this is to

humanize the world; to make human value paramount and all else

subservient to it:

So the poet and the iron age of to-day . .

[are brought] together-one to make the clamouring

iron hands, one to teach the iron hands that, even

yet, they [are] the thought and means of flesh

(TGF' P. 226) .

the industrial metaphor used here comes from John's political

jargon. However his sense of the positive vafue of a human scale

against which achievement can be measured is essentially no

different from Eliza's recognition in the final chapter that "it

d<:esn't matter much" what she d.oes witlt her life since alL human

activity is of equal value to her for its expression of life.

John's spiritual quest has been shown to derive from the

treatment of Shadow's in the First Version. Similarly the title

of the book of poems, "Stranger Facer" harks back to Elizars quest

in the First Version to find "the soul of man" through spiritualism.

In the First Version she describes the purpose of the spiritualis-

ti.c seance as the "severing of . consciousness, strand by

strand" until the "unchanging face" which is the soul of men stands

reveal-ed:
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Self-forgetting is the first necessity' That means

a gradual wearing down of physical resistance: until

thewatcherint}redarkcanactuallyseeflesh

dissotve- . Something remains constant through

this dissolution' There is a face at the back of

all the changing faces' This I have seen and know'

23
I believe ttrat unchanging face is the soul of man'

JustasthespiritualismassociatedwithshadowintheFirstVersion

hras removed from later drafts, so the mystical trappings of the

seance(,,t}rewatcherinttredarkcanactuallyseefleshdissolve',)

are later abandoned. In the pr:blished version Eliza expresses her

insight into the "unchanging face" of man' not at a seance' but

.through ttre medium of Ianguage in her book of pot'n= ' 
24

IntheFirstVersionherinsightintothesoulofmanwas

simply asserted: "This I have seen and know"' In the published

version we watch her insight develop slowly and painfully in

response to the events of her life. Irmnediately after the stillbirth

of her baby in sydney Eliza finds that she has ttre ability once again

to write poetry. Not the "foolish little rubble of shards and ashes'

schoolgirl sentimentality" (IGF, p. 2O7) but poetry which expresses

t.|e deepest level of her being:

This was different. It was the o1d power back; but

with a stronger face, an estranged face, it sat down

in the house of her mind (TGI, P' 2o7) '

The stillbirth of her baby is the traumatic event in her life which

has awakened her to grief but also to pity and understanding. The

transition from one realm of experience to another is described as
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the discovery of a previously unrecognized self: a "stranger face."

Apart from Chapter Twenty Three and the passage just discussed

on page 207, the "stranger face" image occurs only once more in the

novel. A11 three occurrences come into the novel during its final

stage of revision, at the time when Chapter Twenty Three was first

written. So presumably Hyde intended the stranger face image to be

interpreted consistently in all three cases. The first two occur-

rences are associated with Eliza. The third is applied to Simone,

in the final chapter of the novel. Eliza is going to be bridesmaid

at Simone's wedding. She wonders why Simone has settled for a

conventional marriage when she is really looking for her own un-

discovered self: her "lost daemon" (TGF' p. 230). Then Eliza

reafizes that she has misr:nderstood Simone: "I never once saw her

from her own side, I turned her into a fantasy.r' In her marriage,

Eliza thinks, Simone's former self will be forgotten. Her husband,

a man with "a great deal in reserver" may "turn out to be the

daemon" who completes her identity. She will have "a new face, a

stranger facer" which is more truly her own than the hard, defensive

shell with which she surrounds herself. The stranger face image is

associated here with a transition from one realm of Simone's

experience to another. Therefore it echoes Eliza's transition with

the recognition of a "power" within herself which she is unable to

name ("Iong ago she had called the power 'itrrr (TGF, p.2O7)) but

which makes her strong (gives her a "stronger face" (IGF, p. 207).

The sense of power Eliza feels is more closely defined earl-ier

in the novel in Chapter Six, "Toy Townr " when she first begins to

write poetry. Though the poems are bad, she achieves a "mysterious

sense of power and satisfaction" (TGF, p. 71) from writing them.

It is the power that comes from the first inkling of her own
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individual sense of identity: "it was the first thing she had ever

had that she could call truly her own" (IGF, p. 72'). Almost

simultaneously with this sense of her ourt ldenEity comes a recog-

nition of the mysterious individuality of other people and things.

Ttris is shown first by Carly's reaction to Eliza's poems. The

vehemence of Carly's scorn surprises EILza. So much so that it

t-orces her to reappraise her view of Car1y altogether: "This wasn't

soft Carly. Eliza groped in holes and corners for an explanation"

(fGF, p. 72). She can find no explanation; but, what is more

importantr she is now aware that her settled view of Carly is open

to question. she now looks about her with a heightened sense of

the complexity and mystery of everyday objects. "Sitting among

high dockplants in an empty section" where she can indulge her love

of "things, even hard conmon things, like lumps of yellow clay and

broken brick" (TGF, p. 72), she now plays "a game of trying to

stare them out" (fGF, p. 73) . It is as if even the most insignifi-

cant inanimate objects had been invested with an individual life or

energy of their own (the game of "staring them out" metaphorically

transmutes clay and brick into wild animals which have to be

"stared out" to stop them springing). The connection between

Eliza's intimation of her own identity and her awareness of the

separate identity of each thing apart from herself is of central

importance here. Hyde stresses the connection by turning from the

Iatter back to the former:

And sometLnes people changed in the same

way. Some of the girls at school had boys; Eliza

never did, but once she went up to the brickyards

with Jim Burstle, just at sunset, and the red light
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poured over the reddish dusty bricks. All she

could think was, 'I am sitting in the brickyards

with a bov.' It didn't matter a bit who the boy

was, or that neither of them said a wotd (TGE'

p. 73) -

fhrough her awareness of the mysterious nature of the world Eliza

begins to recognize the mystery of her own nature. She had

responded instinctively to the urge of her adolescent sexuality,

she begins to realize, before she really understood that she was

doing so: her behaviour had "changed" before she understooa thy.25

Eliza's realization, in the final chapter of the novel, that

She "never once saw Simone from her own side" is thus an intimation

of the mysterious depth of Sj-moners identity which is similar in

kind to ELLza's reappraisal of Carly. The parallelism is

strengthened by the fact that Elizars reassessment of Simone comes

soon after the publication of her book of poems, which marks the

recognition of her own "strang:er face." The book of Poems fulfils

the same function here as the first poems Eliza wrote. It gives

her that "mysterious sense of power and satisfaction" which derives

from the recognition of her own identity. And it is that sense of

her own identity which enables her to see the individuality of

others.

The new realm of experience in which Eliza thinks simone may

discover her true self is marriage. Throughout the novel Eliza

and Simone are never able to agree on the value of marriage. It

is the greatest area of disagreement between them. If Simone says

"she is going to marry, and marry wellr" Eliza argues "against

matrimony, and to fame via London and unlimited poems" gGF' p. 127);
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if simone asks "what's the good of love without marriage?"' Eliza

replies ,,what's the good of marriage without love?" (TGF' p' 138) '

i ,o ELLza's concession in the final chapter that Simone may find

fulfilment within marriage is strong evidence that Eliza's

perception has been enlarged' At Iast she can respect Simone's

individuatity, even though to do so requires the greatest possible

degree of sympathetic understanding on her part'

Simone'sforthcomingmarriageisalsosignificantintermsof

the novel,s structure, in that it provides a symbol of r:nification

with which to end the story. (simone's marriage was described at

a much earlier stage in the l'irst Version.)25 Marriage is the

bringingofdisparateelementsintounion.Byinvokingitatthe

end of her novel ltyde implies that the disintegrated society she

depicts can be made whole. It is necessary to Iook no further than

the role of Hymen at the end of As Iou Like It to recognize the

conventionality of this device in literature. However it j-s

redeemed from being merely a clich6 tn The fu&sits FLy by the

contrast it offers to the marriage of John and Augusta Hannay.

Theirmarriagefailsbecauseitpreventseitherofthemfrom

realizing their different d,reams of personal fulfil-ment. Simone's

narrl_age to Toby may work because each of them seems to fulfil a

need in the other. Toby is "big and fair and curiously solid-

character, I mean . . [ana1 keeps a great deal in reserve" (TGE'

p. 230). Here Eliza intuitively senses that Toby needs somebody

like Simone on wtrom to exercise his strength of character, other-

wise he may "keep all that shut up inside him to the day of his

death." Simone, she feels, needs the solidity of somebody like

Toby to anchor her insr:bstantiality-"all that beauty, eccentric

;
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like a dragonfly's." Their decision to marry, which seems to be

only impulsive ' EL:-za recognizes as their instinctive acceptance

of that which is necessary to the continued growth and ful-fil-ment

of each. It is "ourselves we reach out forr " Eliza realized
11

earlier in the novel, "our own undiscovered selves" (TGF, p. 136).''

The ending of The Godnits FLy brinqs to a resolution the

novel's examination of the nature of individual identity. By

comparing the way Hyde ended each of the three surviving full

drafts of the novel it is possible to identify with some precision

the elements of that resol-ution. The First Version ends with

ELiza's car accident on the road to Te Reinga, the leaping-off

place for the spirits of tJ:e dead in Maori mythology. As the draft

moves to its conclusion Eliza has grown increasingly disillusioned

and depressed. Having exanuined. New Zeal-and's economic and political

situation, she despairs of ever reforming the spiritual malaise of

which that situation is symptomatic. She wishes only for oblivion,

"a road for those purely mortal, who are ended as the mayfly ends."

When her car crashes over a bank on the road to Te Reinqa she seems

to be committing suicide ("I had wanted it to happen") in order to

abandon the struggle to find spiritual value in the worl-d she is

Ieaving.-" This ending gives an emphatic finality to the draft;

but it is rather unsatisfactory in terms of resolving the novel's

godwit theme.

Eliza's suicide seems simply to be an arbitrary act of

renunciation, the more so since it follows a description of her

visit to Jerusalem ("Hierusalem") earlier in the chapter. In the

small Maori settlenent and its Roman Catholic convent missi-on she

finds a paradigrn of the positive spiritual values ("inborn peace"
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which she has been Yearning

the societY from which she

lltre chapel at Hierusalem was as quiet as an

answered prayer' fhere was some inborn peace

inthesettlementraserenityoffriendship

that asked,, perhaps, for a wider world to

learn its secret'

Howevershebarelyconsidersthepossibilityoftakingthatmessage

to the "wider world" before dismissing it:

But ttrat was work for a stronger than I

I could do no more than bow my head for a

moment in a Place like this

. There is another road' a road for those

purely moital, who are ended as the mayfly ends'

It amused me to go northward along that old

29
legendarY road '

The description of Hierusalem is heavily romanticised' There are

"tall poplar trees all casqued in burning gold" and a benevolent

,.old Maori chieftain" and his contented "nalives" who "dweIl in

harmony" with the white race in this valley protected from the out-

sj-d,e world by an ,,unmarred forest."30 Nevertheless it is Eliza's

zrsionary new Eden in ttre mi-dst of the spiritual desert of New

Zealand society. It offers the proof Eliza has been seeking that

a better world is attainable and the opportunity to proclaim it:

it "asked . for a wider world to learn its secret' " In tlte
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face of that proof and that opportunity E1'iza's renunciation seems

rrerely to be an arbitrary gesture, couched in language that is

clich6d and false: "that was work for a stronger than I" . "I

could do no more than bow my head for a moment" . "who are

ended as the mayfly ends" . "it amused me to go northward. "

y! i ^ ^^^^.iL1^ +^ ^^^ +L^ r.: -^+ \t^-^.: ^^ 
r a anzlirL rD 1,-oo-,3l€ to see the First Versionts e..*r.^y oo o

presentation of the state of mind which led up to Iris Wilkinson's

suicide attempt in 1933. A letter to Schroder describing her life-

style in the few months before the suicide attempt al-so uncons-

ciously reveafs her state of mind:

. I have been living to most [sic] unhealthy

schedule-Canrt make out whether I am sufferins

from broken heart, broken nerve or sheer bad

Eemper.

This introduces a description of her daily routine: rising late

from bed; quarrels with the )bseruer's Editor, L,lr Mclean; poor

nreals; addressing Social Credit meetings; insomnia leading to more

Iate rising. She concludes the letter by saying she wishes she

coul-d "withdraw" from this life altogether and be like "a Pharaoh

in his tomb" (she quotes this phrase from Fairburn's poem

?1"Diogenes").-' The death-image acquires its full force in light

of the fact that this was the last letter she wrote to Schroder

before her suicide attempt. The desire shown here to withdraw

from a l-ife which is out of control, subject to pressures which

place an intolerable burden on the sense cf identity (her feeling

of disintegration is suggested by the words "btoken heart, broken

nerve"), is very much like Eliza's desire to escape into obl-ivion
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at the end of the First Version. The attention devoted to political

activityandtheanalysisofpoliticalinstitutionsinthelatter

half of the First Version (these d'o not figure with any significance

atallinttrelaterdrafts)alsosuggeststhatHydehadthisperiod

ofherowndominantinterestinpoliticaleventsinmindwhenshe

wrote the First Version ending'

InthepublishedversionElizasti].Idisplaysasuicid'al

tendency,butitisnotevidentattheendofthenovel.Insteadwe

are shown a period of time after ELtza returns from sydney when she

tries repeatedly to commit suicide.32 The difference is, first,

Ehathereshehasaspecificandhighlypersonalsetofreasonsfor

wishing to die, rather than a general state of depression as in the

First Version. Her chitd has been born dead, and she has returned

to New zealand to find that Jim Braythwaite has betrayed her by

rnarrying somebody else while she was in Australia' The second

difference is that these suicide attempts are not the end for Eliza'

lhey fail and she lives on to discover new meaning in her life'

There are many reasons why the First Version ending was

abandoned'.ItmightbesuggestedthatitwasnecessaryforHydeto

write a wish-fulfilment, escaprst ending in order to see its limita-

tions. Before she wrote the First Version ending she could not see

past that "crash"; after it was written she could' To express this

in another way, Hyde began writing the First Version with the novel's

title already firmly fixed in her mind. The godwit image had lodged

in her mind as a correlative of some intensely felt meaning which

she wanted to convey. For various reasons, however, the First

Version and its ending failed to express that meaning satisfactorily

andsohadtoberewritten.Theprocessbeingdescribedherehas
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alread,y been described on a small scale in the example of the

Tacitus quotation- Because it was associated with a particular

ureaning for Hyde she retained it, trying it in several different

contexts before finding the one which would allow its significance

to emerge with the greatest resonance.

The first stage in the revision of the novel's ending is to

be seen at the end of the MS version. It leaves us with Eliza not

committing suicid.e, but accepting with equanimity whatever Iife

nay have to offer. Though she is "tired, more than bodily tj-redr"

she faces the future without despair. The final chapter of the MS

version is virtually the same as the published version's last

chapter. The most significant difference is that as yet it lacks

rnost of ttre published version's long f inal paragraph. The MS

version ends:

She lifted the window. The thin distributed musi-c

of the rain broke itself up in many silvers [sic].

Its voice was one and yet partial. The threads of

light slipped down and down. As the wind came from

the hills, many strong birds went flying over the

rooftopr.33

From being virtually forgotten at the end of the First Version, the

godwit image has been brought back into prominence in the last

sentence of the MS version. The birds are "strong." They fly free

above the rooftops. They are as attuned to their natural setting

as the wind which bears them up. In every detail the final image

reinforces the more positive conclusion of the MS version.

At the end of the First Version Eliza's despair was caused by
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her inability to find human value in the society surrounding her'

fhe final chapter of the MS version takes its more positive note

frornthefactthatElizaisnowabletolookoutsideherselfand

recognLze her fundamental affinity with other human beings' Mrs

sidebottom makes r.lLza's life of domestic service hell with her

hypochondriasis,butELLzathinks.'I'dratherlikeherif

rrd met her in any other capacity than that of stomach and purgle."

A dispute with her landlady over the provision of lightbulbs ends

with Eliza grinning and thinking "These small, wrathful encounters

wereinawaythesaltoflife.''Therecognitionbecomesmore

generalized as she acknowledges both her liking for the ''flat,

stiff,uglYlittleplaces,thespawninggroundsoflife'.andher

feeling of brotherhood for the unknown stranger who passes by

/ whistling ,,La Paloma": the ugly and the beautifut aspects of human-

ity respectively.34 Eliza finds spiritual value in the lives of

the ordinary people around her in this chapter, not in the

,,Hierusalem,, of the First Version-a romanticised rural Eden tucked

away from the everyday world in its "unmarred forest. " compared

with the idealized peace and serenity of Hierusalem, the value

Eliza finds in the lives spent in the suburbs of Wellington might

seem rather minimal. It is: but it is value nevertheless, and it

is attainable.

The l4S version,s ending is radically different from that of

the First Version therefore, and it establishes the basic elements

of the published version's ending- Why, then, was the godwit image

introduced in the final sentence removed once again in the published

version? To answer this question it is necessary to examine the

revised final paragraph in detail and to recall Lhe way the godwit
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theme had been clarified as the novel developed. To summarize

bxLefLyz the godwit flight came to symbolize Eliza's quest for

identity rather than a geographical journey to Siberia or to

England. To emphasize this Hyde chose to replace the final image

of the birds setting out on their journey with an image of ELiza

setting out on hers: moving out from her house to walk among other

people.

Although she removed the godwit image from the last line of

the novel, Hyde still felt the need to bring it explicitly to the

reader's attention. In the published version she does so in a

Foreword, entitled "Concerning Godwits" (TGF' pp- **-**i).35

Rather unexpectedly, she uses this Foreword to draw attention to

a nurnber of apparent flaws in the sy*not.36 First: "many people

do not know what a godwit is." Then "godwits, flying north, never

go near England. They f1y to Siberj-a." Finally, having flown

away, "Iogically . they ought to have the same compulsion to

come back." No resolution of these difficulties is offered in

the Foreword. By drawing attention to the fact that the literal

migration of the godwits is not an appropriate symbol for the novel,

however, Hyde deliberately prompts the reader to look more deeply

into the implications of the symbol to discover exactly how it

does function.

Ttle Foreword offers the suggestion that the symbol has to do

with the development of Eliza's mind rather than with a geographical

journey to England. In the novel, when she and Simone discuss

Eliza's sentimental poem, "Itts a far way to Englandr" Simone asks

"Why pain, ELlza? Why England? . Dontt you like it here?"

Eliza replies that she "loves itr" but adds a question of her own:
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.!{ouldn'twebedifferentthere'moreourselves?"(TGF'p'101)'

Clearly Eliza is using the metaphor of a journey to speak of the

painful process of discovering herself' Later' when Eliza and

TilrothyareplanningtotraveltogethertoLondon'F]Lzasaysthat

Tinothyisthe"completegodwit.''sheaddsthecuriousobservation'

l1|V€beenonemyself,andsometimesstillam.'(TGE'p.163).

Ejizahasnotbeenagodwitinthesenseofhavingtravelledaway

from New zearand, so once again she is speaking of a metaphorical

journey. Earlier in the novel she realized that it is "ourselves

we reach out for, our o\^,n undiscovered selves'' (TGF' p. 136). To

be a godwit in these terms is to go in search of oneself; a search

which is without end, since t].e serf is in part defined by the

journey it makes-as the godwit is defined by its endless'

'instinctive migrations around the world'37

Eliza's journey to England is denied her' when Timothy leaves

on his own, breaking his promise that they will travel together'

sheisfilledwittrbitterness.Howeversheconsolesherselfwith

t}reknowledget}ratsheislefttoexploreanothercountry,onewhich

perhaps yieJ-ds greater knowledge of the human heart:

Ihe race is to the swift, the battle to the strong'

and Timothy has gone to England' Let them have it'

but keep what else you've got' The Kingdom of the

Defeated: you cantt get in there on a rePorter's

ticket (TGF' P- 181) '

In England TimothY

artistic ambition.

to Sydney to await

s
1'
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dies alone and having fulfilled none of his

I-LLza soon makes a different journey' travelling

thebirthofherillegitimatebaby.Horrified
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by the "sinj-ster . . . non-entity" (fGF' p. 200) of life in the

Sydney slums she contemplates suicid.e as a way to escape into the

',beautiful" calmness of death. She is turned from this purpose

when she considers that Iife in the slum is a process no less

positive and admirable than the instinctive growth of a plant,

which persists despite overwhelming odds: "from a cel-lar the lean

white tentacles of a plant reached up for chlorophyll" (TGF'

P. 2oo) .

The characterization of Ena Burns' little daughter Polly is

developed in this chapter to exemplify the discovery Eliza makes

about the positive value of life. Po11y first appears in the MS

version of Chapter Nineteen, "Alien Corn." There Eliza alternates

between seeing her as an innocent little girl to be told the story

of the Three Bears, and seeing her as a small version of her vulgar,

tyrannical mother. In the published version all of the references

to the littl-e boy from next door whom Ena is minding are added

I?GF, pp. 195; 196; 199) . In these the little boy functions as

Folly's victim. Whenever she is in Eliza's sight, Polly punches

him and orders him about: he is forever crying "she hit me on my

cut." But once, without Polly realizing it, Eliza happens to see

the children alone together and her view of Polly is changed.

Polly "had the little boy from next door by the fist, and was

showing him, quite carefully, how to play hopscotch" (TGF, p. 196).

The additions to the draft were therefore clearly meant to suggest

that bad actions may be the misguided expression of good intentions.

PoIIyrs attacks on the tittle boy are symptomatic of a real love

which has gone awry. The same insight is expressed elsewhere in

the novel: in John's fits of antisocial rage, which ELiza ascribes
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eo his attempts "always by a wrong means" (TGF' p' 82) to find

cosrpanionship; and in the "sorrow and protest" written on the faces

of tire old men on Oriental Parade in the last chapter of the novel

rirhich are the next ttrings to a petition for love" (TGF' p' 232) '

ELLza is unabte to enter wholeheartedly into the chaotic

life going on around her in the Sydney slum' But in its urge for

survival_that reaching up for chlorophyrl-she finds an echo of

her own desire for life which fights against her desire for oblivion'

She concludes that

. it was a lie that she hated life ' They

were right, they were the resistless ones'

OnIy in this life at least' the barrier between

tl.em was too high to be broken down (TGF' p' 201) '

Ttre barrier is, at least in part, the repugnance Eriza feels for

the coarse, animal physicality of people like Ena Burns' whose

struggle-admirable though its tenacity might be-is ignorant of

ltsownpurpose.The..Ieanwhitetentacles'.whichsheusesasa

netaphor for these people suggests an octopus rather than a plant'

Together with the later metaphor of a "spawning ground' " this

suggestsanunderwaterworld-analienenvironmentinwhichEliza

uoulci quickly drown.

WhenEliza,sbabyisborndeadthebarrierbeginstobreak

down. She has begun to experience for herself the "Kingdom of the

Defeated" and she is changed by it' At the end of the novel she

!s no longer repelled by the recognition that her experience has

nad,e her part of the ugly suburban life around hss-"you can't get

in there on a reporterrs ticket." Somehow, she says, she Iikes
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"the flat, stiff places" which are

. the spawning-ground of life and its unwanted

children. Tf ever'the Star of Bethlehem shall

arise, its unearthly clear jewel will mel1ow

over such a place (TGF' P. 230).

Comparing the "unwanted children" here with the birth of Christ

narks t]-e change in her attitude. she now feels that human

existence is indeed painful and lonely but that this only makes

its persistence seem more miraculous-

Although Eliza stands on the streets of a New Zealand city

at the end of the novel it was while she was in Australia that

she first recognized the "climbing purpose" of which she is a part.

fhe world of "man, \^/oman and child" as Augusta had earlier cafled

iE (TGE, p. 119) is the whoLe wor1dl not just New Zealand, not just

England. Whether Eliza travels away from New Zealand or just "down

to the fishmonger's . doesnrt matter much" (TGF, p. 231). In

either case she would find people in the same predicament as

herself, and the need to treat them with sympathy and understanding

the same also, since thaL is the most that one human being can do

for another.

Ilte Godnits FLg does not end with E1;-za going to England, nor

even (like Stephen Dedalus at the end of Joyce's Pov'traLt of the

Artist) with her resolution to go. Instead she reaches a point of

stasis from which any further movement becomes in a sense

superfluous. It "doesnrt matter muchrr where she goes or what she

does because she has discovered herself and been changed by the

discovery, as the image of metamorphosis in the poem quoted from
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Rilke makes clear. No journey to England could match that journey

into "ttre wonderful deep mine of souls" in which ELi-za discovered

berown,,strangerface..'Itisthisnew,strongsenseofherown

identity which enables her to face with equanimity the disintegrat-

ing forces of the world outside' She can be "a stock ' of

various goods . more or less for everybody" (rGF' p' 231) but

not be depleted, because she now knows who she is'

ThefinalsentenceoftheMsversion(theimageofthegodwits

inflightovertherooftops)isreplacedinthepr:blishedversion

byalongparagraphinwhichELLzaenactshernew-foundrecognition.

ltreendingdevelopsdirectlyoutoft}reimageryinthequotation

from Rilke:

lshe wasl . given far and wide like falling rain'

And dealt out, Iike a stock of various goods (TGEt

p. 231).

Like Eurydice emerging from "the wonderful deep mine of souls"'

Eliza lifts the window of her lodging-house room, letting in the

sound of the outside world- She hears

The thin distributed music of the rain which broke

itself into many slivers. Its voice was one and

yet partial. The threads of light slipped down

and down (TGF, P- 232).

Fi:
l)

tt.

r,

Like Eliza herself, the

"distributed" freely.

and "threads." Yet is

naking ',music. "

rain is a stock of various goods

It is "brokenr" "partialr" only "slivers"

is also paradoxically complete: one "voice"
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Eliza "unlatched the door, and stepped quietly out.r' She is

giving herself freely to a world which is in a state of flux and

dj-sintegration: in the rainy darkness, light is "melting" into

blackness, giving only "glimpses of lamplight-shattered foam," or

striking "in l-ittle pieces't the faces of the old men on orientaf

parade. The men themselves-like the "ephemeral" gulls-are

,,houselessrrl eV€D their thoughts are "disjointed" and private, the

,,hermitages" in which they dwell. This is the Kingdom of the

Defeated, in which Eliza and the old men share a conmon predicament'

They are as "hopelessly battered" as their clothes by the harsh

facts of their existence. Yet Eliza sees them as heroic in their

stoic endurance of the flux and disintegration which assails them'

fhey seem to her to be "holy and wise as ancient hermits, watching

out to sea.tr when one of ttrem walks off, it is the sound, of his

footsteps "quiet and dogged in the wet streets" which she follows,

and which provides her ePiPhanY:

When she had come to the doors of her lodging and

stopped, his footsteps still went on' To capture

them or set them back was more than a King's

goJ-den impatient armies night dare ' They would

go on for ever, and she stand on the pavement,

smiling and listening (TGF' p- 232) -

The final pair of present participles suggest the heightened

epiphanic moment, suspended. out of time, in which Eliza both gives

expression to herself (smiling) and is open to the influence of

what lies outside (listening).

The sentence "To capture them or set them back was more than
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a King's golden impatient armies night dare" contains an allusion

rc the nursery rhyme of l{umpty Dumpty' The allusion relates the

novel,sendingtoChapterEight,'.LittleEase,''inwhichEliza

complains about tJle disintegrating effect of the analytical

nethodology on which the education system is based:

Dismembered pieces of buttercup: Iight' cold

voice. Girls, this is the calyx ' ' ' this is

the corona . . ' here are the stamens' '

If you hold a buttercup under your chin and it

makes a shine like painted metal' You steal

butter; but they don't say that' All the

King's horses and all the King's men will never

put dismembered buttercup together again (TGF'

?Q
p' 93) '"-

Here the "cold" scientific terminology of the lesson is set in

opposition to the anthropocentrism of the nursery rhyme'

Inthefinalpagesofthenove]itistheholisticartofthe

poet rather ttran the analytic skills of the scientist which reveals

"rue 
human value, teaching "the clamouring iron hands ' that'

even yet, they were the thought and means of flesh" (TGF' p. 226) '

In the penultimate sentence of the novel, the King's golden

inpatient armies dat'e no,- enter the Kingdom of the Defeated' The

analytical methodology they symbolize cannot restore to complete-

ness the lives it has shattered. If those lives are in any sense

to be put back together it will be by recognizing those things

which all people have in common rather than those which divide

them. The Humpty Dumpty nursery rhyme deliberately invokes a
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childish rather than an adult world; thus it suggests the christian

paradox that "whosoever shall not receive the Kingdom of God fike a

little child shall in no way enter it" (Luke 18:17) - Hyde once

adapted the paradox to her own purposes when she said "Perhaps the

kingdon of earth is like the kingdom of heaven-you canr t enter

there unless you become as childrerr."39

At the end of the "Little Ease" Chapter, ELLza watches a young

dancer:

Light as a dream, her body drifted backwards, her

Iong steely hands supplicated the air, then linked

above her head. Her body thought for her .

long beams of light were wedded to her. She lay

still . The flower was broken in its ecstasy.

Eliza did not want to see it mended again, used as

a trivial bouquet for sniffing and congratulations

(TGF, P. 112) -

The dancer achieves the transcendental state of unity between body

and spirit which Eliza yearns f6;-"to be alive, alive as a poised

wave" (TGF, p.'l 01)-because it is the state of creative power.

It is that transcendental moment which Eliza finally achieves for

herself at the end of the novel. Such moments are fleeting-the

perfect flower must inevitably be "used as a trivial bouquet for

sniffing and congratulationsrr-5e Eliza must confront again the

trivial day-to-day decisions of which life is mostly composed.

However she will return to her "1odging" with her mind in that

state of poised energy which is the fullest expression of what it

means to be alive.
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VI. HOMES AND JOURNEIS. I}{AGES FOR IDENTITY

Writing The Godnits FLy had drawn on all of Hyde's resources

as a writer. The shape it took was not only determined by its

development through the successive drafts but influenced by her

poetry and other writing of the same period. So it is an important

novel- which brings together many elements of her work up to this

point in her career. Her career was hOwever by no means over when

the novel was completed in early 1937. Although The GodUits FLy

was not published until near the end of 1938, there was the

immediate satisfaction of having successfully faced and overcome

the challenges of a difficult piece of writing. The process had

enabled her to clarify what she wanted to say and to refine the

ways in which she said it. So the novel is also important because

it gave impetus to new work Hyd.e began in 1937.

This chapter and the next one will look at the major prose

work of 1937-38 which developed out of the writing of The God:'ttts

FLa. Two separate areas of development are discernible, and each

of them is considered in turn. In this chapter Hyders use of the

symbol of a house or home is seen to be an extension of her pre-

occupation with the nature of identity. Ignoring the boundaries

of genre, she wrote a "prose poem" and then a second volume of

autobiography which are both related in very direct ways to this

theme and its presentation in the novel. In chapter VII her last

two books are seen to extend their emphasis from personal identity

to a wid.er social concern. It will be recal]ed that the First
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version of The fu&,tits ELy was described as trying but failing to

enbody that movement in fiction. The failure seems to have been a

necessaryapprenticeshiptothemasterywitJrwhichthelaterbooks

succeect'

This chapter begins, then, with the proposition that Hyde's

,lork is unified by the presence of a nr:rnber of recurrent themes

and symbols which transcend genre' Hyde often maintained the

priorityofpoetryoverprose,sayingthatShefeltshecouldwrite

,,nothing really essential" in prose.l Ho\.tever in the prose which

lay closest to her heart she found ttre distinction broke down' of

(neck to Iou.r King slne wrote:

I think it's a better literary effort than

"Passportt' and in most places much the same

Iris wilkinson who write" Po"*..2

The same conment might be said to aPPIy to the new version of The

Go&tits FLy w:nic]n she was writing at the time, on the evidence of

the increasing convergence of both thematic and formal elements of

r--he novel and the poetry written in 1936 and after'3

Although Hyde was satisfied wLth The Godt'tits ELg when she had

cornpleted it; after it was published more than eighteen months

Iater she felt that it was too "disconnected" (quoted in Intro-

duction, ?GF, p. xvi). The criticism irnplies tkrat the thematic

pattern did not emerge clearly enough from the images of which the

novel is composed. The fact that she was still concerned about

the way patterns or connections were formed suggests f-hat this had

become an enduring concern in her work aftet The Codnits fLy.

The first piece of work she wrote after The GodUits FLy was
f;

tr*
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,,The Book of Nadath."4 This "Iong prose poemr" as Gloria Rawlinson

describes it (Introduction, HBTS, p. 19), takes the form of a series

of short epigrammatic verses. The affinities of The GodUits FLy and

"lrhe Book of Nadath" are in matters of subject rather than of

technique. It will be considered here as a restatement of the

central preoccupations of the novel at a more "poetic" level of

generalitY.

Its form is taken from various prophetic works with which Hyde

was famifiar: notably Nietzsche's Thus Spake ZavathustTa and, as

she half-jokingly descri-bes it, the Bible-"[It] occurs in verses

like the Scriptures only of course much more elevated."5 "Nadathr"

the persona of the text, introduces himself as a rtfalse prophet"

who sees the folly and injustice of the world around him but is

powerless to change it. The opening words of the text root it

firmly in contemporary New Zealand:

The words of Nadath, the false prophet, written

in the year 1937, in a house that stands on a bay

of New Zeal-and: a house of wood, iron and glass,

and with the sea outside.5

The "house" of Nadath is a physical structure of "wood, iron and

glass" but it is also a metaphor for the situation of mankind,

facing "the sea outside" which is the inhuman flux of time. The

image directly recalls the one used in the final- paragraph of The

h&'lits FLy, where the old men, "battered" but also made "holy and

trise" by their experience, dwell in the "hermitages" of their minds

and sit watching "the black sea" which rises and falls before them

QGF, p. 232). Hyde uses the word "prophetr" then, to mean not
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one who predicts the future but one who perceives the universal

pattern which is evident in local and particular events' Like the

role Hyde assigned to the poet in her NZ Authorsr Week address,

Nadath expresses "that which is in the air"'7

Tlhe thirteen chapters of "The Book of Nadath" each consist

of a dialogue or parable which embodies Nadath's insight into an

aspect of the unjust or unhappy lives of his people. The settings

and imagery used to convey these parables contain a strange mixture

of New Zealand references and Biblica] allusions, allegorical

personifications and historical personages. The combination is not

always successful. It is however a unique and striking presentation

of several of the major themes of Hyde's work. Unfortunately there

is ,not the space here to discuss the text as a whole. The parts

chosen for analysis are those which seem to relate most closely to

F1';ne (rtotiLDs f Lu.

A belief an-a *" individual's psychologj-cal health is

intimately connected with the spiritual state of the "whole social

code" is evident here as it is in much of Hyde's work. The account

of her life in the autobiography MS 412 assumed that social and

environmental factors underlie psychological disorder. In the

First Version of The Godttits FLy the uneasy conjunction of ELiza

Hannay's story with long digressive accounts of New Zealand's

policicat and economic institutions showed that the same conviction

carried on into the novel, even if it was unsuccessfully integrated

at first. The belief also underlies "The Book of Nadath." The

conventions of prophetic writing which it adopts allow Hyde to

treat this belief at a more general level than is possible in the

noveI.
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The chapters are not arranged in any apparent narrative

sequence. Nevertheless conmon themes do emerge. Anti-materialism

is one of these: for example the fourth chapter, called "Nadath

and the I'laster of Wheels." In this chapter the spirit of the Maori

warrior Hone Heke comes to ask Nadath the cause of modern warfare:

say

for

whether the battle was for mana,

muru, or for the breaking of the

(For among his people these were four

having power, and no more: four words

the story like thongs of f1ax.

€^- ,,+,,!v! qLu,

tapu.

words

that bound

Iv1ana, that is the downpouring and the indwelling

of the spirit: and this is for chieftains, yet a

lesser man or woman may receive it, or a chieftain

may lose it because of his folly. But he that has

mana rules and enkindles the world.

ULu, that is the payment in blood for a wrong: if

another price be not fixed.

Muru, that is the ancient law of the ground: by

which the land knows her lords.

And tapu, which says, The deed is forbidden.)

The four causes of war as Heke describes them all arise out of the

need to maintain the conventions by which men can live together in

a stable group. Nadath and Heke go to the scene of the latest great

battl-e (the First World War) and there learn that none of ttrese four

was the cause. Nadath concludes that "the battle was fouqht because
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tJrere was no hand to stop the wheels"' The image suggests that

technology,bylosingsightofthehumanvalueswhichHekeinvokes,

has gone destructively out of control' They seek out the "Master

of the Wheelsr" but find him powerless to control his monster:

It is a little thing to

but a greater thing than

set the wheels in motion,

I dare to stoP them.
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He is in the act of crucifying his son, \^reeping as he does so anct

crying"r know that [whichJ ldo: but I know not how I may cease'

The chapter ends with an apocalyptic vision:

But behind hirn tJ:e young man on the cross openecl

his eyes and smiled. And the grasses waved down

the fields, the yellow flowers sprang up'

Therewaslifeineverybranchrthecrossputout

new shoots.

The roheels

feII apart
Ito rust.

were broken in the great cities: they

and were broken: their sides were given

.jr:

ri, : The young man on the cross is the redemptive Christ' But' as in

che poetry of R.A.K. Mason which Hyde so much admired' he is the

son of man. The new season of creation springs not from any act

of God the Father but from the young man's smile as the Blakean

mind-forg'd manacles fall from him' The Christ-figure of this text

is another version of the vatic prophet-poet who appears in John

Hannay.svisioninthepenultimatechaptetofTheGodnitsELy.He

is the man who can retrieve human value from the dehumanizing
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institutions of technology, who can "teach the iron hands that,

even yet, they were the thought and means of flesh" (TGF' p. 226).

fhe conjunction of painful experience-even despair-with

rniraculous power and understanding provides the dramatic moment in

this chapter, and it is evident elsewhere in the text. In the

seventh chapter for example a group of old wise women, called "the

weavers and the dyersr" make a skirt for a young dancer to wear.

It is in the three colours of the traditional maori costume: red.,

black and white. Nadath attributes significance to each colour in

turn: "the vermeif for her pain, the black for her darkness, and

the white for her hour of vision." But without pain and darkness

there is no vision, he says; the pattern is not complete. 'rFor

the white is not, except together with the black and, the red."9

Again it is worthwhile observing the simil-arities between

these chapters in "The Book of Nadath" and the ending of The Godzlits

FLU. Like the young dancer, Eliza's hour of vision is achieved

only by accepting the pain which accompanies it. The weavers and

the d.yers make the skirt from "the fragments of a broken world, a

world that is g:one";10 
"tir-'s 

pain is also caused by hen past:

her famiLy, her first love and her child, who have all gone from

her. Like the young man on the cross in the fourth chapter, Eliza

has parents who bow down in fear before the seemingly invincible

power of inhuman social and economic institutions. Like him too,

she refuses to acknowledge those powers (saying it "doesn't matter

nuch" what direction her life takes) and so breaks their spell.

The Iast image in tlre novel is of Eliza standing on the pavement

"snilin4 and listening." Like the young man's smile, hers expresses

the richness and fertility of the human spirit tapped at last. The
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feelingofspiritualstillnessElizahasatthismomentiswhat

Hydewaslatertodescribeasthe''centreofequipoise"(AHIW'

P.10).Atthemomentofequipoisethevariousforceswhichexert

theirpullonttrehumanspiritandsoshapethepersonalityare

heldinbalanceandhavenopower.TLrespiritismomentarilyfree

ofexternalforcesandthereforemostcompletelyitself.That

nomentofself-recognitionisthestablecentre,thespiritual

,'home,,: founded on it, human action is controlled and purposeful'

In "The Book of Nadath" Hyde uses the image of an arch to

suggestspiritualstillnesscombinedwittrstrength.Thecurveof

the arch suggests completeness and strength' It is an architectural

image,connectingitwiththeimageofthe''house.''Itscurveis

fixed and static, yet it is echoed in the ctlrve of a bird's flight

/ which connotes a more dynamic and naturar reconcitiation of opposing

energies,prefiguringt}reimageofa'.centreofequipoise,'lnAHome

In this WorLd.. Nadath introduces the arch image in the first

chapter of his book when he contrasts ttre futile efforts of those

who lack widom with the miraculous achievement of christ, wkrich was

done out of stillness.

Tlrey bore tlre world in their arms, but Jesus

Nazareth saw the world lifted uP'

Look up at the arches of the sky, and at the birds

flying in airy houses: and there you shall learn

the truth of building, how all falls without the

central arch.

of

It is set firm brick to brick: its span is vast'
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and the birds fly without fear beneath it, for

they are borne uP.

Even so with the man who can forget himself' 1 1

The "stillness,' of christ is the stillness of the man who can

,,forget himself." That self-forgetting is the means by which the

whole world-from "brick to brick" and as high as the heavens-

is made into the one "house" which man should occupy. Without that

keystone there is no sense of purpose to control and direct human

actions: the whole arch will falt again into its separate pieces.

At the end of 17te Go&'sits FLy ELLza achieves that stillness.

In a sense she will stand "forever" smiling and listening to the

world around her. The self-forgetting which brought her to that

state is cast in the image of Rilke's Eurydice who is no longer

able to re-enter her surface-self as Orpheust wife because she has

been down that "wonderful deep mine of soulst' and found there a

cure self which needs nothing else to complete it.12 The mysterious

nature of that stillness is not to be revealed. It cannot be under-

stood as "knowfedge" but only aS "wisdom. " Nadath later describes

that still-ness as a state of complete freedom, and once again says

that it is a mysterious and inviolate state: it is "the sacredness

of an integrity left untouched."13

The last chapter of "The Book of Nadath" is called "The Far

Fliers." It is about "the godwits, who fly each autumn to Siberia":

But why they fly so far, every year hither and

yonder across tlre ocean, that is their secret, and

is written in the book of the ancient things that

are not to be known. It is their destiny, and the
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F light bones of the mother chose it before the egg

F14
F was hatched in the nest.''
|1+
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H rhe rast sentence of this verse echoes the Foreword to The God:'tits

tr
& tlu; ,,The light bones of the mother knew it before the chick was
E.

f harched from the egg-shetl" (!GF, p. xx). The mysterious eontinuity
h
f of human life, both physical and spiritual, is the key element in

H.

V, rhe syrnbolism of the godwits. Only by accepting the fact of their
V'

H oa.ure and unquestioningly conforming to that are they "borne up":
!{,

F.

t rhey can only fly because they don't think about flying. To state
t.I tfris in more general terms: identity is to be discovered through
i
:i-

{ action, not by self-analysis. so the godwits say to Nadath that

che people of Siberia over whom they fly

. dwell there because they dwell there' even as

we godwits fly because we fly. It is their lot

Nadath understands this because he also understands thaE self-

analysis can never produce ultimate self-knowledge:

And the heart and being of man is little understood'

except by way of searching in a winEer twilight'

when the mind is a lanthorn and sheds its beams: but

the gazer, whose hands are bitten by frost, suffers

because the circle of light is so little, and the

walls of the snow are very great.ls

So much is impenetrable to the light of the reasoning mind that the

task is irnpossible. Insofar as the self is to be understood at all'

it is to be seen in the acEions it gives rise to. But the self is

still greater than the sum total cf its experiences. In the auto-
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biography MS 412' for example, Hyde wrote that she has had to choose

only a fero "facts" to represent her self, though it is constituted

of ,,hundreds of millions of things" which remain orrootitt.rr.l6 Of

course the writer's task is always one of selection and partiality

is inevitably the result; but the fact that Hyde thought it necessary

to make such a statement suggests her belief in the ultimately in-

conmunicable nature of identitY-

The mystery is frustrating to the biographer or autobiographer,

but it is finalty to be accepted as necessary. "The heart should

retain its mysteriesr" says Nadath.17 His statement is founded on

Hyde,s belief in the innate goodness of the human heart, expressed

for example in A Home In This WOtLd where she wrote "somewhere in

man there is a fertility and a richness untapped" (AHIW' p. 10).

Although the workingrs of the human heart cannot be known, it is

presumed to give rise to good actions automatically, so long as it

retains what Nadath describes as "the sacredness of an inteqrity

left untouched.'l

Hyde's often-expressed disapproval of self-consciousness is the

iogical extension of her desire to have that mystery retained. Self-

consciousness is a violation of its sacredness because it introduces

doubt, division and complexity which disunite or disintegrate the

self: the source of fertility and richness remains untapped. Always

in her writing Hyde associates creative power with the absence of

self-conscious control. The young dancer at the end of Chapter

Eight of The Godnits FLy dances perfectly because "her body

[thinks] for her" (TGF, p. 112); orr to take another example, Elrza

attempts automatic writing in the First Version and in the later

versions she can only write poetry when she is visited by the
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mysteriouspowerwhichshesimplycalls"it"UGF'pp'71-2;207)

and which she cannot control'

"The Book of Nadath" ends with Nadath's meditation on tlte

urigration of tlre godwits' He imagines them flying over Russia to

Siberia,alandwhichembodiestheoppositequalitiestoNewZealand.

It is a cold, harsh landscape' unlike temperate New Zealand; its

peoplearenoEpoliticallycomplacentbutareengagedinrevolution-

ary struggle' Both landscape and people are alien to Nadath' Yet

inhispropheticwisdomheunderstandsthattheyarealsofamiliar

to him. The physical cofdness and political oppression in which

these people live are linked metaphorically with the deathlike

spiritual cordness which afflicts Nadath's peopre to the heart'

EarlierNadathhaddescribedthequestforself-understandingas

,,searching in a winter twiright,, in which the searcherts "hands are

bittenbyfrost.,'Int}refinalchapterthatallegoricallandscape

ofthemindhasbeenexchangedfortheactualphysicallandscapeof

Siberia- The pursuit of the self as an end in itself was described

asfutileandhopeless.ThestoicalstruggleoftheRussianpeople

isnottofirdthemselvesbut:coereatethemselvesbysimplydoing

what they must do in order to survive' Examining the processes by

whichthemindoperates_,'thecomplexclickingmachineryofthought
18

and.despair,,aSHydedescribeditelsewhgag."-lll4yevenbeseenas

an abrogation of the human power for positive action' Clearly that

is so in the parable of the Master of Wheels in "The Book of

Nad,ath. " The Master of wheels could not stop the destructive

processhehadcreatedbecauseheunderstoodthemechanicsofit

only too well and believed only in their power' His son was able

t,o stop the destructive process and reprace it with regeneration
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by drawing on another kind of understanding which is incompre-

hensible to the rational mind, e><pressed only in his mysterious

srrile.

Belief in the creative power of the mind is often expressed

in Hyde's work in sirnilar forms. It underlies Wednesday Gilfillan's

willed creation of her island and her children. It appears in

Hyde's description of her unpublished novel, "The Unbelieversr" as

being about "the people who believe, not the things supposedly

true, but quite other ttrings: and act accordingly."lg In the First

Version of The God:':i-ts FLg ELtza's recognition of the value of

spiritualism as a means of r:niting all people in the conmon cause

of their humanity is accompanied by a belief in the necessity for

a radical revision of perception. AL1 that is valuable in

spiritualism, she says,

is there for any mar., uho cqrl haDe the eouz'age bo

stand naked in the stinging suarms of realLties,,

and not mexeLg to ignore them, but neuet to krtou

tn
that they are there.'"

In each of these cases a marvellous creative power is tapped when

the restraints of conventional rationafity are simply no longer

acknowledged.

In the final lines of "The Book of Nadath" the godwits agree

to drop a feather to the people of Russia as they pass, symbolically

Iinking them to the people of New Zealand, at the other extreme of

their migratory cycle. With the feather, Nadath asks them to bear

a message in the words "Aroha nui: which says in the old tongue,

^1onr fgv..tta' The maori concept of aroha is used to draw "T'he Book
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of Nadath" to a satisfactory close because it stands for the flow

of sympathy and understanding which Iinks people of alt places and

all times together'

The godwits' journey at the end of "The Book of Nadath" there-

fore brinqs together a number of Iinked themes in the text; in

particular the mysterious nature of individual identity and the

continuity of human existence' "The Book of Nadath" has been

examinedinsomedetailherebecauseitstreatmentofthegodwit

symbol clarifies the role played by ttre same symbol in the

structural unification of The Godnits FLy '

The journey motif is the aspect of the godwit symbol which is

spst readily apparent' IJL.:za undertakes a number of journeys in

tl:e novel- The very first sentence describes the Hannays'

existence as a restress journey in the course of which they inhabit

,,other people,s houses' (TGF, p. 1) and so introduces the motif''

A more elalrorate example is to be found in Chapter Nine of the

novel. In this chapter Eliza has her sixteenth birthday' This

significantsmomentmarkshertransitionfromchildhoodtowomanhood.

Sothechapterstandsbetweentheonedescribingherschooldaysand

Ehe one which introduces Timothy cardew into her life ' warking to

the picnic ground in this chapter' Eliza goes past the Day's Bay

Wonderlandrememberedfromchildhoodwhichisnowderelict(TGF,

p- 1 16) : after the picnic her mother takes her on a walk which goes

pastawaterfallwhichislikea"whitebri-dalveil"(TGE'p'118)

and on to a sudden encounter with two peopl'e making love in the

tern-ttte world of sexual experience which Augusta sums up in the

phrase "man, woman and child' (TGFt p' 119) ' so Elizars rr journey

of life" is subtty suggested by the naturalistic details of the

a.€'
:""1{
r{&.
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picnic at Day's Bay. The journey motif is extended by the trip

on the ccber which frames the chapter. The boat's regular journey

links the two sides of Wellington Harbour (as the godwit's journey

links New Zealand with Siberia in "The Book of Nadath") taking

EILza from the everyday world of Wellington for a brief visit to

the strangely different world of Day's Bay.

Returning home on the Cclai:'Eliza invents the first l-ine of a

poem (she is also making the transition to being a poet in this

chapter) which somehow encapsulates the effect of the day's

journeying on her. The line is: "out of the Tower of Babel I save

the one word 'Greeting"' (TGF, p. 120). Like the phrase "Aroha

nui" which ends "TLre Book of Nadathr" the word "Greeting" is a

key to a poetic or prophetic understanding of the unity which binds

human life together. The Tower of Babel here functions as an image

of the unproductive disunity of mankind, just as Siberia and New

Zealand seem at first to have little in common in "The Book of

Nadath. "

Eliza's chosen word is "Greeting." It seems an appropriate

one, since she is entering the world of adult experience-the world

of man, woman and child-for the first time. The word is not a

backward-J-ooking "farewell" to childhood. Instead it suggests that

she looks forward with eaqerness to whatever this new realm of

experience may offer. The central image in the chapter of what

lies ahead for her is the couple making love beside the path; sexual

experience with all its attendant conventions and consequences. In

view of the later events of the novel her eager greeting here might

be seen as ironic. But Elizats response to the Lovers is so

different from Augusta's (Etiza sees what they are doing as natural
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rather than "vile") that her correspondingly warm welcoming of

adultlifecanrat}terbeseenaSanindicationofapotentially

gpre positive outlook than her mottrer's'

In ttre final sentences of Chapter Nine the various dualities

oftJrechapterarebroughttogetherinEliza.srecognitionofthe

,,journeys" which may be made between them' The people on the Cobar

crossingWellj-ngtonHarbourbeginttredayasstrangers,unitedonly

bybeingcrammed'togetherintoacomicallygrotesquejigsawpuzzLe

of flesh:

They form into a solid wedge' one flesh'

shuffling along the gangway an inch at a

time, buttocks and ttrings neatly curved

into breasts and things . (IGF' P. 114)

But on the return journey a real bond has been formed' so that as

they call goodbye to each other' they are in fact "greeting" one

another as "people ttrey had known never and yet alwaysnl (TGF' p' 120)

This mysterj_ous unity is expressed in their singing together-the

creativeactwhicharisesfromandconfirmstheunspokenbond
[thinks EIiza] r i;iPe

if you can" QGF' P' 120) '

Therecognitionofapositivesenseofsharedhumanexperlence

occurs only fleetingly in Eliza's life' on such occasions as this

epiphanic moment at the end of Chapter Nine' but nevertheless it is

these moments which sustain her through so much of her experience

which would otherwise miritate against a positive sense of the varue

of human life.

"The Book of Nadath" contributes to an r:nderstanding of The

between them now- "wiPe that out' '

that song off the face of the waters'
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COdnits FLy, then, in a number of ways. Perhaps the most important

of these is that it invites a closer examination of the godwit

symbo], relating it less to the "colonial England-hunglerrr theme

than to the complex question of Eliza's sense of j-dentity. "The

Book of Nadath" therefore constitutes a major restatement of the

themes of the novel. It also opens the way to the other prose

works Hyde wrote in 1937; and it is to one of these, A Home In This

l,lorLd, that attention will now be directed-

The development which The Godt'tits FLy underwent from its

origins in the autobiography l4S 412 to its final published form was

a process of increasing clarification of focus, accompanied

necessarily by a narrowing of range. The material contained in MS

4'12 and in the First Version was used with increasinq selectivity

in the later drafts. Digressions and generalizations on all sorts

of subjects were abandoned in order to focus aII the more clearly

on Eliza's immediate experience. In addition whol-e episodes were

left out of EIiza's experience so that greater signifj-cance accrued

to those which remained. The result was a much more tightly

constructed novel. Even as she wrote it, however, Hyde's inind was

turning increasingly to the ways in which such single self-contained.

pieces of writing could be used to form larger patterns. Writing

J.ong or more formally complex poems rather than short ones and

Iinking short lyrics together in seguences was one way in which

this interest was developed- fn prose too there is considerable

evidence that after The fudt'tits ELy slne began to explore the ways

in which larger structures could be created. This interest in

structures which allow individual components (poems or novels) to

retain their autonomy while at the same time linking these components
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togetherinsomeessentialunityistheaestheticcorollaryofher

Philosophicalbeliefintheidealrelationshipbetweenindividual

identityandSocialstructure:societyconsideredasa''bodyof

individualsr" as she phrased it Ln JoutTtalese' The autobiographical

AkomeInThi.sWorLd'writtenafterTheGodwitsFLy,emergesaSa

closelyrelatedtextintermsofbothitsstructuralandthematic

elemenEs.

Many of the episodes excised from the draft stages of The

bduits FLg reappear in different forms tn A Home In This wOrLd, the

autobiography Hyde wrote in 1937 after "The Book of Nadath" was

)')
completed,-- So it fr:rrctions at least in part as a'.sequel', to The

bdui.tsFLy.TheclearestevidencethatHydehadbeguninl93Tto

thinkofTheGodnitsFLyaspartofasequenceofnovelsistobe

found in the Ietters she wrote to Lee' In mid-January she wrote

describins The Godt'tits FLY z

You know that autobiographical stuff I was

writing? I've finished the draft of what"ll

frave to be the first complete novel-only

23
22 Yeaxs

In this and other Ietters to Lee, Hyde repeatedly emphasizes the

autobiographical nature of ttre novel' In a letter written about

three months later , fot example, she seems almost loath to describe

it as fiction at all:

Yeslfinishedthecamouflagedautobiographical

novel and posted it. It'11 have to go as fiction'
24

and it's only twenty-one years of a life
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There is a minor discrepancy between the accounts given in the two

letters of the age at which the novel ends. However both letters

stress the same point that ttre novel is now intended to have a

sequel: it is |dne "fit'sf, complete novelr" covering "onlg twenty-one

years." It is further suggested by Hyde that the sequel will be

significantly different in its approach. It will be much more

overtly autobiographical, if this is the implication to be taken

from the expression of regret that it "[had] to go as fiction-"

Later in this Ietter Hyde goes on to explain to Lee how she

hopes to write the sequel:

If I can do the second book that I want to-

with all the dreams and delusions of childhood

and youth out of the road, and things down to

bare essentials-it will be a much better book,

perhaps even a great one. I know what I want

to write, do not quite know if I can get the

complete detachment necessary for writing it.

For Hyde there is no contradiction between achieving "complete

detachment" and writing autobiography. Her belief that the auto-

biographical "bare essentials" cannot be discovered ercePt by

achieving complete detachment has been stated in general terms in

Chapter III. The point is further illustrated from the earlier

letter to Lee:

I'd like to write two more novels, both short-

the first about here, and the second about the

last three months. But I'11 never do them unless

I can do them so gorgeously well that they won't
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be Iris and her blunders, but phenomenal Martian

things.25

{he same emphasis is placed here on the need for detachment from

personality ("Iris and her blunders") in order to achieve writing

of a remarkable impact ("gorgeousr " "phenomenal") . The detachment

is not to be found by turning away from subjective experience, but

by confronting it. This is evident from the very fact that she

was contemplating writing in a more overtly autobiographical way.

Her comment in the same letter tltal- The C'odUits FLy was "not in

tthe]firstperson''asshehadwantedsuggeststhatshefelther

ability to control the first person point of view had improved

greatly since she had abandoned that technique along with the First

Version of the novel-

In another letter to Lee she went on to describe one of the

projected novels in more detail:

I would like to write another, much less emotional

and plainer book, not about myself principally,

but about tl.e Grey Lodge and its women, and their

retrospect and forescope. I will never do it (or

pr:bl-ish itr) unless I can do it far better than

anything I have ever written, for that show is my

focal point entirely-I loved and hated it, and

at the end of it.Iove women as a whole, and think

more of two of the doctors, one especially, than

of anybody else

Lodge people

they are mY PeoPIe, the

The quotations from this group of letters to Lee show that HYde's
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plans to write further novels related to The Go&'tits FLy wete

inextricably bound up with the question of how to go about writing

autobiography and it would be difficult to find much in common

between The Go&'ltts FLg and a book about "the Grey Lodge and its

women, and their retrosPect and forescope" without some conception

of her idiosyncratic notion of autobiography. However in each of

these letters written over a period of more than four months she

discusses this planned group of novels in the context of her pre-

occupation with autobiography. Writing The Go&'vits ELy had proven

to her that it was not possible for autobiography to tell "the

truth, the whole truth and nothing buL the truth"21 ln the sense

of giving a factually complete account of her life (the echo of

the judicial oath makes it clear that it is only factual truth she

has in mind here). But by creating Eliza Hannay and her fanily

and friends in tlre novel Hyde felt that she had been true to some

essential aspect of her own experience. Similarly the novels she

was now planning would not, she wrote, be principally about her-

self, though in describing the Grey Lodge novel she went on to

insist that "that show is ther'l focal point entirely"; that she

"Ioved and hated it" and that the Lodge people were "[hez'f peopLe."

In the absence of any detailed biographical information or

any full or accurate description of Hyde's manuscripts it is

impossible to say with any certainty that / Home In This WotLd i-s

one of the projected pair of novels described to Lee. However it

is an autobiographical text which offers a retrospective account

of her job in Wanganui, the birth of her second child and her job

in Auckland on the NZ )bseruen; all of which events were first

described in the autobiography MS 412, chapters 18-22. Since The
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@&,litsFLyrsbasedonmaterialfromchaptersl-16ofMS412there

are sufficient grounds for considering A Home In This WotLd as a

very closelY related text'

TheretrospectivesectionsofAHomelnlhisWorLdarelocated

withinajournal-likeaccountoft}renarrator'sday-to-dayactivi-

tiesandimpressionsasthetextisbeingwritten.Theeffectof

thistechniqueistogiveasenseofthecontinuityandwholeness

ofherexperienceandabovealltomaintaintheconstantpresence

ofasubjectivenarrativevoice-whichisawareofitssubjectivity.

For example, her impassioned description of ttre ideal of a "home

inthisworld,'endswithaqualifyingstaterrentofnarratorial

self-awareness: "There spoke a hermit and a churl' a lunatic

possibly, the least sociable of people; who has a great love for

men,, (AHITW, p. 13). The beginning of Chapter Six-rtl thought'

coming down the garden path' of the first paragraph I would use if

I were writing all this as fantasy, not as fact" (AHITV' p'77)-

is an example of her awareness that subjectivity extends to the

various processes of selection a writer must use as well'

As in her earlier work' lack of structure and sentimental

self-indulgence would seem to be the obvious dangers in her

procedure.Yetneitherofthesepossibilitiesdetractsfromthe

rnpact of this text. Although it is incomplet",28 rttl-rctural unity

isestablishedbytheconstantpresenceofthemetaphoricalimage

ofthehouse,justasthegodwitsymbolfunctions:LnTheGoduits

FLy. And rather than seeming self-indulgent' the subjectivity of

thenarrativeperspectiveisalwaysironicallyorcriticallyaware

ofitsowndeceptiveprocesses'I{ydeavoidsbothdangers't}ren'

bymakingtheeventsandattitudesdescribednotidiosyncraticbut
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expressionsofaconrmonstateofhumanexperience.Shehasbreathed

in ,,that which is in the air', of this particular state and so is

able to give it "true" expression'

Near the beginning of A Home In This World Hyde establishes her

narrator's credentials by distinguishing the individualizing aspects

of ,,self" (and the state of mind which accompanies them) from a

deeperlevelof'.self''whichrecognizesandgivesexpressiontoa

common emotional bond with other people:

And when I say I, I donrt mean, either' this self'

this runagate, half-frozen, half-dazed and almost

completely incoherent ' ' but all the people whose

love and power runs out between their tlvo hands'

the people who are a broken cup, never full for

either kinsman or stranger to pick tlern up and be

refreshed. I have known many of such people' and

they are not the worst in the world (AIIITW' pp' 10-11)'

Hyde asserts the importance of the experience of the social failures,

,,the people who are a broken cupr" because she believes.that the

recognition of failure is the necessary first step towards reform'

l,lany of the central characters of Hyde's fiction undergo personal

breakdowns as a necessary prelude to the discovery of new strength

of purpose. Her application of the same pattern at a general rather

than an individual level is evident for example in her often-quoted
..29

statement that "no New Zealand writer regrets the depression"'-'

Because it made the failure of the economic system evident to every-

body, it made everybody aware of tl.e need for reform. "somewhere

in man there is a fertility and a richness untapped, " A Home In This
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florld. continues, and it wiII only be tapped when society is run

notcompetitivelyrwhichinevitablyproduceswinnersandlosers'

butco-operatively.Thatwillonlyhappenwhenpeoplerecognize

and act on their common heritage and their common destiny in the

fanilyofman.Thatrecognitionwasexaminedatanindividual

levelLnTheCo&,litsFLyand,.SheBookofNadath.'.Nowawider

application is given to the "home in this world" which is the

central image in the text' From the secure centre provided by

that "home" aII positive human activity (that "fertility and

richness") radiates- By "tlomer" Hyde says' she doesntt mean "four

walls and a roof on top" but rather

. a sort of natural order and containment' a

centre of eguipoise, an idea-not a cell into

whichonecanretreat,butaplacefromwhich

one can advance

She then gives examPles of the

implicit in the verbs she uses:

which has its source in such a

creative activitY (creativitY

maliing, teaching, doing)

place-

l-s

. a place from which I can stretch out giant

shadowy hands, and make a road between two obscure

villages in China, teach ttre Arab and the Jew how

tolivetogettrerinPalestine,tidyuptheshack

dwellings and shack destinies of our own thin

Maoris in the north ' ' (MITll' P' f0)

-and which constitutes

The use she made of

the positive exPression

the house metaPhor is

of human identitY'

an interesting
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variation on r^that Elaine Showalter identifies as a "favorite

symbol" in ttre work of many women novelists, the "enclosed and

?n
secret room."-" The three phases of women's writing which

Showalter identifies as "femininer" "femj-nist" and "female" can,

she says, each be characterized by the way the different writers

use this symbol. In the early twentieth century, the difficulties

women novelists experienced in moving beyond a "feminist" to a

"female" art are evident from the way their use of tttis symbol

suggests retreat:

Tlris literature sought refuge from the harsh

realities and vicious practices of the male

world. Its favorite symbol, the enclosed and

secret room, had been a potent image in women's

novels since -Tate Eyrz, but by the end of the

[nineteenth] century it came to be identified

with ttre womb and with female confli.t.31

Virginia Woolf and her generation, Showalter later says, "tried to
?')

create a power base in inner spacer"-- but in effect this became a

turning aside from confrontation with the outer world. The feminine

ego, she says, was becalmed in a state of "passive vulnerable

receptivity. """

It is precisely this danger of turning aside, of retreating,

that Hyde cautions herself against when she says that he? "lrron:e"

must be "a sort of natural ord.er and contailunentrr-a Power base in

inner space-but not "a cell into which one can retreat." The

purpose for which that power base must be established is an "advance"

into the outer world, for which Hyde provides explicitly poJ-itical
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images (AIIrml, p. 10). Ttre same necessity to "advance" beyond one's

ownsecureroomisimplicitintheautobiographyMs4l2whereshe

demands to know ,,r,{here I s the valid reason why the weak lsicl ShOuLd

inherit ttre earth, and make it squalid? No, eittrer I'm strong when

?,4

I go away from here [the Lodge], ' or else I fall ' ' .l'-- The

inheritance of the earth will come only to those who are spiritually

strong enough to know its worth. Hyde's analysis here-even the

imagery of inheritance-clearly underlies her allusion to the story

of Jacob and Esau in her account of the rivalry between Eliza and

Carly Ln The tuduits FLY.

llhe ',room of one's own" (to use Woolf's title) is used by Hyde

as an image not of retreat but of secure psychological identity

from which the individual's social behaviour proceeds. since she

believed in the fundamental generality of human psychological

processes, describing her experience in her writing was itself a

socially useful act since it offered a model for others to use' In

this respect Hyde's writing aPProaches most closely what showalter

describes as the "female" phase of women's writing. guoting

Adrienne Rich's "When We Dead Awaken: Writing as Re-vision"'

Showalter says such writing offers

. a clue to how we live, how we have been living'

how we have been led to inagine ourselves' how

our language has trapped as well as liberated

us; and how we can begin to see-and therefore

Iive-afresh.

showalter's categories provide a useful historical context in

which to place Hyde's writing, enabling it to be linked to a
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developing tradition wittrin the novel genre. Hyde's sensitive

recording of her situation has often enough been described as

innovative naturalistic writing by the standards of writing in New

Zealand. in the 1930s; but in terms of its thematic development

it may also be seen as innovative in terms of the more universal

psychological development of women's writing in the genre as

showalter and others describe it.35

Hyde was a feminist in the sense of drawing attention to and

actively combatinc the political and cultural oppression of women

whenever possible. By the example of her own life and in a number

of critical statements, for instance, she attempted to break down

the "serious local prejudice" she saw at work against the status

of women,s writing.36 Not only were women prevented from living

as professional writers-journalists even-by being paid less for

doing the same work as men, but their activities were diverted

into trivial forms by cultural assumptj-ons and prejudices which

she everyr,rhere exposed as unsustainable:

There is still a horrible delusion that the social

column is the only department women like to read,

or are competent to write. As a matter of fact, I

believe that men would be far better fitted to

handle the social gossip field-if it really must

be handled-than women . . .37

In Dz.agon Ratnpartt her description of the difficulty which attended

her being granted a Press pass to travel to the war front in China

is typical of many such episodes in her own life. Not only does

she have to contend with the administrative beaurocracy, but her
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,,fellow" journalists turn on her as well:

Ttre one ttrought of ttre foreign [i'e' not Chinese]

men rePorters ' was' it became plain' 'will we

really have to handicap ourselves by EakLng thi's

along?' They had been so cheerful' so breezy' on

that first afternoon! Now the breeze blew cold

(DR' P. 172) '

Her determined opposition to such attempts to circumscrj-be her role

tothatofamerewomanexenplifieswhatLindaHardyhascalledher

.'repudiationofdelicacyanddomesticityasthelegitimateterrain

of ttre woman writer."38 But this was the repudiation of social and

poLiticaLinjustice.Theideaofaseparate''femaleperspective,''

aStateoffeelingorthoughtprocesswhichonlyhatfofthehuman

race can experience, Hyde rejected outright because it sinply

reversedtheexistingprejudicewhichassumedtheexistenceofa

superior male perspective' "Any deadline between the thought-

expression of t]-e sexes is regressiver,'39 she argued. Regressive,

becauseitbowsdowntothepowerofdivisionratherthatrpromotes

unity. oppression is not to be thrown off only in order to be

imposed somewhere else. To do so is to remain in the psychological

bondageofadestructivedualityfromwhichthemindwillneverbe

free to be purely itself; that "centre of equipoise" which she

described as ortr ,,home in this worldr" and which showalter describes

as a "female" state of consciousness'

The house is an image which recurs frequentry in Hyde's poetry

as well as in her prose. Usually.,house'' is synon},.mous with ''home.,'

Ahouseforthebodyisametaphorforahomeforthespirit.Its
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connotations are orderliness, tranquillity, securlty, rest and

happiness. Often it is contrasted with a state of unhappy exile

or wandering. One stanza from the poem "The Wanderer" wiLl serve

to illustrate the Point:

Such were the seaways. I come in a mean disguise

Back to a world that seems but a wraith of the foam,

Back to the laughter of alien lips and eyes-

Where shall my heart find home? (HBTS' p. 38).

Hyde often included poetry amongst her prose writing, so it is not

surprising to find poems of her own inserted in the text of A HOme

In This WorLd. What is unusual is that one of tltese, the poem

called "In A Silent Houser" provides a small but conclusive link

back to one of her "fantasy" novels of 1935, "The Unbelievers."

The link helps to clarify her use of the house image in the later

work and also provides evidence of the way in which the diverse

range of her writing, in terms of genre and subject, is unified

by the recurrence of a relatively small number of key symbolic

images.

The poem "In A Silent House" is not included in the recently

published form of A Home In This World. However it and two others,

"The Carver" and "Embracer" are collected with the original type-

script of the autobiogr.phy.40 of A Home fn This Wot'Ld.'s seven

chapters, three (Chapters 2, 3 and 4) each end with a poem written

by Hyde herself. Ttre fast chapter is incomplete, but the remainingt

three chapters in the typescript are each followed by gaps in the

pagination (of one, two and one pages respectively for Chapters 1,

5 and 6). These gaps seem to have been intentionally left for the
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these facts

those gaPS.

PresumablyHydeselectedeachofthesepoemsforitsttrematic

relevancetoaspecificcontextinAHomernThisWorLd.Thevery

titleof,.InASilentHouse..suggeststhatitisthemostcongruent

witht}recentralt}temeofthetextasawhole.The''house''inthis

poem is plainly an allegorical structure' It is the house of man-

kindorrmoreprecisely,thoseaffirmativegualitieswhichHyde

always identified as the permanent aspect of human nature:

It is ourselves, escaPed

From the long flow and ebb of our demands'

From the impatience of the hotspur months

And leash of slow ones

Yet more

Ttran what we are, or seemed' or secretly

Wakened in dawns to dream' this house has learned

A tongue not wholly human' Built for men'

It searches than they deeper in ttre truths

Of what men live bY'

Ttre phrase ,,not wholly human" indicates that the "house" offers an

icleal vision of human nature, leaving out the all-to-human negative

aspects of personality which make the recognition of the ideal

uncertain and fleeting, but paradoxically all the more precious for

that.

The beneficent aspects of the ',house'' are derived from Nature

in a more Wordsworthian sense' The timber from which the house is

272

po"*".nt The most obvious conclusion to be drawn from

is that the three Ioose poems were intended to fill
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built, while still in the tree,

. implanted in ttre woods,

Drew with qreen mouths at the most innocent breast

And wide of a1l.

Imagery of motherhood and organic arowth is used here to suggest

that the house partakes of the healing and sustaining power of a

"natural order" (to use Hyde's phrase from A Home In This WorLd).

Ttris power is used

. to lead and cor:nse1 us,

Not into action, but to policies

Of steadfastness.

The house described in the poem is thus another version of the

"centre of equipoise" described in A Home In This WorLd. It is

not a place in which men and women act out their petty daily lives

(unlike the "little houses" which provide the title of Chapter T\.ro

of The Go&'tits FLy). Rather, changing the metaphor slightly, it

is the still central hub which makes purposeful the "action" going

on at the outer circumference of the personality.

There is a sufficiently strong thematic link between the poem

and the autobiography to suggest that their being placed together

in Hyde's papers is more than simply coincidental. It now remains

to describe how the poem links the autobiography to the earlier r:n-

Pttblished fantasy novel, "The Unbelievers." The typescripts of the

ottrer two poems, "TLte Carver" and "Embrace" are bottr concluded with

her usual signature, "Robin Hyde." "rn A Silent House" however is

signed "E Reotahi." This name is used nowhere else in Hyde's work,



so fax as I am aware, except in "lfhe Unbelievers'

In the novel a young lady called "Echo Lang"

other accomplishments: solne of her Poemsr thougth

Houser" appear in the text) comes into a strange

of a boy called "Jarah.'' She calls out her name

the staintay:
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(a poeg among

not "In A Silent

house in search

from the toP of

. so that Jarah, lYing

at first thought her voice

his dream.

among his blue cushions,

a mere Projection of

When "Echo!" came to him for the fourth time' he

called softly, "Here I am' where are you?" Their

voices, Iike silk clues in the Labyrinth' combatted

the largeness and emptiness of Roxanne's house'

Jarah coaxed the far-off voice to come nearer' "E

Reotahi E neotahi ' ' " he called' which in

the }4aori tongue signifies' "O Airy Voice!" and is

the correct mode of address for a very considerate

Iittle Maori nymph who never appears in person' but

whose voice sings or chuckles or sobs for benighted

travellers in many a grove and tussocky glen'42

Echo is described here as a ,,pro jection of [a] dream,.' a disembodied

voice which has to be invoked, like a friendly spirit, to guide lost

travellers. The name "E Reotahi" is only one instance of the use

mad.e of references to Maori culture in "The unbelievers"' In it'

as ersewhere in Hyde,s work, she describes Maori people as stricken

with sickness and lethargy, their culture fragrnented' Yet they

still offer syrnpattry and shelter to pakehas who are outcast like
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themselves, and possess an instinctive wisdom which could guide

European culture from materialistic to humanistic values. Like

the tittle Maori nymph's, however, she usually describes their

guidance as sporadic, sometimes mischievous and needing to be

coaxed and invoked in the proper manner by the "benighted

travellers" if it is to be had at all.

Calling Echo by the name "E Reotahi" ascribes to her the

values Hyde attributes to Maori culture. The significance of her

own name, "Echor" is first mentioned in the text by "Roxanner" a

woman who is dispirited by the confusion of her life and made

dor:bly unhappy by the fact that her son Jarah is incurably ill with

a disease of the heart:

Echo Lang, whom she had

follow on her spiritual

and phantom in one. "I

girl and I are kindred

never met, seemed to

tracks, private detective

believe that wretched

spirits, " she *rrt*ut"d.43

Later in the novel Roxanne asserts that every person has a ".

doppelganger, the self that isnrt quite clear or articufate in the

ordinary confusion of the days."44 Echo Lang is clearly Roxanne's

"echor" her doppelginger. Ttre doppelg'dnger as an idealized version

of the self is a recurrent motif in Hyde's writing. tn WednesdaA's

Chtldyen Wednesday Gilfillan is also "Ir{adame Mystera" ; Ln Nor The

Ieats Condenm l{acnamara is Starkie's doppelginger; and the "silent

house" in the poem of that name is described as being an idealized

version of the self: it is "ourselves, escaped / From the long flow

and ebb of our demands."

The last of these examples is important because it brings
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together quite explicitly the house or home image Hyde began to

useSopervasivelyinherlaterworkandthequestionofindividual

identitywhich}rasbeenshowntolieatthehearLof'TheGodlsits

FLA.BarbaraHillRigneyrinheranalysisoftheworkoffourmajor

\iromen novelists, identifies features of ttreir use of the

doppelginger motif which cast light on a study of Hyde's work at

this point- Instead of "the figure of the demonic double

traditionalinpsychologicalworksoffictionbymalewriterslike

Dostoevsky or Poer" this critic contends' the doppelglnger in the

work of women writers "seems to represent the recognition of the

tragedy of one,s own fragmentation and alienation from the self.,,45

Because there Ls a t'eeognition involved' the latter use of the

notif serves an essentially positive function' It leads to the

"confrontation with one's mirror-self" which makes possible "the
46

restoration of the whole person, the undivided self.''--

Ithasbeenshown,inChapterV,thatwhenHyderedraftedThe

Go&,sits FLy during 1936 the novel took the form of a study of the

growth of ELr:za Hannay's identity; and that this was seen co

developoutofthereconciliationoftwopairsofopposed(and

incomplete)characters,JohnandAugustaHannayandTimothyand

Simone.ThishadnotbeenthecaseintheFirstVersionofthe

novel. It is now possible to suggest that the so-called "fantasy"

novels written behrseen these two stages, "The unbelievers" (in which

Hyd.e uses the term "doppelganger" for the first time) and

Wednesday's Childven' were crucial to that development' Not only

was this structure of resolution growing out of dual opposed forces

vitar to the novel as fiction-and Hyde disprays her satisfaction

with the structure by adapting it for re-use in her next work of
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fiction, Nor The IearS COndetrm-but it enabled her to gndertake

with renewed confidence the writing of more directly autobiographical

work in A Home In This WoyLd. The image she uses so memorably to

encapsulate her Sense of "ttte restoration of the whole person, the

undivided self" is that of the place of rest, the "centre of

equipoise" where all dualities, all forces of tension are

miraculously held in balance. That centre she called her "home in

this world.. " I have already shown in Chapter V that the same

conjr:nction of images was to be found at the end of The fuduits FLg;

Chapter VII will rediscover them at the end of Nor The Iears Condenn.

Echo, as Roxannets doppelginger in t'Ttre Unlcelieversr" gloes to

a mythical island in ttre Pacific where she has a vision of Roxanne's

world not as it is, but as it might worthily have been:

She saw all misery healed. She saw fear banished-

She saw friendship stretch out across the earth

two hands . . . and lo, . two otlter mighty

hands arose and grasped the first . . . "It has

ever beenr" said the voice of the silence, "It

has ever been, but Ye saw it not."47

Echo's vision of the world humanistic values could bring into

existence bears an unmistakable resemblance to the one envisaged by

the narrator on page '10 of / Hone In This Wotld. Both descriptions

of the ideal use the same image of hands of friendship stretching

around the world. In both texts the vision is fleeting, but the

menory of it is what sustains both women and enahles them to

continue steadfastly on their journey through a corrupted world

which remains unredeemed. "Apparently, the more you try to do
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something about the natural hellishness of life, the more you

provoke it to extend its powers, and become hellish beyond all
4n

previous recordsr" Echo says. Armed with her vision, however,

Echo is invulnerable to the hellish realities which assail her.

She leaves the island to re-enter the real world which she had

previously for:nd rxrbearable and in ttre last paragraph of the novel,

sets out on a car journey which will take her the length of the

North Island of New Zealand. The journey itself is not described

in detait, but the implication is that it will bring Echo into

contact with other people once again.

In broad outline Echo's final journey parallels the one Eliza

made at the end of the First Version of The Godnits FLy, which

Hyde had just completed before beginning "The Unbelievers." How-

ever Eliza's journey ends on the road to death at Te Reinga whereas

Echors does not. It seems that changing the focus of the narrative

from the economic and political issues of the First Version of The

Godnits FLy to the psychological "fantasy" of "The Unbelievers"

produced. a less pessimistic conclusion. Although EIiza had

experienced something like Echors vision while she was at "Hierusalem"

in the final chapter of the First Version, it seems that for her it

was not strong enough to redeem "the natural hellishness of lifer"

and she sought only oblivion.

I have already examined tlre way in which the subsequent drafts

of The Goduits FLy come eventually to reverse the First Version

ending. It is interesting to observe that the redrafting process

aLso entail-ed abandoning a good deal of the economic and political

analysis which had given rise to Eliza's sense of despair in the

First version . A Home In This World and Nov, The lears Condenm,
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written after The Go&':its ELy' are both marked by a return to the

earlier focus on economic and political matters (In the Authorrs

Note to Not' The Iears Condenm" Hyde insists that its study of the

"boom and bust" era in New Zealand is ttre "reality on which it must

stand or fall"). But instead of the unmitigated despair this theme

engendered in Eliza in the First Versi.on, the narrator of A Home fn

lhis WorLd is abte to conclude with equanimity:

If we al1 act, sound, seem less than we are,

ttrat cannot be helped, and perhaps it is to

teach us humility. It seems to me also that

we have all behaved as well as \^/e were able

(AHITk|, p. 94) .

A similar policy of steadfastness emerges at the end of Nor The

Iears Condentt, where Bede Collins is able to "sit on and on for

ever" (NyC, p. 350; the phrase recalls the last sentence of The

fuduits FLy) in a coffee shop with Macnamara, knowing that she can

face the world again without despair. Starkie too is brought out

of a hell of despais-rr11s was standing in the pit of the clay yard,

with not another souL ln sight" (NyC, p. 341; rny emphasis)-by the

Fruit Lady, who turns his run-down, council-condemned house into a

home at last. Starkie and the Fruit Ladv settle into a home which

is peaceful and has every prospect of remaining so:

lStarkiel Iistened, and the house seemed

to breathe quietly but deep. warm things,

children and the fruit lady and the cat, stirred

or slept about the house (NyC, p. 352).
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fhe connection between ttre beginning of The Go&'lits FLy and the

ending of Nor Tlte Iears Condemn is strengthened by specific

para1lels; most notably the references to cats' The first sentence

of The Codnits FLy ends with: "' ttrey [the Hannays] wore out a

long line of cats' invariably and irrespective of sex named Tam'"

ltre second paragraph describes the ritual of buttering the latest

cat's paws as a prelude to shifting house once again' The

penultimateSentenceofNorTheleaz,sCondetrvtdescribesttreStarks'

catnotleavingbutfindinghomeanda,,fresh''start:'.Ginger,who

hadtravelledinabasketfromBarkerStreetandbeende-Iousedin

thebackyard,cameandrubbedscarredearsagainsthis[Starkie's1

ankles" (NyC, p. 352). So the house image which lies at the heart

ofAHomernThisworld.strengthensthethematicbondbetweena

nuniber of Hyde's novels and their continuity with her poetry' It

suggests that Hyde was giving deep thought to a central pre-

occupationwhichwasbeingwrittenoutinavarietyofwaysinher

work.

Tracing one particular image in this way provides insight into

Hyde's writing process as well' Few notes or plans of the novels

exist and she seems in general not to have made detailed plans for

complexorrigidplotdevelopment.Howevershedidputmuchthought

intotheshapethenovelswouldtake,andthisthoughtseemstohave

beenfocusedont}redevelopmentandcombinationofasmallnurnber

of key patterns of symbolic imagery' In each individual work the

images are adapted in different ways' so each arrives at its own

organic shape. But new shapes can also be formed by bringing the

different novels into conjunction' The verbal echoes which bind

thebeginningofTheGod,li'tsFLytotheendofNor,Theleat,sConderrtn

i'
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and the way that the key definition of "home" in.4 Hone In This

World echoes both "The Unbelievers" and the end of The Goduits FLy

are but two of manY exarnPles.

At the end of lTte fu&'tits FLy, Eliza Hannay has discovered

her "centre of equipoise" when she is able to come to terms with

the ,'spawning ground of life" (TGF, p. 230) and to reeognize her

lot in the common fate of mankind. The best and the worst of men

(Timothy Cardew and "the little brawling workman") are finally,

she recognizes, equal in the "miracle" of their common humanity:

"that both were flesh, not brick or stone, is really very strange"

(TGF, p. 231). In the final sentence of the novel Eliza stands

on the pavement, smiling and listening to the sound of the dogged

human footsteps which go on "for ever." Hycie chose to end the novei

with Eliza finally reaching that timeless moment of "equipoise"

which the rest of ttre novel had shown her struggling towards. Takingt

up from that poinL, A Home In This WorLd begins with Hyde's narrative

persona recognizing that evanescent moments such as the one Eliza

experiences constitute evidence of the positive potentialities of

existence. These moments are fleeting-she must go on "looking for"

t)tem (AHfW, p. 10)-but they are nevertheless genuine. Their

affirnative quality is what makes creativity possible.

Such moments arise unpredictably out of the flux of experience-

They cannot be induced by withdrawing into self-containment or

isolation. Eliza's wittrdrawal along the road to Te Reinga (past the

Iast homestead, appropriately called "Solitude") in the First Version

of The fudnits FLy i"s literally a dead end from which there is no-

where to go. As her letters to Lee show, it was only after Hyde

had abandoned that ending in favour of the one in the published
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version that she began to see the novel

a story which was bY no means ended'
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as the first instalment of

Thenewendingofthenovelhasneverbeforebeenconsidered

asalinktoHyde'slaterwork.Indeedithasusuallybeenseen_

even by her greatest admirers-as an inadequate resolution to the

novelitself.lllosuchadmirersarePhitlidaBr:nkleandLinda

HardyrwhohaveappliedafeministcritiguetoHyde'swritingin

ordertodiscover.,towhatextentwashersexualidentityanissue

in her writingr and what sort of an issue was it?" Beginning with

t}teassumptionthatidentityistobedefinedinsexualterms,they

describeHydeashavingbeenrrnsuccessfulincompletingttretaskof

,,self-recognition" or "self-reconstruction" in her writing because

she consistently refused to confront her sexuality' They conclude

that ,'transvestism was [her] way out of the limitations ascribed

to female sensibility by the culture that she ' inhabit="'49

The words "way out" here imply the sense of doctrinal shortcoming'

In a world dominated by men, so the argunent runs, Hyde made the

attempt-finally a futile one-to renounce her femininity and take

ontheguiseofmasculinity.Theimpossibilityofthisprocedure

Iedhertoseekeitherthenegativesolutionofself-obliteration

ortodefusetheissueofsexualidentitybypromotingavaguely

idealized universalism.

An earlier generation of critics subscribed to the view of

HydelswritingenrrnciatedmostforcefullybyAllenCurnow:,'itseems

she wrote impulsively and did her best unawares."50 Though setting

outexplicitlytooverturnthisview,BunkleandHardyconclude,

ironically enough, by reasserting it in a different form' Their

analysisimpliesthatherworkisimportantforthestageitreveals
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in ttre development of a feminist literature, just as Curnow had

seen it as a stage in the development of a national literature.

Both views assume that the attitudes expressed are for the most

part unconscious, the product of uncontrolled t'impulse." The

reading of Hyde's work in this thesis shows Hyde to be anything

but unconscious or impulsive in what she wrote and how she wrote

it. Her work may not conform to the blueprint of a prescriptive

ideology, nevertheless it is constructed according to a plan of

its own and stands comPlete.

Another recent critical interpretation of Hyde's work, her

poetry specifically, also follows the plan of the earlier Curnovian

criticism while seeming to refute it. Introducing a selection of

Hyde's poems, Lydia Wevers justifies her exclusion of many of the

poems from Persephone in Winter by saying that they are "escapist. "

Their lack of any personal or biographical element, she says, "seems

r:xplicable as a response to the difficult, even tragic, circum-

stances of her own 1ife."51 In fact these poems were written at a

time when Hyde was undergoing her most intense psychological crisis.

What is curious here is that Wevers discounts Hyde's chosen response

to that crisis by not representing these poems in her selection.

Again it seems ironic ttrat Hyde, having been dismissed by Curnow

for allowing her personality to intrude too much into her poems

("Her writing was near hysteria, more often than not, and she was

incurably exhibitionistic"52) is now having those poems devaLued

which do not allow her personality to emerge clearly enough. Taking

up essentially the same position as Bunkle and Hardy, wevers writes

that in the Pe?sephone in Winter poems she excluded:
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. tHydel is present only as interpreter'

prophet or orator: they seem written out of some

cerebral country, Iacking nationality, geography

53or personal identitY.

IneachcaseHyde'sworkisbeingjudgedprescriptively'Her

individualvoiceasawritga_\^Ihstshet,assayingratherthanwhat

she was not saying-is simply not heard' It may be alfowed' how-

ever, that Wevers seems to have listened to that voice more

carefullythanmost.Althoughherresponsetoitisnegative,she

hasveryaccuratelydescribedoneofthemainfeaturesofHyde's

writing;foritwasHyde'soften-statedintentiontoachieve

exactly the kind of absence of personality Wevers says is so evident

in the Petsephone ln Wintale poems ' There is depth of personal

feeling in these poems not evident in their surface texture but

present in the emotional states they portray and the assumptions

which underly the selection and presentation of their images' The

sameisalsotrueofHyde'sotherwriting.ftreabititytoplace

theseseparateexampleswithinalargercohesivebodyofworkmakes

possible a more discriminating account' where individual poems or

novels considered in isolation caII on broad generalizations which

are necessarilY inaccurate'

The Go&'lits FLy may seem poorly resolved to a reader who is

expecting a conventional denouement; or its ending may seem to a

feminist reader to turn away from the vexing question of Eriza's

identityaSawomanintoavaguelyidealizeduniversalismasBr:nkle

andHardysuggest-PlacedinthecontextofHyde'swiderbodyof

writing, however, the ending can be seen as consistent with her

Iong-held views on the nature of identity and t}-e source and

r
R

*
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function of creativity. The timeless moment at which Eliza

recognizes within herself the power to sj-nply go on living is the

moment at which she achieves "the distillation of [her] inward

and secret selfr" the phrase Hyde used to define what she called

t'abstraction in poetryrr (Introduction, HBTS, p- 14). As always

in Hydets writing, the two words "abstraction" and "distillation"

are used in their chemical-or alchemical-sense. "Abstract" means

not that which is generalized or removed from the concrete, but

that which is distilled and therefore mOst concrete; the essence.

In the final version of The Godt'tits FLy s]ne portrays Eliza as

succeeding in distilling her abstract.

Distilling one's abstract is not an end in itself, however.

Since Hyde expressed the belief (in "The Book of Nadathr" for

example) that identity is to be revealed in the actions it gives

rise to, the distillation of one's abstract is important insofar as

it is the source of positive action: "This rare fluid, once released,

i-s ttre correct colour-basis of modern landscape, skyscape, dream-

scape.'r In the same notebook passage "wisdom, - passion, .

shrewd observance and [a] sense of humour" are listed as the

positive human attributes of the artistts "colour-basis." It is the

"release" of these qualities which enables the artist to transcend

"outward" imitation and create vrork which will burn in the human

qA
heart.-= What is true for "the artist" here is true for every

person, as Hyde shows in the specific case of Eliza Hannay at the

end of The fudUits ELy. She has recognized within herself these

qualities which can enable her to go fontrard positively to confront

life. Like Eurydice in the quotation from Rilke's poem she has

become a "stock . . . of various goodsr" dispersed but no longer
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able to be disintegrated. She has not simply entered an idealized

utopian state in which everything \^till be easy from now on. since

the awareness she has found takes the form of a fleeting intimation,

not a continuous state of being, she will still be "hurt

desperately . detached and cut down" (TGF, p. 231). But she

can go on, sustained by ttre knowledge that she does have a home in

this wor1d.

What is true for Eliza is also true for the narrator of A Home

In This World' who says:

Here and now, however little use I may be,

and however little I may see of it in the

future, I declare myself a member of the

human race (AIIITW' p. 58) .

she then goes on to iltustrate the complexity underlying this

apparently simple declaration by describing an encounter with a

group of young people outside her bach in the Waitakeres. Because

she has just left the Lodge and does not wish to have her where-

abouts discovered, she is shocked to overhear the young people

discussing her novels and her presence at the bach. Her first

reaction is anger, which-coldly ignoring the young people-she

vents on Peggy, who works at the accorunodation house and who told.

the young people who she was. Her anger is motivated by fear of

being ostracised-of being "certified insane, for running away in

this penny-dreadful manner, and locked up" (AHITW' p- 60). She

(unconsciously) takes a form of vengeance on Peggy by acting in a

stiffly detached and superior manner, asserting a client-servant

relationship. Ttris ostracises Peggy with whom she had formerly
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been on terms of growing friendship. The effect of the episode

as it is described so far is to sever a potential bond between two

people in a way which actually increases the psychological

vulnerability of each. The anecdote illustrates the unbalanced

behaviour of someone who has lost contact with her centre of

equipoise.

After she has had time to consider the inplications of her

action, the narrator changes her mind and hurries back to make

amends by talking to the young people, having convinced herself

that she really has nothing to fear. She goes (we are meant to

see) to declare herself, in this small way, a member of the human

race. The assertion of her self assurance, the centre of equipoise,

can give rise to unifying rather than disintegrating actions. Yet

even this is not the final word on the matter. Hydets ironic sense

is never far off; its presence here qualifies what could be a

glibly optirnistic resolution. Stunbling back up the dark path from

her bach, ttre narrator finds the young people gone, the place where

they were sitting cold. and deserted. The opportunity to redeem her

past action has been lost forever. What remains is the possibility

that next time things might take a different course.

Analysing one small passage in this way d.emonstrates that

there is a direct continuitv between The Go&'llts ELu and A Home fn

This Wotld. In both texts the strenqth of the central characterrs

core of identity is tested repeatedly against the forces of

experience in the world which tend towards its disintegration.

This testing process enables the central character to determine, as

far as ttris is possible, what constitutes that identity.

So there is continuity between the two texts. If there is
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alsoaShiftofemphasis,thenitperhapsinvolvesthelatertext|s

placing the narrator's experience in a wider social context' The

keyeventLnAHomelnThdsWorLd.isttrenarrator'sdeparturefrom

the Grey Lodge. In the Lodge she was sheltered and her sense of

individualidentityfostered.Thesenseofself-containmentshe

felt there was necessary' but now she is ready to move beyond it'

to test her strength in the outside world' Unless she does this

shewillneverbecertainwhetherthestrengthcomesfromwithin

herselforissimplyprovidedbythespecialconditionsattheLodge.

IntheearlierautobiograPhY'MS412'Hydehadwritten:

Yetldotrust:aperhapshopelesshopefor

strength-I've been hurt too nuch' and I have

no use for the mentally maimed-where's the

valid reason why the weak [sic] should inherit

the earth, and make it squalid? No' either

I'm strong when I go away from here' perhaps

in some quiLe imperceptible way' or else I

fall "the thousand parasangs to HeII .'' I am

sick of half meas"tt"'Ut

ThereisnothinglikethisstatementofresolveinAHomelnlhis

Wot'Ld..rnfactthedeparturefromtheLodgeisdescribedthereas

a spur-of-the-moment decision made after a heated argument'

presumably wittr one of the doctors GIIITW' Pp' 15-16) ' However'

itispossibletoseethisactionasanecessarilyabruptand

painfulseveringofattachmenttothesecurityofferedbytheLodge.

Afterwards there is no going back'

There are a number of similarities between the description of
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rlxrning away from the Lodge and ttre description in The Godwits FLy

of the adolescent Eliza running away from horne after a fierce row

with her mother. Psychologically, of course, t}te two episodes are

the same: they describe the anguish which arises out of the diffi-

cult yet necessary act of "Ieaving the nest."

The argument described by the narrator of A Home In Thi.s Wov'Ld

is about the sanctity of the individual's privacy:

The retreating back had belonged to a person

with no sense of privacy, who said his

unpleasantnesses where people can hear them.

. Stay a week, I thought, and face that . .

I'm hanged if I will (MffW, pp. 15-16) .

tn TLrc hdnits FLy uyde had used the same kind of small, realisti-

cally described episode to show the process by which the adolescent

Eliza began to assert her autonomy as an individual. Augusta had

ccnfiscated and burned Eliza's first love-Ietters:

Eliza raged and threatened to run away, not

because Joseph stirred her, but because Augusta

couldn't be got to see that the notes were 'my

Ietters,' territory not to be trampled on. .

She said things out loud-not hysterical 1ies,

like John's, but hard, true things that she had

picked up in moments of weakness. There was

nothing to do but to shut one's eyes, blindly

to strike back (TGF, p. 88).

Eliza struck back by n:nning away to the bush, thinking "'.
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F ,,11 run away, rive with ttre bush and never be turned out. rt
7

., *-as me, if nobody else does"' (IGF, p. 89). It is psychologi-
t..
i..-callynecessary,Hydeimplies,thatElizashouldfeelthatshe

hasbeenrejected(',turnedout'')byttremotherwhonurturedher,

[t anoogh in fact she is ttre one who is rejecting that family

l" situation because she has outgrown it and finds it constricting'

F' rt is Eliza's sexual maturity which gives rise to this
,F

li ."="rtion of independence. Joseph's love letters spark the

i. incident off: when Eliza says she will "live with" the bush, that
ir-

F, it,,wants herr,, she is unconsciously describing the bush as ttre
i.

floverorhusbandtowhomshewillrelateaSamaturewoman.In
.l

the next paragraph after this one in the novel there is an abrupt

t shift to a different scene, that of Eliza's confirmation' These

ii;,a'
iitwoePlsoqesarejuxtaposedbecauseHydewishesustoseeinEliza's
it.

; argumenr with Augusta the enactment of a rite de passage which is
s.
fi'
ii' formally acknowledged in the confirmation ritual of the Church:

i;
j. ,,when the Bishop lays his hands on your head, something wonderful
f
,q.

f. wiII happen to you . . ." ITGF' p' 89)'
F
I The narrator,s attempt to take more comprehensive control of
t-

,. t". tife in A HOme In This WorLd is a more general extension of
?:
Fy, Eliza, s taking control of her sexual identity tn The hdnits fLy '
il_

t

; 
what is at stake here is her sanity. she feers that she has been

::.
S . . ooctled up for months and for years' sane but scared of

b
$ insanity" (AHIfiW' p. 16). The only way to overcome her fear of
E:

:" insanity and to prove her assertion of sanity is to put them to
'1: _

}rthetest.LeavingtJreLodgeisinvestedwiththesamesenseor
a:
ft,
f; beinq a ceremoniaL rite de passage, therefore, as the confirmation
*F"r qA

,.ft service in The Godnits ELA.to The narrator records the little



fonnality she devised to mark the occasion.

special place, the garden she had planted in

Lodge, and picks a sprig of rosemary.

She

ttre

29L

goes to her

gror:nds of the

After I had picked the rosemary there was

nothing more to do; so I went, and didn't

look backwards at the attic windows, tttough

there . a face wiII dwell for ever, mY

own face looking out UHTTW' P. 19).

1(he ghost of her former self is left irretrievably behind. Although

deliberately chosen and solemnly inaugurated by this ritual, her

advance out into the world is accompanied by the trepidation of any

journey beyond the realms of familiar experience. In order to

replace that former sense of security she is in search of another

"homer" this time one which will enbrace a wider world than that of

the "alien6es" as Hyde described the inhabitants of the l,odge.57

3he episode with Peggy at the Waiatarua boarding house shows a

tentative start being made to the creation of that new home in the

world.

There are several other indications that Hyde was shifting the

emphasis in her work from introspection to a concern with the self

as it is defined by action undertaken in the world outside, as A

Home In This WorLd was taking shape in her mind. "The Book of

Nadatk{'has already been discussed in terms which establish it as a

transitional text in this progression, in its treatment of the

themes of The Goduits FLy at a more general poetic level. A further

indication is to be found in t]le letter to Lee in which she

describes The Goduits FLy as having "developed along socialistic
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lines lttrough she] didn't realize it was going to.'''- The

letter was written at about ttre time she was beginning work on '4

(o
Home In This wo,Ld,5e 'o 

tl1e view of The Go&ti,ts ELy it offers

r:ndoubtedly reflects ttre preoccupations of the later text to some

degree. In fact ttre remark made to Lee occurs in the midst of

Hyde's description of the "second book" she planned to write as a

sequel Eo The Go&'tLts ELy; so the emphasis she placed on the

"socialistic" elements of the novel seems to offer a clear

indicationofthedirectionsheintendedAHomelnThi.sWor,Ldto

take.

of course, it is impossible to determine exactly what Hyde

thought of as the "socialistic" elernents of ,The Co&'lits fLy' only

oneofthevariablefactorsisthattheremarkisaddressedtoLee

(whose brand of socialism seems to have been considerably more

pragmatic and materialistic than Hyde's) and so might be influenced

by what Hyde perceived Lee to understand by ttre term' I have not

seen the Ietters Lee wrote to Hyde' which (if they still exist)

might erucidate the statement. However, it might be conjectured

from the advice Lee had once given Hyde to "try and use her talent

upon tlte world and the folk around her"60 that in the context of

theircorrespondence,,sociaristic"meantrprimariryrturningaside

from introsPection'

Lee illustrated his advice by asking her if she had "ever seen

a sweaty firemans [sic] face in a gloomy engine room when he

openedanirondoortofeedthebeast'abatteryoftypistsina

vast room. " From this it is evident that for Lee socialistic

writing meant celebrating the digni-ty of proletarian labour' At

thispointHydeandLeepartcompanyaSwriters.ThoughHydeagreed
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that action has to take place in the real world in order to be

meaningful, her definition of that world was very different from

his. Instead of the material-istic world Lee invokes, in which

value resides in a labouring proletariat nobly confronting a vast

and bestial capitalist system, Hyde saw reality as the world of

human feeling, in which value, though intangible and evanescent,

is available to all and transcends class divisions. In Chapter

one of A Home In This World she wrote:

Poetry is the rainbow as weII as the engine-room.

You can chug, chug, chug until you burst your breast-

bone and your choler together, and stiLl, my friend,

it will take more than your committee meetings to

abol-ish rainbows @HflW' P. 12) .

Although this passage was written more than a year after Leets note

it is difficult not Eo see in this general rejection of uninspired

materialistic writing a rather wry rebuttal of the specific terms

of his advice.

Insofar as socialistic writing in a political sense appears in

A Home fn This WorLd it does so in terms of a desire for inter-

nationalism. "I have always thought that any man who calls himself

a socialist, and is not at the same time a thorough-going inter-

nationalist, is either a liar or a fool or bothr" she wrote (AIIITW'

p. 89). She believed that her desire to achieve internationalism

in potitics was widely shared, because it was prompted by the same

powerful (and essentially positive) feelings of sympathy possessed

by everybody. So her belief in the desirability of dissolving of

the political divisions of the world is to be seen as a logical

extension of her belief in the fundam'ental unity of human nature.
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(ThiswillbediscussedfurtherinChapterVll.)Butfeelinqthe

impulsetowardsunityandcarryingitintoprag-maticactiondepended

upon being able to recognize it at a conscious level. Bringing

aboutthisrecognitionwasthenecessarytaskofthepoliticianas

well as the writer, she believed, since both had access to the ear

of mankind.6l Not only was ttris particular employment of the powers

of sympathy necessary but it was growing increasingly urgent in

Hydets view: there were no grounds for complacency' She followed

theassertionjustquoted,abouttherelationshipofinternation-

alism and socialism, with praise for the role New Zealand was

playing in the League of Nations'

The more Mr Jordan blurts out in that smooth grey

morgue at Geneva - the more harshly, crudely'

vulgarly New Zealand manages to yeIl internation-

alism during the next year or two ' the better

r will be pleased', for the time is not Long UHITW'

p. 89; my emphasis1.62

Her sense of the urgency of this issue was well placed. Ironically,

however, the ,,next year or two" was to see not the triumph but the

total failure of international co-operation, as the world rushed

once more into global war-

Withthebenefitofhindsightitiseasytobecynicalabout

Hyde's political idealism on this occasion or to treat it as

t.i.r.tv.63 But it is not naive' Here, as always' her idealism

grows out of the most intense real-ization of its b]eak alternative:

Frightened little people ' frightened of the

great steel winds pouring over the world' of being
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evicted, . of being for:nd out for having

illegitimate babies, of finding ttremselves out,

in dark [sicl of the early rnorning, finding

themselves out and thinking, 'I don't come up

to much' (AHITW' P. 92) .

A determined idealism would seem to be the only possible moral

response to that negation. New Zealand's quixotic idealism at the

League of Nations or her own belief in the po\^rer of human sympathy:

"some things, if you have won place by them, should be said first,

even if they can only be an epitaph" (AIIITW' p- 89) -

Despite that d,etermined resolution,- the last chapter of A Home

In ThiS WOrLd is called "Letting Go." It records the narrator's

failure to sustain her positive sense of purpose and so in a way it

marks the loss of forvrard momentum in the text. However, a detailed

examination of this last chapter in the tight of the way Hyde's

earlier texts have developed wiII show that the apparent

disintegration of its structure is only illusory-as it was Ln The

hduits FLy. As in that novel, the ending of A Home In This World

is deliberately and carefully arranged so as to draw the reader

into the task of recognizing its significance-seeing the "sol-id"

texture give way to "patternrt as she said of her response to Joseph

Roth's writing.

There is a close parallel between what is happening at the end

of A Home In This World and what happened at the end of the First

Version ot The Go&'tits FLg. There ELLza had devoted some attention

to the political and economic crisis she saw around her. The effect

it had was to disintegrate her positive idealism and to induce
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despairwhichmadeescapeintooblivionseemallthemoreattractive.

ShecommittedsuicideontheroadtoTeReinga.Thenarratorof.4'

Home rn This woy,Ld also contemplates suicide (AHITW' p' 100); she.

hasalreadybegunusingdrugstoinduceoblivionofalesspermanenE

kind (AHITW' PP' 91-93) '

The autobiographical event towards which A Home ln This hlorLd

is inexorably moving is the suicide attempt Hyde herself made in

mid-1 933 when she jumped off the Auckland wharf' The narrative

threadofthetext,thecareful.detailedrecollectionofthepast,

hasbuiltupchronologicallytowardsthiseventbecauseunderstanding

whatcausedthebreakdownisthekeytoovercomingsuchcrisesinthe

future. what seems surprising, therefore, is that the event itself

is not described. The text simpry breaks off before we get to it'

If understanding has already been reached' though' perhaps a

description of the suicide attempt is not necessary' since it is in

itselfnoresolutiontoeitherthetextortheproblemsraisedwithin

it, as Hyde had already shown by rejecting the suicide ending of the

First version of The Go&sits ELY'

ThetextofAHomernThi,sWorLd.isincomplete;buthowmuchof

it is rost and the reason why it is incomprete wilr never be knovm'

DerekChallisofferstheconjecturethatthemissingparts',were

evidently}ostduringhertravelsorinthepackingofhereffects

in London after her death [since the manuscript travelled with her

when she teft New zealandl 
"'64 

So' whether by accident or by design

(if nyde in fact simply stopped writing at this point) ' what remains

is an ending which strongly resembles the one in the First Version

ofTheGodnitsELy.;nitsmainoutlines,butwhich,significantly,

Stopsshortofthefinalityoftheearliertext.(Thatfinalityis
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itself rather ambiguous, because even though Eliza's car rolls

down a steep bank it is not explicitly stated that she dies.) In

tlre drafts of The God'sits FLy whi-ch followed the First Version Hyde

devoted considerable creative effort to the tas< of modifyingr this

ending to produce an increasingly affirmative resolution.

Insofar as writing A Eome fn This l'lorld had the therapeutic

purpose of examining the pressrrres which drove her towards the

suicide attempt, a description of tlre attempt itself would seem to

be the obvious next step. But it is also a negative one which

would make the forces of disintegration appear to overwhelm what

Hyde always insisted were the more positive permanent features of

human nature. In her own case the attempt had not been altogether

negative anyway. She had survived and had her convictions about

the vaLue of life strengthened. by her experience -, as the present

time-frame of the text attests. The prob]em was to realize the

significance of the suicide attempt, in all its complexity and in

spite of the pain caused by the memory of it. It is the difficulty

of doing this which Hyde dramatizes in the final chanr-or

"This afternoonr" the narrator records, "I thought,'I can't

go on hrith thisr rror certainly I can't go on"' (AHITW, p. 94). In

view of the autobiographical facts it is possible to interpret the

loss of momentum as a psychological problem: Hyde's reluctance to

confront painful personal experience. But it is also a hesitation

in the face of a considerabl-e aesthetic hurdle. For Hvde the

purpose-the moral responsibility even-of the writer is not only

tc arouse feelings of sympathy, but also to turn these feelings

towards some positive goa1, to give the sense that the ideal is

attainable. This didactic aspect of her aesthetic placed demands
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on her writing at this point which she did not feel able to meet

easily.Incorporatingherself-dorr]ctintothetextisawayof

alerting the reader to the need to read carefully'

She invokes the names of some of the writers whom she most

admires for their ability to present in coherent and memorable

literary terms the philosophical ideas she has been grapplinq with

_Nietzsche, wasserman, Knitter, Lewisohn-saying "r wished their

presencecouldfillthiscoldlittlewhitebugofaroom',GHITW'

p. 95). They were, she says' able to be "much less careful about

the [artistic] effects they achieve than about the heavy' bulky'

cnnrbersome strbstance of what they have to say" (AHITW' pp' 94-95) '

But her wish that ttrey might inspire her is in vain'

Shethendescribesthekindofwritingshecansucceedat:

making "shards and, fragments, ' little intricate pieces of

filigree, so delicately wrought' so finely polished that they never

cease temptlng the eye" (AJIITW, p' 94) ' But these are no longer

suitable for her present purpose' She now feels the need of some

structurar framework, some overview of the experience she wants to

describe which will reallze tt fuIly. "The hardness was to reduce

tolineandoutlineallthatcuriousblur'.(MITV'p.95),she

writes.Therxrcharacteristicawkwardnessofthissentence

(particularly the use of the word "hardnessr" meaning "difficulty")

mirrorsthefailureofartisticvisionwhichitdescribes.Inthe

courseofheranalysisofWarwickLawrence.spoetryHydehadspoken

calmlyofthestepfromwritingshort,unconnectedpiecestowriting

inlargerrmorecomplexformsasanecessarystageinthedevelop-

mentofartisticmaturity.ThefinalchapterofAHomelnThi.s

world. vividry dramatizes the self-doubt which accompanies thati;
$r
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difficult and uncertain imaginative J-eap and the tenuous hold that

any artist has on the further ground-

The last few pages of the text describe the narrator not so

nuch "Ietting go" of the world as trying to wrest herself free of

its entanglements-insurance policies, the responsibilities of

motherhood and financial indebtedness-in order to find the

oblivion death might bring. It proves to be impossible. There is

no simple "letting go" of anything; it is all much more complicated

as the events of the last chapter show. Getting rid of Mrs Rattan,

the foster-mother whose treatment of her son Derry (Derek) had

become impossible, means also losing a good-hearted friend. The

responsibility of caring for Derry is also the pleasure of glimps-

ing his private world of imagination and sensation. Hating Derry's

father-, Lonnie, is complicated by recognizing in him a fellow

victim of circumstance.

The final paragraph of A Home In This l'lot'Ld describes, with

ttre same sense of complexity, a meeting between the narrator and

her mother. fhe mother has knitted a cardigan for Derry; a homely

token of an unstated depth of sympathy which overwhelms her moral

outrage against illegitimacy. The narrator too overcomes an

impatient rejection of her mother's hide-bound conventional

respectability as she recognizes the real woman it masks: a woman

"strangely beautiful with her weary solid dignity; no pretensions"

@HITW, p. 101). fhe two women meet as equals, sharing the unspoken

knowledge of ttre burden of existence as well as its uplifting

beauty. The bond between them is sealed by the gift of the mother's

poems:

She had written, and shown me, two poems; one
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had been especialty for me, written long ago when

IwasillatHanmerSprings.Ikeptitlockedup

inalittleleatherwritingcase,whosegoldkey

I eventuallY lost (AHITW' P' 101) '

That last sentence, although it might have become the last line of

the text by accident, is an appropriate one with which to conclude

A Home In This Wotld" The gift of the poems both reveals the

imaginative Iife of the mother and acknowledges that of the

narrator.Itisamomentofwisdomforbothmotheranddaughter,

but it is fleeting' The narrator "locks up" the treasure' The

goldkeyaddsafairytaledetailwhichtransformsitfrommaterial

to magical treasure, just as the echo of the Humpty DuTtpty nursery

rhymeisusedattheendofTheGo&'litsFLytosuggestanon-

rational kind of wisdom' The writing case itself functions as a

kind of talisman of her craft' The eventual loss of the key

Suggeststhatthewisdomisnolongerirnmediatelyaccessible(..some.

whereinmanthereisarichnessandafertilitywltdpped"')but

the suggestion of the inevitability of corruption in "this" world

istemperedbytheknowledgethattheredeemingrichnessdoesexist

and is inviolate.

This account of the final paragraph of A Home rn This world

may seem rather bluntly allegorical ' Yet to explain its effect in

these terms is necessary not onry to crarify its structural

similarity to the end of The Godui'ts FLy but to acknowledge the

highdegreeofcontrolandorganizationconcealedbytheapparently

casual impressionism of Hyde's style' She began this chapter by

alterting us to the difficulty presented by the art of writing: how

toconveythe',heavylbulky,cumbersomesubstangg'l_fhg''moral,',to
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put it bluntly again-without unintentionally driving off the

essence-the quintessential particularity-of what is being

described. The rest of the chapter seems to resort to writing

"little intricate pieces of filigree"; impressionistic details

which simply record disparate aspects of experience. But in fact

these details are selected and arranged so that the "substantial-"

issues which have preoccupied the narrator not only in this

chapter but in the whole text are resolved without heawy

didacticisn.

Much concern was expressed bv ttre narrator earlier in the

text about the state of "this" world and ttre wav social institutions

have become estranged from the human beings they are neant to serve,

and so tyrannize them. But in the final chapter political and

sociological generalizations give way to particularized images of

the actual people around the narrator, those with whom she has the

strongest physical and emoti-onal bonds. This is the world of "man,

woman and child" Augusta had spoken of in The God:,lits FLy, but the

man, woman and child are all depicted with sensitive awareness of

their complexity as human beings.

The man, woman and child of the final chapter are: her lover,

Lonnie; her mother (with Mrs Rattan, the woman who cared for Derek,

as an alternative mottrer-figure); and her son, Derek. They each

play out their assigned social roles, though these roles are sr:bject

to a complex series of adjustments. Lonnie as "man" is a rel-uctant

financial and emotional support to his ex-lover and his son as well

as husband to another woman. Her mother as "woman" has ambivalent

feelings about sexuality, uphold.ing social conventionality yet

understanding the demands of motherhood as well as the creativity
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(AIIITW' P. 96) and

imaginative.

Yet each of these people is so much more than these complicated

"surface selves" of personality' Holding them all together in a

spiritual bond of kinship is the narratorrs recognition that, Iike

herself, each makes a complicated transaction with the world yet

preserves a mysterious and creative core, though this usually

remains hidden. The narrator says "we . . . always had the art of

saying many ttrings, while keeping t-l.e vital ones unsaid" (AIIITW'

p. 101) .

Glimpses of the mysterious, unifying power which sustains each

ofthemandholdsthemalltogetherisseeninbothLonnieandher

motheronthefinalpages.Butitismostclearlyseen(because

leastcomplicatedbyotherfactors)intheimaginationwhich

sustainsthechild,Derek.Thelastimageshegivesofhiminthe

text holds j-nner and outer worlds together in the timefess moment

of the eternal present. Just as Eliza stood "smiling and listening"

at the end of The Go&':its ELY z

. Derry will stand, splashed and laughing' half-

certain, brave and aren't-you-proud-of-me' seeing

in his mind his fish being cooked at the big

Iight shining inside the river (AIIIW' p'99) '

Unspoken, yet dominating this chapter, is the pain of leaving Derek

tothecareofotherpeople.Thatpainismitigatedbyseeingin

the child the same creative and sustaining power of imagination as

she feels herself ("Derry ' seems to be a natural liar' like

302

daughter. Derek as "child" is "badly trained"

in need of supervision yet also independent and
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myself " (AIIITW' p. 98) -the gently ironic terms in which the

recognition is expressed only strengthens it). Nowhere in Hyde's

writing is she more soberly aware of ttre strength of the forces

which divide one human being from another than in this chapter.

Yet nowhere either does she more movingly assert the power of the

bonds which hold then together.

Ttre foregoing analysis has emphasized the thematic links

between A Home In This WorLd and, The Go&'tits FLy. The stylistic

continuity will also be apparent. As at the end of The Godnits

FLA, the end of this text is achieved, by a subtle change of

emphasis from the narrative to lyrically impressionistic elements

of style. At a first reading this seems to reveal a loss of

control over the material. On a closer reading, however, it is

ciear that this shif'u represents a deliberate "letting go" cf

narrative momentum throwing emphasis instead onto the resolution

of a symbolic structure which remains highly organized. It is a

risky procedure-it has often been misconstrued-because it assumes

the reader's active participation in creating the text's meaning,

engaging wittr the writer in feeding back the "vital fluid" into

the language. If it succeeds it d.oes so by satisfying the reader

first at an emotional rather than a rational level; and that is

precisely ttre effect Hyde strove to achieve throughout her career

as a writer.



WI. I{YDEIS I]NIFYING VISION

Tlris chapter wilt examine Hyders two last published novels,

Noz' The Iears Condqnnand Dragon Ronpartt. rt wirl concentrate

mainly on Not' The Ieaz's Condenvt, since this novel represents an

extension of Hyde's central preoccupations which draws on the

experience of writLng The Go&'tits FLy, but differs in emphasis from

A Home In This llorld. Nor The lears Condenm reintroduces the

character of Starkie from the earlier Passport to HeLL tn a way

which illustrates the process Hyde referred to as a "psychological

reconstruction" based on a s)rmpathetic identification of author and

subject. The novel also returns with renewed confidence and skilL

to the analysis of contemporary New Zealand society which had dis-

located the First Version of The fudnits FLy. A fragment of a

cransitional text stitl exists which links Nor The Iears Condenm to

A Home In This ltrorLd and also provides an interesting parallel to

the movement from a first person to a third person narrative point

of view which takes place between the First Version and the later

drafts of The fu&tits lLy. Ttris fragment provides a good place in

which to begin discussion.

The small fragment, called "A Night of Hellr" is published

with.4 Home fn This World in ttre 1984 Longman Paul edition, though

it is not in any obvious sense a part of the text.1 Derek Challis

presumes that they were placed together by Hyde herself, concluding

that "it is probable that the smaller frag-ment was also destined

for inclusion in a future autobiography."2 fhe fragnent will be
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considered here not in relation to Hyde's life but to her fiction'

In this respect its main significance is that it forms a bridge

between A Hone rn Th.is woyLd. and NOr The Ieaz's Cond.emn.3

,,A Night of He11,' describes a character called "Bede." The

only other character with this name in Hyde's work is sister Bede

Collins in Nor The Ieat'S Condenm.n ,h" conjecture offered here is

ttrat the fragment is in fact a chapter from an early draft of that
(

novel,t though its autobiographical basis is undisputed. The way

The Godttits FLy developed into a third person narrative from what

had originally been a first person account in the First version

offers a precedent for the similar shift in narrative point of

view from A Home In This Woz'Ld to "A Night of HeIl." Trhe aesthetic
6

process at work here is evidently one of seeking "detachmentr " - by

which Hyde meant the universalization of experience which in the

context of autobiography rnight otherwise be considered idiosyncratic'

So, for example, she insisted in the Foreword to NOy The IeayS

Condenm that her characters-including Bede Collins-were "types"

rather than individuals.

As well as Bede, other characters are mentioned by name in "A

Night of Hell ." of these, her friends (the st cloud's and the

Pilkington's, for example) do not appear tn Nov' Ilte lears COndenmrT

but "Dr Currie" and "Nevil" do. There is no passage in the novel

which closely resembles "A Night of He1I." But the presence of

these particular names and the events described in "A Night of Hell"

suggest that it corresponds most closely to Chapter Thirteen ("The

Purple Mantle") of the novel. Alttrough the differences between

the two are large, a number of comparisons can be drawn which

illuminate Hyde's aesthetic process.
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rn "A Night of Hel]" Bede's visits to her friends are

punctuated by episodes of drugtaking to combat her insomnia, but

also in a deliberate flirtation with death. The visits to her

friends involve her in endless discussion about "poetry and

politics" (AHfTW, p. 105), with the emphasis very much on politics.

Inhuman political dogmas and impersonal social institutions are

described as corrupting and destroying people's lives. Bede's

drugtaking is an attempt to blot out the despair this situation

causes her. Described in this way "A Night of Hell" falls into

the pattern which has by now become firmly established in Hyde's

writing.

Bede is the successor of Echo Lang, Wednesday Gilfillan, Eliza

Hannay and the narrator of A Home In This WorLd in her acute sense

of personal despair at a social order which is cynical and

destructive. Each of these characters follows the same basic

pattern of developnrent: first a downward movement to a nadir of

despair, accompanied by a sense of the destruction of identity,

then a rise to some more positive sense of vafue and reintegration

of identity. Bede can be fitted onto this imaginary curve of

character development at its lowest point: the title of the fragment

itself conveys a sense of this. Her drugtaking can be compared with

the description of similar activities in The Godnits FLy and A Home

In This WorLd which are in each case a prelude to suicide attempts.

Out of these attempts comes not oblivion but the gradual reinte-

gration of the self. So the self-destructive despair Bede displays

in "A Night of Hell" represerits her necessary passage through the

r:nderworld (that "deep mine of souls" in Rilke's poem) where her

identity will be rediscovered and strengthened. Some of the
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variationswithinttrispatternareworthspellingoutindetail

because they explain how and why "A Night of HeIl" was transformed

into Chapter Thirteen of Nor The Ieats Condenm'

rnTheC,o&,litsFLynLizaattemptstocommitsuicideafterher

returnfromsydney.Shebuysavarietyofsleepingpillsin

chemist shops then goes to her hotel room and takes them a1I'

Before she loses consciousness a man, another guest at the hotel

who had earlier noticed that she was alone' knocks on her door and

wantsto"talk"toher.Hissexualpredacityconfirmsforherthe

intolerabilitY of existence :

Eliza pushed the door to, and drove in the bolt'

Sick things, mortally wounded thingsl they leave

a trail of weakness on the air, and you follow'

But I'm dying now, and there you can't follow rne

(TGF, p. 212) .

In The Goduits FLY drugtaking

suicide attemPt. ln A Home In

Iess permanent form of escaPe

is merelY the means emPloYed in a

This WorLd drugs are used to find

from the burden of dailY l-ife'

. I was going, going, going, doing twice a

man's work in a day, sandwiching Doulgas Credit

meetings between the reporting of dances'

thinking of Derry, and of ottrer things at odd

moments (AHITW' P. 91) .

AgainthedrugtakingislinkeddirectlytoaSexuallyexploitative

situation. It is a "little guiet grey man" who first offers her

aspirin, then morphia- There is the suggestion of the dirty old
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man in the way he offers ttre drug like offering sweets to bribe a

child: "'You can have that much.t (Did he say rThat muchrl or rDat

nuch'? I think it was'Dat much')" (AHILW, p. 92). Later the

narrator tells Lonnie (Derry's father) about the "Iittle grey manrrr

saying rr. I could inarry him if I [IikeJ. 'There'd be scmething

rather horrible about marrying an old manr' [Lonnie] said . . "

UHITW, p. 100). The sense of self-loathing and helplessness at

being exploited in this way contribute to making her almost look

forward to the inevitabLe crisis of her addiction:

You are taking drugs, eating cold poison.

And I think my heart is, not broken, but frozen.

. Which came first, taking drugs, or being

so deadly tired and knowing a crash is straight

ahead? (AHITW, p. 99).

But her drugtaking in fact brings no relief ej-ther temporary

or permanent. Although d.eath is sought, it does not come by means

of drugs because they cannot be obtained in sufficient quantity or

of the right kind to be fatal. In "A Night of Hell" Bede takes

six tablespoons of a sleeping draught in order to sleep. Then,

when that doesn't work, she drinks off the rest of the bottfe, and

is surprised to find that it hasn't killed her when she regains

consciousness:

Ought to have finished me; Dr Currie said, if

you take any more, God rest your immortal soul.

Eighteen times the normal dose. I've a

constitution of iron, she thought . but

the cold shuddering beat of her heart

in her breast depressed
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Death is not possible, thenl but neither do the drugs offer

temporary relief. In each of t]:e three texts (The c'oduits FLg,

A Home In This World and "A Night of HeIl") drugtaking is described

as a repellent and painful rattrer t]"an a satisfying activity. "A

Night of HelI" dwells at greatest length on this aspect. The

effect the drugs have on Bede is described in detail:

Escape from the harsh realities of existence is not possible by

means of t]le mechanical conveyance offered by drugs. The realities

are inescapable. what remains is to nitigate their destructive

effects not by numbing or obliterating the self but by looking

deeper in the self for positive qualities to offset the negative

ones. The Goduits FLy examined this search in an individual

context. In Nor The Iears COndentn Hyde wished to examine it at a

more generaf level and in terms of more public themes'

The process by which she achieved this transformation from

works focusing on an individual person to one which takes a more

general perspective is complex and wide-ranging' It develops

tendencies which were latent in some of her earliest work. Frag-

ments like "A Night of HeI1" are pieces of the jigsaw puzzle, each

one contributing some element to the overall picture of that

The singing flzz of voices increased until it

was an active nuisance, the gaslight staggered

up in great patches of crimson and b1ue, and

she could neither sleep nor read. Presently a

patch of violent pain came to burn at the pit

of her stomach (AHITW, P- 114) -
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process. The particurar piece of information to be gathered from

the fact that "A Night of Hell" was dropped from Noy The Ieays

Condenm is that Hyde wrote out and then abandoned. the idea of

making Bede a drug addict. In the novel Bede Collins is being

treated by a Dr currie, as she is in the fragrment, but her ailment

is not drug addiction. It is tuberculosis. Both ailments are

described as being life-threatening, so the predicament of the

character remains essentially unchanged. But whereas drug addiction

is an individuar and abberant disease, Hyde described tuberculosis

in her writing as a disease which afflicted large nurnlcers of her

contemporaries, and she often used it as a metaphor for general

spiritual malaise. So the fragment enables us to identify drug

addiction and tuberculosis as functioning in exactry the same way as

images for destruction and debilitation, one at an individual level-

and the other at a general level.

rn order to comprehend the whore picture of the movement from

individual to generarity culminating in Noz, The reats condenm, of

which the fragiment is a part, it is necessary to assemble some of

the other pieces of the jigsaw. A good place to begin is with the

work Hyde was doing in i935-36, when the probrem of reconciring

particularity and generalization was occupying much of her attention.

In her work the recognition that well_ chosen and carefully

created images can both engage the reader's sympathy and become

part of a larger organic structure ("like little leaves") is often

in conflict with ttre didactic wish to point the moral of the story

so that the reader can't mistake it. A great deal of the work Hyde

put into revising her novels was spent in curbing this tendency

towards overt didacticism. tn chpek to Iouy King t)te tendency to
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interposeherselfbetweent}rereaderandtheworktooktheformof

sentimentality-emotional self-indulgence-which Hyde tried to

"excise" in the course of several redrafts'9

In PasspoTt to HeLL aLso revision often meant the excision of

didactic aeneralization, as Professor D'I'B' Smith's collation of

the drafts has ,ho*rr.1O For example, chapter seven of the nover

endswithapassagedescribinghowStarkandthreeothersoldiers,

actingaSstretcher-bearers,takethewoundedCaptainDombeytoa

dressingstationonthebeachatGallipoli.Theearlierdraftof

this chapter however goes on from this description to a lengthy

digression on the psychological effect of the brutality of war, the

pointofwhichistocondemnttrehypocrisyofthewholesocial

institutionwhi.chcondoneswarfare.Partoft}redigressionreads:

. to drive these things into the normal

consciousness of young men, to make mr:rder their

most everyday experience, was a dangerous social

experiment- If one of them should come back at

last to his own country, and in time of peace be

moved to batter in the head of an enemy or to

put a bullet through a body he had reason to

dislike, the law in all its grave and obese

dignity would move against him' he would be held

up to scorn, and die an undigrnj-fied death'11

ElsewhereHydewrotethatshefeltthatStark'sstorywas',an

illustration of WaIt Whitman's line-rThere is to me something pro-

foundlyaffectinginlargemassesofmenfollowingtheleadofthose

who do not believe in 63n. "'12 (This Iine is taken as the epigraph
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to the novel.) However, the authorial prescription is too crudely

imposed on the narrative at this point. It does not reflect an

awareness on Stark's part nor does it accurately antieipate his

later behaviour. Since what it did was purely negative, diverting

the reader from the concrete particularity of the description of

events at Gallipoli, its excision strengthened the chapter-

The early draft of Passpov't to HeLL yieLds another more

complex problem of revision. The last two chapters of the "Bronze

Outlaw" draft of Passport to HeLL show Stark's post-war life back

in New Zeal-and. In this respect they anticipate Nor The lears

Condetrrt. They were however renoved from the novel before it was

finally published as Passport to HeLL. Professor Smith, on the

sgbject of why they nj-ght have been removed, is reported as saying:

Hurst and Blackett, her English publishers, saw

the work as a war-memoir while Robin Hyde saw it

as a work exploring the way that New ZeaLand and.

war shape an outlaw, and also as a work outlining

somethinq of tife in New Zealand. Those differences

led to the removal of the last two chapters dealing

with the return to post-war New Zealand (and an

1?
earlier half-chapter on working in a woolstore). '"

A Letter Hyde wrote to Lee just after Passport tO HeLL was published

in 1936 supports ttre view that pragrmatic publishing considerations

underlay the decision to remove this material: "I had two post-war

chaptersr orl€ about Mt. Eden gaol, but had to cut 'em out owing to

considerations of space and libel."14

Hydets letters to Lee and to Schroder several times mention her
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publisher,s(andLee'sandSchroder'sown)attemptstoinfluence

the direction her writing took. At times she was willing to accede

totheiradvicerthoughthiswasbynomeansalwaysthecase'For

example,shetoldLeethatalthoughHurstandBlacketthadwritten

toherstiputatingttratDnagonRunpartt''mustbewrittenasanovel

and rmtst not eontain anti-Japanese propagand'a 'which we are sure

would kill the book' 
"' 

she had refused to accept their
1q

strictures and they had agreed to publish it anyway.'- Presumably,

therefore, in the case of PasspoTt to HeLL Hyde did not simply have

the pr:blisher's views imposed on her novel but must have been

satisfied in trer own mind that the revision was necessary' In view

of her concern, expressed mainly to Schroder' about the tendency

towards sentimentatity in her work at this timert6 h"r own readi-

ness to abandon the last two chapters may have had as much to do

withexcisingthattendencyaswittrconcernoverlengthorlibel.

Inotherwords,thereareinternalreasons,todowiththefictional

realization of the text, as well as external reasons for the

revision.

Thesentimentalitytowhichlreferenterstheexcisedchapters

intheformofanauthorialpersona,whostepsforwardtopointthe

moraloftheStory.Thepenultimatechapterbeginsnotg'ithStark|s

experience at all but with this authorial voice:

When the war broke out, I was getting on for

eight, and I can remember vividly what seemed

to be the supreme sacrifice made by New

Zealand children '

Ihat ',supreme sacrifice" was (rather battreticalty) the November 5th
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bonfires, given up in exchange for wartime fund-raising. The

reinstitution of the traditional bonfires, this Persona says, could

have symbolized the reintegration of New Zealand society after the

War. But ttre oPPortunitY was lost:

Because [the bonfires] . were left unlighted

upon our hills, we hardly knew, as a nation, that

it was alL ended, and that now a new epoch must

begin. I think in the flare from one hill to

another . . . men and women would have seen one

another's faces. And from the whole people might

have gone up that prayer which never went up,

"Thank God, they are home again".

We might have been welded into

But as it was, we remained cleft

a

in

nation then.

two .

The attempt to broaden the focus, to make one individual's experience

representative of a wider theme of social r:nity, is evident in this

passage. But as in the draft of Chapter Seven, the moral drawn

here does not emerge naturally from Starkts experience as it has

been described in.the novel but is artificially grafted on to it.

So the philosophical basis of early work such as this is essentially

the same as for the later novels. The fictional means of presenting

that philosophy has yet to see a great deal of refinement however.

The final chapter of the draft describes the narrator's meeting

with stark and his family and the recording of his wartime

experience ("When Starkie felt that phases of the war were un-

mentionable as far as women were concerned, he never mentioned them.

He gravely scrawled then down on scraps of paper and passed them

across the table to me. 'I as gravely accepted and read them-
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1Q

Neither of us ever made any commena',; .'o As the chapter progresses

however the focus shifts increasingly from starkie himself to the

narrator.we}earnfromherthatshewasdrawntoStarkiebecause

of her own sense of failure:

My own fortunes were at lowest ebb' The world

r^/as my rock-oyster, which with my sword I had

19
failed even to dint, far less to open'

fhechaptgl_4nflt}redraft_endswiththenarrator,sexaminationof

her own state of mind ("FooI, fool, fool ' ' ' with your leaking

shoes and your leaking sympathy' both useless in this rain' with

scraps and tags of what men dreamed' believed in' died for' were

betrayed for, flying like this street's dead and tattered leaves

throughyourbrain...,,)andStarkhimselfliterallylosttothe

view; t}re Iittle house where he. lived ''Iocked tight and empty, and

the blinds drawn down" in the fast line of the "o"t1'20

The authorial persona in this chapter gives way to the "girl

reporter,, who interviews stark ln Not, The Iears condenm (Nyc'

pp. 330-332). There she is a character of minor importance; the

narrative point of view is closer to Stark's own' as she is

described leaving his house "obviously thrilled by his story" (Nyc'

p.332).Ifsheviewstheexperienceofmeetingstarksentimentally,

then that is her view alone, not the narratorts'

Ttrelasttwochaptersofthe''Bronzeoutlaw''draftare

fascinating, not least for the insight they offer into what Hyde

calledtheprocessof,'psychologicalreconstruction''asafictional

technique. However they are marked by overt moralization in which

the authorial persona rather than the central character takes a
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disconcertingly large part-after all the novel is subtitled "The

story of James DouqJas Stark." Without these chapters PaSSpOt't tO

HeLL i-s unified around a single crucial event in Stark's life, his

war experience; and that event is created in a strongly-realized

particularity of images rather than abstract generalization. Hyde

says of PasspOt,t tO HeLL "I wrote the book because I had to write

it when I heard his [Stark's] story."21 H"t primary duty is to tell

Stark's personal story. Although Noz' The leats Condenm is in a

sense a sequel, her motivation for writing it is d,ifferent. Her

purpose is to portray New zealand society in the post-war "boom

and bust" period, as She explains in the Author's Note to the novel-.

consequently the treatment of stark's experience is governed by

different artistic considerations. The chapters excised from the

"Bronze Outlaw" draft form the basis of NOt' The IeAv'S COndenm in

the sense that Stark's experience is used in the later novel to

exernptify the operation of larger social forces; and the poorly

fictionalized authorial voice of the chapters discarded from "Bronze

Outlaw" is transformed into the character of Bede Collins whose

experience also exemplifies the operation of those forces-

NOr The leays COndentrt was written between May and September,

))
1937." When The God:rLts ELy was completed in early 1937, negotia-

tions for the publication of "Unicorn Pasture" and Wedrtesday ts

Childten were still continuing. However these were "fantasy" work,

and the publishers were "dulcious about fantasy" and wanted Hyde to

write them a "realistic" book.23 The new novel seems to have

catered to this demand insofar as it presented a sequel to her

successful "realistic" noveI, PasSpOrt tO HeLL. However, far from

being merely commercial hack-work or pure naturalism, NOr The IearS

COndenm used the same tebhniques, drew on the same beliefs and
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espoused the same didactic cause of spiritual reform as the works

which had preceded it. Just as The Go&'tits PLy had developed from

its autobiographical origins, so the biography of stark developed

ln Not, The Iears Condenm into an analysis of New Zealand society

and of hurnan relationships in general'

The novel's Foreword states in ttre plainest terms Hydets

interest in contemporary social and political conditions:

The book's reality must stand or fall on the sense

it conveys to [sic] the 'boom and bust' period in

NewZealand.Therelhavetriedtotellasexactly

as possible what happened, and the types of people

who were caught up in a mounting wave, sank down

into its pit, and are now struggling up again' It

was wittt this object first in mind Einat Nor The

Iears Condenm was written (/t/IC, p' 7) '

The pattern Hyde perceives in the fluctuating fortunes of New

Zealand society as a whole ("caught up ' sank down ' now

struggling up again") matches the curve which the central characters

of her other novels followed. This correspondence is another

example of th.e intimate connection Hyde sees between individual and

general experience.

As well as relating to Passpot,t to HeLL, Nor The Yeat's Cond.enm

arose out of the same impulse to connect individual and general

social experience that had motivated Hyde to write The Goduits ELy.

I have already described the First Version of The Goduits FLy as

attempting-and failing-to reconcile those two elements which are

successfulty brought together in the final version of the novel.
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Interestingly, though, the Foreword to Nor The lears COnd.enm closely

parallels a passage in the l"irst Version of The Co&nits FLA' in

which E]iza says ". . . I am trying now to remember the landmarks,

not so much of a country as of a highly individual l-ittle world:

changed in the space of four years, that is, in its essential temper,

as one would not have imagined it could change in a lifetime -u24

The rest of the chapter from which this quotation is taken describes

the economic and political climate in New Zealand as it moved from

the "boom" of the 1920s into the "bust" of the 1930s Depression-

She attributes the severity of the consequences of this economic

shift to spiritual malaise. New Zealand is described as a I'self-

centred and leaderless little country"25 which even in the simplest

economic terms did not fulfil its "potential." The potential for

spiritual fulfilment was also wasted, most notably in the relief

camps for the unemployed: "if something had been done to arouse the

spiz,i.t of these youths . a great opportr:nity to awaken a

rrational resistance against the Depression might have been seized

and handled to advantage."26 That "spirit" she goes on to describe

as "pride"; a healthy sense of self-worth which, if cultivated,

could be the basis of socially-expressed creativity. The link made

here between individual and social well-being provides an explicit

statement of the impulse which led to the writing of both The Godt'tits

FLy and. Non The Iears Condenrn.

In the latter novel she does not claim to write with the

objectivity of an historian. Instead she asserts the power of the

fiction to convey what it felt like to live through the experience

of a whole generation-the sense of a period of history. By

making evident a pattern (in this case the unsatisfactory economic
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and emotional "boom and bust" cycle) the fiction has ttre further

didactic purpose of suggesting ttre need for reform. Elsewhere Hyde

wrote ttrat the novelrs t'chief fault" was

not . too much Starkie, but too much Utopian

27polr-tl-cs.

The main burden of the novel's moral purpose is borne not by Stark

but by Bede collins, who bears a strong resemblance to ELiza Hannay

and other of Hyde,s central female characters. Describing her,

Hyde wrote:

. the nurse of the book is an imaginary

character, though her wartime experiences are

truths told to me by many stomen who were in

the nursing service overseas, and pieced

-24together.

Bede collins walks through an economically and emotionally depressed

New Zealand, Iooking for the spiritual causes underlying its malaise:

A red-faced fat man stared at her with little watering

eyes; anyone would have shrunk away from him, but

what puzzled Sister Coltins was uhA he shoul-d be a

red-faced fat man with little watering eyes and

that kind of piggish lust in his took' what ailed

people, what obsessed them, that suddenly they

should think: 'This is I, I and accept the domination

of the thing staring back from the looking-class [sicJ

. the thing whose mouth, nose or cheek-bones

F.

F-

t
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stamped it, from the womb, wittl subservience?

(NYC' P- 114).

Starkrs role in this nove1, as in PasspOrt to HeLL, is that

of the victim. Despite the distinctive traits of his personality,

he is treated Ln Noz, The IeatS Condenm as representative of the

physical and emotional condition of his generation: a drifter and

a loner, self-sufficient and self-interested. As much as the "red-

faced fat manr" he has accepted an unsatisfactory lot in life.

The ,'Utopian" element of the novel is presented by Macnamara-

This elusive character embodies the good qualities which are

repressed in stark. Describing his function in the novel Hyde

wrote:

. I suppose you would caII Macnamara

imaginary, though to me he is extremely rea1,

29
and a necessary part of the post-Ir/ar years'

The paths of the two men cross at several crucial points in the

novelr and it is plain that thby are complementary aspects of the

same character. Macnamara is the "dream" aspect of stark, the

higher man who could bring the "utopian" society into being:

[Starkie] had a dream, or the edge of a dream.

. A line of smoke turned to flame on the

mountains, and Macnamara came down, but his face

was changed. Starkie said: tHay, Macnamara, I'm

you and you're Starkie, eh?' and lllacnamara

replied: 'I know thatrs right.' Then real sleep

came, and he was content ir Lt (NyC' p. 162) '30
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In its attempt to integrate non-realistic elements into a natural-

istic mode of fiction Nor The leat's Condenm looks back to Hyde's

earlier novels, Wednesdayts ChiLdt'en and "fhe Unbelievers"' How-

ever,themoralvisionwhichsustainsthenovelandthemeansof

embodying it successfully in fictional form were established by

Hyde,s writing The God:,:its ELy. The "colonial England-hunger" was

a symptom of a general social dis-ease in The Coduits FLy; tn Nor

The Iears Conderrn the same dis-ease is evident in the picture it

paints of the,,boom and bust" period. Eliza Hannay's experience

revealed the moral climate and the mood of her generation; in Not'

The YeaZ,S COnd.enm the same climate and mood are shown through Bede

collins, and stark,s experience. At the end of The Goduits ELy'

ELIza Hannay discovered her '.stranger face,'. a ne\,r' self-knowledge

which brings with it a sense of belonging' and a renewed interest

in tlre rest of mankind; while Ln Noy'The Ieat's Condenm Stark's

recognitionofhisideal''Self''inthefigureofMacnamaralooks

forwardtohisdiscoveryofthestabilityoffamilylifeatthe

end of the novel-

A further fact to emerge about the relationship between Passport

to HeLL and Noy, The leaz,s cond.enm casts light on the writing of The

co&sits lLy, and on the possible relationship Hyde intended it to

have with her later work. In June 1937 she reached an agreement

withHurstandBlackettforthepr:blicationoftwonovelsafter

Wednesdng's ChiLdt'en. Her riterary agent informed the publishers

that " [One] of the novels referred to lin the agreement] is now

finished and Miss Hyde is, I understand, now at work on the second.,,31

The completed novel was The Go&,li.ts FLy, posted to her agents in

a)
I,larch 1937-- and the one she was working on presumably Nor The lears
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this agreement. In JanuarY

second novel, Not The leans

the accomPanYing letter the

herself had requested that

novels be reversed:
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fact the two novels published under

1938 her agent sent a coPY of the

Condenm, to llurst and Blackett- rn

agent refers to the fact that HYde

tJle order of pr:blication of these two

As you [Miss Mitchell of Hurst and Blackett] tell

methatMissHydewouldpreferyoutopublisht}tis

book|NorThelearsConderrm]before''THEGoD!,IITS

FLY.',thenovelreferredtointheagreementdated

the 16th day of June 1937, I shall be glad to hear

from you shortly that you wiII publish "NoR TIIE

YEARS CONDEMN" in the spring season of this year

t1933l .33

So Nor The leays Conderwt was written after The Godui.ts FLy but

published before it, at Hyders insistence. The reasons for which

Hyde wished this adjustment made cannot now be established with any

certainty. But undoubtedly the effect of making their publication

consecutive strengttrened the link between Passport to HeLL and' Nor

The Iears Condenm.

Thetwonovelsarefundamentallydifferentinapproach.

PaSspO?t to HeLL is a realistic recreation of an individual's

experience. Noy The lea?s condenm uses botlt naturalistic and non-

naturalistic conventions to portray a general spiritual condition'

yet both confront the same imaginative problem: the struggle to

maintain human value in the face of the disintegrating force of

economic and social experience (the War Ln PasspOt't to HeLL; the
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,,boom and bust,' period Ln NoT The leaTs COndemn). By adopting and

maintainingasingleclearly-definedapproachtheparticulareffect

ofeachnovelisstronglyfelt,yettheconsecutivepr:blication

juxtaposesthetwoeffectsandmakesthemcomplementary_eachis

enriched bY the other.

Thefinalchaptersofthe,,Bronzeoutlaw''draftwerefictionally

inferior because they tried to impose the authorially-perceived moral

of the story too clumsily' Yet the didactic pointwas still of

centralimportancetoHyde.Whetherartisticorotherconsiderations

led to the abandonment of the chapters, Hyde later made good their

loss by a different means. In writing Nor Tlte lears condenvt she

generalized Stark's experience in a number of ways' She then

strengthened the connection between that novel and Passport to HeLL

by calling it a sequel and influencing its time of pr:blication'

Exerting control over the structures her work formed at this level

canonlybeseenaSpurposefulifitisrecoginizedasthecompletion

bymoresophisticatedmeansofheroriginalintention.Ifreaders

perceivethenovelstobeasinglestructuralunitthentheywill

be alerted to the generalizing as well as the individualizing aspects

of stark,s experience. The moral point will have been generated by

tlle reading process rather than established overtly within the text'

Hyde'smanipulationofpublicationdatesisarelatively

insignificantdetail,butitprovidesfurtherevidenceofher

interest in larger-scale structures in her prose corresponding to a

similar development in her poetry ("Houses By The sear" for instance)

at this time. As in her use of the poetic sequence' the integrity

of each singre unit remains intact, while the ordering and juxta-

posingoftheseelementswithinthelargerStructureintroducesthe
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possibility of generating more complex meaning. Nor The lears

Cordenrn brings together a nrmiber of Hyde's aesthetic preoccupations

in a new combination. Her desire to make evident the connection

between individual well-being and the health of the whole society

had given rise to some rattrer clumsy didactic writing in her earlier

work. As it d.evelops, however, the fictional means by which she

conveyed her "moral" becomes increasingly sophisticated. General-

ized comrnentary superimposed on the narrative by an intrusive

authorial voice is replaced by particular images or dramatic situa-

tions by means of which the moral point is realized.

The two finaf chapters removed from the "Bronze Outlaw" draft

of Passport to HeLL have already been described as containing the

origins of Nor The leats Cond.enm in their identification of Stark's

individual situation with a wider social malaise-notably in the

passage from one of these chapters in which the narrator laments

the passing of the ritual of November 5th bonfires which might have

marked the beginning of a new epoch of post-war unity, welding all

New Zealanders into a nation. Although it rnay not have been wholly

responsible for the abandonment of these chapters from the draft,

this passage is unsatisfactory because of the rather forced. nature

of its central image. Its excision from the novel is not to be

regretted. The fondly-imagined "flare from one hill to another" is

more reminiscent of a series of beacons than of Guy Fawkes Day

fires. The November 5th celebration commemorates the attempted

blowing up of the English Parliament; hardly an appropriate image

for the birth of national unity in any sense.

However, ttre idea of conveying the ideal sense of unified

purpose by a single harmonizing ritual act was not altogether
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abandoned. When she wrote NOr The lears Condenrn Hyde transformed

the ritual of Guy Fawkes' bonfires into that more meaningful (in

the 1930s) and more specifically New Zealand ritual of the Anzac

Day connemoration. It is also primarily an urban and conununal

publicritual,whichbringspeopletogetherphysicaltyaswellas

emotionally, and therefore seems more suited to the purpose of

conveying a social meaning than the essentially private' small-

scale and rural (hilltop) Guy Fawkes' celebration. This change to

the text introduces a more appropriate metaphorical vehicle, which

itself strengthens the novel. More significant however is the

change which its presentation r:ndergoes. The Anzac Day commemora-

tion is dramatically presented. Bede collins participates in,

rather than recalls from vague childhood memory, a ritual which has

direct meaning to her and her fellows as New Zealanders and

survivors of world war. Instead of the narrator protesting vaguely

about what ,,might have been" as in the passage from "Bronze outlaw, "

NOr lrlte IearS COndenm makes the people's uncomprehended sense of

dislocation dramatically apparent by depicting it in their response

to the Anzac service.

The Anzac Day memorial service brings Bede collins a moment of

revelation about the spiritual state of her generation. It ends

with ,'Binyon's h].mn"34 from which the novel's title is taken' T!'ro

lines are quoted in the text:

Theyshallnotgrowold.aswethatareleftgrowold;

Ageshallnotwearythem,northeyearscondemn(NyC'

p. 242).

This ,'hymnr'-this verse-holds a meaning which strikes an instinctive
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chord in the crowd attending the service:

. ments voices which were merely ordinary became

gentle and deep, the women's voices were true

(NYC' P- 242).

Bede Collins' interpretation of the emotion which motivates the

crowd is that they are almost envious of those who died in their

youth and for a cause in which they firmly believed (like Paris,

sleeping peacefully on Scamander side in the poem "Menelaus and

Helen" quoted in Ex. 15). Their fate is felt to be easier than

that of the people whose lives must go on into old age and the

meaningless tedium of ordinary life not charged with a unifying

purpose:

they don't care about death august and royal,

but only for the ttrings you feel not with your

mind but with your bowels-age, $teariness, condem-

nation, the true things they can understand (flIC,

p. 243) .

The men and women who recite Binyon's lines are drawn together

by their communal expression of a sense of dislocation and purpose-

lessness. Iheir feeling is "deep" and "truer" arising from their

essential nature, though they do not consciously recognize it-

What ttrey express is a profound sense of yearning. " [Their] voices

died, lingering upon 'Remember them"' (NyC, p. 2 3). The conmunal

expression of feeling j-s over before its sigrnificance can be grasped.

Like ttre old men who sit along oriental Parade at the end of The

GOd:'li.tS FLy lhese people have "been battered into the sorrow and
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protest which are the next things to a petition for love" gGE'

p. 232). It is only through the agency of tJle "voice" provided

by ttreir poets that they can even express their sorrow and protest'

ToturnthatintothenextstepofapetitionforloveandSoto

bringloveintopowertheywilla]soneedtobeledbypoets,aS

Hyde explained in her New Zealand Authors' week address and else-

where. But that time is not yet' The Anzac Day service ends and

with it the momentary cohesion of the people'

Leaving the service, Bede Collins is able to carry the

significance of the moment in her heart a Iittle longer: "Her eyes

felt unsealed as if the Lids had been torn apart" (Nycr p' 244) '

Shelooksatt}repeoplearoundherwit}rnew,visionaryunderstand-

ing (significantly, one of the first people she sees is l"lacnamara) ;

but for others the old divisions are already reasserting their

power. A little boy is taking delight in kicking up the dead

Ieavesonthestreet,buthismotherscoldshim,thinkingonlyof

the wear and tear on his boots. Nevertheless for Bede, as for

Eliza at the end of The Godnits FLy, the minimal recognition of a

common human predicament at Least al-lows for the possibility of a

more positive and creative sense of unity to come into existence'

It is shortly after this that we learn Bede collins is herself

dying of tuberculosis "picked up during a few months nursing at a

small country sanatorium" (NyC, p' 246)' Bede's contamination with

this disease makes her representative of her whole generation'

physicaldebilitationcausedbytuberculosisbeingametaphorfor

spiritualenervationoftheNewZealandsocietydescribedinthe

novel. Hyde,s use elsewhere of the same metaphorical connection

between the disease of tr:berculosis and spiritual dis-ease has been
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noted. In both cases ttre clear implication is that "a whole code

needs revision and enlarging."

The revision will- not be made by the established leaders,
?q,

political or spiritualr-" who have only increased the divisions

between men. It is the poets alone who have the power to

speak to afl men, because ttrey speak of the "true things" which

are felt "not with your mind" but emotionally or instinctively, as

Binyon is able to speak to the crowd at the Anzac service in Not'

The Iears Cond.etm. Stark and his generation had been betr.y"d36

by the cynicism of leaders who had turned the idealistic hope of

the "war to end all warst' into the same old political game, so it

was up to the poets like herself who did "believe in men" to take

up the task of leadership. The narrator of A Home In This Wov'Ld

is not being altogether ironic when she says "I get my politics

direct from Shelley and Shakespeare, with an occasional hint from

the Holy Ghost" (AIIITW, p. 12). tn The C'oduifu fly, John Hannay

remembers El-iza as a child reciting Byron's poetry. He concludes

that poetry is "a languagfe, then, which all couLd speak" and that

it can "teach the iron hands that, even yet, they were the thought

and means of flesh" (TGF, p. 226). To these examples might be

added Hyde's ad.miration for Rainer Maria Rilke. She regarded him

as "perhaps the greatest poet of the early twentieth centuryr"

going on to say:

If there were nothing else against it, Rilkers

poetry would be a magnificent argr.rment for refusing

to go to war with Germany; for war is only to be

resorted to when aII hope of logical conversation

and understanding is gone by, and not to recognize
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such a clear gift as

understanding would

logical conversation and

5t
be madness.

rfheunderstandingbroughtaboutbyRilke,spoetryisapositiveand

sane emplo)rment of the human faculties which can unite nankind

rattrerthandividingitintomutuallydestructivefactions,she

says. This is the poet's true function and the one she wishes to

carry out in her own writing'

The Anzac Day ceremony described in Nor The Iears cOn'denm is

balanced, in terms of the novelrs structure by another public "ritual"

ofsomesignificance:thelg32QueenstreetriotinAuckland.

overthewireless:'They'retearingthecityto

pieces- The prcoession [sic] was turned back at

the Town HaIl. A disturbance started' and some

oftheleaderswerebatonedbythepolice.They're

tearing the place to bits' tearing up stones and

picket fences to smash shop windows ''

. It's like the French Revolution (NyC' pp'

298-99) .

Again,BedeCollinsexperiencesthis.'ritual.,atfirsthand.After-

wards she and Macnamara discuss its significance as an expression of

the spirit of her contemporaries' Bede says that she "felt that

something good was happening"' To this Macnamara replies:

'. . . :here's something symbolic about the

smashing of windows- Windows let in light and

air, or else shut them out; in the latter case'

the smashing comes' (NYC, P" 307)'

,.
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Macnamara suunarizes the positive effect of the riot:

'That which you saw to-night, that wasnrt letting

down, that was letting up; so perish all plate-

glass and oppressors, if need be. First the big

change . then the stabiLLzing agent. . I

don't say it has to work, but it might' (NyC'

p. 3oe) .38

In historical fact the 1932 riot made no sigmificant difference to

the course of the Depression. In terms of the fiction, however, it

is raised in stature from a small-scale act of mob violence to an

act of revolutionary proportions ("It's Iike the French Revolution")

because such an act is necessary to the structure of the novel as

Hyde conceived it. What is emphasized is its positive effect as a

moment of heightened perception. It is "the big change" that has

come about as an instinctive expression of tJ:e contraction of the

human spirit that Bede recognized at the Anzac Day service. The

word "contraction" comes from The Goduits FLy, where Eliza expresses

the same recognition: "But dontt you see, the way we live, every-

thing, punishment, reward, system, all dwarf the stature-

contraction not expansion? Isnrt man like a clenched fist, cramped,

that of its own agonized irritability must hit out, probably at the

wrong thing?" (TGF, p. 91).

If the "revolution" can be recognized for what it is, the

expression of "things needing to be saidr " then it might lead to the

righting of wrongs-an expansion of the human spirit rather than a

contraction-which, if it was "stabilizedr" would herald a new age
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for mankind.

Hyde's betief in revolutionary rather than evolutionary change

is evident in many forms in her writing. Before Nor The Iears

condenm, though, it is treated mainly in the form of an individual

rather than a general revolution of perception' Ttre epiphanic

moments Eliza experiences in The Goduits FLy are a good example.

At these moments she experiences a liberation of positive feeling.

Tfie moments are fleeting however. They are not "stabilized' "

ButtheydoServetosustainElizaataminimallevel.Hyde

emphasizestheirpowerandimportancebydescribingthemasmoment

of timelessness, for example; by placing them at the most prominent

points of the novel, the ends of chapters; and by putting the key

one at the end of the novel itself where ttre positive note is the

last and most enduring. The task of the later works is 'Eo raise

this personal "revolution" to a public Ievel'

Tn A HOme In Thi,s WorLd ttre narrator begins to place Eliza'

SenseofapersonaIrevolutionofperceptioninawidercontext.

she describes the tragedy of her situation (in this partj-cular n*

instance her situation as a woman) as that of a person born out of

her time:

It seems to me now that I am caught in the hinge

of a slowly-opening door, between one age and

another. Between the tradition of respectability

. and the new age, foretold by Nietzsctre and

some others. lfnl time . an Iris

Wilkinson, knocking her head on the ground and

her bleeding knuckles on the door, [will] seem

extremely queer to those who have learned to be
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happy without self-consciousness (AIIITW'

pp. 28-29).

Underpinning this passage is an assumption that the dawning of the

new age is inevital''ler the door to greater hrman sympathy must open.

However it will not open while people are complacent or suffer

oppression. So the Iris Wilkinsons must defy conventions which

"contract" the human spirit, knock on the door until their knuckles

bleed. Their pain is not however tlte hopeless pain of the outcast,

beating on a door which will never open. It is the pain of the

revolutionary martyr, whose knocking is the means by which the door

will open. Even though she must be caught in the hinge of the door

she has the knowledge that others wiJ-l pass through it.

The progression from a personal to a social ideal and rel-ated

to that the close connection between poetry and social purpose

are clearly evident in Hyde's work. They are also ideas which are

memorably stated. in Cresswell's Modern Poetrg and the ldeal; which

ends with the statement that "The future for poetry and man lies in

the guidance of that mysterious potent force, the personal ldeal,

to its proper outlet in society." Hyde did not, as Fairburn

suspected, regard Cresswell as a "dichterr" though she did say to

Schroder that "of creative intelligences in N.Z. lshe] would rank

his very highly indeed, if only he could be all that he is."39

The reservation ("if only he could be aIl that he is") suggests

that she saw him as subject to the same disintegrating attacks on

his creative potential as any other person (tike any good poet, he

breathed "that which is in the air" as she said in her New Zealand

Authors' Week address) . However the development evident in her

work is well described by the terms of the analysis he had offered

Ln Modern Poetru artd the ldeaL.
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I.nNoz,ThelearsConderrtntheQueenStreetriotisdescribed

in terms which identify it with what cresswell in his essay of

1934 had called the "negative side of the Ideal.'' He used the

FrenchRevolutionasanillustrationintheessay;theQueenStreet

riotiscomparedtotheFrenchRevolutioninthenowel.Cresswell

described the French Revolution as the instinctive and unguided

outletofresponsetooppression,justasMacnamarainterpretsthe

riot. According to Cresswell the poets' who understood the

"positive side of the ldealr" had to guide and direct those forces

of revolution if they were to find their "proper outlet" in the

creation of a new age of ldealism, otherwise they were simply

destructiveandtemporary.Similarly,MacnamaraexplainstoBede

ttrat although the riot represents a "big change"' there must be a

,.stabilizingagent,,ifthechangeistoendureasapositivenew

development and so transcend being an isolated episode of

destruction.

,,Killer,.Starkandthegentlegiant,Macnamara(heisabroad-

shoulderedfivefeeteleven)arethenovel,sembodimentsofthe

,,negative,, and t}te ..positive.' sides of the Ideal . Macnamara is

not, strictly speaking, a poet; though he is humourously associated

with ttre arts by the fact that his political analysis is accompanied

byadexterouslyplayedharmonium(thenameoftheinstrumenthaving

been chosen with care) which, after "the first bars of 'God save the

King,' switched over to tThe Internationale" and finished up

wheezing,at'TheWearingoftheGreen'''(NyC'p.310).Undoubted1y,

though, I,lacnamara is the bearer of the "positive side of the Idealrl

in the novel. He has breathed that which is in Lhe air (like his

doppelg5nger, Starkie, he has travelled'all over New Zealand to :

exrrerience its life at first hand) and he is able to put into words
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the unexpressed emotions of his fellows. The first words he utters

in ttre novel are in fact spoken to complete a stumbling sentence of

Stark's:

'Wontt they ever know we arentf 3-3-r

'A red cotton poppy made by blinded soldiers very

efficiently trained and sold in the streets for a

shilling once a year. That's it, isn't it, Stark?t

asked a gentle voice (NyC, pp. 4z-42).4o

He is ttte "org:an of the

given back to the body,

When Bede Collins

he replies that he and

voice lwith a further pun on harmonium],

which is the peop1e."41

asks Macnamara "What are you supposed to be?"

others Like him are the "continui ay"!2

We have not forgotten, we shall not forget, we

won't let people forget what they wanted in the

first place. Plenty more like us- Like any

other bug, the idea is infectious; you'11 find

it quietly rampant aI1 over the world (ilYC, p. 310).

Macnamarats metaphorical "infectious bug" recalls that other bug-

tuberculosis-which infects Bede and her contemporaries. Exposure

to Macnamara has a healing effect on her. He not only saves her

from the immediate danger of the rioters (NyC' p. 303) but

confidently hints that her tr:berculosis will not be fatal: "Trouble

with one lungr not very serious'r (NyC, p. 308).43 Earlier when

Bede castigated Macnamara for calling the young man with him by the

insulting name of "Homier" Macnamara replied:

If I say it, h.e gets to like it, and when other
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people say it, he's immune' Sane old smallpox'

cowpox tlteorY . . (NYC' P' 305) '

TheimmunLzLngeffectMacnamarahasontheyoung''Homie''fore-

shadowshisinfluenceonBedeandalsoonStarkieattheendof

the novel.

Organ of the voice, continuity, immunizing bug: the portrayal

of Macnamara in the novel resolves all of these different expressions

of the idear role of the writer as spiritual leader in Hyde's earlier

work.Thenovelalsobringstocompletionthereconciliationofthe

individual and general levels of experience which was anticipated in

The Goduits FLy. In JoutmaLese slre had written somewhat cynically

that

If society consists of a body of individuals with

some tie of real feeling between them' we have no

society in New Zealand as yet: there are ties of

prejudice and self-interest, but of genuine feeling'
AAa+

no.

In her novels she set out to show that ties of genuine feeling were

necessary, and to show that it was possible to discover them in

"this world."

Thelastbookshehadpublished,Dt,agonRatrrpant'isalsoan

expression-anfl a celebration-of the ties of feeling which bind

people together. It is not in any obvious sense a book about New

Zealand although she believed that her experience in china did have

some very direct implications for the development of New Zealand

societyraslwillshow-Dt'agonRonrpartt.doeshoweverrepresenEa

logical further movement beyond nationalism to internationalism
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for a writer who believed that the people of all times and places

were spiritually bound together and should develop those bonds in

a more tangible form.

After NOT The lears cond,enrn was written, Hyde set out on her

journey aror:nd. the world, Ieaving New zealand on January 18, 1938.

Although she wanted to go to England as many New Zealanders before

and since have done, this was no sinple godwit-migration "Home."

Rather it was an "advance" from her "home" (to use her words from

A Home In This t'/orLd) to the rest of the world. If "home" meant

any actual geographicat place to her, that place \.tas wholeheartedly

New Zealand, not England. In her much-quoted conclusion to an

article written in China she wrote "In our generation, of our own

initiative, we loved England still, but we ceased to be 'forever

England.' We became, for as long as we have a country, New

4q ' -- L -c L^- --+jZealand."*' Though invariably quoted as a statement of her nation-

alism, this passage contains the important but overlooked

qualification: ,'fOT aS LOng AS Ue hAUe a COttrLt?Ar" which adds some

complexity to its meaning. Tlhe statement remains an affirmation of

a new-found sense of location, but it also clearly expresses Hyde's

internationalisml her befief that political boundaries must some

46
day cease to matter.

on leaving New Zealand, Hyde|s route ..was to have been:

Auckland to sydney, the Pacific ports, Hong Kong, Kobe, vladivostok'

Moscow, Warsaw, Ber}in and London . . ." (Introduction, HBTST pp'

2O-2't). This is a journey to the world, not just to England. The

relatively low priority she gave to arriving in London is apparent

from her decision-mad.e on the spot-to stop in china to offer her

support to the Chinese people who were then engaged in war with
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Japan. Although she went to the war-zone as a professional

journalist and had decided before she left that she was going to

write about her journey in order to help finance iEr47 her response

to ttre plight of the chinese people was a sincere commitment of her

syrnpathy to the suffering of other human beings like herself- when

she was finally forced to leave China because of a severe illness

she threw a1I her energy into publicising the Chinese cause in

England, leaving her most enduring record Ln D?agon Rarnpant. The

gift of her talent and energy to the chinese people was the

practical embodiment of her philosophy: she gave herself freely to

the service of a cause greater than the cause of any individual.

The cause was not her country or Empire but the freedom from

48
oppression and suffering. she gave of herself from strength:

the strength of her faith in mankind.

More than simply propaganda for a political cause ' Dz'agon

Ratnpant drew on Hyde's experience of writing her earlier novels'

Again autobiographical experience is made the basis of the book.

Atthough she had the help of James Bertram to correct and regular-

ize the verifiable fact-place-names and spelling-that kind of

"truth" was secondary (much to Bertram's annoya,,""49) to her

attempt to put into words the "truth" of the impression the Chinese

people had made on her so that her readers would feet it as she had-

Although she was working as a journafist in the war zone, DtagOn

RarnpAnt contains no detached overview of the conflict, no attempt

to place her observations in the context of the whole war: instead

the novel offers a partial-but not confused-view of her experience'

Even though it "failed" to demonstrate journalistic

impartiality, the impressionistic technique she used has been
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described as simply journalism. Charles Brasct5 for example, thought

that it "both gained and lost . . . from being written so close to

the events; it gave a sharp picture of what she saw and what

happened. to her but . that was good reporting, no more; the

events had not been allowed to nature in memory."So Hyde would have

agreed with Brasch's description of her technique (if not with his

judgement that it was "good reporting, no more") - She had made a

similar distinction between writing which captured the "quick

kaleidoscope" of events and that which had matured in memory when

she described Sassoonrs poetry. Sassoonts kaleidoscopic realism

had however been a necessary and appropriate technique for his

purpose: "the horrors he had to depict . . left him no opportunity

of sitting back in an armchair and reflecting on an appropriate

choice of words."51 So too i.n Dz'AgOn Rampant she wanted to involve

the reader as directly as possible in the emotions she had felt-

the ". . . thousand splintered stars . that had burned first in

[her] own heart" (Introduction, HBTS, p. 15). She was a professional

writer and practiced her writing skills every day so an "appropriate

ctroice of words" came readily to her, just as the "clever subtle

fingers" of the pianist who has practiced five-finger exercises

hours a day "understands" how the music should be played

(Introduction, HBTS' P. 14).

Her tendency in the past had been to move away from first-person

narrative to a more detached third Person point of view. In thj-s

book however she wished to convey as directly as possible her

attachment to, rather than her detachment from, the people and the

experience she described. She did not want to write about "events"

once they had, "matured" in her memory. She wanted to convey an
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immediate human response to a human predicament: to show "the agony

of the drops which show human faces for a single moment before they

go over the waterfall" and to make the reader feel that agony.

Her impressionism was deliberately employed to involve readers

in the narrative at an emotional level-to make them feel as the

narrator felt, see as the narrator saw. Hyde insisted that her

effort to involve herself unreservedly in the Chinese experience,

at ttre expense of objectivity, $/as necessary if she was to offer

trer readers a true insiqht. She had to breathe in "that which was

in the air" so ttrat she could act as "the organ of the voice, given

back to the body, which is the people." This didactic intention

draws on her earlier work. So does the technique which she used

to convey it. She had been unable to control the subjectivity of a

first person narrative in writing the First Version of The fudt'tits

FLg and had had to put the manuscript aside "for further reflection. "

The success with which she uses a first person technique tn Dragon

Rantpant is testimony to the skill she had developed over the three

years since she wrote the First Versi-on.

After it was published, one reviewer compared Dt'agon Ranrpant

unfavourably with Freda Utley's "clear-sighted and orderly" book,

China At l,laz,z

One suspects that Miss Hyde,

never really discovered what

She knew neither Chinese nor

not even the customs nor the

on the other hand,

the war was about.

Japanesel she knew

geography of china.52

Ttrat she knew nothing about the language or customs of China was

true beyond dispute. It makes her achie.vement all the more
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impressive. But Hyde knew absolutely clearly "what the war was

about." It was about being beaten up and humiliated by foreign

soldiers, being disorientated, feeling fear and hate, helplessly

watching destruction and pain. Those things Hyde knew and those

were the subject of her book.

That she happened to be in China rather than New Zealand did

not deLract from her ability to carry out the function of an artist

since the basic human response to the situation remained the same.

If she was successful in arLiculating the experience of the Chinese

people then it would strike a responsive chord in her readers and a

bond of kinship would be recognized. A statement of this intention

is to be found earlv in the novel when she writes:

Since I don't speak of mystical faith, but of the

faith of man in man, before faith there must be

understanding. And what may be found, perhaps, in

this book-an effort towards understanding (DR, p. 13) .

The "faith of man in man" is the basis on which Hyde proposed

to establish her "home in this world." It was the lack of this

faith which she felt produced conflict between nations and between

people where there should be unity. tn T'he Goduits FLy and Nor

The Iears Condenm Hyde discovered the lack of this unity at the

root of New Zealand society, and made each of the novels an "effort

towards understandins" out of which that faith miclht be restored.

It is a logical- progression from the idea of the r:nity of all New

Zealanders to the idea underlying Dragon Runpant that the differ-

ences between all cultures and races of mankind are less cause for

division than the bonds of their common humanity are grounds for

solidarity.



In some of the poems Hyde wrote while in China

a unifying bond between all people is expressed'

Makes The Stranger" she wrote:
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same idea

"What Is

Shaking the sweet-bitter $taters within my mind'

It seemed to me, all seas fuse and intermatry'

Undertheseasralllandsknitfibrerinterlock:

On a highway so ancient as China's

what are a few mires more to the ends of the earth?53

The characters who inhabit the New Zealand of Nor The Years

COndenm were oppressed and defeated because they had no recognized

sense of common identity or common goal-even as New Zealanders,

let al-one as members of the larger human family. The apparently

blind destructiveness of the Queen street riot was the revolution-

ary moment in which some sense of a common predicament, at least,

emerged and on which a positive sense of unity could be built. The

chinese people faced a more tangible and deadly battle to overcome

defeat by the Japanese, but in Dragon Rantparft and in her letters

Hyde described chinese society as indestructible because of its

close-knit sense of identity and purpose '

Ttris was the essentially positive lesson china had to offer New

Zealand and the rest of the world, as Hyde was at pains to explain

to Schroder in a letter written to him from hospital in England:

As soon as I come back . [to New Zealand]

I'm going to shove in every way known to me for United

Front as in China. . I don't mean shouting, flag-

waving, fear-mongering militarism-God forbid' But

more vitality and coherence of the whole social move-

the

Inof

It
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ment, the trained helping the untrained in every

way-for instance, Chinese students were organized

to carry everything from medical knowledge to

literacy into army and viflage units-they call it

mass mobilization

than the war .

and it's nearly more important

54

"Vitality and coherence of the whole social movement" Sounds an

impossibly Utopian dream, yet Hyde's experience of the unity of

the Chinese people, even in the chaos of ttre war zone, offered a

practical working model for its success.

"Vitality and coherence" are always und,er threat in Hydets

writingr but they are all the more precious for that. At an

individual level, rn The GodUits FLy for example, disintegrating

forces are always at work on the sense of identity, yet a stronger

and more positive sense of identity is forged out of the struggle

to overcome them. At a national level, in NOr The leArs COrtd.enm,

social institutions have to be risked in order that they might be

reshaped by human needs. Out of the Queen Street riots comes the

1935 Labour election victory and from that, the novel implies,

may cor,le reaf social change. On the night it was announced " l{othing

mattered, except that the crowd-body, a long time cold and scared

in its softest spots, courage, pride, and respectability, should'

suddenly be awake and singing again" (NyC' p. 347). So too, as

the whole world approached war once again in '1939, Hyde wrote

urgently to Schroder of the need to break down self-defensive

barricades as the only possible way to avert g1oba1 destruction.

Presumably Sctrroder had written to Hyde in England attacking social-

ism as a threat to national security in the event of war. She
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replied:

I think you are wrong ' ' ' in thinking socialism

. will do any harm ' Socialism will be

extremely useful , even necessary' at the present

time, provided it hangs on Iike grim death to the

one feature which gives it political breath' self

sacrifice-internationalism ' Nou when inter-

nationalism seems most dangerous we should play

that card for all we're worth-and when prejudices'

especially racial ones, are as puffy as cobras

with toothache or glandular swelling we should

remembersweetAliceinWonderland'sremarkable

words, "You're just nothing but a pack of cards"'55

lfpositivefaithinmankindwastohaveanymeaningthenithadto

be put to the test. If the threat of world war could be averted by

international co-operation and diplomacy then a "remarkable" new

age would be born.

ofcourseitdidnothappen.Buttoknowthatisnottodeny

thevalidityofitslogicortodismisseasilyHyde'shard-won

belief in tl.e ultimate triumph of human sympathy over prejudice and

fear:atriumphallthemoremiraculousforthelengthoftheodds

against it. In,,The Book of Nadath,'. one of the places the prophet

visited was ,,the house of woman.r' He watched the woman sweeping

sandoffherfloor,thoughitalwaysreturned.''sometimesthesand

mounted to her kneesr sometimes it was a thin film "" but the

woman simply kept on sweeping, undaunted' In her endurance Nadath

saw that "One day she shall be called the conqueror of the
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sands."'" In ttris parable Nadath gives expression to Hyde's faith

in the mysterious creative potential which sustains humanity.

In its general form that faith may seem nothing more than the

vagiue expression of a sentimentat idealism ("I sound a littte like

dear Auntie Belinda speaking from 1zB, inviting you all to send

out waves of right thinking, " she said ironically in her New Zealand

Authors' Week addr"ss57). But her idealism is not sentimental or

na'ive. Expediency, cowardice and cynicism she saw and understood

and set down in her writing. But, in the words of anothet po.tr58

she did not approve, and she was not resigned to them. Her clear-

sighted understanding that mankind's capacity for good is very

much less in evidence than its destructive belligerence is anything

but sentimental. Yet neither is it grounds for cynicism or despair.

confronting the conplex mystery of humanity makes any partial

response inadequate. Eliza Hannay gives expression to the need for

openness of response at the end of flhe hdUits FLy when she says of

Timothy Cardew and ttre "little brawling workmanr' (ttre ideal and the

brutal aspects of mankind):

That bottr were flesh, not brick or stone, is

really very slrange (TGE' P. 231).



APPENDIX: A DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY OF SOME OF HYDE'S MSS AND DRAFTS

This inventory describes not only the MSS which have been used

in the thesis but any others which have come to my notice. No

complete record of Hyde's MSS yet exists, so this list, which is a

necessary account of primary materials used, has been extended into

a preliminary survey of a wider part of the canon. No claim is

made for its completeness however. The parameters of my thesis

topic largely determined which MSS I became acquainted with; though

I gratefully acknowledge the assistance I received from the

guardians of the various collections, who made other MSS avail-able

to me at various times. I am also grateful to Massey University

for providing the research funds which enabled me to make Xerox

copies of much of this material.

The inventory is divided into three parts: 1: manuscripts

relating to Hyde's published prose work; 2: material relating to

her unpr:blished work and 3: notebooks. Within these categories

material is arranged whenever possible into its chronological order

of composition. Hyde's pagination is followed where it is given,

with errors indicated. Gloria Rawlinson and Derek Challis'

preliminary sorting and identification of MSS is followed where

applicable. Italics are reserved for the published form of novels

only; the titles of drafts are given in quotation marks. Any

pagination on MSS which is not Hyders is indicated in square

brackets.
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1: Manuscripts relating to Hyde's published prose work.

a. JouwtaLese z

(i) "Journalese." Tlpescript, 192 pp.

B-12b, Iris Wilkinson collection, Auckland University

Library (hereafter referred to as AU).

"Incomplete typescript with holograph annotations.

Accompanied by five typescript fragrments: three from

I'Lte fudults FLy (chs 1, 7, 15-16. 138 [pp.] approx.);

one of two i.ncomplete short stories (The HoneysttckLe

SeandaL/Rogue, Naboth's Vinyard at Orakei); one of

six poems (tYour Treesrt tJudasrt rDefeatrr rTLle

English Riderr' 'Chrysanthemumrr rIn The Lane').

Gift of Mr D. Challis ' 1962" (t'1.p. Coleman and R.

Chapman, comps , Mtrr.useripts and Archiues in Auekland

tlniuersity Library, Bibliographical Bulletin 6

(Auckland: Auckland University Library, 1971) ' p. 28.

fhis Bulletin is cited hereafter as Coleman and

Chapman). At1 of items B-10 to B-15 held at AU are

recorded as being gifts of Mr D. Challis, 1962.

Challis has stated (interview with Sandbrook, May 15,

1980) that his intention is for a1l of Hyde's MSS

currently held by himself and by Gloria Rawlinson

eventually to be placed in AU.

The three typescript fragments of Wte God:'tits FLy

material included in B-12b are described more fully

below, in Section 1:e. of this appendix.

(ii) "Journalese." Typescript, 111 pp.
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HeId by Derek Challis (incorrectly placed. under title

page of draft of WednesdaA'" Chilfu.en).

Incomplete typescript with holograph annotations.

The typescript needs reorganizing and contains some

redrafting. Since it begins at p. 193, the beginning

of Ch. 12, this is almost certainly not a separate

draft of Jouzvtalese, but rather the missing part of

(i) above, which ends on p. 192, the end of Ch. 11.

(iii) Jourmalese, proofs , 112 pp.

B-12a, Iris Wilkinson collection, AU (Coleman and

Chapman, p. 28).

b. Passpont to HeLLz

(i) "Bronze Outlaw; a New Zealand Soldier's Story."

Tlpescript, 350 pp.

B-'l 0, Iris Wilkinson collection, AU.

"T)zpescript with holograph annotations.

Accompanied by a hofograph draft of Ch. 18, and a

revised typescript of Introduction to Starkie.

Published as Passport to HeLL, 1936"

(Coleman and Chapmanr p. 27) .

The "holograph draft of ch. 18" to which Coleman and

Chapman refer is in fact a 22 p. (incomplete) auto-

biographical text written by J.D. Stark, describing

his return to New Zealand in 1919. Gloria Rawlinson

may have had this fragrnent in mind when she described

the later novel, Nor The leays Condenm, as having

been started in l,lay, 1937 "with the help of interviews
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wittr Stark, plus a few of his crudely written notes"

(Gloria Rawlinson, letter to Sandbrook, sept' 19,

1979) .

c. Cheek to loun king,

(i) "Check to Your King; the life of Charles Philippe

Hippolytus, Baron de Thierry." Typescript, 346 pp'

B-1 1, Iris Wilkinson collection, AU.

"$rpescript with holograph annotations'

Accompanied by transcript research notes and type-

script copies of six letters by de Ttrierry and two by

the Rev. Samuel Marsden-

An early draft which was considerably revised and

rewritten" (Coleman and Chapman, p. 27) '

(ii) "Check to Your King; the life of Charles Philippe

Hippolytus, Baron de Thierry." T\rpescript, 368 pp'

B-1 1b lris Wilkinson collection, AU.

"Typescript and holograph annotations' Lacks Chapter

1 of published version and text significantly

different" (Coleman and Chapman, p' 28) '

(iii) "Check to Your King; the life of Charles Philippe

Hippolytus, Baron de Thierry." Typescript, 440 pp'

B- 1 1 c, Iris Wilkinson collectj-on, AU.

"Typescript, signed, and holograph annotations'"

(Coleman and ChaPmdnr P. 28) .

(iv) Ioose pp. labelled (by Gloria Rawlinson) " lhteek

to lou.r Kingl Pages from 'an early draft?" Typescript,
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7 pp-

Held by Gloria Rawlinson.

Page 1, headed "Check to Your King. Introduction"

(beginning "Against the fragile china blue .");

no p. 2; pp. 3-5 (from same Introduction?); two

versions (both incomplete) of a p. 6 (beginning

"The pale and oval face . . ." / "TLre rather pale and

oval face ."); p. 285 (beginning "great grey-blue

cobwebs . . .").

A Wednesday' s ChiLd.nen,

(i) "Wednesday's Child." Typescript, 307 pp.

B-15, Iris Wilkinson collection, AU.

"Typescript with holograph annotations.

Published 1936 (as Wednesday's Children)"

(Coleman and Chapmdnr p. 29).

(ii) "wednesday's Children. "

HeId by Derek Challis.

Title page of a draft of

incorrectly placed with

item (a) (ii) above.

Typescript, 1 p. (Title page)

Wedne sdag' s ChiLdz,en,

a draft of Journalese. See

(iii) loose pp. Iabelled (by Gloria Rawlinson) "Froril

draft of WednesfuAt" Children." \zpescript, 16 pp.

Held by Gloria Rawlinson.

Typescript with holograph annotations.

2 pp- red.rafts of p. 292.

14 pp. headed "Chapter One, Wednesday Enters for the

Doubles. "



e. The Godnits FLyz

(i) "The Godwits Fly-" Tlpescript, 261 pp'

First Version (Gloria Rawlinson's designation) '

350

Helct by Gloria Rawlinson.

gpescript with holograph annotations.

(The text is completed by the AU fragment, B-12b,

fragment 3, described below).

Ttre text is divided into two parts by an (unnumbered)

title p. for Part TVo between pp. 'l 50, 151. Errors

in Hyde's pagination are as follows: In Part One

2 pp. numbered 15; no pp. 46, 47, 711 p. 83 mls-

nnmbered 2; 2 pp. nrunJcered 85; 2 pp. nurnlcered

141 .

In addition to these misnurnberings, pp. 6, 60 and 61

are missing fron the text, with conseguent breaks in

the narrative.

Part One lacks a title p. (and Foreword?). It begins

on p.1 , headed "Chapter one, Farewell and Adieu"'

Part One ends (at p. 150) after "Chapter Nine,

Children and CherrY Trees-"

The se'parate title p. for Part I\,tro has the word

"sllccEss" in tlryescript crossed out and replaced with

the holograph title trThe Middle Distance"'

Part T\^to begins (on p. 151) with "Chapter Ten, A Ship

Returns. tt

Inaccuracies in pagination are as follows: 2 pp.

nr-unbered 162; 2 pp numbered 170 pp. 245-248 mLs-

numbered 145-148.
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filled byThere is a gap between pp. 233-238 which is

AU, B-12b, fragment 3 (see (ii) below).

The text ends (incomPlete) at p. 264' Ehe

"Chapter Fourteen, Littl-e Red Shoes." It

by Au, B-12b, fragment 3 (see (ii) below)

end

is

of

completei

(ii) ["The Godwits Fly"I fragirnent. Typescript, 38 pp-

B-12bt fragment 3, Iris Wilkinson collection, AU.

This fragrment is placed with the B-12b typescript of

JotnnaLese (see 1:a. (i) above) .

Four pp. , numbered by Hyde 234-237 , beLong in Part T\^ro

of the First Version (see (i) above) - Pp. 234 and 235

complete "chapter Thirteent waters on An lsland";

thapter Fourteen. Little Red Shoes" begins on p. 236

and is continued as described in (i) above.

The other 34 pp. of this fragment follow on from

the end of (i) and complete the First Version draft'

They begin with the heading "Chapter Fifteen, The

Free Companies" on P. 265.

Inaccuracies in pagination are as follows: the p'

number on 234 is obliterated; p- 281 misnumbered 2011

2 pt>. 2E6 .

The text ends on P. 297.

IncludinE AU, B-12b, fragment 3, the First Version

consists of 299 PP.

(iii) ["The Godwits Fly"J fragment. Typescript, 40 pp.

B-12b' fragnnent 2, Iris Wil-kinson collection, AU'

This fragment is placed with the B-12b typescript of
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JouzmaLese (see 1:a. (i) of this APpendix) .

Typescript with holograph annotations by Hyde and in

another hand (G\ren Mitcalfe?).

Pagination is by Hyde. It nrns from P. 117-162-

Begins "Chapter Seven, Little Easer" p- 117. A

chapter ending is indicated on p- 139; after a break

the text resumes on p. 147, running continuously to

p. 162 where another chapter ending is indicated.

Errors in pagination are as follows: 2 pp. 135; pp.

140-146 missing, with break in sense.

fhe lost pp. 140-146 presumably comprise the beginning

of a ChaPter 8.

Apart from Hyde's own holograph annotations to the

typescript, ttris frag:ment is unusual in that it also

bears holograph annotations in another hand, on no

less than 10 pP.

It is my conjecture that this hand is that of Gwen

Mitcalfe, since she is the person on whom Hyde based

the character of Simone and the annotations to this

fragment relate to that character (for example, this

on p. 1272 "Simone is romanticised!"). The fact that

the DPV fragments described in (iv) below also include

an annotation in ttris hand suggests that they are part

of the same draft.

1iv) ["The Godwits Fly'] fragments. Typescript, 8'l pp.

Part of "Drafts of Published Version" (gloria

Rawlinson's designation, abbreviated in this thesis
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to: DPV fragrments). The remainder of DPV fragments

is placed with AU, B-12b' fragment 1: see (ix) below-

Hetd by Gloria Rawlinson.

typescript with holograph annotations by Hyde and

another hand (Gwen llitcalfe?).

The part of DPV fragments described here consists of

two sections:

57 pp. typescript with holograph annotations (Hyde

and Gwen l4itcalfe?), beginning abruptly with p. 189:

"two white splashes . . ."; pagination then

runs to p. 195, end of chapter. "Chapter Ten, Stars'

Holiday" begins p. 196, runs to p. 200 where it ends

abruptly. There follow 3 pp. numbered 199, each

bearing a different redraft of the same passage from

the original p. 199 (the verso of p. 197 also bears

the number 199 and !i line redraft). At the foot of

p. '192 there is a pencil holograph note in a hand not

Hyde's, presumably that of Gwen Mitcalfe. If sorthis

establishes a link between this fragment and AU, B-12b,

fragment 2, which is also annotated in this hand-

"Chapter Ten, Stars' Holiday" begins on another p-

numbered 196 (with poem beginning "In one of those

wild gardens ."), ends p. 216. Error in pagination

here is p. 204 misnunbered 306. This chapter is a re-

draft of the incomplete Chapter 10 above.

24 pp. typescript with holograph annotations, numbered

by Hyde [1]-25. Begins "Chapter Eleven, In Your

Stupidity," p. [1], ends with end of chapterr P. 25-
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Error in paqination: no P' 5, but no break in sense'

Ttre final sentence on P' 25 is in ink holograph by

Hyde. Ttre chapter nurdbers suqgest ttrat ttris fragment

continues on from ttre previous one' although the

pagination is not continuous; Hyde sometines numbered

chapters separately in this manner'

Note to items (iii) and (iv) above:

AlttroughitcanbeestablishedthatAU,B-12b,fragment

2andtheDPVfragirnentsdescribedln(iv)arepartof

tlte same draft, their fragmentary nature makes their

exactlocationinttrecreativeprocessofThefu&'lits

FLu d'ifficult to ascertain' I assrme that since Gloria

*"lot,,t=o" placed these DPV fragments together with the

one described in (ix) below' she regards ttrem as being

part of the same late revision stage (i'e' after the

MS version) ' It is my conjecture however that items

(iii) and (iv) above are from a draft stage of the

novel which predates the MS draft' (See the notes on

the Ex. 14 and Ex. 15 notebooks in 3: (viii) of this

Appendix.) one example of internal evidence which

supports ttris conjecture is the treatment of Eliza's

job in a newspaper office' In both Ex' 74' pp' t26-291'

and DPV fragrmentsr PP. 197-199, there are almost

identical descriptions of Eliza's two superiors' "Mr

DiIl and Mr Lennoxrt' who tease her about her "platonic"

relationship with Timothy' In tJle MS version the whole

of this scene of 3-4 pp' has been excised and replaced

with one brief paragraph distinguishing these two men
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from the other "queer mossies" she worked with (Ex. 17,

p. [145]), and this treatment is preserved in the

published version (TGF' p. 141) - Numerous examples

of such textual modifications can be found to support

the conjecture that these fragments pre-date the MS

version. The AU, B-12b, fragment 2 chapter "Little

Ease" can similarly be shown to follow the First

Version chapter called "Simone" (First Version pp.

28-51) and to precede the "Little Ease" chapter in the

MS version (Ex. 16, P. t66l - Ex. 17 p. t95l) -

Exercise Book, labelted by Gloria Rawlinson "The

Godwits Fly 1; Ch. 3 - to p. l4-" Holograph, 100 pp.

Ex. 16 (Gloria Rawlinson's designation).

21.5 x 33 cm notebook, "Counter book, red, with

mottled lacing. Red Book 1" (Gloria Rawlinson, Ietter

to Sandbrook, APriL 27 ' 1979) .

HeId by Gloria Rawlinson.

This is the first of three such notebooks which together

constitute what I describe as the MS version of The

Godt'tits l4y.

The draft of The God:'tits FLy consists of 74 pp., but

tlre last six (pp. 168-721) are on verso of pp. 162-67J ,

in reverse order (Hyde ran out of room in the notebook

and so worked backwards, on the verso sheets which she

usually left blank). Gloria Rawlinson, describing her

system of pagination, conunents: "Where she [Hydel

writes on both sides, or backwards, or turns the book

upside down etc. I have had to paginate the whole
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book lfn] the case of Red Book 1 (nx' 16)

there is one pagination for the entire contents' and

a separate one for T-G.F- Because some half-dozen

pages run backwards, it wd have been confusing to do

otherwise"

(Gloria Rawlinson, letter to Sandbrook, ApriI 27 '

1g7g). I follow her separate pagination for the draft'

giving it in square brackets.

The text begins with Hyde's chapter title "O Rome' Ivly

Cor:ntry. " This is r:nnr:mberedr but subsequent chapter

titles are numbered: "Ch. 4, Follow the Boomerang,"

p. t14I; "ch. 6, Toy Town," p. t32lt "ch' 7, Laloma'"

p. t45l; "ch. 8, Little Easer" p' t66l '

lnserted between pp. t58-591 is a single p' typescript

with holograph annotations, possibly an extract from

an historical document relating to Cheek to Iow King'

In front of the I?Le Crodtnits FLy draft, Ex' 16 contains

8 pp. of what appear to be Hyde's notes of interview(s)

with W. Downie Stewart (The initials "D'S"' occur in

the notes). These establish that Ex' 16 was used while

Hyde was in Dunedin, in the Spring of 1936' At the

back of the notebook, upside down, are 18 pp' (some

verso) of what appears to be a transcription of de

TLrierry's autobiography, presumably made before Hyde

went to Dunedin.

(vi) Exercise Book, labelled by Gloria Rawlinson "The

C'odwits FLy 2; pp. 75-148-" Holograph, 100 pp'(?)

Ex. 17 (Gloria Rawlinson's designation) '
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21.5 x 33 cm notebook, as in (iv) above.

HeId by Gloria Rawlinson.

This is ttre second of the three notebooks containing

the MS version.

I follow Gloria Rawlinson's pagination, which is given

in square brackets.

Ttre text begins with Hyde's note: "Little Ease

(continued) r" p. t751. There follow: "Reflections in

the Water," p. t95I; "Ch. 10, Beau Chevalier,"

p. t1071; "ch. 11, Broken Treesr" p. t1171; "Chapter

Eleven," p. [128]; "chapter 12," p. [145]. The text

ends at p. [148].

There is a misnr:rnbering

inunediately by p. t1401

from the pagination.

Upside down at the back

mainly on the colonial

here: p. [131] is followed

, so eight nurnbers are missing

of Ex. 17 are 10 pp. of notes,

artist Gilfillan.

(vii) Exercise Book, labelled by Gloria Rawlinson "The

Godwits Fly 3." Hotograph, 100 pp. (?)

Ex. 18 (Gloria Rawlinson's d.esignation) .

21.5 x 33 cm notebook, as in (iv) above.

Held by Gloria Rawlinson.

Ttris is ttre third of the three notebooks containing

the MS version.

I follow Gloria Rawlinson's pagination, which is given

in square brackets.

The text begins "Chapter Fourteen, That Dolent Cityr"

p. t1491. . There follow: "Chapter Fifteen, Stars'
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Holidayr" p. t1681; "Chapter sixteen, Money Changed

Hands," p. t186I; "Chapter Seventeen, Alien Corn'"

p. t189I; "Chapter Eighteen, Thorny Mauds," P' [199];

"Chapter Nineteen, No More Of l"le You Knewr" p' [208];

"Chapter X - Carlyr" p. t211l; "Chapter XI, Sidereal

Yearr" p. 1223J- Ttre text ends at p' 12281 and is

signed "Robin HYde-"

There is one pagination error: no p' [190] '

Between pp. 1226' 227) is inserted a single p' with

holograph notes (by Gloria Rawlinson?) on Rilke's

poem "OrPheus, Eurydice, Hermes"'

Hyde'suseof"X"and"xl"toenumeratettrelasttwo

chaptersispuzzling.Itispossiblethattheysinply

represent "unknownsr" and that Hyde intended, to correct

them later. A more 1ike1y conjecture is that she

mistakenly used the roman numeral "X" to mean "20.''

Note to items (v) - (vii) above:

The },1S version, as it exists in the three foolscap

notebooks Ex. 16, Ex. 17 and Ex' 18, is incomplete'

Ex. 16 begins with what is either a Chapter 3 or

Chapter 4. The first chapter title "O Rome, My

Countryr" is unnumbered; the second "Follow the

Boomerangr" Hyde numbered "Chapter 4r" but the next

chaptertitl-er"ToyTownr"bearsthenurnber"Chapter

6." Therefore it is presun'ed that two or possibly

three chapters are missing from the draft and must

have existed either as loose pp. or in another

notebook.
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The draft in Ex. 16 continues uninterrupted into

Ex. 17. Between Ex. 17 and Ex- 18, however, another

discontinuity occurs. Ex- 17 ends with "chapter 12"

incomplete; Ex. 18 begins with "Chapter Fourteen,

That Dolent City." Therefore it is presumed that

part of Ch. 12 and all of Ch- 13 are missing from

the draft. If so, they must have existed either as

loose pp. or in another notebook. There is consider-

able similarity between the material presented in

Ex. 14, in Ex. 17 and in the DPV fragrnents described

in (iv). Whatever the exact order of composition of

these might be, it is cfear from the number of drafts

of this part of the novel that it gave Hyde some

difficulty. It is worth noting that Ex' 14 contains

passages of automatic writing, on pp. 124, 421, which

reinforces the suggestion that Hyde was experiencing

difficulty with the material at this point' It may

be, therefore, that the discontinuity between Ex' 17

and Ex. 18 points to a complex relationship between

these texts, the exact nature of which has not yet

been established.

The l4s version was written while Hyde was in Dunedin,

staying with the Hon. W. Downie Stewart' Some notes

on de Thierry material in Ex- 16, however, suggest

that Hyde used the Ex. 16 notebook before she left

Auckland. It is possible therefore that the MS

Version was begun before she reached Dunedin, though

this is only sPeculative.
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(viii) ["The Godwits Fly"J fragment- Typescript, 49 pp'

B-12b, fragrment 1, Iris Wilkinson collection' AU'

Tlris fragment is placed with the B-12b typescript

of JourmaLese (see 1:a.(i) above)'

Pagination is by Hyde. It runs from p' 1-53'

Begins with "Chapter one, Little Houses"' P' 1;

chapter ends p - 40; "Chapter Two, Bird of My Native

Landr " p. 41; text breaks off abruptly at p' 53'

Errors in pagination are as follows: no p' 13; no

p. 29. In addition to these errors, p' 17 is missing'

wittr a consequent break in the narrative; p' 50 is

also missing, though it is located with DPV fragment

described in (ix) below'

(ix) ["The Godwits Fly"J frag:ment' Typescript, 84 pp'

Part of "Drafts of Pr:lclished Version" (Gloria

Rawlinson's designation, abbreviated in this thesis

to: DPV fragrments) - The remainder of DPV fragments

is described in (iv) above.

Held by Gloria Rawlinson.

Typescript with holograph annotations'

23 pp. typescript, nunrJcered by Hyde 50-74'

This fragment continues on from AU, B-12b, fragrment 1 '

Begins with p. 50; then pp. 54-56, ending a chapter

( "Chapter T\,'ro, " AU, B- 1 2b, fragiment 1 ) ; "Chapter

Four, O Rome, My Country" begins p' 57, ends p' 69;

"Chapter Five, Follow the Boomerang" begins p' 70'

breaks off abruPtlY P. 74.

Errors in Pagination: there are 2 pp. numbered 60,
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no break in sense.

AU, B-12b, fragment 1 (see viii above) and the DPV

fragment described here are from the revisions Hyde

made to the l'IS version in late 1936 or early 1937'

Hyde never made duplicate copies of her typescripts,

so presumably another complete typescript of the

novel was made to be sent to her publisher' Since

thereareslightbutsignificantvariationsbetween

these fragments and the pr:blished form of the novel

(somearedescribedinChapterVofthethesis)that

final copy musL also have contained revisions'

f. A Home In This WorLd

(i) "A Home In This World." Typescript, 116 pp'

Held bY Gloria Rawlinson'

Accompanied by "Chapter X, A Night of HeIl"' Tlpescript'

16 pp., incomplete; and three poems: "The Carver"'

"Embracer" "In A Silent Houser" all typescript' 6 pp'

..AHomeInThisWorld''isanincompletetypescript

with holograph annotations by Hyde, and some marginal

annocationsandcorrectionstopagination(inpencil)

by Rawlinson- I follow Hyde's pagination' with

Rawlinson's also given in square brackets'

ThereisnoSeparatetitlepage.Thetextbeginswith

,'chapter one, Just Nol,rr" p. 1. At the foot of p. 12

Hydehasalineindicatingachapterending.Thetext

continues with no new chapter title or nr:mber, on two

unnumbered pp. [13, 14]; Eyde's pagination resurnes
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with 2 pp. 16 lthe first corrected by Rawlinson to

151; p. 23 is incomplete; another chapter ending is

indicated on p. 241' p- 25 bears 10 lines of verse by

Hyde ("I have gone into the forests .'')' "Chapter

Three, The Silvery Trees" begins on p' 26, ending on

p. 42; p. 43 has 10 lines of verse ("This grass was

not too slight for you . . -") - "chapter Four,

Moving Along" begins on p. 44; p. 46 is missing, with

a break in the sense. The chapter ends on p' 64'

There is no p. 65. Pp. 66-67 bear the poem "Montaigne

on the Hillside." "Chapter Five, The Most-Smuggled

Baby" begins on p. 68, ends on p. 90. There are no

pp. 91, 92. "Chapter Six, Job" begins on p' 93, ends

on p. 111. There is no p. 112- "Chapter Seven,

Letting Go" begins on p. 113- After p. 115, Hyde's

pagination is corrected by Rawlinson thus: 115 [116],

116 t1171 , 117 [118], 117 t1191, 1',l8 [120], 119 11211 '

The text breaks off at this Point.

Thefragment''ANightofHeIl''beginswiththeheading

"Chapter X, A Night of Hel1." There follow 15 pp' of

typescript, numbered 2-16 by Hyde. The text is in-

complete. Pp. 1-7 and 9 are on a thinner grade of

paper than the rest of the fragnent.

The three poems consist of: "The Carverr" 1 p', un-

numbered, signed "Robin Hyde"I "Embracer" 1 p', un-

numbered, signed "Robin Hyde"; "Tn A Silent Houser"

4 pp., numbered by Hyde, signed "E Reotahi"'

know of no other drafts of

typescript coPY (PossiblY

Home In This World.

of several, since

TI

one

I

A

( ii)
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part of it consists of carbon duplicate) made after

Hyde's death, is held by Challis (together with a

xerox duplicate of it made in Feb., 1979) -

Nor The Iears Conderwt,z

(i) "Nor Ttte Years Condemn." lrpescript, 390 pp.

HeId by Derek Chall-is.

typescript with holograph annotations by Hyde and

another hand (unknown) .

Title page. Epigraph, 1 p. "Author's Note r" 2 pp-

Chapter titles are the same as in the pr.rblished novel .

Pagination is Hyde's throughout.

Errors in pagination are as follows: no p. 29; 2

pp. 55i 2 pp. 58; no p. 72; p. after 73 numbered' 2;

no p. '116i after p. 129 pagination runs 121, 122' 133,

then sequence resumes from 134; after p. 149 pagination

repeats from p. 141; no pp. 192-196; p. 198 mis-

nnmbered 199; pagination repeats 211-215; p. 278

misnrmrlcered 2; p. 286 rnisnumbeted 287; 2 Pp. 298-

None of the pagination errors indicate: a break in the

sense of the draft.

The draft ends at P. 368.

Most of this draft is typed on paper watermarked

"Ariel Bondr" though a thinner Paper (not watermarked)

is occasionally used.
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i: Manuscripts relating to Hyders unpr:blished work.

a. "Autobiography MS 412."

(i) [Autobiography]. Holograph, 190 pp.

NZ MSS 412, Iris Wilkinson paPers, Auckland Public

Library.

Incomplete. Missing Chs 1, 17, parts of 2. '

70 pp. are bound. The remaining 120 pp. are bound

differently and paginated separately.

Includes 3 poems: "Descendantsrtt t'The Last onesrt'

"Sandr" typescript, 4 pp., all signed "Robin Hyde."

Donated by Dr G.14. Tothill, Feb. 10, 1965.

I refer to this MS as: autobiography MS 412.

(ii) I know of no other drafts of autobiography MS 4'12. A

typescript copy (incomplete?) made after Hyde's death(?)

is held by Derek Challis.

b. "The Unbelievers. "

Ehree typescript drafts of this unpublished novel exist.

All are held by Derek Challis.

The chronological relationship of the drafts has not

been finally established. A tentative order is

established here.

(i) "The Unbelievers." Eypescript, 319 pp.

Held by Derek Challis.

Typescript with holograph annotations. Complete draft,

loose pp.
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Title pager wormeaten, headed "The Unbelievers, a

Novel, by Robin Hyde."

Epigraph, 1 p.; "Author's Note (1) and Authorrs Note

(2) ," both on 1 p.

Chapter titles (numbered by Hyde One to Sixteen):

"Incredibilia"i "o, My Silver Fox"; "The Crystal

Child"; "But Not Delirium Tremens"I "All Hands Man";

The Pumps"; "tI Know More Than Apollot"l "The Airy

Voice . "; "Once In Ttre BIue Dog"; "our Browner

Brethren"; "Torchlight and Reflections"; "Circumstantial

Evidence Onward, to Arie"; "Desertion of Quixote"l

"Peculiar Persistence of a Yorrnger Mariner"; "Echo on

Aiie"; "Fracture of the Crystal"l "To1d by the Cari1lon."

Pagination is by Hyde, except for pp. 175-184 where

pagination is corrected in another hand.

Errors in pagination are as follows: p. 5 misnumbered

4; no p. 10; no p. 22; no p. 36; between pp. 101 , 102

are 2 pp. nurnbered 1051, 106; 2 pp. 153; no p. 159;

no p. 190; no p. 191; after p. 194 pagination repeats

193,194; no p. 209; no P. 235; no P. 240.

None of the pagination errors indicate a break in the

text.

The draft ends on p. 321, signed "Robin Hyde."

The draft is typed on a variety of different papers:

10 pp. are foolscap, the rest quarto: some pink, some

thin, most of the rest the type watermarked "Ariel

Bond. "

This variety of paper, together with the frequency of
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Hyde's holograph annotations suggests ttris is the

earliest draft.

(ii) "TLre Unbelievers." typescript, 306 pp.

Held by Derek Challis.

Tlpescript. Complete d5aft, some PP. loose, some

pinned wittr paper clips.

Title pager bearing the words "The Unbelievers, a Novel,

by Robin Hyde."

Epigraph, 1 p.; "Author's Note (1) and Authorrs Note

(2) ," both on 1 p.

Chapter titles are the same as for (i) above, with the

exception of Chapter Eleven: "Circumstantial Evidence..

. . Onward to Aiie," which is shortened in this draft

by the removal of the words "Circumstantial Evidence.

.tt

Pagination is by Hyde throughout.

Errors in pagination are as follows: no p. 37; p. 51

misnumbered 57; 2 pp. 61; p. 75 misnunrlcered 76; no

p. 93; no p. 195; 2 pp. 242.

None of ttre pagination errors indicate a break in the

sense of the draft.

The draft ends on p. 304' signed "Robin Hyde."

(iii) "lftre Unbelievers. " TypescripE, 289 pp.

HeId by Derek Challis.

Tlpescript. Incomplete draft, pinned top left-hand

corner.

Title pager detached from pin, bearing the words "The
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Unbelievers, a Novel, by Robin Hyde." Beneath that

in pencil holograph is written "Author of rPassport

to HeIIt and tCtreck to Your King. t"

Epigraph 1 p.; "Forewordr" 2 pP.

Chapter titles are the same as (ii) above.

Pagination is by Hyde throughout.

Errors in pagination are as follows: p. 51 misnumbered

52; p.67 rnisnumbered 68; no p. 75; after p. 138

pagination repeats 137, 138; 2 pp. 14'l; no p. 157;

2 pp. 166; 2 pp. 195. After the first of these

pagination runs 198, 193' 194' 195' then sequence

resumes; no p. 212; no p. 236; after p. 269 pagination

repeats 268, 269.

None of the pagination errors indicate a break in the

sense of the draft.

The draft ends abruptly at p. 279, incomplete.

Collected with this draft is 1 p. typescript, numbered

by Hyde p. 28, signed "Robin Hyde." It belongs to a

draft of the short story "The Shining Hair," held by

ChaIIis.

c. "The Book of Nadath."

(i) 'the Book of Nadath." Holograph, 88 pP.

B-13, Iris Wilkinson collection, AU.

"Unpublished poem" (Coleman and Chapman, p. 28).

Loose pp., numbered by Hyde consecutively to p. 57

(actually 56 pp., due to misnumbering; there is no

p. 37, numbers rr:n 't-36, 38-57).
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After p. 57 each chapter is numbered individually.

From p. 36 I continue the consecutive numbering in

square brackets.

Chapter One has no separate title. Thereafter chapter

titles are: "Nadath and the Singersr" p. 8; "pityr,'

p. 22; "Nadath and the Master of Wheelsr" p. 25;

"The House of Womanr" p. 36; "The Tj_me Serversrt' p. 48

t471; "The Weavers and Dyersr" p. 49 t48l; "The Three

Who Comer" p. 54 t53l; "They That Answeredr" pp. 1-4

[57-60]; I'The Iron Childr" pp. 1-9 [61-69]; ,'Nadath

Speaks to his Love," pp. 1-4 170-731; ,'TLre yellow Manrrl

pp. 1-6 [74-791; "The Far Flyersr" pp. 1-8 [80-87];

incomplete (first?) draft of "The Far Fliersr', p. 1

t88l .

d. "De Thierryis Progress."

(i) "De Thierryrs Progress." Typescript and holograph,

101 PP.

HeId by Derek Challis.

Fragnents of several versions of a "Verse Chronicler"

some typescript, some holograph.

Title pager typescript: "De Thierry's progress: (A

fragmentary versified chronicle of incidents in the

lives of some Early Victorians, born before and after

their time: beginning with the premise that all men are

unequal because afraid, and ending with the fact that

all men become dead and equal) . "

2'l pp. holograph verse drama, beginning with 2 pp.
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stage directions; pp. 2, 3 numbered by Hyde; otherwise

unnumbered. On boLh lined and unlined paper, written

partly in ink; partly in pencil. P. [17] on the back

of a sheet nurnbered 'r3tr and bearing four lines of the

poem "Isabelts Baby."

5 pp. typescript with holograph annotations, headed

"The Curates. 1802. Gloucester, England"l numbered by

Hyde. Verses about "Emily Rudge." Foot of p. 2 has

new sectj-on headed "2. Ihe Two Virginities"; p. 5 has

two sections nrlribered t'4tt and t'5.tt

19 pp. typescript (after p. [1], nunbered 2-19 by

Hyde), verse drama, headed "I. Sr:nday evening. A de

Thierry's unsuspecting future mate and his mother-in-

law chat in a bedroom." P. 7 headed "rr. The de

Thierrys in New York, 182a ."

13 pp. typescript (after p. [1], numbered 2-15 by Hyde;

no pp. 7, 9, but no break in sense) , verse drama,

headed "Nukahiva" and beginning with stage directions.

This is a typescript version of 21 p,p.. ltolograph

described above.

7 pp. typescript (after p. [1 ], numbered 2-7 by Hyde) ,

verse drama, headed "The Houses."

Title page (typescript) "Isabel's Babyr" followed by

3 pp. poem, numbered 1, 3, 4.

Loose pp., typescriptt p. 4, beginning "I've hoped and

hoped . . . "; p. 5, beginning "Sit down and listen

. "; p. 4, beginning "I vow he'd never send old

Ned away"; p. 5, beginning "A tongue exists like
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music . rl

13 pp. typescript (after p- t1l nurnbered by Hyde

2-13), verse drama, headed "The de Thierry's j_n New

York." This is another version of the similarly

titled section above.

8 pp. typescript, numbered by Hyde g, 7-13; incomplete

version of part of 21 pp. holograph section d,escribed

above.

3 pp. typescript, (after p. t1l nrlnbered by Hyde 2,

3), another version of the poem "Isabel's Baby.,'

2 pp. typescript, numbered by Hyde 5, 6, incomplete,

beginning "Isabel: What about? . . ." and ending with

'rlsabelts Song."

e. Plays.

The seven plays described. here are all held by Derek

Challis. The dating of p1ays, their chronological

rerationship to each other and the sequence of drafts

(where applicable) has not been established.

(i) I'The CIub: A play of Asides, in One Act.'r llrpescript,

12 pp-

Held by Derek Chatlis.

typescript with holograph annotations.

Pagination by Hyder pp. l'll-'l2. No separate title page.

A letter Hyde wrote to J.A. Lee dates and describes the

origins of the play: ',. the Leage of penwomen made

me so i11 that I tossed sleepless in my bed tiIl I'd

written a libetlous one-act play called 'The Club.r"
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(Hyde, letter to Lee, JuIy 3, 1936' Lee Collection,.AP)

(ii) "For King and Country." Typescript, 20 pp.

Held by Derek Challis.

Typescript with holograph annotations.

Pagination by Hyde. Errors are as follows: after p. 8

pagination runs 2-4, then 2 pp.5, then 6-7, then 3-7-

None of these errors indicate a break in the sense.

(iii) "The Beggars rn The Doorway."

Three drafts of this play are described

(a) "The Beggars in the Doo:nnraY, A PIay In

Robin Hyde." Typescript, 22 PP.

Held by Derek Challis.

Typescript with holograph annotations.

Pagination is by Hyde.

Title page; "Cast of Characters" 2 pp.

second of these, ends on p. 21).

(b) "TtlE Beggars In THE DoorwaY, A Play in

Robin Hyde." Typescript, 21 PP.

here:

One Act, by

(play begins on

One Act, by

Held by Derek Challis.

Pagination is by Hyde.

Title page; list of scenes and "Cast of Charactersr"

2 pp. (play begins on second of these, ends on p. 20)

(c) "The Beggars In The DoonlraYr A PIay In One Act, by

Robin Hyde." Typescript' 19 pp.

Held by Derek Challis.

Typescript (different typewriter from (a) and (b) ),

with holograph annotations.
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Pagination is by Hyde.

Title page; list of scenes and "Cast of Characters,"

2 pp. (play begins on second of theser ends on p. 17).

Error in pagination (2 pp. 10), but no break in sense.

Top left hand corner of title page bears the pencil

holograph address "9 Prospect Terrace, Milford,

Auckland. rl

(iv) "The King Cophetua." Holograph, 8 pp.

HeId by Derek Challis.

Incomplete fragrment.

No separate title page. Fj-rst page headed "The King

Cophetua. Act 1, Scene 1," pp. t1l-5; "Scene 2"

PP- t1 l-3 (incomPlete) .

Written on quarto lined paper, with the watermark

"Utility Linen."

(v) "Chariot Wheels. "

T\ro drafts of this play are described here:

(a) "chariot Wheels, A Play in Three Acts, by Robin Hyde."

Typescript, 65 pp.

HeId by Derek Challis.

typescript wittr holograph annotations.

Pagination is by Hyde.

Title page; play begins on p. 3, ends on p. 67.

Errors in pagination are as follows: no p. 2i extra p.

unnurnbered between 17, 18; p. 37 misnunrbered 36; no

p. 43; no p. 62.

None of the pagination errors indicate a break in the

sense.
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(b) "Chariot Wheels, A Play In Ttrree Acts, by Robin Hyde."

Typescript, 68 pp.

HeId by Derek ChaIIis.

Typescript with holograph annotations.

Pagination is by Hyde (no errors).

Title page; "Dramatis Personae r" 2 pp.; play begins

p. 3, ends p. 68, signed "Robin Hyde."

on pp. 65-68 of this draft there is the poem "TLre

Victory H1rmn" (see HBTSr pp. 52-54) .

(vi) "In This Quiet Room, a play in three acts.

Typescript and holograph, 38 pp.

Held by Derek ChaIIis.

Fragmentary.

No separate title page.

Collected together here are a number of fragunents,

inctuding redrafts, from this play, both typescript

and holograph (sometimes on the same p. ) . Pagination

is too irregnrlar to reproduce here, since the order

of fragments has not been ascertained. Each fragment

(2-6 pp.) is numbered separately.

This play (and vii below) seems to use episodes which

are treated in The Goduits PLyl however its relation-

ship to the novel has not been established.

(vii) "Eurydice, a PIay in One Act." $rpescript, 24 pp.

Held by challis.

No separate title page. Each scene is paginated

separately by Hyde, even when t'p. 1" of a scene is
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actually on last p. of previous scene.

Five scenes, each comprisinS 5-6 pp'

This draft is on foolscaP PaPer.

On the verso of the J-ast p. Hyde has written (ink,

holograph) : "For Morning-Glory lGloria Rawlinson?]

to read -I wrote it & some others when I htas Pretty

sick [i.e. '1934?] but I ttrought it night amuse you

tho' it's a rotten p1ay. Donrt lose it honey I havenrt

another coPy so it's part of my ridiculous hoard -

Love x Robin." lllle note is presumably addressed to

Rosalie Rawlinson.

Short Stories and other Prose.

(i) Nunerous short stories, newspaper or magazine articles

and other short prose works and fragrments are collected

togetherandheldbyDerekChallis.Iherearemore

than 100 items in ttre collection, ttrough many of these

are multiple drafts or incomplete fragrnents. where

multiple drafts do occur, these have not necessarily

beenplacedtogether.Ttrecollectiondoesnotappear

to have yet been sorted or arranged in any systematic

way.

I have not attempted to establish a systematic form for

this collection since any arrangement of tlte Xerox

copies wittr which I have been working would not apply

to the original collection. Where reference is made

to items from the collection in this ttresis, I have

simply specified the title or opening line (for

f.
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untitled fragments) as given by Hyde.

Briefly described, the collection consists of a main

body of about 60 short stories , 44 of which have only

one draft (sometimes incomplete); t have 2 drafts;

and 7 have 2-5 drafts. In addition to these there

are approximately 10 items which are articles or un-

placed fragrments (some as little as 1-2 pp.). Sixteen

items are holograph; the remainder typescript, many

wittr holograph annotations. The length of iterns

varies from 1-2 pp. to stories of more than 40 pp.

At least 1 0 of the stories from this collection belong

to Hyde's projected short story collection, called

"Unicorn Pasturer" which was never published; though

the stories are not grouped together here. The titles

of these are: "The Red Ivlouse of the Brocken"; "The

Griffin Objects"; "Six Pomegranate Seeds!'; "The

Hautboys"; "She Came to Jalalabad"; "The Pitiable";

"Day for Enobarbus"; "The Sparrow Is Dead"; "Lonely

Street"; and "The GirI In The Woods." In addition, one

of the incomplete fragments here may belong to the story

"Apricots in Season." Ilyde told Schroder that "Unicorn

Pasture" consisted of at least 28 stories (including

the title story) and she listed 20 of the titles. The

other 9 titles she listed-"wild Ginger"l "Brovm

Playmate'!; "Unicorn Pasture"; "Sweet William"; "Foolish

But Virgins"; "Joshua and The Moon"; "Haste Thee,

Nymph", "The Tragic Maskt'; and "Men on Crosses" (Letters
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to Schroder, Feb. 14, 1935, 6277 and undated [Mar.

1935 1 , 6278, MS Papers 280, WTu)-do not occur in

Challis ' collection.

In this thesis I mention a number of stories from

Derek Challis' collection. Titles of these stories

are: t'Strange Dominion"; "This Charmian"; "Jed and

Hesperus"; "Birth of a New Zealandertt; "The Christmas

Tree That Was"; "The Griffin Objects"; untitled

article (?) on mental illness; "Waitress, Please";

"The SiIk Hat Spectre"; "The Red Mouse of the Brocken";

"In Search of Reality"; "The Tea Set"; "The Cage With

llhe Open Door."

(ii) There are a number of other scattered fragments which

should be seen in conjunction with the material in

Challis' collection of short stories and other prose-

These are:

1 p. typescript, nr:mbered by Hyde p. 28, signed "Robin

Hyder" collected with a draft of "The Unbelievers"

(see 2:b. (iii) above) . This p. belongs to a draft of

ttre short story "The Shining Hair" held in Challis'

collection.

12 pp. typescript with holograph annotations, nrunlcered

by Hyde pp. 111-121 (2 pp. 112) ' beginning "grime, its

sun the molten egq in the nest of a phoenix."

Labelled by Gloria Rawlinson(?) "Unlocated Pages: Ihe

Unbelievers? Other pages unknown."

Held by Derek Challis.

(a)

(b)
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Ihese pp. do not belong to "The Unbelievers." I

cannot identify them though. The p. nurnbers suggest

ttrat they are from the draft of a novel.

"The Honeysuckle Scandal" and "Nabothts Vinyard at

orakei. tt

Incomplete short stories, comprising one typescript

"fragment" accompanyinq "Journaleser" AU, B-12b (see

1:a. (i) above) .

3: Hyde's Notebooks.

(i) "The New Graphic Exercise Bookr" 60 pp. (unnumbered)

"Ex. 'l', (Gloria Rawlinson,s designation) .

16.5 x 20 cm exercise book, with pencil holograph

notes, in parts using both recto and verso.

Held by Gloria Rawlinson.

Contents: mostly notes made from papers relating to

de Thierry, presumably for Check to Iout King. some

notes for journalism (Social column) and for Passport

' tr 41
EO HELL.

(ii) Small notebook, labelled by Gloria Rawlinson "Notes

for Journalese; Observer Notes; Refs to First Thoughts

of CTYK. " 30 pp., (unnumbered) .

11 x 15 cm notebook, with pencil holograph notes

both recto and verso.

Held by Gloria Rawlinson.

Contents as described in tit1e.

(c)
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(iii) Notebook with both back and front covers missing,

100 pp- (unnumbered).

20 x 25.5 cm notebook, with holograph notes (pencil

and ink), in parts using both recto and verso'

Held bY Derek Challis-

Contents: notes relating to de Thierry, presumably

for C\pek to Iour King.

(iv) Small notepad, front cover missing, 6 pp' (unnumbered) '

13 x 20 cm notepad, with pencil holograph notes (recto

only; including back cover).

HeId by Derek Challis.

contents: notes fot Check to Iottr KLng'

(v) Small notebook, labelled by Gloria Rawlinson "Notes

for CTYK; Poem list; Notes for Observer." 48 pp' (un-

nurnbered) .

Ex. 11 (Gloria Rawlinson's designation)'

10 x 16.5 cm notebook with pencil holograph notes in

parts using both recto and verso.

Held by Gloria Rawlinson.

Contents as described in title.

(vi) "Whitcombes New Zealand Rough Diary, 1934'" (? pp')

Ex. 12 (Gloria Rawlinson's designation).

20 x 25.5 cm notebook with ink holograph notes, diary

entries and drafts, in parts using both recto and

verso.

Held by Gloria Rawlinson.

The Ex. bk has the manufacturer's printed nunbers up
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to 358 (recto and verso). After that, and at several

places before, sections of pages have been torn out.

Contents: diary entries and notes on the function of

art; drafts of poems; fragments of short stories(?);

planr/notes for JoutrytaLese and draft of foreword; plan

and beginning of draft for Check to louv'King; family

tree and essay on Sircum family (uyae's maternal

ancestors) .

(vii) Foolscap notebook, labelled by Gloria Rawlinson "The

Godwits F1y, First Drafts, June,/July, 1936; Wear l4y

RSy, First Pages."

100 pp. (?)

Ex. 14 (Gloria Rawlinson's desigrration).

21.5 x 33 cm, "large grey counter book" (Gloria

Rawlinson, letter to Sandbrook, ApriL 27, 1979), with

ink holograph draft, in parts using both recto and

verso.

Held by Gloria Rawlinson.

The 46 pp. of holograph draft of The Godttits FLy are

Iightly nurnbered in pencil by Gloria Rawlinson. These

nr.unbers are given here in square brackets.

Page t1l is titled (by Hyde) "June 22nd' 1936.

Reflections in the Water." The text begins "A special

Day's Bay voice. . . ." and continues to p.t14l. Page

[15] is headed (by Hyde) "JuIy 23rd"and begins

"Timothy-getting-out-through-a-ho1e- . . ." The

narrative ls continuous, breaking only for the heading
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"In Your Stupidity" on p.[4i] (not at the top of the

p.) , and ending on p. t461.

The passage dated "July 23rd" contains two passages

Qa p. each) of automatic writing: Pp. [24, 42J.

The other contents of Ex. 14 are, briefly:

14 pp. of prose and verse entitled "Wear My Rr:by."

Upside down in the back of the notebook, 12 pp. of

a short story called "In Search of Reality" and 15 pp-

headed "Gettinq Rid of Clarissa."

(viii) Notebook, labelled by Gloria Rawlinson "Written Drafts

of Poems; Notes for 2nd version The Godnits FLy' 1936."

100 pp. (?)

Ex. 15 (Gloria Rawlinson's designation).

18 x 23 cm black, red-trimmed notebook with pencil and

ink holograph notes, in parts using both recto and

verso.

HeId by Gloria Rawlinson.

Contents: drafts of poems; notes f.or The Godtlits FLy

as follows (pagination is Gloria Rawlinson's):

pp.142-461r list of chapter titles, some with accompany-

ing notes; p. [47], notes, headed "July 22nd 1936" by

Hyde; pp. [73, 75, 77, 79, 81] (i.e. recto only), notes.

Ttre date "July 22nd, 1936" here suggests a chronological

link between Ex. 15 and Ex. 14 (see vii above), which

has the dates "June 22nd, 1936" and "July 23rd."

Gloria Rawlinson describes the notes in Ex. 15 as being

for the "2nd version The Godwits Fly" which began, she
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says, with the passage in Ex. 14 ("The breakthroughr"

Introduction, TGF, p. xv). It is my conjecture that

Hyde was using the two Ex. bks simultaneously over a

Ionger period than Gloria Rawlinson suggests.

The outline plan of The Godt'tits FLg nyae gives in

Ex. 15, pp.142-46) more closely resembles the First

Version than the MS version or the contents of Ex. 14'

and so seems to pre-date Ex. 14. The other notes in

Ex. 15, which include the date "July 22nd,, 'l 936,"

could. have been added later, at the time Ex. 14 was

being filled. Evidence for this conjecture is: (a)

The Ex. 15 plan has a 3 part structure, like the

First Version's 2 part structure; but the l,1S version

has none. (b) The chapter titles and notes in the

Ex. '1 5 plan refer to the sdrrr€ €vents as are described

in the First Version; the MS version is significantly

different, especially frorn Part 3 of the Ex. 15 plan.

(c) The Ex. 15 plan includes "Reflections in the Water"

as Ch. 7, but does not include the chapter "In Your

Stupidity" which follows in Ex. 14.

In a letter Hyde wrote to Lee on May 8, 1936, she

mentioned that she had already begun redrafting the

novel. Ehis pre-dates what Gloria Rawlinson describes

as the "breakthrough" beginning of a new draft on

"June 22nd. 1936r" so it seems probable that Ex. 14 is

in fact a later stage of a redrafting process which

began in late April or May 1936. (My conjecture would
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be that the attention focused on New ZeaLand writing

during Authors' Week in late Apri1, 1936, provided

the stimulus for the redrafting.) ff so, then it

seems possible that the outline plan in Ex. 15

represents the earliest stage in the revision, when

Hyde began of think of possible new ways of ordering

the material. This adjustment to Gloria Rawlinson's

account of the novel's genesis (if it is correct) is

only slight. It has the advantage, however, of

providing a home for the mi-splaced fragments held

under the titles AU, B-12b, fragment 2 and DpV

fragrments, which seem to have been written before the

MS version (see 1:e. (iii) , (iv) , of this Appendix) .

One major difficulty which arises in trying to

esta-blish the relationship between Ex. 15 and the

various drafts is that apart from the MS version there

is no surviving draft material from the latter half of

the novel- after the First Version. AU, B-12b, frag-

ments 1 and 2 and the DPV fragiments only cover in a

fragmentary way the first half of the novel. From the

sparse information yielded by the Ex. 15 plan's

chapter titles, it seems that the Ex. 15 plan very

closely follows the structure of the First Version,

covering the events at Picton, Auckland, Jerusalem and

Te Reinga which are described in the First Version but

not the MS version. The exact nature of the process

by which that transformation was *.U" *." .r..rr.r O"

known.



Notes

I: A SURVEY OF I1YDE I S WORK BEFORX THE C,ODWfTS FLy

t *obir, Hyde, JotanaLese (Auckland: National Printing Co.,

1934), p. 20.

)- Robin Hyde, The Godtsits FLy (London: Hurst and Blackett,

1938). The novel was reprinted (Auckland: Auckland University

Press and Oxford University Press, 1970), €d. and introd. by Gloria

Rawlinson. All my quotations from this novel are from the 1974

J-mpression of this reprint. Page references are given in the text.

A chart showing the chronological development of The Godt'lits

FLg and its relation to Hyde's other literary activity in the years

1928-1939 is affixed to the rear end-paper of this thesis where it

may be most conveniently used in conjunction with the text.

- Gloria Rawlinson, "Introduction" to Houses By The Sea and

the Later poems of Robin Hyde (Christchurch: Caxton Press, 1952) ,

p. 13. Subsequent references to this introductory essay will be

included in the text as: Introduction, HBTS.

4- Robin Hyde, letter to J.H.E. Schroder, March'l 9, 1931 , folder

5, MS Papers 280, J.H.E. Schroder, Alexander Turnbull Library,

Wellington. AII Hyde's letters to Schroder are from this collection.

Hyde's letters to Schroder make up folders 3-7 of lvlS Papers 280.

Most of the letters are dated by Hyde. Undated ones have a date

attributed to them by Gloria Rawlinson, which I include in square

brackets. Gloria Rawlinson has also numbered. the letters.

Subsequent references to them abbreviate the folder and letter
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numbers and use the standard abbreviation wTu for the Alexander

Turnbull Library. Thus this letter's citation: Letter to schroder'

Mar. 19, 1931, 52651 MS Papers 280, WTu'

schroder was literary editor of the christchurch Pt'ess' Gloria

Rawlinson records that it was through his infruence that Hyde became

a reporter on the,gzrn lin 1929] and that her first book of poems was

dedicated to him (Introduction, HBTS, p' 13) ' He exerted a strong

influence, particularly over her early work' She continued to

correspondwittrhirnuntilneartheendofherlife.TheWTu

collection includes over 100 letters'

5 Robir, Hyde, The DesoLate Star (Wellington: Whitcombe and

Tombs, 1929) .

6 clori. Rawlinson, "Introduction" to The GodUits ELg' p. xi'

subsequent references to this introductory essay will be described

in the text as: Introduction, TGF'

t 
".aa", 

to schroder, n.d. tlg2gl, 5:41, MS papers 2g0, wru.

8 
""aa"t 

to Schroder, Feb ' 14, 1935, 6:77 ' l"1S Papers 280' WTu'

9 ott quotations in the preceding two paragraphs are from a

IettertoschroderrJune2Trlg34r5z74rMSPapers2S0rWTu'
10 ,.i" G. Wilkinson lRobin nyde1, lAutobiography1, unpubtished

MS.NZMSS4l2,AucklandPublicLibrary,Auckland'Thetextis

incomplete and comprises 190 pp', although Hyde described it as "a

350 page book" (Ietter to schroder, June 27, 1934' 5t74' MS Papers

280, wTu). The first 70 pp- are bound together and paginated'

After p. 70 the MS consists of pages bound differently and paginated

separately (see Appendix). References to the MS which include the

words "loose pp." therefore come from the second series of pagination'

The MS was deposited in the Library by Dr G.M. Tothill on Feb' 10'

1965. Hereafter it is referred to as: iutobiography MS 412'
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tt r.aa.r to schroder, n.d. [Aug. 1934rr 6275, MS papers 280, wru.
12 ,t is worth noting that when addressing her comments about

the novel to a different person, J.A. Lee, Hyde stresses the auto-

biographical nature of The hduits FLy, rather than d,iscounting it as

she does in these letters to Schroder.

13 et,tobiography MS 412, p. 107.

14 Letter to Schroder, June 27, 1934,5274, MS papers 290, WTu.

t5 
""aa". 

to Schroder, n.d. [Aug. 1934], 6:75, MS papers 2g0,

WTu.

'" Robin Hyde, letter to J.A. Lee, April 2, 1937, J.A. Lee

corlection, Auckland Pubric Library, Auckland. Al1 Hyde's retters to

Lee are from this collection. In subsequent references the standard

abbreviation AP is used for Auckland public Library.
17 

""aa.r 
to Schroder, June 27, 1934, 5z74r IvIs papers 2g0, WTu.

18 
""aa.r 

to Schroder, n.d. [Aug. 1934),6:75, MS papers 2g0,

WTu.

t9 ,uia. A short story with this title was first published in

the Christchurch ,9aoe, Christmas supplement, Dec. 19, 1g2g. It was

reprinted in o.N. Gillespie, €d. , Neu zeaLqnd short stories (London:

J.M. Dent, 1930) r pp. 262-73.

20 L"ta.r to schroder, n.d. [Aug. 1934] r 6:75, l"ts papers 2g0, wru.
21 

".aa.r 
to Schroder, Feb. 14, 1935, 6z77 r lvls papers 2g0, WTu.

A list of titres subsequentry sent to schroder in March incruded

only 19 titles.
22 _..-rD]-Ct.

23 
".ta.r 

to Schroder, n.d. t1935f ,6rg3, Ms papers 2g0, WTu.

'4 ,ndirridual stories from the collection were published,

however: "Lonely Streetr', in Art in Neu ZeaLand, 7, No. 3 (1935),
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pp. 128-33; "Joshua and the Moonr" in Warwick Lawrence, comp.,

Iouts ilLd Mine: Stoyies by lowtg Neu ZeaLqtdey,s (New Plymouth:

Thomas Avery, 1936) r pp. 93-102.

25 L"tt"r to Schroder, n.d. [Mar. 1935] t 6278, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

)A-- Derek Challis' collection of short stories and articles

includes the draft of another story called "This Charmianr" which

would also seem to belong to the "Unicorn Pasture" collection (see

Appendix) .

27 
""at"t 

to Schroder, n.d. t19351, 6,83, MS Papers 280, WTu.

28 clori" Rawlinson, "Cloud of g,litness IV: Robin Hyder" in

The Wooden Ho?se, 1, No. 4 (1950), p. 26.

'n ".aa.r 
to Schroder, Feb . 14, 1935, 6277, MS Papers 280,

wT'.t.

30 L"tt"r to Schroder, n.d. t19351 1 6284, MS Papers 280, WTu.

Robin Hyde, Check to lout' King (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1936).

This novel has been republished twice: A.H. and A.W. Reed, 'l.960,

introd. Joan Stevens; and New Zealand Classics series, Auckland:

Golden Press, '1975. Since the latter is a photographic facsimiLe

of the text of the '1936 Hurst and Blackett ed., all subsequent

references are made to it and are included in the text.
?1

Robin Hyde, "For Thine Is The Kingdom; Livingstone and Sir

George creyr" in the Christchurch Ptess, July 13, 1935, p. 17; "A

Real Friendship; Selwyn and Greyr" in the Neu Zealmi. Herald, Aug.

10, 1935, Supplement, p. 1; "Selwyn and Grey; A Cherished

Friendshipr" in Eine New ZeaLand HeraLd, Aug. 1'7, 1935, Supplement,

p. 1.

32 *obin Hyde, Ietter to T.L. Buick, March 12, 1935, folder 2,

a

,' - "'.f
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I"1S Papers 58, T.L. Buick, WTu.

"" Letter to Schroder, n.d. [1935), 61 83, MS Papers 280, WTu.

I have not seen the MS Hyde describes here and do not know whether

it still exists.
14"- Letter to Schroder, n.d. [Aug. 1934] , 6z'75, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

35 ,ial.= of these stories

a New Zealanderr " "The Christmas

TSS, held by ChaIIis.

are ttJed and Hesperusr" "Birth of

Tree That Was"l all unpublished

?6'" Robin Hyde, Passport to HeLL (London: Hurst and Blackett,

1936) .

1T
Gloria Rawfinson's designation for the first draft of the

novel, which I adopt here.
ax-" The information in this paragraph and the next is drawn

from Gloria Rawlinson's Introduction' TGF.

" Robin Hyde, A Home In This World' introd. Derek Challis

Auckland: Longman Paul, 1984). Subsequent references are included

in the text. This book is not to be confused with the earlier

(unpublished) autobiographY, MS 412.
A *' Robitr Hyde, Nor The Iears Condenm (London: Hurst and

Blackett, 1938). Subsequent references are included in the text.
4' 

""aa"r 
to Lee, Au9. 7, 1936' Lee Collection, AP.

n2 rh" concrudes Cheek to Iou.r King, for exampre, with an

"Epilogue" in which she addresses de Thierry himself as a

representative of a common human situation: ". . . we gain nothing

by charging bull-headed at your old enemy, the brick walI of

materialism. There are other means. And there are other things

within your gift which do not belong to other principalities;
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people will see that for themselves" (CTYK' p- 283).

43 
""aa.t 

to Schroder, AprlL 26,1935, 6:80, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

4n th" existence of this MS is in question. rt can be dated

only approximately from letters. A letter to Schroder (n.d. [1935],

6:83, MS Papers 280, WTu) mentions having finished the MS. other

evidence in the letter suggests a date of late June or early July,

1935, so this novel was probably written immediately after the

First version of TGP. "These Poor Old Hands" was not published,

though Hyde submitted it to her London agents, A.P. Watt and son

(see "shibli Bagarag" [Pat Lawlor], "Amongf The Books," in Neu

ZeaLand. RaiLUays Magazine, March 1936, p. 39, for a reference

to the MS being "under consideration" for publication).

45 
""aa"t 

to Schroder, n.d. t19351,6183, Ms Papers 280, WTu'

nu ,". Iater discussion of the endinq of TGE in Chapter v'

4t 
""aa"t 

to Schroder, April 26, 19351 6:80, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

4t rtiu.
nt *obir, Hyde, ,,The Unbelieversr" unpublished TS. Three drafts

of this novel exist, al-l held by Challis (see Appendix).

50 
""aa.t 

to Schroder, Aug. 8, 1935, 6282, MS Papers 280, WTu'

51 Robin Hyde, Wednesdny's Chilfuen (London: Hurst and Blackett,

1937). Subsequent references are included in the text'

52 
""aa"t 

to Schroder, n.d. t1935 1, 6284, I'Is Papers 280, WTu'

ut *oorn Hyde, The ConEetors (London: Macmillan, 1935).

tn "rnibli Bagarag" (pseud,. of P.A. Lawlor), "Among The Booksr"

p. 39, draws attention to the fact that Hyde has five MSS under

consideration by publishers at this time: "Bronze Archer" [sic],
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"The Unbelieversr" "Unicorn Pasturer" "ftrese Poor OId Hands" and

"Check to Your Kinq. "

55-- Letter to Lee, May 8, 1936, Lee Collection, AP.

to L"ttur to Lee, August 7, 1936, Lee Colfection, AP. This

description too refers to the First Version.

"'Exercise Book 15, I,lSr n. pa9. This exercise book is held

by Gloria Rawlinson. I follow GLoria Rawlinson's form in referring

to it hereafter as Ex. 15, and include her pagination of the MS in

square brackets.

-" Exercise Book 14, Msr n. pa9. This exercise book is also

held by Gloria Rawlinson. Hereafter it is referred to as Ex. 14,

and Gloria Rawlinson's pagination given in square brackets.
5q-- Robin Hyde, letter to Mr Dale, Aug. 9, 1936, folder 1, MS

Papers 853, Iris Wilkinson, WTu.

-- Edward l"larkham visited New Zealand in 1834-35, travelling

in Northland for some months. The record he left of his stay has

subsequently been published: Edward Markham, Neu ZeaLqnd or

RecolLectioraof ft, ed. and introd. E.H. McCormick, Alexander

Turnbull Library Monograph (Wellington: Government Printer ' 1963) .

In his Introduction to ttris text l"lcCorrnick comments on Hvde's

interest in the MS. Hyders account of her dealings with the Hocken

Library Committee for use of the MS is recorded in a l-etter she

wrote to Miss Ida Leeson, Mitchell Librarian, Sydney, April 28,

1937, folder 1, MS Papers 853, Iris Wilkinson, WTu. In this letter

Hyde also attempts to discover whether the Mitchell Library holds a

copy of Markham's Journal which she might be able to use instead of

the Hocken MS.

",Hon.W.DownieStewart,TheRt.Hon.Sir,Fz,ancisH.D.BeLL
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His Life mtd Iimes (Wellington: Butterworth, 1937).

6' 
".aa.r 

to Lee, Qct. 23, 1936, Lee Collection, AP.

6' *on. tJ.A. Leel , Childten of the Poor (Londonz T. werner

Laurie Ltd., 1934) -

64 
""aa.t 

to Lee, ApriL 2, 1937, Lee Collection, Ap.

II. THE USES OF ART

t *obin Hyde, Dragon Ranpant (London, Hurst and Blackett,

1939). The novel was reprinted (Auckland: New Women's Press, 1984),

introd. by Derek ChaIIis, wittr a critical note by Linda Hardy. The

text of this rpt. is a photographic facsimile of the Ist ed.,

consequently page numbers are the same for both editions. Sub-

sequent references are included in the text.
)- Ibid. p. 12.

3 JornnaLese, p. 113.

4 ,ri" G. Wilkinson [Robin Hyde], "The Writer and his Audiencer"

unpublished TS. Nz Authors' Week, 1936; Papers, 1935-36, folder 6:

copies of lectures arranged by Auckland Centre. NZ MSS 542, AP, p. 3.

5 
""aa"r 

to Schroder, June 27r., 1g34r 52741 MS Papers 280, WTu.

6 "Th" writer and his Audiencer" p. 8.
'7' Ibid. p. 3.

8 -uia. p. 7 .

9 _..-r.oro.

10 
""aa.r 

to Schroder, n.d. t1935 7, 6283, Ms papers 280, WTu.

11 
".aa"r 

to Schrod.er, Feb. 14, 1935, 62772 MS papers 280, WTu.

'2 ""aa.r 
to Schroder, n.d.- [Aug. 1g34J, 6275, Ms papers 280, WTu.

1?'' Robin Hyde, "The Mod.ern Trend: points about some poetsr" in

t)te Press, Oct. 31 , 1936, p. 17.



14'- Quotations in this paragraph are from Robin

Griffin Objectsr" unpublished TS, held by Challis.

this story survive, both are in Challis' collection.
1('" Letter to Schroder, n.d. [Aug. 1934], 6275,

WTu.

39r

Hyde, "The

T\ro drafts of

MS Papers 280,

Letter to Lee, ApriL 2, 1937, Lee Collection, AP.

Amongst the notes Hyde made for TGF in Ex. 15 there occurs

the phrase "heredity of marble and dust" (p. t73l). This phrase

also occurs in the lecture "The Writer and his Audience" (p. 2) ,

but nowhere else in Hyde's writing, to my knowledge. It serves to

establish a link between the two texts.
18 J"rn"" Joyce , A Pot,tnait of the Az.tist as a lowtg Mart,

Introd. J.S. Atherton (London: Heinemann Educational Books, 1964),

p. 199 -

19 rit=t Version, p. a7.

20 "rh" writer and his Audiencer" p. 8.

" ".aa.r 
to Lee, lvlar. 6, 1936, Lee Cotlection, AP. Hyde

began redraftin1 The Goduits FLy durLng a brief visit to Miss

Stronach. Cresswell was at this time a tenant of Miss Stronach's.

" ,hu mentions knowi-ng Cresswell's published work: the first

volume of his autobiography, The Poetts Ptog?ess (London: Faber,

1930) and two volumes of poetry-presumabLy Poems L92L-7927 (London:

wells Gardner, Darton, 1928) and Poems L924-1,931" (London: The Bodley

Head, n.d.)-which she described as "outstanding." She had also

read the privately distributed, LytteLton Harbour: A Poem (Auckland:

The Unicorn Press, 1936) and knew of the unpublished anthology of

poetry entitled "Since Byron, " wittr its introductory "thesis"

containing Cresswell's views on poetry. Robin Hyde, letters to

to

17
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J.C. Andersen, Feb. 28, 1936 and lvlar. 2, 1936, folder 29, MS Papers

148, J.C. Andersen, wTu. Al1 subsequent references to letters to

Andersen are from this collection.
/<-' A.R.D. Fairburn, letter to D. Glover, May 6, 1936, folder

15, MS Papers 418, Denis Glover, WTu. All subsequent references to

letters to Glover are from this collection.
AA'= Robin Hyde, "Poetry rn Aucklandr" in At't in Neu ZeaLand' g'

No. 1 (1936), 32.

Ibrd. p. 30.

)a-" John Harris, review of Lgttelton Han'bout, in Tomornot'), 2

(1936) , 26. In fact Cresswell himself probably suggested that

Harris write the review. In a letter to Glover, Cresswell wrote

". John Harris is making it [LytteLton Harbouz'] known in Dunedin.

. Since Harris seems to know Tomorrow weI1, I'1I suggest he

review it for them & perhaps insert an add. [sic] therein in the

same words as my circular. rr W. DrA. Cresswell, Ietter to D. Glover,

D.d., folder 21, MS Papers 418, Denis Glover, WTu.

)1
Robin Hyde, Ietter to the editor, "Lyttelton Harbour: a

recent book reviewr" in Tomorz,ott, 2 (1936) t 32.

'Y-" W. D'A. Cresswell, The Eorest (Auckland: fhe Pelorus Press,

1952) .

)a-- Chaltis , interview with Sandbrook, Ivtay 14 , 1980 . others

who knew parts of the play in 1936-37 included Frank Sargeson

(Frank Sargeson, Ietters to D. Glover, Oct. 26, t1936/1937?l; May

27,[?J; June 27, 119371; Nov. 5, [1937]; July 14, [1936?]; Sept.

26, 11936/1937?1. Letters cited in order of placement. Square

brackets indicate conjectural dating by Alexander Turnbull Library.

Folder 18, MS Papers 418, Denis Glover, WTu) and Denis Glover
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(W. D'A. Cresswell , letter to D. Glover, AprLI 22, 1936' folder 21,

MS Papers 418, Denis Glover, Wfu).

?n-" w. D'A. cresswell , The Foz'est, pp. 30-31.

Robin Hyde, "Ihe Modern Trendr" p. 17.

3t t. D'A. cresswell , Mod.ezm Poetry ard. the ld.eaL: being art

addvess bv,oadeast from 1IA Auekland., Neu Zealand (Auckland: Griffin

Press, 1934) .

??-- "The l'lodern Trendr" p. 17. The title of Hyde's article

might also echo the title of Cresswell's essay.

<L-= These quotations are from w. D'A. Cresswell, Modern Poetty

ard the fdeaL, pp. 3-4.
{\-- The passage from which this quotation is taken is not in

the First Version. It was added to the MS draft (Ex. 16' P.t65l)

written in 1936, after Hyde had met Cresswell.
?6-- w. D'A. cresswell , Modern Poetry qd the fdeaL, p. 5.

t7 *. D'A. cresswell, Ietter to D. Glover, April 1936' folder

21, MS Papers 418, Denis Glover, WTu.

<x-- Quotations in this paragraph are from w. DrA. Cresswell,

Modern Poetry ard tVte ldeal, pp. 3; 17; 13; 10.

Ibid. pp. 13, 17.
AA=" Felicity Riddy makes the same observation when she writes:

"I think it is significant that the nadir of New Zealand national

life should coincide with some of the worst vears-'l 930 to 1934-

of Robin Hyders own, and that as the country undertook the task of

national reconstruction she should have been struggling to re-

establish herself as a person." Felicity Riddy, "Robin Hyde and

New Zealand," in The Cormnora'seaLth Wtiter }uerseas: Themes of Erile

and. Expatz"Lation, ed. Alastair Nj-ven (Brussells: Didier, 1976) '
p. 188.
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A1=' Hyde makes this point in the context of the restrictive

sexual mores of her society, for example: "To minimize my ovrn agony

would be to slander and make a joke of thousands upon thousands of

women and girls . and also to lie about the education we received

in our childhood and girlhood. . If another generation is

allowed to do the same thing, I say, more fool men . . . " (AH[TW,

p. 29) .

42_Letter to Lee, Mar. 10, 1936, Lee Collection, AP.

4?'-- Robin Hyd.e, "Strange Dominionr" unpublished TS, held by

Challis. Hyde's treatment of the poet's role as leader is taken up

in Chapter VII in the context of PTH and NIC.

44" Cleanth Brooks , The l,try,itez' and his Corwmmity (clasgow:

Glasgow University Pr:blications, 1968) , p. 31. A11 other quotations

in this paragraph are from this workr pp. 17; 28.

45_ --Robin Hyde, "Poetry in Aucklandr" p. 29. Other articfes

in which Hyde describes a community of feeling amongst New Zealand.

writers include: "The Singers of Lonelinessr" in ?tien Hsia Monthly,

Aug. 1938, pp. 9-23; "The New Zealand Woman In Lettersr" tn The

Working Woman, April 6, 1936, pp. 4-51 "New Zealand Authoresses,"

in The MLrz'or, Feb. 1938, pp. 20-21 , 62-53.

-- Robin Hyde, untitl-ed and incomplete TS on the subject of

mental illness, held by Challis. T'he "Ariel Bond" watermark suggests

a date of 1936/'1937 (information on dating MSS by watermarks obtained

from Gloria Rawlinson, Ietter to Sandbrook, April 27, 1979) when TGF

was being written. I am not aware that this TS has ever been

published.
4t

Hyde }ater ad.d.ressed to Dr Tothil-l the suggestion that:

"perhaps I caneto this asylum of yours not because I was mad, but
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48 
""aa"r 

to Schroder, Dec. 12r 1933, 5271, Ms Papers 280, wTu.

Hyde's exclamation perhaps echoes the words of Nietzsche's

Zarathustra in the book of his which she most ad.mired: "f teach

you the Superrnan. Man is something that is to be surpassed"

(Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spake Zarathustra, trans. Thomas Common,

revised Oscar Levy and John L. Beevers, introd. Oscar Levy (London:

George Allen and Unwin, 1909) ' p. 67) .

49 
".aa.r 

to Schroder, Dec. 12r 1933, 5271, MS Papers 280, wTu.

EO-" see, for example JouzvtaLese, pp. 54-64, 156-63.i AHITW,

pp. 85-89.

5t Jo*rolese, p. 158; and letter to schroder, n.d. [Mar.

19331 ,5:69, IulS Papers 280r WTu. It was probably Fairburn who
:
' introduced Hyde to the activities of the Douglas Social Credit

Leagr= .(see Joutma.Lese, p. 157) . A letter describes her first

meeting with Fairburn who had just "come back to N.Z. [from England]

to go on relief works & preach the Douglas Credit System. Certainly

seems some kind of credit system is indicated." Letter to Schroder,

n.d. [end of 1932} 5:68, ]1S Papers 280, WTu.
E

i 52 
""aa.r 

to Schroder, n.d. [Mar. 1933],5269, MS Papers 280,
f

i WTu.
1t q?

i,
t
n"
: challisr pp. 5-6.
! c,
!- -= "Poetry in Aucklandr" p. 30.
a

it qq
; '- Letter to Schroder, n.d. [Mar. 1933] , 5:69, ]1S Papers 280,I
!
*

9' wTu. In a similar vein she wrote "I get my politics direct from

Shelley and Shakespeare with dn occasional hint from the Holy Ghost"

(AHITW, p. 12) .
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56 ^.sne \records in Jouzmalese the exhilaration she felt durinq

the riots which took place in AuckLand during April 1932. On the

second night she had been caught up in the crowd skirmishing with

mounted policemen on Karangahape Road. This was perhaps the nearest

New Zealand came to political revolt in her lifetime.
\/

"strange Dominionr" p. 10. The other guotations in this

paragraph are taken from this essay, pp. 4, 10.
\x

Fairburn wrote: "I see Robin Hyde making heroic ( [or?]

Amazonj-an) efforts to escape from the orchid-house and r think she

should be encouraged." Fairburn, letter to Glover, Sept. 21, 1936,

folder 15, MS Papers 418, Denis Glover, WTu. Like the "fairy

worldr" Fairburn's image of the orchid-house suggests a falsifying

concern with the exotic and fanciful which is to be shunned.

Fairburn's perception of a significant change in the emphasis of

Hyders writing is perhaps a unique contemporary assessment.

Glover's caricature of Hyde amongst the Georgian poetesses

satirically portrayed in The Arraignment of Paris (Christchurch:

The Caxton Press, 1937) is more typical (and incidentally ignores

Fairburn's advice that Hyde was worthy of encouragement precisery

because she had been able to escape from such company).

"Poetry In Aucklandr" p. 30.

60 _...t-l)rq -

6t ,oia. Hyde is here guoting a passage from the autobiography

of Romain RoIIand.

62_..-Ibrcl .

63 ,a i=

Leon Edel, in

Honeycomb, the

not, of course, an

his chapter on "The

third . . volume

idea unique to Hyde. For example,

Novel as Autobiographyr" says: "In

of her Pilgximage, Dorothy
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Richardson's heroine, I'liriam Henderson, makes a discovery while she

is reading a book. It is that 'I don't read books for the story,

but as a psychological study of the author.' Books come to mean to

her Inot the people in the books, but knowing, absolutely, every-

thing about the author . In life everything was so scrappy and

mixed up. In a book the author was there in every word. ' r' Leon

Edel, The Psychologieal Nouel, L900-1950 (London: Rupert Hart-Davis,

1955), p. 103.

64 ,h" autobi-ography

ways autobiographical, as

MS 412 and Joutnalese are in d.ifferent

are 4 Home In This WorLd and Dv,aaon

Runpant, to take only the most obvious examples. Her feeling, based

on reading de Thierry's autobiography, that she had made direct

contact with "his seLf"; and her idea for a series of articles on

Sir George Grey ("the manrs personality as the background of a

dozen . . . incidents") have already been discussed.

65 
".aa"rs 

to Lee, April 2, 1937; ltay 26, 1936; April 21, 1936,

Lee Collection, AP. To this list could be added comments made

elsewhere about such writers as Stella Benson ("Stella Bensonts

Short Stories: Sane Artist and Sick World," in the Christchurch

Press, Dec. 12, 1936, p. 21); Katherine Mansfield ("New Zealand

Authoressesr" p. 20)t Jane Mander ("The New Zealand Woman In

Letters," in The Worktng \loman, p. 5) and Rudyard Kipling ("Rudyard

Kipling: The Imperialist and the Jungle Booksr" in Ehe Py,ess, Feb.

15, 1936) .

-- Robin Hyde, quoted by Gloria RawLinson, "Cloud of Witness

IV: Robin Hyder" tnThe WoodenHorse, 1, No. 4 (1950), p. 26. The

Ex. 14 passage referred to above is also quoted by Gloria Rawlinson,

Introduction, HBTS: pp. 14-15.

i.?
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67 
".aa.r 

to Schroder, Feb. 14, 1935, 6277, l"IS papers 280, WTu.

68 
""aa.t 

to Lee, Mar. 10, 1936, Lee Collection, Ap. Lee's

suggestion quoted here is set down in a note attached (by Lee) to

this letter.
69 Jor*noLese, p. 162.

70 'rh" singers of Lonelj-nessr" p. 9.

7t o,.raobiography MS 412, p. 11.
1)'' The quotations from the d.escription of this episod.e in the

autobiography MS 412 are from loose pp. r pp. 3; 5. See Ch. I, end-

note 10.

73 E*.r.ise Book 12, MS, held by Gloria Rawlinson, pp. 175, 17i.

(The notebook entry is dated Sept. 24 by Hyde). Subsequently I

follow Gloria Rawlinson's form in referring to this MS as Ex. 12.

Page nurnbers given are those printed into the book at the tirne of

its manufacture.

74 o,-,aobiography tqs 412, loose pp.r p. 120.

'- Ibid. p. 119.

76 -_'- Hyde records that Dr Tothill liked the autobiography MS 412

but thought it "dangerous and not brilliantly written." Letter to

Schroder, n.d. [Aug. 1934), 6275, MS Papers 280, WTu.

77 
""aa"r 

to Schroder, April 26, 1935, 6:801 MS papers 280, WTu.

78 Fit"t Version, p. 124. The "willow pattern house"

corresponds to Jim Braythwaite's sunmer cottage, IGF, pp. 187-90.

79 Fir=t Version, pp. 145-46. The sentiment Hyde expresses

here recalls the beginning of Rousseau's Confessions. (Hyde

mentions having read. and admired the Confessions: "thatrs how a man

can be honest-it has been done." Letter to Lee, l{lay 26, 1936, Lee

Collection, AP). Rousseau claims "I have shown myself as I was:
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mean and contemptible, good, high-rninded and sr:blime, according as

I was one or the other. I have unveiled. mv inmost self even as

Thou hast seen it, O Eternal Being. Gather round me the countless

host of my fel1ow-men; Iet them hear my confessions, Iament for my

unworthiness, and blush for my imperfections. Then let each of

them in turn reveal, with the same frankness., the secrets of his

heart at the foot of the Throne, and say, if he dare, 'I u)as bettey,

than that mqn.t " Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Confessions (London: J.M.

Dent and Sons, 1931), I, p. 1. There is almost certainly an echo

of this passage at the end of Chapter One of Cheek to lout ktng

(CTIK, p. 18) .

QN"" First Version, p. 147.

'' Quotations in this paragraph are from First Version,

pp. 227-35. AHfTW includes an account of Hyde's experience at

Picton and the birth of her second child. After the First Versionrs

unsuccessful attempt to fictionalize it, however, the episode does

not reappear ln TGF.

82 
".aa.r 

to Schroder, Aug.

83 
""aa.r 

to Schroder, July

8, 1935, 6:82, I"1S Papers 280, WTu.

(19?) [1935), 6r81, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

R4-- Autobiography MS 412, loose pp.r p. 51.

85,, 
1llfl one translated the French of 'alien6e' simply as

'the alienatedrr one might be incorrect in letter, but not in

spirit." Robin Hyde, untitled and incompl-ete TS on the subject of

mental illness, (see n. 46 above) .

86_Letters to Schroder, Dec. 10, 'l 935, 7:87; n.d. [1935],6:84,

MS Papers 280, WTu. Robin Hyde, "The Silk Hat Spectrert' unpublished

TS, held by Cha1lis. The story was submitted to C.A. Marris then to
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Schroder for possible pr:blication. I do not know if it was

subsequently published.
87 

""aa.t 
to Schroder, n.d. t19351r 6:84, Ms Papers 280, WTu'

88 rir"t version, (AU, B-12b, fragrment 3r PP- 286(a), 286(b),

287-r distinguish Hyde's misnurnbered pages (two pp. 286) by

describing them thus). The image of a "face at the back of all

the changing faces" recalls that of "the constant face behind the

mutabilities" (Ex. 12. See n. 73 above); the "poetry which

presents an inaccurate and partial interpretation of the mind

behind it" ("Poetry In Auckland." See n.62 above) and the title

of Eliza's volume of poems "Stranger Face" (fGF' p. 223' etc).

89 ,h" First Version ends: "r had no opportunity to scream-

But as the car gave over her habit of obedience, something came

j-nto my mind.

I had known all along that this was going to happen- I had

wanted it to happen." First Version, (AU, B-12b' fragment 1,

p. 297) .

90 Earli"r in the novel Eliza thinks: "it's ourselves we

reach out for, our own undiscovered selves" (TGF' p. 136).

III. HYDEIS TECHNIQUES AS A WRITER

'I- "The Modern Trend, " p. 17.

?' "The writer and his Audiencer" P. 8.

t "*ar Zealand Authoressesr" P. 63. Rosemary Rees was a writer

of popular fiction in the 1920s and 30s. The bibliographical survey

printed for Authors' Week, 1936, lists eleven titles under her name

(,r.c. Andersen, ed,., AnnaLs of Neu Zealand Litez'ahne (wellington:
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NZ Authors' Week Committee, 1936), p- 78)-

4* Robi.t Hyde, Ietter to Andersen, Mar. 17r 1936' folder 29,

MS Papers 148, J.C. Andersen, WTu-

q
'Letter to Schroder, April 5 [1928], 3:17, Ms Papers 280,

WTu.

" The quotations in this paragraph are from Ex. 12' p. 1.

7 *obi. Hyd,e, Ietter to Andersen, Mar. 17r 1936' fo1det 29,

MS papers 148, J.C. Andersen, wTu. The "code" to which Hyde refers

here is probably Curnow's Poetry and Langua.ge (Christchurch: The

Caxton Press, 1935).

8 toi.a.

' E*. 12, p. 3. AIso quoted by Gloria Rawlinson, Introduction,

upn<Ltulut u.

10

11

t.t.

rbid.

As I do not have access to holograph drafts of Hyde's

other work besides TGF the full extent to which she used automatic

writing is not known. A brief and rather cynical description of

her use of the technique is given in AHITW' pp- 31-32.

12'- Ex . 12, P. 175.

'- rbid.
14'o Sha once wrote, for example, "r can write something in

poetry, and nothing really essential in prose- . [To] ne that

is true in a rather painful way-painful because it's hidden a\^/ay,

and I am, always terrified-foolishly-of losing an ability which

isn,t mine really, in the Sense that I can't control it." Letter

to Schroder, Aug. 8, 1935, 6292, MS Papers 280, WEU- Her use of

the word "essential" here recalls the Ex. 12 passage (see n. 6

above) in which she described the "distil-lation of one's most



inward and secret self" as an "essence"

substituted the word "fluid" there does

15 rit.t Version, p. 199; P - 2oo.

16 rbid, p. 2oi.
11
' ' Ibid, p. 206.

402

(the fact that she

not negate the connection)

18 -, . rL^ -L----^ r..-€:-i ^L^,l .^'^-1, lr cle:Aar.r j
aDro, p. 206. In the phrase "unfinished workr" Shadow is

referring to Eliza's earlier explanation of why she wishes to write'

She wishes to show the moments of intense emotional experience which

give meaning to the lives of ordinary people but which are quickly

forgotten in the mundane course of time: "It wouldn't matter, if a

man,s work were done. But when there was nothing, nothing, only

the hands striving to accomplish . it seems so mean to lay

their effort aside." First Version, p. 206-

19 Fit"t Version, pp. 206-7.

20 Fr"d.tick Rolfe , The Desire drld Pu.Ysuit of the Whole

(London: cassell, 1961), p. 218. Hyde admired this novel (first

published in 1934) for its autobiographical qualities rather than

its overblown style, as she explained to Lee: "If you ever have

time and can stand a certain amount of vagueness and a bit of

religious flummery here and theref you ought to read "The Desire

and pursuit of the whole, "by Frederick Rolfe, Baron corvo. Don't

dislike him because he was a baron, he starved to death & died in

a very filthy poverty, not long ago-good book about a good writer

who couldn't fit in, and did not want to. It is, of course, auto-

biography in disguise." Letter to Lee, April 21, 1936, Lee

Collection, AP.

11
'' AII quotations in this paragraph are from "The lvlodern

Trend," p. 17.

22 *obin Hyde, "Reflections in the water r" Otago Witness'
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Oct. 1928, p. 80.

The information in this paragraph is gathered from

Jouzmales€t p.120 and letters to Schroder, Nov. 12r 1927r 3:6 and

Nov. 28, 1927, 3:7, MS Papers 280, WTu. lvlr Clive Sowry, Film

Archivist at the New Zealand National Film Unit, Wellington, adds

the information that Hyde may have been involved with the filn

Amoktn'a "which was shot about that time but was not released until

1934. It was felt in 1928 that films of Maori legends were unlikely

to fill the hotels with tourists so, initially, the film was held

back from release" (Sowry, Ietter to Sandbrook, Nov. 5, 1981).

24 
""rt"t 

to Schroder, n.d. [Aug. 1934J, 6:75, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

24'

23

to

to

25

zo

Letter

Letter

Schroder, June 27, 1934, 5274, MS Papers 280, WTu.

Schroder, n.d. [Aug. 1934],6275, MS Papers 28O,

Wfu.

27 ott quotatj-ons in this paragraph are

Schroder, n.d. lSept. 1935], 6:83, MS Papers

from

280,

a letter to

WTu.

-- Ex. 14, p.1.241.

)v-- Letter to Schroder, Feb. 14r 1935, 6277, MS Papers 280, WTu.

?o-- Letter to Schroder, April 26, 1935, 6:80, IvlS Papers 280,

WTu.

Robin Hyde, letter to Eric Ramsden, Dec. 26, 1936, folder

173, MS Papers 196 Series B, Eric Rannsden, WTu. The interest she

expressed here in "the individual and the mind moving behind

queer, unreasonable actions" can be compared with the similar

interest she took in the personality of Sir George Grey as she

discerned it from "incidents" in his career (see Ch. I, r. 32) .

?,-- Chaplain at Mount Ed.en gaol in Auckland. Moreton's

biographer reconstructs the scene in which Moreton claims to have
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introduced Hyde to the life of Stark: "I asked her if she would

tike a good story: her smile was tolerant. 'I should very much',

she replied, tI must confess a weakness for good storiest.

I leaned over and drew a package from my desk and handed it

to her-it was the diary of James Douglas Stark. . And that

was really the genesis of Passpont to HeLL . " (I4elville

Harcourt, A Paz,son In Pv'ison (Auckland: printed by Whitcombe and

Tombs , 1942) r pp. 222-23) .

"" Exercise Book 1, MSr n. pa9. Held by Gloria Rawlinson. I

follow her form in referring to this as Ex. 1. The notes of the

Stark interview are very brief, and presumably only from one of

a series of such interviews. Amongst the notes on the next few

pages of Ex. 1 Hyde included the date Feb. 19, which approximately

dates the interview.
?,4-'Letter to Schroder, Mar.27r 1935, 6279, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

<h"- Letter to Schroder, April 26, 19351 6:80, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

"" Letter to Lee, I"lar. 10, 1936, Lee Collection, AP. Hyde's

second collection of poems, The Conquerons, had just been published

(Dec. 1935). Lee's comment seems to have been prompted by reading

this collection. It is interesting to note that Hyde's provisional

title for the collection had been "Thine Accursed" (Ietter to

Schroder, n.d. [Aug. 1934] , 6'.75, MS Papers 280, WTu), suggesting

that the poems were in fact about "the vanquished. " Challis notes

that all but three of these poems were written after Hyde's entry

into the Auckland Mental Hospital (Challis, marginal note to

Sandbrook's thesis draft 1983).
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12, p. 7; Ietter to Schrod.er, Feb. 14,

Papers 280, WTu. Her use of the term "brother" i-n

parodies socialist usage at one level. The feeling

with Stark is, however, at another level the key to

405

1935, 6277 , MS

the letter to Lee

of brotherhood

the writing of

the novel.

-" Letter to Schroder, Dec. 10, 1935,7287, MS Papers 280,

WTu; "The Griffin Objectsr" p. 5.
?q-- Letter to Lee, l{ay 26, 1936, Lee Collection, AP.

40 rh" titles of the stori-es Schroder had read are: "Brown

Playmatertt "Apricots in Seasonrtt ttUnicorn Pasture" and "The Red.

Mouse of the Brocken. " These titles are listed in letter to

Schroder, n.d. [Mar. 1935] , 6278, MS Papers 280, WTu, under which

cover they were sent to Schroder. To my knowledge only one sti1l

survives: "The Red Mouse of the Brockenr" unpublished TS, held by

Challis. Hyde's reply to Schroder's criticism (all quotations in

this paragraph) is contained in letter to Schroder, April 26, 1935,

6:80, MS Papers 280, WTu.

41 A."ording to Lee they first met when he was an Opposition

Labour MP and Hyde was working in the Ladies' Press GaIIery in

Parliament as a reporter for the Dominion. He recalled having

"lampooned Govt members using one of her articlesr" thereby

incurring her wrath: "She could have cut my throat." Her anger

had evaporated by the time they next met, in Auckland, when Hyde

was working on tlne Neu Zealard. 1bseruer. After reviewing Children

of the Poor, she went to see Lee and they became friends. Lee

tried (with little success) to use his influence to help her

financially. His encouragement was valued, howeverl and. his

tangible support was evident in other ways. For example, he
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records that he was i-nstrumental in arranging Hyde's stay with W.

Downie Stehrart in Dunedin, d.uring which she was able to redraft

tlre First Version of The Goduits FLyz "Downie Stewart after 1935

wrote asking me whether I thought Iris could help him. I thought

she night" (Lee, letter to Sandbrook, JuIy 25, 1981).
4)-- Anon. (Robin Hyde), "The Story of the Gutter: a Striking

New Zealand Book with Dunedin as its SettiDgr " review of ChiLdren

of the Pooz'" by Anon. (.rohn A. Lee), Neu ZeaLartd 0bseruer, Jan. 31,

1935, p. 4. Though unsigned, the review is attributed to Hyde by

Gloria Rawlinson (Introductlon, TGF, p. xiii).
L-),'- For example, in letter to Lee, Mar. 10, 1936, Lee

Collection, AP.

44 
""at"r 

to Lee, April 21, 1936, Lee. Collection, Ap. I have

not seen the "note" from Lee to which Hyde refers. The exchange of

Ietters between Lee and Hyde at this time does however seem to be

characterized by a preoccupation with the writing of autobiography.

-- Letter to Lee, April 2, 1937, Lee Collection, AP.

46 __.-- Virginia Woo1f, A Room 0f Onets Own (Harmondsworth: penguin,

1945), p. 6. This essay was first published in 1928. Hyde had

read it before Sept. 1936, when she refers to it in "Poetry In

Auckland, " p. 31. It is worth noting that Hyde had the essay in

mind at the time when she was rewriting TGF. That she was probably

most interested in it as autobiography is suggested by her mis-

quotation of the essay's title as "A Room of Her Own."

nt 
""aa.t 

to Lee, April 2, 1937, Lee Coll-ection, Ap.

4X-- By this distinction I think she means that she will have ro

achieve the personal stability to face the inevitable negative

consequences of writing about her own life. As well as offending
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others close to her, there is her own embarrassment at revealing

intimate and painful aspects of her experience. Her considerable

courage in doing so was facilitated to some degree by her holding

fast to the belief that her experience was tApicaZ rather than

idiosyncratic.
49 

""ta"r 
to Lee, May 29, 1937, Lee

5o 
""aaur 

to Lee, Jan. 16, 1937, Lee

Quotations in the rest of this paragraph

Collection, AP.

Colfection, AP.

are also from this letter,

as indicated in the text.
51'' Robin Hyde, "The club: a play of asides, in one actrrl

unpublished TS, held by challis. written in June/July 1935 (Ietter

to Lee, July 3, 1936' Lee Collection, AP).

-- Autobiography MS 412' P. 28.

53 rh" titfes of the one-act plays which r have seen are:

"Eurydice" (possibly dating from 1937); "In the Quiet Room"; "For

King and Countryl'I "Chariot Wheels" (probably the play mentioned in

letter to Schroder, n.d. [1935], 6:84, MS Papers 280, WTu); "The

club" (mentioned in letter to Lee, July 3, 1936' Lee Collectiont

AP); "De Thierry's PrOgreSSr" a "verse chrOnicle" baSed on CTIK,

written in 1937. A11 of these are unpr:blished TSS, held by Challis.

Hyde also wrote a (three act?) play based on WC when she was in

London in 1939 (letter to Schrodet, AprlL 27' 1939' 7:101, MS

Papers 280, WTu); I do not know whettrer this still exists. This

list of Hyders plays is probably incomplete.

54'= quotations here are from Myron Simon, The Georgian Poet'Le,

University of California Publications: occasional Papers, No.8

(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1975) ,

pp. 52-53. Simon quotes Gordon Bottomley, "Poetry and the

i_s
t:
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Contemporary Theatre." This essay was first published in Essays

md Studies bA Membey,s of the English Association, 19 (oxford:

Oxford University Press, 1934) r pp. 139-144.
qq-- Robin Hyd.e, "De Thierryts progress," unpublished TS, held

by Challisr p. 1.

56'- Myron Simon, The Geoz,gian Poetie, p. 52.

57 Letter to Andersen, Mar. 17, 1936, folder 29, MS papers

148, J.C. Andersen, WTu. The book to which the letter refers is

warwick Lawrence, vuLeart Lane qtd. other ue?ses, introd. Robin Hyde

(Auckland: The Unicorn Press, 1935). In her ,'Introduction" to

this book Hyd.e also acknowledges her influence over their form,

when she concludes: ". if anyone is to brame for their smarlness

and simplicity, it is not my young friend, Mr. Lawrence, but the

butterfry whose name is Kochu [Hyde's name for herself in her rore

as Lawrence's muse]."
qa

Letter to Andersen, March 17, 1936, folder 29, MS papers 149,

WTu.

qo"- Ttre quotations in this paragraph are from "The Modern

Trend, " p. 17 .

60_Letter to Lee, April 2, 1937, Lee Collection, Ap. AHITW ts

perhaps Hyde's first attempt to write the sequel to which she refers.

It was written in April-May, 1937.
A1

Robin Hyde, "In Search of Realityr" unpublished TSS, held

by Challis. Challis' collection contains five drafts (some

incomplete) of the story, two of which are under the title "The Tea

Set." The story was probably written in 1935. It is on paper

watermarked "Ariel Bond" and "waterton Bond 8." The Ariel Bond"

paper was used by Hyde in 1936-37, according to Gloria Rawlinson
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(see Ch. II, n. 41). Further enquiries about dating paper by water-

marks were addressed to Mr D.H. Kerr of Wiggins Teape, Ltd,

Wellington, and to Mr C.R. Edwards of Charles Morgan and Co.,

Basingstoke, U.K. They yielded no further information of direct

relevance to the dating of these MSS. D.H. Kerr, Ietters to

Sandbrook, Dec.19r 1983 and Jan. 19,1984; C.R. Edwards, Ietter to

Sandbrook (via Kerr), Jan. 9, 1984. fhe terminal date for the

story's composition can be established from the fact that one draft

bears the address of the Grey Lodge, Gladstone Rd., Mt. Albert:

Hyde left this address in January or February, 1937.

62 fh. story's use of the disease tuberculosj-s as a metaphor

for a more general malaise affecting society recalls a similar

usage elsewhere; for example in the untitled and incomplete TS on

the subject of mental illness, held by Challis (see Ch. II, n. 46).

63 "tn Search of Realityr" pp. 20; 4;8-9. These and the

followinq quotations from "In Search of Reality" are taken from the

most complete (final?) draft: i.e. TS consisting of 24 pp. with

holograph annotations by Hyde, including instructions for a re-

arrangement of the story's ending.

54 "-r, search of Rearityr" p. g.

ec'"- rbid, p. i2.
66_..--- Ibid, pp. 12-13.

67 
""tt"r 

to Schroder, n.d. [Sept. 1935], 6:83, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

68 rir=t version, p. 31.

69 "rn search of Realityr "
7o ,oiu, p. 24.

71 "Poetry rn Auckrandr" p.

p. 9.

33.
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72'' By contemporaries like Glover, who satirj-zed her work

amongst that of the "school" of d.erivative Georgian poetesses in

hLs The Arraigrtnent of Paris, but also by later critics for whom

"Georgian" is not simply a term of abuse; for example, Alastair

Campbellr "Glover and Georgianismr" in Connlent, 6, No. 1 (1964),

pp. 26-27.

73' - Sargeson, letter to Glover, Aug. 9 11937 ?1 , folder 1 8 , IvlS

Papers 4'l8, Denis Glover, WTu. The "miscellany" is: Denis Glover,

ed., A Ca*ton Miscellany (Christchurch: The Caxton Press ' 1937) '

in which Hyde's poem "Husband and Wife" appeared.

'= simon, The Georgian Poeti.e, pp. 69-70, n. 73. The note

continues: "Now that the studies of [Georgianisrn by] Hassall, Ross

and Stead have prepared the way for a more accurate examination

of the Georgians, the existing appraisals of the relationship

between Frost and some of tJ:e early Georgians will undoubtedly bear

revision and extension.'r Later Simon describes Robinson and Frost

as the "nearest American analogues" to the English Georgians.

Simon, op. cit. p. 94.

'" James Bertram, "Robin Hyde: a Reassessmentr"

No. 3 (1953), 191. "The Great Lover" is one of the

Brooke to which Eliza refers in The Godt'lits ELy: ".

fond of Rupert Brooke's 'Blanket's rough kiss

of the sheets .' Remember?" (TGF' p. 163) .

1^ 14Ln LAnATALL, I,

poems by Rupert

. . Aren't you

cool comfort

'" Ibid. Like Frost, D.H. Lawrence is regarded as having

strong affinities with the early Georgians.
11

Some of the poems she wrote in China Bertram discounts as

simply "journalistic" (Bertram, "Robin Hyde, a Reassessmentr"

p. 190); and aspects of her work are described as "reporting" in
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four separate places in the article.
78 "-ha Modern Trendr" P- 17 -

IV. THE GODWTTS FLTZ SOME STRUCTURAL ASPECTS

1 Gloti. Rawlinson, "Robin Hyde and The Goduits FLyr" in

Critieal Essays on the Neu ZeaLotd Nouel, ed. C. Hankin (Auckland:

Heinemann Educational Books, 1976) , p. 58. James Bertramrs

conclusion differs only in being more bluntly stated: "the end of

the book is cobbled upr" he writes. James Bertram, "Robin Hyde,

A Reassessmentr" P. 183.

' "o.r, 
stevens , nle New ZeaLand. NoueL' L860-1-965, 2nd ed'

revised to 1965 (Wetlington: A.H. and A.W- Reed, 1966), PP. 63; 60'

3 Gloria Rawlinson, "Robin Hyde and The Godtvtts FLg"' p. 58.

A.* F"licity Riddy, "Robin Hyde and New Zealand, " P . 187 .

U an.tt" Hankin, "New Zealand Women Novefists: Ttteir Attitudes

Towards Life in a Developing Society," in World Litet'ature l'bitten

in English, 14, No. 1 (1975) , 157.

5 Glori" Rawlinson, "Robin Hyde and The Go&'lits FLy'" p' 40'

7 
""aa.t 

to Schroder, n.d. [Aug. 1934], 6275, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

to

EO

I

9

Letter

Letter

Schroder, June 27, 1934, 5274, MS Papers 280, wTu.

Schroder, n.d. [Aug. 1934), 6275, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

WTu.

llhe

vrf.

to 
""aa"t 

to schroder, Aprir

The quotation from Whitman

ways in which Hyde develoPed

tt 
""aa"r 

to schroder, n.d.

26, 1935, 6:80, MS PaPers 280,

is used as the epigraph Eo PTH.

the theme are exPlored in ChaPter

[1935], 6:83, MS Papers 280, WTu.
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rbid.

Letter to Schroder, April 26, 1935, 6:80, MS papers 280,

WTu.

rbid.

Letter to Schroder, Aug. 8, 1935, 6282, MS papers 280, WTu.

Marginal annotation to fragment of MS draft of TGF, Iris

Wilkinson collection, B-12b, fragment 2, AtJ, p. 154 (subsequently

abbreviated to AU, B-12b, fragrment 2). Gwen Mitcalfe (n6e Hawthorn)

had been Hyders friend since their schooldays. The character of

Simone tn ?GF is based on her (Cha]lis, interview with Sandbrook,

May 14, 1980). The AU, B-12b, fragment 2, bears a total of ten

annotations by Gwen Mitcalfe, mostly dealing with the accuracy of

Hyde's account of school life and the characterization of simone.
17 Letter to Schroder, April 26, 1935, 6: 80 , luls papers 290,

WTu.

1Q'" First Version, pp. 145-46.
19 ,ir=a Version (AU, B-'l 2b, fragment 3, p. 2g7) .

20 First Version, p. 203.

The First Version includes an account of the rioting in

Auckland in 1932 which is not included in the published version.

Hyde described the published version of the nover as "twenty-one

years of [her] rife" (letter to Lee, April 2, 1937, Lee colrection,

AP). The previous letter, Jan. 16, 1937, Lee Coll_ection, Ap, has

"22 years") . Hyde was born in 19OG, hence the published. version

covers the period up to 1927 or '1928.

22-- It was Hyde's usual practice to begin drafts of novels

with a separate title page. A separate title page for part one is

also presumed to be missing since part r\^/o has one. The draft

12

13

14

15

to
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may also lack an introductory chapter or preface. The plan of the

novel Hyde wrote in Ex. 15, which bears a close resemblance to the

First Version, begins wittr notes for an Introduction, referring to

central themes in the novel: "1. Introduction. The two things

said - Man, \doman and child. The green of Prince Edward's Park -

glossycoal-black of the hulks - hilts like great limbs, brown and

gold. "I wish I had climbed them all when I first came here."

The flight of the godwits-ttorth, north, north" (Ex. 15r P. t42l).

There is no such Introduction to the First Version (which precedes

this draft).
23 Fit=t Version, unnumbered p. between pp. 150, 151 -

)4-- Ex. 12' p. 175.
?q-" First version, p. 147.

)a-- Autobiography MS 412' P. 11.

a1o' woolf , A Room of Onets Oum, p. 6.

2t 
"oh., 

Tait, "'Passport to Hellt: a Reader's Protestrtt letter

to the Editor, "The Book Pager" SouthLand. Times' Oct. 3, 1936, p. 13;

Robin Hyde, "'Passport to Hell': the Authorts Replyr" Letter to the

Editor, "The Book Pager " SouthLartL Times, oct. 10, 1935, p. 'l 3. A

key to the dispute between Tait and Hyde over PTH is the definition

each gives in this correspondence to the word "truttl." Tait asserts

that Hyde's failure to check "the verity of the story . has

rendered her work worthless as a record of truth." In her rep1y,

Hyde misquotes Tait's assertion, changing the final phrase to

"worthless as a record of fact. " This enables her then to disting-

uish between "factt' as a lower kind of verity and "truth" to the

spirit of the subject, which she claims for her account of Stark's

experience. (Cf. her comments on de Thierry; see ch. III, n. 31.)
.':j
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29_In her letter to the Editor, Oct. 10, 1936' Hyde attributed

some of the blame for factual inaccuracies to Stark's faulty

memory, saying in mitigation of this ttrat Stark was only "sixteen

years old when he left this country. " In an ensuing letter, Tait

rejoined to this: "She pleads in excuse the youth of her hero but

even this wiII not stand. J.D. Stark was not born on July 4, 1898,

as Robin Hyde believes; he was born on JuIy 17, 1894. He was not

a boy of 16 when he left this country but a young man of nearly 21"

(John Tait, "Letter to the Editorr " "The Book Page r" SouthLarzd

Times, Oct. 17, 1936, p. 13).

-- First Version, pp. 38-39.
?1"' For example by Joan Stevens: "Robin Hyde's record . is

of several starts in different directions; first the realistic

then the fantastic . a1I the time the poetic . . . Would she

ever find the medium which would be right for her .?' (Joan

Stevens, The Neu ZeaLand. Nouel, 1-860-L965, p. 58). Within the novel

genre, H. Winston Rhodes notes that Hyde's work is "as varied in

subject matter as titl is episodic in structure." H. Winston

Rhodes, "writing and Writers in New Zealand, a Series of Studies;

IV - Robin Hyde, Novelistr" i'{.2s,Z:'+}-a::t 2:-;:r*'it:, 10, No.9 (1947),

p. 180. Although he discerns an underlying themaLic unity in the

novels his study conclud.es that this was buried beneath the

diversity of means she employed and never found clear expression.
?t-- "J.M. r" rev. of Dt,agon Ratnpmtt, by Robin Hyde, )tago Daily

Times, Aug. 26,1939. (this review was seen in a file of newspaper

cuttings held at WTu, Wikinson, I.G., ItlS Papers 920.)

"- Autobiography MS 412, p. 11.

34-Letter to Schroder, April 26, 1935, 6:80, MS Papers 280,

TrTmr r
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Letter to Lee, April 2, 1937, Lee Col-Iection, AP.

The plan for TGF in Ex. 15 extends over pp.[42-46] of the

quotations in this paragraph are from these pp.

Since the title page of the First Version is missing, it

is not known whether the First Version also lacks an Introduction.

If so Hyde might simply be fol-lowing it in the Ex. 15 plan. How-

ever it is my guess that the First Version did not have an

Introduction, since Ex. 1.5 includes notes for one and in the rest

of the Ex. 15 plan notes are only added to the bare l-ist of chapter

titles where the projected new draft is to deviate significantly

from the First Version.
?R-- Ex. 15, p.1811. "The Knight and the dwarf" in the Ex. 15

plan's subtitle may be an allusion to Bk I of the Faiz,ie Sueene.
{q-- Rupert Brooke, The CoLLeeted Poems of Rttpert Brooke, uith a

Memo'|t,, ed. Edward Marsh (London: Sidgwick and Jackson, 1921),

pp. 92-93.

4o rir=t Version, pp. 126; '12g.

41=' e.R.p. Fairburn, He ShaLL Not Rise (London: The Cofunbia

Press, 1930).
AA-- "Poetry In Aucklandr" pp. 32-33.

43-- Letter to Schroder, Aug. 8, 1935, 6:82, l4S Papers 280, WTu.

AA-- Letter to Schroder, Mar. 19, 1931r 5:65, MS Papers 280, WTu.

Atr'=- Letter to Schroder, n.d. [vlar., 1933] , 5269, MS Papers 280,

wTu. Fairburn himself was clearly in her mind when she wrote this

letter. He and she were both committee members and both addressed

the meeting described here. It is possible that the analysis of

Fairburnrs poetry she offered in "Poetry In Auckland" drew on her

memories of this shared experience. Her analysis is a "psychological

35
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reconstructiont' of Fairburn which owes

being imputed to him.

46-- Letter to Schroder, n-d. [Aug.

WTu.

4L6

much to Hyde's own feelings

19341 , 6275, MS Papers 280,

Letter to Lee, Nlar.6, 1936, Lee Collection, Ap.

Lee, letter to Sandbrook, JuIy 25, 1981.

Robin Hyde, quoted by Gloria Rawlinson, IntroductLon, TGF,

p. xrv. rt is rikely that this conment refers not sinply to Elizars

accident on the road to Te Reinga but to the whole of the last

chapter which takes Eliza out of the depressed and depressing

economic worrd and into the romantic and mysterious byways of

"Hierusalem - Te Reinga."
qn-" so called because it is a manuscript draft, unlike the First

Version which is typescript. The MS version is contained. in three

notebooks Hyde filled during the winter and spring of 1936, in part

at reast while she was in Dunedin staying wittr Hon. w. Downie

stewart. These notebooks are called by Gloria Rawlinson Ex. i6,

Ex. 17 and Ex. 18. subsequent references to the MS version will be

made to the relevant Ex. bk, with Groria Rawlinsonrs pagination

given in sguare brackets. see Appendix for a full description.

First Versj-on, p. 20.

-' rbid, p. 168.
<?"" Ex. 18, pp.1164-65). The passage continues exactly as it

is in the published version of t}re novel (IGF, pp. 179-79). The

fact tJlat it underwent no further revision suggests HydeIs

satisfaction with the chanqe she had made.

54 
"*. 

18, p. t165r.
55 

Mu.,-,ri"e Hewlett , Tl,E Eoxest Louey,s (1898; rpt. Lond.on:

47

48

49
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trlacmillan, 1951). The allusion first occurs in TGF in one of the

DPV fragments where its source is acknowledged: ". tRoy, in

"The Forest Lovers." Can you turn your hair up under a cap?t"

(DPv, "In Your Stupidity" fragrnent, P. 23). The acronym DPV refers

to several fragments of TS drafts of IGF collected under the title

"Drafts of the Publistred Versionr" held by Gloria Rawlinson (see

also Ch. V, n.4); see Appendix.

56 
"*. 

14, pp. 128-291.

57 o"u, "stars' Holiday" (redraft),
58 D"r"k Challis first suggested to

finding its highest expression in service

much that Hyde wrote (ChaIIis, interview

1980).

59 ooaobiography Ms 412, roose pp.,

uo ou, B-12b, fragment 2t p. 133.

61 Fir=t version, p. 50.

62 ,h. quotations in ttris paragraph

p. 198.

me that the idea of love

to another is a key to

with Sandbrook, May 14'

p. 35.

are from First Version,

pp. 50; 37-38.
A1"" The quotations in this paragraph are from Ex. 15, pp. [70;

721.
6A"= The other significant addition to this passage is the simile

"blundering on from phrase to phrase, Like eatez'piLlars in a night-

mare" (TGF, p. 96. My emphasis). This rather bizarre image

conflates the antitheses of two images Hyde used frequently else-

where to describe the world of the ideal: dreams and butterflies.

That the schoolgirls' world of "Little Ease'r is far removed from

that ideal world is therefore elliptically conveyed by the simile

added to the published version. The caterpillar (the larva of the
i

ry

c*
&
E

E
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butterfty) is the ideal only in potential. Nightnare is the dream

perverted into an evil or terrifying experience-

6qot Tacitus, The Agnicola ard. the Ger.mania, trans. and introd.

H. Mattingly, trans. revised S.A. Handford (Harmondsworth: Penguin,

1948), p. 62.

oo In Dfi Uyde describes her way of keeping notes in the war

zone in China. It is a "kind of phrase shorthand" which works in

exactly ttre same way that I suggest she uses quotations to refer to

themes which preoccupy her: "In the notes I made f used a kind of

phrase shorthand, very simple, ulintelligible unless I explained

it myself.

Eor instance 'ear-rings' means the case of a woman carried in

[to the hospital in Hsuchowfu], raped by seven Japanese soldiers

She then swallowed her sharp-pointed ear-rings, and was still in

agony, as . Dr. Nettie could not perform an operation ' ' .''

(DR, p. 281). The passage goes on to give several other examples

of the "phrase shorthand."

o/ Robin Hyde, quoted by Gloria Rawlinson, "Cloud of Witness

IV, Robin Hyder" P. 26.

68 r.rr.n. Schroder, "Robin Hyde: Struggle and Dreamr" in the

Christchurch Pness, Oct. 14, 1939, p. 16-

V. THE GODWITS FLIZ THEMATIC IJNITY

1 First version, p. 22.

' ,bid, p. 15 .

' "*. 
16, p. [1] ff. rf there ever

the chapter (i.e. a version contigruous

was an earlier version

with the Ex. 14 draft)

of
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then, to my knowledge, it no longer exists.

4 *h. title Dpv (Drafts of the Published version) is perhaps

inaccurate. The material it efibraces cannot reliably be considered

to be part of a final draft of the novel since, as is the case here,

there are significant variations between DPV and the published form

of the novel. In the absence of a more accurate system of

reference to Hyde's MSS however, it is necessary to abide by this

classification. The DPV fragiment in which the "O Rome, My Country"

chapter occurs is contiguous with AU, B-12b, fragment 1 ' See

Appendix.
5- Ex 16, p. [5].
o rbid, pp- t63-641 .

'7' Ibid, P. t8l .

a" DPv, pp. 60; 61; 63.

9 ,h. whore of the paragraph which is here guoted in part was

added in the final draft of the novel.

10 ,h" I"1s draft lacks its opening chapters, so it is not

possible to say with certainty that it did not contain similar

references- The AU, B-12bt fragrrnent 'l draft does not however

contain them. so the references are most probably a very late

addition to the novel, possibly made in a final draft which Hyde

sent to England. She never made copies of drafts; I have not seen

the draft used by the publishers, and presume it no longer exists-

tt ou, B-12b' fragnent'l , p. 3.

t' ,,u".o stands for the mere man of the earth (Heb. 12216-17).

Destitute of faith, he despised the birthright-a spiritual thing,

of value only as there was faith to apprehend it. . Esau had

only natural priority to the birthright, and God never meant that
:
P
:i

*
e
e*
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the Iine of blessing should come through him. . . Jacob's

conception of the birthright at that time was, doubtless, carna-

and inadequate, but his desire for it evidenced faith." T'he NeU

SchofieLd Referenee Bi.ble, ed. C.I. Schofield (1909; rpt. London:

Oxford University Press, 1967), footnotes to Genesis 25:25 and

25231.

13 Fit"t version, p. a7 -

14 o,raobiography MS 412, P- 13-

1q'- Ex. 17, p.11421.
1a'' Ex. 16, p. t511.

1'7" O.r" very minor alteration to the text is the name of the

maternity hospital carly enters as a nurse. In the MS draft the

hospitat is called "st. Helen's" (nx. 1q p. t2161), but in the

published version it is "St. Beth's" (fGF' p. 219). Since "Beth"

and "Eliza" are both diminutives of the name "Elizabethr" the

change seems intended to reinforce the implication that Carly is

symbolically entering into Eliza's experience in this chapter.

18 rit=t Version (AU, B-12b, fragrment 3, P. 286(a)). Hyde's

pagination of the draft is faulty at this point. There are two

pages numbered 286. I therefore refer to them as 286(a) and 286(b)

consecutively.
19 rit"t Version, (AU, B-12b, fragment 3, P- 287) '

?n-- Ibid, p. 286(b) .

z I It is perhaps this kind of change in the novel which led

Hyde to say that it had "developed along socialistic lines" (Letter

to Lee, April 2, 1937, Lee Colfection, AP).

22 crot1^ Rawlinsonrs footnote gGE, p. 236) identifies the

quotation as being from "Stanzas For Music" by Byron. Hyde mis-
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cruotes the lines. The stanza reads:

There be none of Beautyts daughters

With a magic like thee;

And Iike music on the waters

Is thY sweet voice to me'

Hydets substitution of "is" for "be" in line 1 is rninor, and may

be attributed to her tendency to quote from memory instead of

checking the source. The word "moonlight" is substituted for

,,music,, in line 3. Again this suggests a confusion in Hyde's

memory of the poem; it recalls perhaps Byron's later lines: "And

the midnight moon is weaving / Het briqht chain o'er the deep."

In line 4 Hyde substitutes the word "face" for "voice." This

time the change-whether or not it is consciously made-is purpose-

ful because it links up with the "stranger face" image used else-

where in this chapter. It might be suggested that Hyde changed

Iine 3 because the image of the round moon reflected in the water

also suggests the skrape of a face: the moon is personified in the

lines quoted from elsewhere in Byron's poem'

23 Fit=t version, (Au, B-12b, fragment 3, pp' 286(a)-286(b)) '

24 ,h" title ,,stranger Face" perhaps derives from a phrase in

coleridge,s poem, "Frost At Midnight." sitting alone before a

dying fire, the poet's attention focuses on the movement of the

soot in the grate. These moving films of soot, according to

Coleridge's own note to the poem, "are called Strangens and supposed

to portend the arrival of some absent friend. " The poet then

remembers his schooldays, when homesickness led him to watch those

,'strangers" and hope for the visit which they might presage:

:
.-.

ia

.i
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For still I hoPed

Townsman, or aunt,

My play-mate when

to see Ehe sttanger's face,

or sister more beloved,

we both were clothed alike!

The schoolboy's list of hoped-for visitors narrows down from the

impersonal "townsman,, to his own sister: the person most resembling

himself (,,when we both were clotk]ted alike"). Earlier in the poem

toothepoetendowsthestyclnger'withhisownmood,recognizingthat

his ,,idling,' mind is ,,everywhere / Flcho or mirror seeking of itself ' "

Colet'idge: Poetical Works' ed' E'H' Coleridge (London: oxford

University Press ' 1912), P. 240' In both cases the "strangerts

face,, is in some sense the poet hirnself; iust as Ej-Lza's "Stranger

Face" Ln TGF expresses a new sense of herself'

,t n"rr." her sexuality is alluded to only indirectry in the

passage. The colour red, for example, which is repeated here is

used elsewhere j-n the novel to symbolize carnality: for instance in

"the dress with the large cherry flowers" (TGF' p' 184) EILza wears

whenshebeginsheraffairwithJimBraythwaite,andthe''redsilk

over the light" in his toom (TGF' p' 186) '

'u ,n. marries a man called charles Broderic in the First

Version. The marriage is described afmost at the middle of the

draft, early in Part T\vo (First Versionr PP' 174-81' '

27 tni= sentence does not occur in the MS draft' Like the

,,stranger face'' motif , it was added to the novel in a later

revision. It j-s possible that Hyde had the line "Echo or mirror

seeking of itself" from coleridge's "Frost At Midnight" (see note

24above)inmindwhenshewrotethissentence;thoughofcourse

it echoes more strongly the Rupert Brooke sonnet "I said I

splendidly loved you" quoted a few paggs earlier:
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Phantoms , or ol'tr oun face on the gloom,

For love of love, or for heartts loneliness.

(TGF, p. 125; my emphasis). Incidentally, tris quotation was also

added to the novel at the final stage of revision.

-- First Version, (AU, B-12b, fragnnent 3, PP. 294' 297).

29 _..-Ibid, pp. 293-94.

30-..lDrO, pp. zYz-YJ.
21-' Quotations in this paragraph are from a letter to Schroder,

n.d. []4ar. 19331 r 5269, Ms Papers 280, WTu.

-- The passage referred to is the end of Chapter Twenty One,

pp. 210-1!.- The passage does not occur in the l"1S draft and so is

a late addition to the novel.
{<-- Ex. 18, p.1228J.
'1,4-' Ibid, pp. t223; 2253 2271. A letter Hyde wrote to Schroder

in 1928 provides a source for the portrait of l4rs Sidebottom in the

novel. The letter, Iike the passage in the novel, is notable for

the good humour with which the episode is treated: "Not so long

ago f companion-heJ-ped an invalid lady for two whole weeks. At the

end of that time, she left for a convalescent home. Itll swear it

wasn't my fault. Dish=wiping (at an enormous salary) I might

manage. But I enter service on this condition. My next employer

skins his own fish! Twice (may the invalid lady be forgiven! )

I had to tear at the epidermis of groper as large and horny as

alligators. . ." (Letter to Schroder, Sept. 22r 19281 3:30, MS

Papers 280, WTu).

-- Neither the First Version nor the MS version have title

pages so it is not possible to say whether either of them also

included such a foreword, nor when Hyde first decided to include

one.
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Hyde, "
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The following analysis has been published in a different

C. Dunsford and P. Sandbrook, "Two Responses to Armstrong's

in Lardfall, 35, No. 3 (1982) , 329-37.

Hyders use of the present tense in her title , The Goduits

ELA, suggests an incompleted action, an endless state of flying.

It recaLls the title of one of Joseph Roth's novels, FLucht 2hne

End.e (1927; first trans. 1930) - Joseph Roth, FLight llithout End.,

trans. David Le Vay in collaboration with Beatrice Musgrave (London:

Peter Owen, 1977). It is interesting to speculate whether Hyde

night have had Roth's title in mind when she decided on hers. Her

knowledge of, and admiration for, Roth's work is recorded in a

letter to Schroder, n.d. [1935], 6:83, MS Papers 280, WTu.

38 rh. latter half of this quotation (from "If you. . .')

does not occur in the MS version. The fact that Hyde later added

it suggests that she wished to connect this passage (by means of

the allusion to the nursery rhyme) to the new endj-ng of the novel.

39 
""aa.t 

to Schroder, JuLy 22, 1930 , 5:61, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

VI. HOMES AND JOURNE;.S: IMAGES FOR IDENTITY

1' Letter to Schroder, Aug. 8, 1935, 6:821 MS Papers 280, WTu.

t Letiuer to Lee, Aug. 7, 1936, Lee Collection, AP.

- "Houses By The Sea" is probably Hyde's most highly wrought

sequence of poems. Its intimate connection with ?Gtr'has been

established in some detail by Jancie Sharplin, who describes the

sequence as in a sense the successful product of Hyde's thematic

and formal experimentation in the novel-. Hyde's stylistic
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innovation in the sequence, she says, is "rnetaphor used as a means

of perception rather than decoration" (Jancie Sharplin, "The VeiI

Removed: Reality, ldeality and Dream in the later works of Robin

Hyder" unpublished I"lA thesis, University of Canterbury, 197 1'

p. 61), a technique which closely resembles what I have called an

imagistic style in the novel.
A- Robin Hyde, "The Book of

Wilkinson collection, B-13, AU

"Nadathr" AU, B-13). A letter

I4S Papers 280, WTu) establishes

written immediateLy after TGF.

R- Letter to Schroder, Sept. 2, 1937' 1:94, MS Papers 280, WTu.

Another important inffuence on "The Book of Nadath" was an rrold

French book called 'Folle Farine"'which Hvde had read while in

the care of the Auckland Mental Hospital in 1934. She described

and partly translated the book in a letter to Schroder, saying "I

do not know who wrote it, the first three chapters are gone. with

the scraps I am a little bit obsessed & sometimes write new bits

to be told as Fol-le Farine might have . . ." (Ietter to Schroder,

n.d. [Aug. 1934],6275, MS Papers 280, WTu). Two years later the

text was still very much in Hyde's mind. She quoted a passage from

it in the First Version ot TGF (First Version, p. 173) , and

concluded her NZ Authors' Week address by reading passages from

her own translation of it ('rThe Writer and his Audience,"

pp. 10-11). "Nadathr" AU, B-13, written a year after that, also

contains imagery taken directly from the "Folle Farine" text (.for

example, "Nadathr" AU, B-13, pp. 44-45). I have not been able to

discover the source of the text.

Nadathr" unpublished MS, Iris

(subsequently referred to here as:

to Schroder (Sept. 2, 1937' 7:94'

that "The Book of Nadath" was
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6- "Nadathr" AU, B-13, p. 1.
n
' "Th. Writer and his Audience, " p. 7.
q- "Nadathr" AU, B-13, pp. 27-28; 31; 34; 35.
q- Ibid, pp. 50-51. The young girl whose dance here symbolizes

the harmony of physical and spiritual qualities closely resembles

the young dancer in IGF, pp. 111-12.
1n'- ttNadath, " AU, B-13, p. 49.
11

Ibid, pp. 5-6.
1)'- Rilke conveys the sense of Eurydicers self-containrnent

through the complex interweaving of images of sexuality, birth and

death in the poem- Eurydice is the wife of Orpheus, yet she had

"attained a new virginity / and. was intangible . " She is

described as being "lrlrapt in herself, like one whose time is near."

"Time" here suggests both the moment of death and the moment of

childbirth. The paradox recurs in phrases like "FuIl as a fruit

with sweetness and with darkness / was she with her great death

." (Rainer Maria Rilke, "orpheus, Eurydice, Hermesr" in NeL)

Poems, trans. J.B. Leishman (London: The Hogarth Press, 1964),

pp. 143-47).
1?'- "Nadath," AU, B-13, p.t781. (Sguare brackets indicate my

continuation of Hyde's pagination, which ends at p. 57. Beyond

that point Hyde numbers each chapter separately. The MS consists

of a total of 88 pp.)
14'- "Nadathrtt AU, B-13, p. [81].
1q'- Ibid, pp. [83-84].
t6 o,-,aobiography Ms 412, p. 1'l .

'7 "*"d.ahr" AU, B-13, p.tB3].
18 Duf.r,ding Kipling's work, Hyde wrote "with human
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figures . He may not furnish them with the complex clicking

machinery of thought and despair which is the dreary result of

post-war novel-writing, but intuitively he knows the actions and

the dreams which are most at their eore" (Robin Hyde, "Rudyard

Kipling: The Imperialist and the Jungle Booksr" p. 4). The way in

which Hyde opposes thought and action, t'machinery" and "coret' in

this passage foreshadows the development of her argument in

"Nadath," AU, B-13-

19 
".aa"r 

to Schroder, July (2g?), t19351, 6?81, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

20

21

22

23

z+

25

First Version (AU, B-12b, fragment 3, p. 287).

"Nadathr" AU, B-13, p. [87].

Letter to Schroder, Sept. 2,1937,7294, MS Papers 280, WTu.

Letter to Lee, Jan. 16, 1937' Lee Collection, AP.

Letter to Lee, April 2, 1937, Lee Collection, AP.

Letter to Lee, Jan. 16, 1937, Lee Collection, AP. By "here"

she meant the Lodge at Auckland Mental Hospital, from where the

Ietter was posted. By the phrase "the last three months" she

possibly meant the time she had spent travelling about in New

Zealand, from Stewart Island to the top of the North Island; though

this is only a conjecture.
26 

""aa"r 
to Lee, Nlay 29, 1937, Lee Collection, AP. To the

best of my knowledge this projected novel was never written. Apart

from AEITW, the only piece of writing I have seen which night relate

to such a novel is a fragment in which Hyde describes living at

the Lodge and going from there to work in central Auckland on the

day when news arrived of the bombing of Adowa in Abyssinia.

Possibly this fragrment was intended to be a newspaper or journal
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article. Robin Hyde, "The Cage with the Open Doorr" unpublished(?)

TS, 26 pp., held bY Derek Challis-
27 

""aa.t 
to Lee, April 2, 193'7, Lee Collection, AP'

'8 th"ah.r Hyde never completed the text or whether parts of

it were lost or removed later is not known.

29 "Th" singers of Lonerinessr" p- 23.

30 
"t"in" 

Showalter, A Literatute of Their A,sn; British Women

Noueli.sts from Bronte to Lessing (Princeton: Princeton University

Press ' 19'77) , p. 33.

31 rbid, p. 33.

32 ,bid, p. zga. r have already mentioned that Hyde knew and

used woolf 's 24. Room of Ortets )um.

33 tbia, p. 311.

34 o,taobiography Ms 412, loose PP. r P. 23'
' 35 G1ori" Rawlinson, for example, talks of Hyde's "penetrating

stare into the heart of suburban experience" (Gloria Rawlinson,

,,Robin Hyde and rThe Godwits Flyr, " p. 58) . i i-:-,...,.i : '.', ca. c,1 f. ::5.

3u ""ar Zealand Authoressesr" P. 63-

37 "rh" New Zealand woman rn Lettersr" p. 4-

38 
"trittida 

Bunkle and Linda Hardy, "Robin Hyde," Research-in-

progress seminar, stout Research centre, wellington, Nov. 7 ' 1984.

I am grateful to Dr J.C. Phillips for providing me with a cassette

tape of this seminar. Quotations here are transcribed from the

tape.

39 "*ar zealand Authoressesr" P. 20-

n0 "r' A Silent House" occurs in Robin Hyde, Pez'sephone In

Winter (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1937), PP. 30-33. The TS

version collected w:_t}. AH|TW lacks :L lines of the published version
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and there are other minor variations. I can find no evidence of

publication for ,'The carverr" but the third poem, "Embracer" was

published in the sydney BuLLetin' Aug. 14, 1933, p' 42' one of

the poems included in the text of NIITW' "Montaigne On The Hillside'"

was also published Ln TVe Canquerors, pp. 16-17 (see AIIITI|' P. 56,

fn.).
nt ,ti" conjecture is also made in the editor's notes to the

|cexi- (AHITW' pp. 13; 76; 93), though titles are not specified'

42 ,,Th. Unbelieversr" p. i22. I quote from the draft described

in the Appendix, Parl- 2:b. (i) , hereafter referred to as "The

Unlcelievers." The encounter between Echo and Jarah alludes to the

story of samuel in L Sarru.eL 3. Hyde may have found the legend of

the "little Maori nymph" amongst the MSS in the Sir George Grey

collection which she had been working on in early 1935, just before

"The Unbelievers" was written; though f have been unable to trace

any reference to it.
43 "rha unbelieversr" p. 38-

44 ,bid, p. 1g4.

45 B"rb.ra Hill Rigney, Madness and Sental PoLities in the

Feminist Nouel: studi.es in Byonte, llooLf, Lessing and. Ath)ood

(tladison, wisconsin: university of wisconsin Press ' 19781 r PP. 122;

10.

46 ,bid, pp. 122; 9- Barbara Hill Rigney acknowledges her

debt to R.D. Laing's PoLtties of Etperienee here. Her critique is

feminist in its ideology, but her citation of Laing's work suggests

that the psychological process identified here is of universal

applicability. It is interesting to note that Hyders most important

use of the motif (in ivIC) applies it to a male character, starkie ,/
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Macnamara, even though the novel also contains a major female

character, Bede Collins, to whom it could have been applied with

equal validity.
47 "rh. unbelievers," p. 246. The island, carled Aiie, functions

in a similar way to the magic island of l'/C. On aiie Echo, like

Wednesday, has a fulfilling and happy relationship with a man

(though only one, not Wednesday's four). Like Wednesday too, she

gets to the island by means of lottery winnings which give her

financial security and independence for the first time.

48 "Th. unbelieversr" p. 232.

49 
",.rnkl" 

and Hardy, "Robin Hyder" from cassette tape of

seminar.

50 o11"r, curnow, A Book of Neu ZeaLand Verse, L923-45

(Christchurch: The Caxton Press ' 1945) , p. 37.
ql
'' Lydi. wevers, ed. Robi'n Hyde: Selected Poems (Auckland:

Oxford University Press, 1984), P. XV.

5' ollun curnow, The Penguin Book of Neu Zealand. Vet'se

(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1960) , p. 5'7.

q?" weners, Robin Hyde: Seleeted Poems, p. xv.
tr,4
'= Hyde's notebook (nx. 12) is quoted by Gloria Rawlinson,

Introduction, HBTS: pp. 14-15. Hyde's views on creativity in this

passage echo those expressed in an essay by George Eliot, in which

she describes the deceptive ease with which novel-ists seem to

produce: "Like crystalline massesr" she writes, ". lthe novel]

may take any form, and yet be beautiful; we have only to pour in

the right elements-genuine observation, humour, and passion. But

it is precisely this absence of rigid requirement which constitutes

the fatal seduction of novel writing " (George Eliot, "Silly
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Novels by Lady Novelistsr" in Essays of Geo?ge Eliot' ed. Thomas

Pinney (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1963), p' 324) ' Apart

from its original publication in westrninste" Reuleu, Pinney cites

three reprints before 1908, any one of which Hyde could have seen.

The similarity between George Eliot's and Hyde's statements on the

necessity of technical competence (although Hyde's is primarily

about poetry) is carried as far as specific verbal echoes: George

Etiot's list of attributes necessary to successful writing

("observation, humour, and passioD"), the images of crystalline

structures and gemstones, and of piano-playing (the necessity of

technique and practice) all recur in Hyde's statement'

55 o,raobiography Ms 412' Ioose PP., P. 23'

56 *tiairrg the text of AHITW night itself be seen as the

performance of a ritual tite de pals^ge, enshrining in language the

conflicting emotions which accompanied the departure, and making a

formaf declaration of intentions for the future. ft was written

immediately after Hyde left the Lodge.

57 "rn France they call an asylum 'maison dtalien6s"' (AHfTWt

p. 45); "if one translated the French of 'alien6e' simply as 'the

alienatedr' one might be incorrect in letter, but not in spirit"

( untitled fragTment, held by Derek Challis) '
58 

"uaa.t 
to Lee, April 2, 1937 ' Lee Collection, AP'

59 at"ttis confirms that Hyde left the Grey Lodge and began

writing AHITW in April, 1937 (Introduction, AHITW' pp. xvii-xviii) .

60 
""", 

note appended to ietter from Hyde to Lee, Mar' 't0'

1936, Lee Collection, AP.

R1o' Hyde expressed to Lee her admiration for his ability to use

both roles-politician and writer-to great effect. He was, she
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says, "the first, perhaps still the one and only, person who in a

doubly-exposed position, as Parliamentarian and writer, said the

truth flat out. You did [she continued] a lot more than you,

perhaps, realize-and I think you gave a good many a lead which

groups and ethical leanings just don't" (letter to Lee, June 14'

1939, Lee Coll-ection, AP) .

62 *:-ar, the erection of the Labour government in 1936 Nz began

to play an active role in the League of Nations: "In 1936 the

Dominion was elected to the League Council and, thereafter,

supported the proposals of the u.s.s.R. for 'collective security'.

In the uneasy years of freedom for Fascists, New Zealand

persistently favoured the enforcement of the 'sanctions' against

aggressors provided for in the League Covenant, a policy which

necessarily involved frequent open disagreement with Great Britain,

especially during the Spanish and Abyssinian crises. Of Common-

wealth countries, New Zealand alone refused to recognize the

rtalian conguest of Abyssinia" (Keith Sinclair, A HistorA of Neu

Zealand. (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1959), p. 268).

63 ,f it was naivety then she shared it with the political

leaders of the time, as Sinclair describes them: "The ideal-ism was

admirable, though often, in the speeches of Labour politicians,

'The League of Nations' seemed a new mystic phrase, with no

objective correlative, like 'the Empire' on the lips of Reform

Ministers" (Sinclaft, A History of Neu Zealand.' p. 268).

un 
"h.lli=, 

rntroduction, AHITW, p. xxi.

VII. HYDEIS UNIFYING VISION

1' As Challis points out, "A Night of HelI" is written from a
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third person point of view (Introduction, AHITW, p. xviii) whereas

AHITTI itself is in the first person. The TS contains further dis-

similarities: "A Home In This World" ends with a chapter seven; "A

Night of HeIl" is headed "Chapter X. " This use of a roman numeral

(or possibly an "unknown"?) differs from the chapter nurnbers in

AHITW, all of which are given in words. The paper used to type the

two IvISS is also different; see n- 5 below.

)' challis, Introd,uction, AHTTW, p. xviii. There is undoubtedly

an autobiographical basis for the drug-taking episode described in

the fragment. Not long after Hyde's death, Lee wrote to w.J.

Jordan, NZ's High cOmmiSsiOner in London, saying: "she told me

once that she took so much dope to win sleep for herself that she

did not awaken for two days. No one came near the bach where she

was living during the two days ." (Lee, letter to w.J. Jordan,

sept. 20, 1939, Lee Collection, AP) -

3 ,h" fragrment was written at the same time as ilYC, when Hyde

had moved from the bach at the waiatarua Boarding House in the

Waitakere Ranges (in which she wrote AHITW) to another at Prospect

Terrace on the North Shore (Chaltis, Introduction, AHITW' p. xviii) .

There are in existence a number of other fragrnents which, like "A

Night of Hellr,, are poised between autobiography and fiction.

Notable amongst these are rrThe cage with the open Door" and

"Waitress, Pleaser" both unpublished TSS, held by Challis'

4 rrr ahi" discussion I use the name "Bede" to refer to the

character in "A Night of Hell" and the name "Bede Collins" to refer

to the character Ln NIC.

5 ,a do"r not belong to the only draft of NIC that I have seen

(,,Nor The Years Condemnr" TS draft, held by Derek Challis), though
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other drafts may exist, or have existed. It is worth noting that

while "A Home In This World" was typed. on paper watermarked "Ariel

Bond, " pp. 1-7 , 9 of the sixteen page rrA Night of HelI" are typed

on a lighter weight "bank" quality paper with no watermark- The

same "bank" paper is used extensively in the draft TS of NIC' so

the composition of the two MSS is probably very closely linked

chronologically.
6 th" word Hvde used to describe the effect she wished to

achieve in her writing after TGF was compJ-eted (letter to Lee,

April 2, 1937, Lee Collection, AP) .

I' Similar characters, though with different names, appear in

the unpubtished fragment "The Cage with the Open Door. "

8 
"aa.r 

she is sick and wonders whether she has poisoned her-

self with the arsenic content of the drugs she has taken, but even

that seems impossible: "'. Slum sort of a way to die. You

are'nt dying, you fool. No such luck for anybody"' (AHITW' p. 114).

o- Letter to Schroder, n.d. [1935],6184, MS Papers 280, WTu.

10 _I am grateful to Professor Smith for allowing me to see

his notes on the collation of drafts of PTH' part of the work

undertaken for the forthcominq edition of that novel.
11

Robin Hyde, "Bronze Outlawr" TS draft of the novel PTH,

Iris Wilkinson collection, B-10, AU, p. 118. This draft is sub-

sequently referred to as: "Bronze Outlawr" AU, B-10.

12 
""aa.t 

to Schroder, April 26, 1935,6:80, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

13

Pearson,

Problems

Professor D.F. McKenzte, in consultation with Profs W.H.

D.I.B. Smith and T. Sturm, "A Further Note on Editorial

in New Zealand Literaturer" printed as an appendix to Dr
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ti,
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t--
a,

i
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Harold Love, et. al ., Report of the Subeontnrtttee on Standayds for'

the Editing of Austy,alian and Neu ZeaLand. Llterature, Bibliographical

Society of Australia and New Zealand, presented to the AGM of the

Society, Melbourne, Aug. 27 ' 1983, p. 22-

14 
""aa.r 

to Lee, NIay 29, 1936, Lee Collection, AP.

t5 
""aa"t 

to Lee, Nov. 13, 1938, Lee Collection, AP.

16 th" first reference to PIH in t].e Schroder letters occurs

in the context of a discussion of ttre necessity to purge her writing

of sentimentality: letter to Schroder, April 26, 1935, 6:80, MS

Papers 280, WTu.

't7" guotations in this paragraph are from "Bronze outlawr" AU,

B-10, pp.317;320.
18 -. . -rDrct, p. 347. The ironic tone of this passage nicely off-

sets the sentimentality noted earlier-
t9 ,uia.
)o-- Ibid, p. 350.

" ".aaut 
to schroder, April 26, 1935,6:80, MS Papers 280,

WTu.

2' ,hit dating is given by Gloria Rawlinson, letter to sandbrook,

Sept. 19, 1979.

23 
""aa"t 

to Schroder, April 25, 1937, 7293, MS Papers 280,

Wfu.

24 Fir=t version, p. 236.

25 ,bid, p. 247 (misnunbered by Hyde 147).

26 -bid, p. 2s6.

'7 ""rr"t 
to schroder, sept- 2' 1937, 7:94,

2t *obirt Hyde, t'Nor The Years Condemnr" TS

NyC, held by Challis, "Author's Note" (n- pag.) -

MS Papers 280, WTu.

draft of the novel

.;

i
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rbid.

The description of Macnamara here echoes the transfiguration

1-8, etc (see also ilIC, p. 242). In AHITW

perfected man, innocent and clean, is my

wears Christ's sandal and has SheIIey's

of Christ, Mattheu 17:

the narrator says "that

God, what else? And he

eyes" (AlIfTW, p. 33) .

'' A.P. Watt and Son, Ietter to Miss Jean Mitchell, Hurst and

Blackett, June 15, 1937 ' from the files of A-P- Watt and Son, 2b

Bedford Row, London WC1. As the letters in this collection are

file copies, few of them are signed. Miss Mitchelf seems to have

corresponded with both an R.P. Watt in 1936 and a W.P. [Peter] Watt

in Aug. 1940. It is not clear which of these wrote the letter of

June 15, 1937.

?t-' Letter to Lee, April 2, 1937' Lee Collection, AP-

33 o.P. watt and son, Letter to Mitchell, Jan. 18, 1938.

tn 
".rrt"rrce 

Binyon, "For The Fallen-" The poem (Hyde calls it

a hymn) is usuatly recited at Anzac services. Hyde misquotes "not

grow old" for "grow not old." Laurence Binyon, The Winnoging-Fan:

Poems on the GYeat War (London: Elkin Mathews' 1914), PP- 28-29.

?q" The apostasy of the Church's leadership, for example, is

summed up in the image of "that Bishop stinting earth for a Heaven

in which he does not believe (else why are his earthly symbols so

potent, and so relaxing to the mortal senses?) " (AHfTW' p- 10) .

?a
"" Hyde used this word with its full force when she described

the 1,760 people killed in the bombing of Adowa as rrthe dead we

did not know, the dead \^re have somehow betrayed. " clarifying her

use Of the word "betrayed," she wrOte: "We are all So mugh the same

person" ("The Cage with the Open Doorr" pp- 25-26; 6). Al1 people,

29

JU
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she felt, partook in the killing insofar as they did not attempt to

prevent it.
37 "Th" Modern Trendr " p. 17 .

"" Macnarnarats use of the term "stabilizing agent" is explained

when he tells Bede Collins about his visit to Stewart Island, where

ambergris is sometimes washed up on the beach: "'Ambergris isn't

used, as people imagine, for perfume. It's used to fix perfumes.

once you use it to fix any old scent you liker Yourve got it for

keeps, not for a few glorious hours. It's a stabilizet. Ihere are

a good many stabilizers in the world. T' trady, aim to be one of

them. l

'stabilize what?'

'The scent of the people the stench, if you like to call

it so. Tears, sweat, blood, silliness, accidental aspiration, the

beginnings of honesty, the promises before they become piecrust"'

(NYC, p. 309) .

39 
"t"==r"Lr, 

Mod.etm Poetry and. the rdeal, p. 17; Fairburn,

Ietter to Glover, l"lay 6, 1936, folder 5, MS Papers 418, Denis Glover,

WTu; Hyde, Ietter to Schroder, Jan. 9,1936 [i.e. 19371, 7:91r MS

Papers 280, WTu.

AA=" It is appropriate that Macnamara should first enter the

novel by sharing a sentence wittr Starkie, since he is Starkie's

doppelglnger, his other half. The detail once again shows the care

with which Hyde constructed her fiction.
41 

"The writer and his Audiencer" p. 3.

4)-- tt [Wh€n] you go to the pictures and see Greta Garbo, at the

bottom of a scroll in very small Ietters you can see Mr So and So,

Continuity. We, lady, are the continuity" (NyC, pp. 309-10). The
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way Hyde uses the jargon of film-making here (however loosely)

recalls her use elsewhere of the film as a metaphor for her

technique.
43 *".rr"*ara's "immunizing" effect on Bede enables her to

overcome her own sense of being diseased. The eccentric aunt in

the unpublished short story "In Search of Reality" had a similar

effect on another central character, Krulen, who was suffering

from tuberculosis. The metaphor of infectious disease also occurs

in Cresswell's essay, where he describes the social system as

havinq "grown malignant . . . . diseased for lack of the pure

bloodstream of the . Ideal" (CresswelL, MOdey'vt POett'y artd. the

IdeaL, pp. 16-17).

4n JororoLese, p. 113.

4\=" Robin Hyde, "The Singers of Lone1inessr" P. 23.

46 ,n the context of craims about Hyde's assertion of nationar

identity in her writing it is worth remembering that she was in

fact born in South Africa of an Anglo-Indian father and an

Austral-ian mother, as she never tired of mentioning.
A1=t "[The] trans-Siberian [route] . - would more than pay its

expenses if I made a book of it" (letter to Lee, Dec. 1, 1937' Lee

Collection, AP).

48 ,o Dr Tothilr she had written:'rr desire to be my own

possession-to be given to a beggar if I like, but never from weak-

ness. Love . should aLuaAs be from strength, never from

weakness. So also the given dreams of the heart" (autobiography

MS 412, loose PP., P. 35). The quotation from Ril-ke's poem

',orpheus, Eurydice, Hermes" at the end of ?GF makes the same point.

n9 ""u*"= [Bertram] worked through the galleys of her book
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with her; it was a wearing business, because every detail had to

be argued-Irj-s could not believe that she had misspelt a name or

confused one person or place with anotherl I saw James' patience

wearing very thin." Charles Brasch, Indirections (Wellington:

Oxford University Press, 1980) I PP. 337-38. Hyde gives her account

of Bertram,s help in letters to Lee, Mar. 30, 1939, Lee Collection,

AP; and to Schroder, Mar.25' 1939,72100; Aprit 27, 1939' 12101'

MS Papers 280, WTu.

'" Brasch, IndLrections, p. 339.

"The Modern Trendr" P. 17.

h/

" "Tro women in China," rev. of China at Wart by Freda Utley

and, Dragon Rarnpant, by Robin Hyde, The Times, July 7, 1939. The

review is held in a file of newspaper cuttings, IvlS Papers 920, Iris

Wilkinson collection, wTu.

5<" HBTS, p. 144. The same question is asked at the beginning

of another poem from the same period, "Fragments From T\^to Countries"

(HBTS, pp. 135-37). The titles of both poems suggest a pre-

occupation with the theme of DR as it has been described here.
q4
'= Letter to Schroder, Mar. 8, 1939, 7:99, MS Papers 280, WTu'

II)IO.

'o "Nu.d"thr" AU, B-13, pp. 46-47.

Jt 
"The writer and his Audiencer" p. 8-

-" Edna St. Vincent Millay, whose poem

Hyde admired. (An echo of the verse quoted

the Foreword to TGE-) The last verse of the

Down, down, down into the darkness

Gently they go, the beautiful, the

Quietly they go, the intelligent,

"Dirge Without Music"

here is to be heard in

poem reads:

of the grave

tender, the kind;

ttre witty, the brave.



I know. But I do not aPProve. And

Edna St. Vincent Millay, CoLleeted Poems, ed-

rpL London: Hamish Hamilton, 1956), p. 241 -
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I am not resigned.

Norma Millay (1917;



Bibllography

This section lists the sources cited or referred to in this

thesis. Sources consulted in the course of my research but

not cited in the text are normally not lj.sted here. Where the

name Iris Wilkj-nson occurs as author the fact is noted here,

with the pseudonym "Robin Hyde" given in brackets; but such

material is listed under the name "Robin Hyde-"

PART 1: PRIMARY SOURCES

Bibliographies including listings of Hyde's work.

Hyde's published work:

a) Poetry.

b) Prose.

c) Articles.

Eyde' s unpublished work:

a) Drafts and Notebooks-

b) Lecture.

c) Letter collections (i) and (ii).

PART 2: SECONDARY SOURCES

Books consulted.

Articles consulted.

Unpublished sources:

a) Theses, Lectures, Reports, MSS-

b) Letters about Hyde: (i) and (ii).

c) other letters used in this thesis-

d) Interviews and conversations-
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PART 1: PRIMARY SOURCES

Bibliographies including listings of Hyde's work.

Andersen, J.C., ed. Aranls of Neu Zealwtd Literatute: being a

Preliminary List of Net't Zealard. Autltors and. their .l'torks with

fntroductory Essays and Verses. Wellington: NZ Authors'

Week Committee, 1936.

Co1eman, M.D. and R. Chapman, comps. Manuscripts and Archiues in

Auekland Wioersity Libraty. Bibliographical Bullerin 6.

Auckland: Auckland University Library, 1971.

Herd, J.J., comp. Inder to tTomoz,rot')rt Volumes L-6, 1-934-40.

Dunedin: University of Otago Press, 1962.

Park, Iris M., comp. Neu ZeaLand, Periodieals of LLteraz,g Interest.

Bibliographical Series, No. 6. Wellington: Wellington Library

School, 1962.

Scott, Margaret A., comp. A Supplementaty BibLiographA of Robin

Hyde (fris G. Wilkinson)" 1-906-39. Wellington: Wellingron

Library School, 1966.

walls, Jennifer, comp. A Bibliographa of Robi.n Hyde (fy,is WiLkinson),

L906-L939. Wellington: Wellington Library School, 1960.

Weir, Father J.E. and. Barbara A. Lyon, comps. Neu ZeaLand Poetry:

a SeLeet Bibliographg, 1920-1972. Christchurch: Universiry of

Canterbury Library, 1977.

Whyte, Bertha, comp. tN.Z. Railuays l4agazinet: Inder. Weltington:

Alexander Turnbull Library, 1942.

Hyde's published work:

a) Poetry.

Hyde, Robin. Houses By TVe Sea and. the Later Poems of Robin Hafo.
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Ed. and introd. Gloria Rawlinson. Christchurch: The Caxton

Press,1952.

Persep\tone In Winter. London: Hurst and Blackett,

1937 .

SeLeeted Poems of Robin HAde. Ed- Lydia wevers.

Auckland: Oxford University Press ' 1984-

. The Conquerons 6r1d. )tVer Poems. Macmillan's

Contemporary Poets series. London: Macmillan, 1935'

. The DesoLate Star and )th.er Poems. christchurch:

Whitcombe and Tornbs' 1929.

b) Prose.

Hyde, Robin. A Home fn Thi.s Woz'Ld.

Auckland: Longman PAuI, 1984.

Introd. Derek Challis.

Cheek to Iour King, the Life Histot'y of CLtarLes, Baron

de Thiezu,y, King of Nul<ahiua, souereign chief of Neu zeaLattd.

London: Hurst and Blackett, 1936.

Cheek to lotv King: the Life Hi.stot'y of CVnnLes, Baxon

de Thiez,ry, KLW of Nuknhioa' Souez'eign Chief of Neu ZeaLan'd..

Introd. Joan stevens. Wellington: A-H. and A.W- Reed, 1960.

Cheek to Iou.t King. New zealand Classics series.

Auckland: Golden Press ' 1975. [The text of this ed- is a

photographic facsimile of the 1935 Hurst and Blackett ed. l

Dragon Ratnpant. London: Hurst and Blackett, 1939-

Dragon Ranpuft. Introd. Derek Challis, critical note

Linda Hardy. Auckland: New Womenrs Press, 1984- [The text of

this ed. is a photographic facsimile of the 1939 Hurst and

Blackett ed. l

. Jotnrtalese. Auckland: The National Printing Co- , 1934-
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Nor The lears Condetrm. London: Hurst and Blackett'

1 938.

Passport to HeLL; the Story of Janes Douglas Stark,

Bomber,, Fifth Regiment, Neu zeaLand Etpedi.tionaty Fotces.

London: Hurst and Blackett, 1936'

The Go&'tits FLy. London: Hurst and Blackett' 1938'

The Goduits ELy. Ed. and introd. Gloria Rawlinson.

New Zealand Fiction series. 2nd ed., 1970; rpt. Auckland:

Auckland university Press and oxford university Press, 1974.

Wedrtesdayts ChiLdren. London: Hurst and Blackett'

1937 .

c) Articles.

This is not a comprehensive list of
Hyde's published articles, but includes
tltose consulted in the composition of
this thesis.

Hyde, Robin. "A ReaI Friendship; Selwyn and Grey"' Neu Zealand

HeraLd' Aug. 10, 1935, Supplementr P' 1'

"Correspondence." TomonrouJ, 2 (1936) , 32'

''ForThinelsTheKingdom;LivingstoneandSirGeorge

Grey." Christchurch fuess, July 13, 1935, p' 1'7'

wilkinson, Iris (Robin Hyde). "Leaves From a Penwoman's Log."

NeU ZeaLand Obseyuer', Christmas Annual, Dec- 12, 1931, pp' 20-21'

Hyde, Robin. ,,Letter to the Editor." "The Book Page r" southLand

Times, oct. 10, 1936, P- 13.

"Letter to the Editor." "The Book Page r" SouthLqnd

Times, oct. 17, 1936, P. 13-

128-33.

"Lonely Street." Att in New Zealand, 7, No' 3 (1935)'
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"New Zealand Authoresses." Mitror, Feb' 1938,

pp- 2O-21 ' 62-63.

"Please Don't Say Wellingtonts Pretty - It Is'nt!"

New Zealqtd nadi.o Reeord, Dec- 11, 1936, pp' 11-12'

"Poetry In Auckland." Art in Neu ZeaLand, 9, No' 1

(1936),29-34.

"Reflections in the Water-" )tago Witness' oct' 24,

1928, p. 80.

Anon. (Robin Hyde). Review of Chi.Ldren of the Poor, by Anon'

(John A. Lee). Neu Zealand.)bseruer, Jan' 31, 1935, p' 4'

Hyde, Robin. "Rudyard Kipling: the Imperialist and the Jungle

Books." Christchurch Press, Feb. 15, 1936, p. 17'

,,selwyn and Greyl A Cherished Friendship. " NeLl Zealand

HeraLd, Aug. 17, 1935, Supplement, P- 1.

"Stella Benson's Short Storiesl Sane Artist and Sick

world." Christchurch Press, Dec- 12, 1936, P. 21'

"Ikre Modern Trend: Points About some Poets." christchurch

fuess, Oct. 31, 1936, P. 17-

"The New Zealand woman In Letters." The Wotking Womcn,

April 6, 1936, PP. 4-5.

"The Singers of Loneliness." Ttien Hsia lrlonthLg' Aug'

1938, pp. 9-23.

"Woman Today." Tomorrotl, 3 (1937) r 376-77.

Hyde' s unpublished work:

a) Drafts and Notebooks.

Because of its bulk, a
description of the drafts of Hyde's

published work, unpublished novels, plays,
stories and notebooks is given in the
Appendix to this thesis.
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b) Lecture.

Wilkinson, Iris (Robin Hyde). "The Writer and his Audience." Text

of a lecture given during Authors' Week, April ' 1936. AP, New

Zealand Authors' week, 1936; Papers 1935-36, NZ MSS 542, folder

6. Folder 6 contains copies of lectures arranged by the

Auckland Centre.

c) Letter collections.

Letters from Hyde used in this thesis come

from two separate holdings, those of AP and
of WTu. The collections used from each of
these libraries are described in turn- A

general description only is given of each
collection. Individual letters are cited
in endnotes. This is not an exhaustive
Iist of Hyde's letters.

(i) Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington (Wfu1.

Andersen, J.c. MS Papers 148. Folder 29 (White - z) includes 4

letters from Hyde to Andersen, and 3 letters from Andersen to

Hyde. AII date from early 1936, and relate mainly to Andersen's

Arvtals of New Zealartd. Li.teratuve.

Buick, T.L. M.S. Papers 58. Folder 2 includes 3 letters from

Hyde to Buick. All are dated early 1935, and relate mainly to

Hyde's work on de Thierry and possible collaboration with

another writer on a book about de Thierry-

Glover, D. MS Papers 418. Folder 22 includes 2 letters from Hyde

to Glover, dated 1937-38, about Glover's The Aruaignnent of

Paris.

Ramsden, E. MS Papers 196, Series B. Folder 173 includes 1 letter

from Hyde to Ramsden, dated 1936, relating mainly Lo Check to

-IOU! Kl-nA.

Schroder, J.H.E. MS Papers 280. Folders 3-7 contain Hyde's fetters
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to Schroder. There are 101 letters, dated 1927-39. Some

are annotated by Schroder, some by Gloria Rawlinson. They

are arranged chronologically in the folders. Most are dated

by Hyde. Undated or wrongly dated letters have dates

attributed to them by Gloria Rawlinson, who also numbered

each letter, In this thesis both the date and number are

cited in references to individual letters. These letters

constitute a large and important source of material on all

aspects of Hyde's work. The other folders in IvlS Papers 280

relating to Hyde are as follows: Folder 8 contains drafts of

approximately 35 poems by Hyde. Folder 9 contains more poems,

most from The DesoLate Staz'. Fo1der 10 contains 3 letters

from Gloria Rawlinson to Schroder (dated 1947-48) about the

editing of Houses By The Sea; 1 letter from W. Downie Stewart

to Schroder dated 1937 about Hyde's stay in Dunedin in 1936;

and i letter from Glover to Schroder, dated 194A. Folder 11

contains 12 pp. TS draft of Schroder's article "Robin Hyde:

Struggle and Dream." Folder 12 contains Schroder's copies of

The DesoLate Star, Pez,sephone In Winter and warwick Lawrence's

VuLcan Lmte.

Wilkinson, I.G. MS Papers 853. Folder 1 contains 8 letters as

follows: 1 letter from Hyde to Miss Ida Leeson, dated 1937 '
about de Thierry and Markham papers; 2 letters from Hyde to

Warwick Lawrence, dated '1936, 1938, the latter with a photo-

graph of Hyde with W. Empson, J. Bertram and G. Rainer in

China; 3 letters from Hyde to E. Ramsden, dated 1937, the

third incomplete; 1 letter from Hyde to Mr Dale, dated 1936;

and 1 letter from J.D. Stark to Hyde dated 1936.
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Wilkinson, I.G. MS Papers 1724. Folder ccntaining 4 items as

follows: Photocopy of letter from Hyde to Hocken Library

Committee, dated 1936, enclosing the poem "Arangi-l4a." Letter

from Hyde to Mr Warwick Lawrence, dated 1936' accompanying

copy for newspaper article(?). Letter from Hyde to J.C.

Andersen, dated 1938, accompanied by personal tribute to Hyde

by Andersen, dated 1958. Letter from Hyde to Editor of

overseas journal (unknown), dated 1937, accompanying poem

"Josephts Lilies. "

(ii) Auckland Public Library (AP): NZ MSS.

Lee, J.A. Collection. This collection includes 29 letters from

Hyde to Lee, dated 1935-38. The letters are arranged

chronologically according to Hyde's dates. Lee's annotation

is affixed to 1 letter; a copy of 1 letter from Lee to Hyde,

dated 1938, is included. A systematic classification of

material in the Lee collection has not yet been completed.

Wilkinson, I.G. Nz MSS 758. Photocopies of 2 letters from Hyde

to Mr A.A. Irvine, dated 1937, 1939. The first mentions

conditions at the Lodge; the second, from London, concerns

literary friends, her illness and the publication of Dt"agon

Ratrnant.

PART 2: SECONDARY SOURCES

Books consulted.

Binyon, Laurence. Ttlp Winnouing-Fan: Poems on the Gv'eat War.

London: Elkin Mathews, 1914.

Brasch, Charles. Ind.irections: a Memoir, L909-1-947. wellington:
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Oxford UniversitY Press, 1980.

Brooke, Rupert. The CoLlected Poems of ktpert Bt'ooke: uith a Memoit'.

Ed. and memoir, Edward Marsh. 2nd ed. 1918; rpt. London:

Sidgwick and Jackson, 192L-

Brooks, Cleanth. The Writer and. his Cornntmity: the TWenty-First

W.p. Ker MemoriaL Leeture DeLiuered in the Uniuersity of GLasgou'

1.5th Octoben, L965. Glasgow: Glasgow University Publications,

1968.

Byron, George Gordon, Lord. The Poetical Wot'ks of Lotd ByTon'

oxford standard Authors series. 1904, rPt. London: oxford

University Press, 1957.

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor. Coleridge: PoetieaL Wot'ks. Oxford Standard

Authors Series. Ed. E.H. Coleridge. London: Oxford University

Press ' 1912.

Cresswell, Walter DrArcy. LytteLton HatbOtty: A Poem. Auckland:

The Unicorn Press ' 1936.

Inbdent Poetry and. the ldeaL: being arL lddress Broadeast

fnon LIA Auckland N.Z. by W. DtA. CressweLl. Auckland: The

Griffin Press, 1934.

Poems 1921-1-927. London: Wells Gardner, Darton, 1928.

Poems 7924-L93L. London: The Bodley Head, n.d-

The Forest. Auckland: The Pelorus Press ' 1952-

The Poetts Ptogress. London: Faber, 1930.

Curnow, Allen, ed. A Book of Neu Zealmtd Verse, 1-923-45.

Christchurch: The Caxton Press ' 1945-

Poetry and. Lan4uage. Christchurch: The Caxton Press,

1935.

-, ed. The PenguLn Book of Neu ZeaLand. Ve?se.
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Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1960.

Dennis, Jonathan, ed. tThe Tin Shed': the Origins of the NationaL

FiLm tlnit. The New Zealand Film Archive, Publication No. 1.

Research Clive Sowry. Wellington: The New Zealand Film

Archive, 1981.

Edel, Leon. Ttrc PsyehologicaL NoueL, 1-900-1-950. London: Rupert

Hart-Davis, 1 95 5 .

Eliot, George. Essays of George ELiot. Ed. Thomas Pinney. London:

Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1963.

Fairburn, A.R.D. He ShaLL Not Rise. London: The Columbia Press,

1930.

Giltespie, o.N., ed. New ZeaLand Short Stoz'ies. London: J.M. Dent

and Son, 1930.

Glover, Denis. The Arz'aigrunent of Pafi-s. Christchurch: Trhe

Caxton Press, 1937.
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b) Letters about Hyde.

Letters about Hyde used in this thesis
come from two separate holdings, those
of WTu, and the files of A.P- Watt and
Son, Ltd., London. The collections
used from each of these holdings are
described in turn. A general description
only is given of each collection.
Individual letters are cited in endnotes.
This is not an exhaustive list of letters
about Hyde.

(i) Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington (wtu) '

Buick, T.L. MS Papers 58. Folder 2 includes 4 letters which

mention Hyde: Buick to Mr o.R. Bendall, enclosing a copy of a

letter from Hyde to Buick (also in this collection-see Part

1 of this Bibliography) dated 1935; Buick to IuIr J. Barr,

Buick to Miss Ida Leeson, all dated 1937 t mainly relating to

de Thierry.

cresswell, w. DrA. MS Papers 170. Folder 107 contains Ietters

from Cresswell to Mr Ormond Wilson, dated 1939, including 1

letter describing the circumstances of Hyde's death'

Glover, D. MS Papers 418. Folder 15 contains letters from A.R.D.

Fairburn to Glover. Of these, 5 (dated 1936-37) refer to

various of Hyde's works and to her relationships with other

writers, notably cresswell. Folder 18 contains letters from

Frank Sargeson to GLover. of these, 10 (dated 1936-38) refer

to Hyde's work, relationships with other writers, and to

Glover's parody of Hyde in The Arnaignment of Patis. Folder

21 contains letters from Cresswell to Glover, including 1

(dated 1936) which mentions Glover's review of Hyde's The

conqueroz,s. Folder 22 contains letters from Hyde to Glover

(see Part 1 of this Bibliography) as well as 1 from Gloria

Rawlinson to Glover, dated 1938, about The Arcaigrntent of

vaTls.
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(ii) Watt, A.P. and Son, London.

A,?. t/atL and Son, 26 Bedford Row, London, w.C.1. were Hyde's

literary agents. Their archives include a file of typescript

copies of letters, and memoranda of publishing agreements

relating to Hyde's work. In 1981 Mr and Mrs L- Osborne

obtained permission on my behalf to photocopy this material.

The contents of the file are not systematically arranged;

some letters are duplicates. The file contains: 10 letters

from A.P. Watt and Son (hereafter cal,Ied Watts) to Miss

Jean Mitchell of Hurst and Blackett, (Uyde's publishers; now

Hutchinson Publishing Group) dated 1937-1940; 1 letter, watts

to Hurst and Bl-ackett, addressed to Mr Geoffrey Halliday

(dated 1950); 5 letters from Miss Mitchell to watts (dated

'1938, 1940); 7 letters from Watts to Hyde (dated 1937-1938);

2 Ietters from Watts to Mr David Lloyd of The Paget Literary

Agency, New York (dated 1936); 1 letter from Mr Lloyd to

Watts (dated 1936); 3 letters from Watts to Mr W.R. Edge,

Hyde's literary executor (dated 1940, 1950, 1968); 1 letter

Frnm Mr EAno !s watts (dated 1968); 1 letter from Watts to\vqLes I Jvet ,

Mr Derek Challis (dated 1965). Included are memoranda of

agreement to publish The Conquerons, (dated 1935) , Passport

,u nelt (dated 1936) , Persephone In Winter (dated 1937) and

The Godt'tits FLy (dated 1937). Most letters to Watts are

signed; those from ilatts are not. This file was found despite

a repeated assurance by letter that Watts' files from the

1930s had not been kept: A.P. Watt and Son, letters to

Sandbrook dated Dec. 18, 1979; Feb 5, 1980. A letter from

the Hutchinson Group's Ms Sophie Burn to Sandbrook, dated

Jan. 29, 1980, alsd said Hurst and Blackett's files had
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probably been destroyed. I Iearnt that Hutchinson Group's

fites were kept in Tiptree, Colchester. At my request Dr J'

Muirhead (then in Britain) communicated with Tiptree Book

Services, Ltd., Tiptree, Colchester, about the possibility

of locating material relating to Hyde's publishing activities.

A letter from Mrs L. coverdale (Bibliographer for Hutchinson

Publishing Group) to Dr J. Muirhead, dated Sept- 4, 1984,

says there is "no personal file at Tiptree regarding Robin

Hyde." Mrs coverdale added. however that this archive holds

',file copies of books, . . . Hurst a Blackett yearly catalogues

. [and] quire books, which are records of print numbers

salesl" and invited inspection of these- The archive

not yet been examined.

c) Other letters used in this thesis.

Letters to Sandbrook from: Ms Sophie Burn, Hutchinson Publishing

Group, London; Mr Derek Chaltis; Mr Michael Horniman, A'P'

Watt and Son, London; Mr D. Kerr of Wiggins Teape (N'Z'),

wellington; Mr John A. Lee; Miss Gloria Rawlinson; Mr Frank

Sargesonl Professor D.I.B. Smith; Mr Clive Sowry, the Nz

Film Archive, Wellington.

Letters from Mrs L. Coverdale, Bibliographer, Hutchinson

Publishing Group to Dr J. Muirhead, and from Mr colin Edwards,

Charles Morgan and Co., Basingstoke to Mr D. Kerr were also

used.

These letters all date from the period L979-L984, and are

held by Sandbrook. Dates of individual letters are cited in

the place where they are used.

and

has
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d) Interviews and conversations-

Sandbrook with: Mr Derek Challis, Miss Gloria Rawlinson, Mr Frank

Sargeson, Professor D.I.B. Snith and those members of the

staff of Massey university whose help is acknowledged in the

Preface to this thesis. Dates for interviews mentioned i-n

the text are given in endnotes.
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